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CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This annual report on Form 10-K contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (the “Exchange Act”). Forward-looking statements are statements other than historical facts. These statements
relate to future events or circumstances or our future performance, and they are based on our current assumptions,
expectations and beliefs concerning future developments and their potential effect on our business. In some cases, you can
identify forward-looking statements by the following words: “if,” “may,” “might,” “shall,” “will,” “can,” “could,” “would,”
“should,” “expect,” “intend,” “plan,” “goal,” “objective,” “initiative,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,”
“project,” “forecast,” “potential,” “continue,” “ongoing” or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology.
The absence of these words, however, does not mean that a statement is not forward-looking. The forward-looking
statements we make in this report include statements about, among other things, our future financial and operating
performance, our growth strategies, including expectations regarding our delivery and sales of renewable natural gas and
sale of U.S. federal, state and local government credits, and anticipated trends in our industry and our business.
The preceding list is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all of the topics addressed by our forward-looking
statements. Although the forward-looking statements we make reflect our good faith judgment based on available
information, they are only predictions of future events and conditions. Accordingly, our forward-looking statements
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause our or our industry’s actual results, levels
of activity, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, levels of activity, performance
or achievements expressed or implied by our forward-looking statements. Factors that might cause or contribute to such
differences include, among others, those discussed in Item 1A. Risk Factors of this report, as such factors may be amended,
supplemented or superseded from time to time by other reports we file with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
“SEC”). In addition, we operate in a competitive and rapidly evolving industry in which new risks emerge from time to
time, and it is not possible for us to predict all of the risks we may face. Nor can we assess the impact of all factors on our
business or the extent to which any factor or combination of factors could cause actual results to differ from our
expectations. As a result of these and other potential risks and uncertainties, our forward-looking statements should not be
relied on or viewed as guarantees of future events or conditions.
All of our forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except as required by law, we
undertake no obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statements for any reason, including to conform these
statements to actual results or to changes in our expectations. You should, however, review the factors and risks we
describe in the reports we will file from time to time with the SEC for the most recent information about our forwardlooking statements and the risks and uncertainties related to these statements.
We qualify all of our forward-looking statements by this cautionary note.
*******
Unless the context indicates otherwise, all references to “Clean Energy,” the “Company,” “we,” “us,” or “our” in
this report refer to Clean Energy Fuels Corp., together with its majority and wholly owned subsidiaries.
We own registered or unregistered trademark or service mark rights to Clean Energy™ and Clean Energy
Renewables™. Although we do not use the “®” or “™” symbol in each instance in which one of our trademarks appears in
this report, this should not be construed as any indication that we will not assert our rights thereto to the fullest extent under
applicable law. Any other service marks, trademarks and trade names appearing in this report are the property of their
respective owners.
Investors and others should note that we disseminate information to the public about our Company, our products,
services and other matters through various channels, including our website (www.cleanenergyfuels.com), SEC filings,
press releases, public conference calls and webcasts, in order to achieve broad, non-exclusionary distribution of
information to the public. We encourage investors and others to review the information we make public through these
channels, as such information could be deemed to be material information.
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PART I
Item 1. Business.
Overview
Clean Energy Fuels Corp., a Delaware corporation, is a leading renewable energy company focused on the
procurement and distribution of renewable natural gas (“RNG”) and conventional natural gas, in the form of compressed
natural gas (“CNG”) and liquefied natural gas (“LNG”), for the United States and Canadian transportation markets. RNG,
which is delivered as either CNG or LNG, is created by the recovery and processing of naturally occurring,
environmentally detrimental waste methane (“biogas”) from non-fossil fuel sources - such as dairy and other livestock
waste and landfills - for beneficial use as a replacement for fossil-based transportation fuels. Methane is one of the most
potent climate-harming greenhouse gases (“GHG”) with a comparative impact on global warming that is about 25 times
more powerful than that of carbon dioxide. We are focused on developing, owning, and operating dairy and other livestock
waste RNG projects and supplying RNG (procured from our own projects or from third parties) to our customers in the
heavy and medium-duty commercial transportation sector. We have participated in the alternative vehicle fuels industry for
over 20 years. We believe we are in a unique position because the valuable Environmental Credits (as defined below) are
generated by the party that dispenses RNG into vehicle fuel tanks, and we believe we have access to more dispensers than
any other market participant.
We believe we were the first organization to supply RNG for vehicle fuel use in the U.S., and sales of our RNG for
such purpose have increased from 13.0 million gasoline gallon equivalents (“GGEs”) in 2013 to 167.0 million GGEs in
2021. We are North America’s leading provider of the cleanest fuel for the commercial transportation market, based on
both the number of stations we operate and the amount of GGEs delivered of RNG, CNG and LNG, which amounted to a
total of 402.6 million GGEs in 2021. With the Company’s focus on RNG, our sales of RNG have grown from 12% of our
vehicle fuel sales in 2013 to 78% of our vehicle fuel sales in 2021 (excluding GGEs from O&M (as defined below) sales
and non-vehicle sales). We believe that during 2021 we provided 58% and 47% of the RNG used for transportation fuel in
California and the United States, respectively.
As a comprehensive clean energy solutions provider, we also design and build, as well as operate and maintain
(“O&M”), public and private vehicle fleet customer stations in the United States and Canada; sell and service compressors
and other equipment used in RNG production and at fueling stations; transport and sell RNG and conventional natural gas
via “virtual” natural gas pipelines and interconnects; sell U.S. federal, state and local government credits (collectively,
“Environmental Credits”) we generate by selling RNG as a vehicle fuel, including Renewable Identification Numbers
(“RIN Credits” or “RINs”) under the federal Renewable Fuel Standard Phase 2 and credits under the California and the
Oregon Low Carbon Fuel Standards (collectively, “LCFS Credits”); and obtain federal, state and local tax credits, grants
and incentives. We serve fleet vehicle operators in a variety of markets, including heavy-duty trucking, airports, refuse,
public transit, industrial and institutional energy users, and government fleets. We believe these fleet markets will continue
to present a growth opportunity for our vehicle fuels for the foreseeable future.
Commercial transportation, including heavy-duty trucking, generates a significant portion of the emissions of overall
carbon dioxide and other climate-harming GHGs, and transitioning this sector to low and negative carbon fuels is a critical
step towards reducing overall global GHG emissions. According to the Global Carbon Project’s Global Carbon Budget
published in November 2021, 34.8 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide were emitted globally in 2020, of which 7.3 billion
metric tons, or 21%, came from the transportation sector. There is a global demand for reducing GHG emissions, as
evidenced by 96% of the world’s countries having committed to the Paris Agreement according to The United Nations
Framework Convention in Climate Change, and 92% of S&P 500 companies focusing on sustainability metrics, including
GHG emissions, according to the Governance & Accountability Institute’s Flash Report published in 2021.
Biogas, the primary source of RNG, is produced by microbes as they break down organic matter in the absence of
oxygen. Our sources of commercial scale biogas are anaerobic digester gas (“ADG”), which is produced inside an airtight
tank used to breakdown organic matter such as dairy and other livestock waste, and landfill gas (“LFG”), which is
produced by the decomposition of organic waste at landfills.
3
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Given the potential growth and positive environmental impact of RNG, our mission is to obtain as much RNG supply
as possible. To that end we are pursuing development and ownership of dairy and other livestock waste ADG projects on
our own and with partners including TotalEnergies S.E. (“TotalEnergies”) and BP Products North America (“bp”). Further,
we enter long-term RNG supply offtake agreements with well-known third parties that own RNG production facilities.
Because our business transforms waste methane into a renewable source of energy, our RNG generates valuable
Environmental Credits under federal and state initiatives.
Depending on the source, the California Air Resources Board (“CARB”) has determined that RNG can have a
significantly negative carbon intensity score, enabling our customers to achieve a net carbon negative emissions profile.

California Air Resources Board “Current Fuel Pathways” 2018 – 2020 (5th-95th percentile)
At present, we see the best use of RNG as a replacement for fossil-based fuel in the transportation sector. We believe
the most attractive market for RNG is U.S. heavy-duty Class 8 trucking and, based on information from the American
Trucking Association and our own internal estimates, we believe there are approximately 3.9 million Class 8 heavy-duty
trucks operating in the U.S. that use over 40 billion gallons of diesel fuel per year. As of December 31, 2021, we deliver
RNG to the transportation market through 548 fueling stations we own, operate or supply in 42 states and the District of
Columbia in the U.S., including over 200 stations in California. We also own, operate, or supply 25 fueling stations in
Canada. Critically, to generate valuable Environmental Credits, the RNG must be placed in vehicle fuel tanks. We believe
our stations and customer relationships allow us to deliver substantially more RNG to vehicle operators than any other
participant in the market – we calculate that we have access to more fueling stations and vehicle fleets than all our
competitors combined. As of December 31, 2021, we serve over 1,000 fleet customers operating over 48,000 vehicles on
our fuels. We believe we are the only company in the U.S. that provides RNG vehicle fuel at scale in California and
nationally.
Longer term, we plan to provide hydrogen fuel to vehicle fleets. As operators deploy more hydrogen powered
vehicles, we can modify our fueling stations to reform our RNG and deliver clean hydrogen to customers. We also believe
our RNG can be used to generate clean electricity to power electric vehicles, and we have the capability to add electric
vehicle charging at our station sites.
4
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Our Principal Products, Services and Other Business Activities
Our principal products, services and other business activities are described below. Information about the revenue we
receive from these activities is discussed in this report in Item 7. “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Results of
Operations and Financial Condition.”
RNG, CNG and LNG Sales.
●

Unlike other renewables, RNG is easily stored, distributed, and replenished. RNG can be injected into the
existing natural gas distribution network and delivered to vehicle fuel stations and liquefaction facilities.
While other sources of green and renewable energy require significant infrastructure buildout to be
implemented, RNG is affordable and easily used in existing infrastructure and vehicles today. Further,
CARB has determined that RNG holds the lowest carbon intensity of any on-road vehicle fuel, including
fully renewable electric from solar and wind.

●

CNG is RNG or conventional natural gas that is compressed and dispensed in gaseous form. CNG is
typically delivered by obtaining RNG or conventional natural gas from the pipeline and then compressing
and storing it at a fueling station and dispensing it directly into a vehicle. Our CNG vehicle fuel sales are
made primarily through contracts with our customers or on a per fill-up basis at prices we set at public access
fueling stations based on prevailing market conditions. Through our subsidiary NG Advantage, LLC (“NG
Advantage”), we also transport and sell CNG for non-vehicle purposes via virtual natural gas pipelines and
interconnects to industrial and institutional energy users that do not have direct access to pipelines. NG
Advantage also has the capability to transport RNG from production facilities to pipeline injection sites using
its fleet of 98 high-capacity trailers.

●

LNG is RNG or conventional natural gas that is cooled at a liquefaction facility to approximately -260
degrees Fahrenheit until it condenses into a liquid. We obtain LNG from our own liquefaction plants and
from third-party suppliers. We own and operate LNG liquefaction plants near Boron, California and Houston,
Texas, which we refer to as the “Boron Plant” and the “Pickens Plant,” respectively. In 2021, we purchased
9.2% of our LNG from third-party suppliers, and we produced the remainder of our LNG at our plants. We
sell LNG for use as a vehicle fuel on a bulk basis to fleet customers and through our network of public access
fueling stations. We deliver LNG with our fleet of 74 tanker trailers to fueling stations, where it is stored and
then dispensed in liquid form into vehicles. The need to liquefy and transport LNG generally causes LNG to
cost more than CNG. We sell LNG through supply contracts and on a per fill-up basis at prices we set at
public access fueling stations based on prevailing market conditions. Additionally, we sell LNG for nonvehicle purposes, including to customers who use LNG in rocket propulsion and oil fields, and for utility,
industrial, marine and rail applications.

Sales of Environmental Credits. We generate Environmental Credits consisting of RINs, as well as LCFS Credits,
when we sell RNG for use as a vehicle fuel in the United States, California, and Oregon, respectively. We sell these
Environmental Credits to third parties who must comply with federal and state emissions requirements. Generally, the
amount of Environmental Credits we generate increases as we sell higher volumes of RNG as a vehicle fuel. The number
of Environmental Credits we sell and our revenue from these sales can vary depending on a number of factors, including
the market for these credits, which has been volatile and subject to significant price fluctuations in recent periods (for
example, in 2021, market prices for RINs were as high as $3.81 and as low as $1.95), any changes to the federal and state
programs under which the credits are generated and sold, and our ability to strictly comply with these programs.
O&M Services. We perform maintenance service on Clean Energy-owned and customer-owned fueling stations. Our
maintenance program is backed by nearly 200 company employed service technicians and support personnel, an in-house
24/7 remote monitoring center, technician training center, computerized maintenance management system and inventory
warehouses throughout the United States and Canada. For maintenance services, we generally charge a fixed fee or per
gallon fee based on volume of fuel dispensed at the station.
5
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Station Construction and Engineering.
We design and construct fueling stations and sell or lease some of these
stations to our customers. Since 2008, we have served as the general contractor or supervised qualified third-party
contractors to build over 440 natural gas fueling stations.
Grant Programs. We apply for and help our fleet customers apply for federal, state and local grant programs in areas
in which we operate. These programs can provide funding for vehicle purchases, fueling station construction and vehicle
fuel sales.
Our Company’s Sustainability Program
Our vision is to deliver renewable transportation fuel for a cleaner, safer, more equitable tomorrow. We have a bold
program, supported by ambitious goals to drive progress across four key pillars: fueling the transition to renewable energy
in transportation, building the workforce for the future of renewable energy, advancing smart policies that drive the
transformation to zero carbon fuels, and earning stakeholder trust.
Fueling transportation’s transition to renewable energy.
The fuel we provide enables our customers to transition from diesel to a solution with significantly lower GHG
emissions and air quality impacts today. We are committed to pushing ourselves and our partners further by helping to
produce and distribute 100% RNG fuels, which can have a negative net carbon emissions profile. We are also committed to
doing our part to reduce our own emissions across our operations and supply chain.
Building the workforce for the future of renewable energy.
At Clean Energy we have always had a strong focus on employee and contractor safety and strive to be a zero-incident
workplace for our service technicians and staff, as well as our customers using our facilities. Looking towards the future,
we will continue to focus on employee recruitment, retention, and engagement, with a specific emphasis on diversity,
equity, and inclusion in all areas of our company. It is important that we build and maintain a diverse and inclusive
workforce, leadership team and supplier base that are reflective of the communities in which we operate. We acknowledge
the lack of diversity in the energy sector and strive to be part of the solution.
Advancing smart policies that drive the transformation to zero carbon fuels.
Widespread change will be necessary across all industries to achieve our collective climate goals. We recognize that
some physical climate impacts are unavoidable in the near-term and that the transition to a low carbon economy may bring
new risks to our business. We also recognize that natural gas extraction and processing causes environmental and social
impacts that must be appropriately managed. By investing in the energy transition, our aim is to reduce our own risks and
provide lasting benefits to society. To enable lasting change, we must ensure the adoption of performance-driven state and
federal policies that accelerate the shift from diesel and other transportation fuels with high GHG emissions and negative
air quality impacts to zero net carbon emission transportation fuels. We are also committed to contributing to quality of life
improvement and economic development in the communities where we conduct business, many of which are
disadvantaged communities that suffer from poor air quality due to the use of transportation fuels, including diesel, that
have high GHG emissions and significantly negative air quality impacts.
Earn stakeholder trust.
To realize our ambitious goals we are building trusted partnerships with our stakeholders. We strive to act ethically and
responsibly in all aspects of our business, seeking to meet expectations related to human rights, labor standards, air quality,
water stewardship, operational energy efficiency, biodiversity and land use, disaster preparedness, business ethics, and
other material topics.
6
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Market Opportunity
Increasing demand for RNG
Demand for RNG produced from biogas is significant and growing in large part due to an increased focus by the U.S.
public and investors, as well as federal, state, and local regulatory authorities, on reducing the emission of GHG, such as
methane. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), methane is a significant GHG, which
accounted for roughly 10% of all U.S. GHG emissions from human activities in 2019 and which has a comparative impact
on global warming that is about 25 times more powerful than that of carbon dioxide. Biogas processing facilities
substantially reduce methane emissions at livestock farms and landfills, which together accounted for approximately 53%
of U.S. methane emissions in 2019 according to the EPA.
Over the past decade we have seen the transportation sector be the fastest growing end market for RNG, where RNG is
used as a replacement for fossil-based fuel. This growth has been principally driven by an increased focus on reducing
GHGs, as well as Environmental Credits to support the production of renewable transportation fuels. According to NGV
America, a national organization dedicated to the development of a growing, profitable, and sustainable market for vehicles
powered by RNG, from 2015 to 2020, “RNG use as a transportation fuel increased 267%, and, in 2020, RNG use as a
motor fuel displaced 3.5 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent.” Further, RNG engines now commercially available for
heavy-duty, regional-haul, refuse, transit, and vocational applications have been certified to satisfy CARB’s optional low
nitrogen oxide (“NOx”) emission standard of 0.02 g/bhp-hr. This means that these engines emit 90% less smog-forming
NOx than the existing regulatory standards, making them the lowest certified ultra-low NOx emission engines in the U.S.
Given public and investor calls for, and U.S. federal, state, and local regulatory trends and policies aimed at, reducing
GHG emissions, we expect continued regulatory support for RNG as a replacement for fossil-based fuels and therefore
continued and growing demand for RNG in the foreseeable future.
Increasing vehicle availability
RNG is a replacement for fossil-based fuel consumed by vehicles that use internal combustion engines like those used
in gasoline- or diesel-powered vehicles. Virtually any car, truck, bus, or other vehicle is capable of being manufactured to
run on RNG. Many types and models of heavy- and medium-duty RNG vehicles and engines are available in the U.S.,
including, among others, long-haul tractors, refuse trucks, regional tractors, transit buses, ready-mix trucks, delivery trucks,
vocational work trucks, school buses, shuttles, pickup trucks and cargo and passenger vans.
More broadly, many companies are developing and commercializing hydrogen and electric commercial vehicles,
particularly as the commercial transportation sector increasingly shifts toward low-emission, zero-emission, or carbon
neutral vehicle solutions. Cummins, Daimler, Dana, Navistar, PACCAR, Toyota, Volvo, XOS, Tesla and Nikola have
announced their plans to bring long-haul Class 8 commercial hydrogen- and battery-powered vehicles to the market over
the coming years.
Availability of long-term feedstock supply
Biogas is collected and processed to remove impurities for use as RNG and injected into existing natural gas pipelines.
RNG is fully interchangeable with and chemically identical to conventional natural gas. Common sources of biogas include
livestock farms, landfills, and wastewater resource recovery facilities.
Livestock- and landfill-sourced biogas represent a significant opportunity to produce RNG and reduce GHG
emissions. Although LFG has accounted for most of the growth in biogas projects to date, biogas from dairy and other
livestock farm waste represents significant opportunities for RNG production that remain largely untapped. According to
ICF Consulting, Inc., the global consulting services company, by 2040, the U.S. has the technical potential to annually
produce up to 34.4 billion GGEs of RNG, including up to 20.6 billion GGEs of ADG RNG.
7
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All-in prices paid for RNG from livestock farms can be significantly higher than prices for RNG from landfills due to
higher value available from state-level low-carbon fuel incentives for these projects. Given our market leadership in RNG,
we believe we are well-positioned to take advantage of this market.
TotalEnergies Joint Venture
On March 3, 2021, we entered an agreement (“TotalEnergies JV Agreement”) with TotalEnergies that created a 50/50
joint venture (“TotalEnergies JV”) to develop ADG RNG production facilities in the United States. The TotalEnergies JV
Agreement contemplates that the TotalEnergies JV will invest up to $400 million of equity in production projects, and
TotalEnergies and the Company each committed to initially provide $50 million for the TotalEnergies JV. Pursuant to the
TotalEnergies JV Agreement, the Company and TotalEnergies have given the TotalEnergies JV a limited right of first
opportunity to invest in ADG RNG projects they respectively originate. On October 12, 2021, we entered into an LLC
agreement (the “DR Development Agreement”) with TotalEnergies to develop a dairy ADG RNG production facility
project (the “DR JV”). Under the DR Development Agreement, we and TotalEnergies have each committed to contribute
$7.0 million to the DR JV. On November 1, 2021, we and TotalEnergies have each contributed an initial $4.8 million
capital contribution to the DR JV.
bp Joint Venture
On April 13, 2021, pursuant to a memorandum of understanding we entered into with bp in December 2020, we
entered an agreement (“bp JV Agreement”) with bp that created a 50/50 joint venture (the “bpJV”) to develop, own and
operate new ADG RNG production facilities in the United States. Pursuant to the bp JV Agreement, bp and the Company
each committed to provide $50.0 million and $30.0 million, respectively, with an option available to the Company,
exercisable prior to August 31, 2021, to commit an additional $20.0 million to the bpJV. bp’s initial $50.0 million
contribution was made on April 13, 2021 and consisted of all unpaid principal outstanding under the loan agreement dated
December 18, 2020 (see Note 12), pursuant to which bp advanced $50.0 million to the Company to fund capital costs and
expenses incurred prior to formation of the bpJV, including capital costs and expenses for permitting, engineering,
equipment, leases and feed stock rights. On June 21, 2021, we contributed $50.2 million to the bpJV. In December 2021,
the bpJV authorized a capital call (the “bpJV Capital Call”) for additional funding of $143.2 million to construct ADG
RNG projects under the bpJV. Pursuant to the bpJV Capital Call, we and bp are each required to contribute $71.6 million to
the bpJV. As of December 31, 2021, we and bp have contributed $20.0 million and $71.6 million, respectively, to the bpJV
in connection with the bpJV Capital Call. The remaining contribution balance of $51.6 million due from us will be paid on
or prior to June 30, 2022. As of December 31, 2021, we and bp each own 50% of the bpJV. 100% of the RNG produced
from projects developed and owned by the bpJV will be provided to the vehicle fuels market pursuant to our existing
marketing agreement with bp.
Use of environmental credits to promote RNG growth
When used as a transportation fuel, RNG generates additional revenue streams through Environmental Credits. These
Environmental Credits are provided under a variety of programs, including the national Renewable Fuel Standards
(“RFS”), and state-level Low Carbon Fuel Standard (“LCFS”) programs.
The RFS program requires transportation fuel to contain a minimum volume of renewable fuel. To fulfill this
regulatory mandate, the EPA obligates refiners and importers (“Obligated Parties”) to blend renewable fuel with standard
fuel to meet renewable volume obligations (“RVOs”). Obligated Parties can comply with RVOs by either blending RNG
into their existing fuel supply or purchasing Renewable Identification Numbers, or RINs. RINs are generated when eligible
renewable fuels are produced or imported and blended with a petroleum product for use as a transportation fuel. The RFS
program has been a key driver of growth in the RNG industry since 2014 when the EPA ruled that RNG, when used as a
transportation fuel, would qualify for D3 RINs (for cellulosic biofuels), which are generally the most valuable among the
four categories of RINs. In 2021, we generated 47% of all D3 RINs in the U.S.
The monetization of RNG also benefits from low-carbon fuel initiatives at the state-level, specifically from established
programs in California and Oregon. California’s LCFS (“CA LCFS”) program requires fuel producers and importers to
reduce the carbon intensity (“CI”) of their products, with goals of a 10% reduction in carbon emissions from 1990 levels
8
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by 2020 and a 20% reduction by 2030. CARB awards CA LCFS credits to RNG projects based on each project’s CI score
relative to the target CI score for gasoline and diesel fuels. The CI score represents the overall net impact of carbon
emissions for each RNG pathway and is determined on a project-by-project basis. Because our business involves the
capture and transformation of waste methane into a renewable source of energy, our customers are able to significantly
reduce, if not eliminate, GHG emissions from their commercial transportation activities. Further, CARB calculates that
RNG produced by livestock farms as carbon negative, generating substantial incremental CA LCFS credits. Multiple other
states, including New York, Washington, and New Mexico are considering LCFS initiatives like those implemented in
California and Oregon. In 2021, we generated 37% of all LCFS credits under Bio-CNG and Bio-LNG pathways in the CA
LCFS.
Our Strategy
We aim to maintain and increase our position as the leading provider of RNG to the commercial vehicle market in
North America, and our goal is to deliver 100% RNG to our entire fueling infrastructure by 2025. We support this objective
through a multi-pronged strategy of:
●

promoting the reduction of GHG emissions and expanding the use of renewable fuels to displace fossil-based
fuels;

●

increasing supply of RNG through the development of new project investment opportunities, expanding our
existing supplier portfolio, and leveraging our existing fuel network and customer relationships;

●

empowering our customers to achieve their sustainability and carbon reduction objectives;

●

leveraging our management expertise; and

●

utilizing our environmental, health and safety and compliance leadership.

Promoting the reduction of methane emissions and expanding the use of renewable fuels to displace fossil-based fuels.
We share the renewable fuel industry’s commitment to provide sustainable renewable energy solutions and to offer
products with high economic and ecological value. By simultaneously replacing fossil-based fuels and reducing overall
methane emissions, our business has a substantial positive environmental impact. We are committed to the sustainable
development, deployment, and utilization of RNG to reduce the country’s dependence on fossil fuels. In addition to its
methane emission benefits, the increased production and use of RNG has several other environmental benefits.
Anaerobically digested livestock waste produces significantly less odor than conventional storage and land application
systems. The odor of stored livestock waste mainly comes from volatile organic acids and hydrogen sulfide, which has a
“rotten egg” smell. In an anaerobic digester, volatile organic compounds are reduced to methane and carbon dioxide, which
are odorless gases. The volatized fraction of hydrogen sulfide is captured with the collected ADG and destroyed.
Anaerobic digestion provides several water quality and land conservation benefits as well. Digesters, particularly heated
digesters, can destroy more than 90% of disease-causing bacteria that might otherwise enter surface waters and pose a risk
to human and animal health. Digesters also reduce biochemical oxygen demand (“BOD”). BOD is one measure of the
potential for organic wastes to reduce dissolved oxygen in natural waters. Because fish and other aquatic organisms need
minimum levels of dissolved oxygen for survival, farm practices that reduce BOD protect the health of aquatic ecosystems.
In addition to protecting local water resources, implementing anaerobic digesters on livestock facilities improves soil
health. Adding digestate to soil increases the organic matter content, reduces the need for chemical fertilizers, improves
plant growth and alleviates soil compaction. Further, digestion converts nutrients in manure to a more accessible form for
plants to use. The risks of water and soil contamination from flooding of open lagoons are also mitigated by digesters.
Increasing supply of RNG through the development of new project opportunities, expanding our existing supplier
portfolio, and leveraging our extensive fueling station network and customer relationships.
In our view, the market has not yet unlocked the full potential of RNG. We believe we were the first to deliver RNG to
the commercial vehicle fuels market, have the most extensive RNG fueling infrastructure and customer relationships,
9
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and our stations and customer relationships allow us to obtain and deliver substantially more RNG to vehicle operators than
any other participant in the market. This is important because RNG must be placed in vehicle fuel tanks to generate the
valuable Environmental Credits.
Dependable and economic sources of RNG are critical to our success. We continue to leverage our relationships built
over the past several decades to identify and execute new RNG project development and supply offtake opportunities.
These come from our relationships with feedstock owners and project developers who value our long operating history,
strong reputation in the industry and unmatched access to fueling infrastructure and vehicle operators for certainty of
Environmental Credit generation. Based on the foregoing, we believe that we are presented with nearly every material
development, supply and distribution opportunity in the market.
We exercise financial discipline in pursuing projects by targeting project returns that are in line with the relative risk of
the specific projects and associated feedstock costs and any related attributes that can be monetized. We also support third
parties that own RNG production facilities by entering into long-term RNG supply offtake agreements. As these facility
owners expand their operations, we provide additional access to our fueling infrastructure and customer relationships.
As of December 31, 2021, we obtain RNG from over 60 supply sources. We believe that we have one of the largest
and most diverse supply portfolios in the RNG industry, which allows us to provide certainty of RNG supply to our vehicle
operator customers.
In our view, all the foregoing gives us a competitive advantage relative to existing and new market entrants.
Empowering our customers to achieve their sustainability and carbon reduction objectives.
In November 2021, global leaders met in Glasgow for the United Nations Climate Change Conference (“COP26”) to
draw up a successor plan to the Paris Agreement. With evidence indicating that the Paris Agreement targets may fall short
of limiting global warming to 1.5°C, governments and regulators globally face mounting public pressure to address the
threat of climate change. The United States has re-joined the Paris Agreement and key investors have made climate change
risk management a key priority: BlackRock stated in its 2021 stewardship expectations guidelines that “[t]he events of
[2020] have intensified our conviction that sustainability risk—and climate risk in particular—is investment risk” and plans
to expand its engagement to the over 1,000 companies that are responsible for producing 90% of GHG emissions in its
investment portfolio. Similarly, in his 2021 letter to boards, Cyrus Taraporevala, State Street’s CEO and President, said the
asset manager will be elevating its focus on climate risk, noting that ahead of COP26, “policymakers are assessing progress
on climate change action . . . many jurisdictions are signaling their intentions to make climate risk disclosure mandatory.”
Vanguard has determined that “it is critical that public company boards fully understand and own climate-related risks.”
We are uniquely positioned to empower our customers to achieve their sustainability and carbon reduction goals.
Because our business involves the capture and transformation of waste methane into a renewable source of energy, we
believe our customers can significantly reduce, if not eliminate, GHG emissions from their commercial transportation
activities. Further, our RNG is available today to reduce climate harming GHG and meet sustainability objectives and at a
cost to customers that is very competitive to other fuels like diesel. We also assist our customers in their transition to
cleaner transportation fuels by helping them obtain federal, state and local tax credits, grants and incentives, providing
vehicle financing, including through our Zero Now and Chevron Adopt-a-Port programs, engineering and constructing
fueling stations, and facilitating customer selection of vehicle specifications that best meet their needs.
Management expertise
Our management team has decades of combined experience in the alternative vehicle fueling industry. We believe our
team’s proven track record in alternative vehicle fuels and focus on RNG gives us a strategic advantage in continuing to
grow our business profitably. Our diverse experience and integration of key technical, environmental, and administrative
support functions, along with our first-to-market advantage, further our ability to successfully deliver RNG to the
commercial vehicle fuels market.
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Environmental, health and safety and compliance leadership
Our executive team places the highest priority on the health and safety of our staff and third parties, as well as the
preservation of the environment. Our corporate culture is built around supporting these priorities, as reflected in our wellestablished practices and policies. By setting and maintaining high standards in the renewable energy field, we are often
able to contribute positively to the safety practices and policies of our partners and customers. Our high safety standards
include use of wireless gas monitoring safety devices, active monitoring of all field workers, performing environmental
health and safety (“EHS”) audits and using technology throughout our safety processes from employee training in
compliance with operational processes and procedures to emergency preparedness. By extension, we incorporate our EHS
standards into our subcontractor selection qualifications to ensure that our commitment to high EHS standards is shared by
our subcontractors. For 2021, our Total Recordable Incident Rate (“TRIR”) was 1.55, which is lower than the 2020
national average of 3.00 TRIR for all industries. As of December 31, 2021, we have not received any U.S. Occupational
Health and Safety Administration (“OSHA”) or state OSHA citations in the last five years.
How We Generate Revenue
We generate revenue from selling RNG and conventional natural gas as a vehicle fuel, as well as by selling the
associated Environmental Credits. RNG made up 78% of our vehicle fuel sales in 2021, and we expect 100% of our
vehicle fuel sales to be RNG by 2025. Although RNG has the same chemical composition as natural gas from fossil
sources, it has unique Environmental Credits assigned to it due to its origin from low- and negative-carbon, renewable
sources. The Environmental Credits that we sell are composed of RINs and state low-carbon fuel credits, including CA
LCFS credits, which are generated from the conversion of biogas to RNG that is used as a transportation fuel.
In addition to revenues generated from sales of RNG and conventional natural gas as a vehicle fuel and Environmental
Credits, we also generate revenues by providing O&M services for public and private RNG, natural gas and hydrogen
vehicle fleet customer stations; selling and servicing compressors and other equipment used in RNG production and at
RNG, natural gas and hydrogen stations; and obtaining federal, state and local tax credits, grants and incentives.
We are experts in the engineering, design and construction of fueling stations. When we build stations for customers,
we charge construction, other fees, or lease rates based on the size and complexity of the project. Since 2008, we have
served as the general contractor or supervised qualified third-party contractors to build over 440 fueling stations.
●

Equipment for RNG stations consists of compressors, storage tanks, and dispensers.

●

As operators deploy hydrogen-powered vehicles, we can modify our fueling stations and build additional stations
to dispense clean hydrogen produced from our RNG. The equipment for hydrogen stations includes compressors,
storage tanks, and dispensers, provided that the cost of adding hydrogen fueling may be significant.

●

We also have the capability to add high speed level 3 electric vehicle charging at our station sites, and our RNG
can be used as a clean resource to power electric vehicles via on-site generation and/or routing to the electric grid
serving our stations, although the cost of adding electric vehicle charging capacity may be significant.

Key Customer Markets
We serve customers in a variety of markets, including trucking, airports, refuse and public transit. We believe these
customer markets are well-suited for the adoption of RNG and other alternative vehicle fuels because they consume
relatively high volumes of fuel, refuel at centralized locations or along well-defined routes and/or are facing increasingly
stringent emissions or other environmental requirements. During the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, no
single customer accounted for 10% or more of our total revenue.
Trucking
We believe heavy-duty trucking represents the greatest opportunity for RNG and other alternatives to be used as a
vehicle fuel. We estimate there are over 3.9 million Class 8 heavy-duty trucks operating in the U.S. using over 40 billion
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gallons of diesel fuel each year. As of December 31, 2021, we provided our fuels to over 4,000 heavy-duty trucks.
Because these high-mileage vehicles consume substantial amounts of fuel, operators can derive significant benefits from
the carbon and GHG reductions associated with our vehicle fuels. We are focused on fueling more heavy-duty trucks, and
many well-known shippers, manufacturers, retailers and other truck fleet operators have started to use RNG fueled trucks
to move their freight, including, among others, Amazon, Pepsi Frito-Lay, FedEx, Anheuser-Busch, USPS, UPS, Kroger,
KeHe Distributors, Kenan Advantage Group, and Estes Express.
Zero Now
To help facilitate the transition of trucking fleets to our fuels, we have launched the Zero Now truck financing program,
which is intended to increase the deployment of the commercially available RNG heavy-duty trucks in the U.S. The Zero
Now program generally involves the following:
●

One or more truck leasing or finance companies lease or sell RNG heavy-duty trucks to vehicle fleets pursuant to
lease or sale agreements with the fleet operators and with us, providing for periodic payments by the fleet
operators of amounts equal to the payments that will be made for the lease or purchase of an equivalent truck that
operates on diesel fuel, and providing for payment by us of the incremental cost of the RNG truck over and above
the diesel-equivalent truck; and

●

The fleet operators participating in the program enter into fueling agreements with us, under which the operators
agree to purchase from us, and we agree to supply, minimum monthly volumes of RNG at prices (which are lower
than diesel prices per GGE) to operate the trucks leased or purchased in the program and allow us to recoup our
payment of the incremental cost of the RNG trucks.

We previously entered into the following agreements to implement the Zero Now program:
●

In January 2019, we entered into a term credit agreement with Société Générale (“SG”), as lender, under which
we were permitted to draw, from time to time, through January 2, 2022, up to an aggregate of $100.0 million to
satisfy our payment obligations for the incremental cost of RNG trucks under the truck lease or sale agreements
described above; and

●

In January 2019, we entered into a credit support agreement with TotalEnergies Holdings USA Inc. (“THUSA”),
a wholly owned subsidiary of TotalEnergies (which indirectly through another of its subsidiaries, holds
approximately 19% of our outstanding common stock), pursuant to which THUSA guaranteed our obligations
under the term credit agreement with SG. In consideration for such guaranty, we agreed to pay to THUSA a
quarterly fee at a rate per annum equal to 10% of the average amount owed by us under the term credit agreement
during the preceding quarter.

In addition, we are supporting the growth of the RNG heavy-duty truck market through commodity swap arrangements
under which we have locked in a discount price to diesel for customers fueling with us; our negotiation of favorable fuel
tank pricing from manufacturers, which we are passing along to our customers; and our network of truck-friendly fueling
stations (we refer to this network as “America’s Natural Gas Highway” or “ANGH”), which we have built in key locations
nationwide. Many existing ANGH stations are located at Pilot Travel Centers, the largest truck fueling operator in the
United States.
Chevron Adopt-a-Port Program
In 2020, we partnered with Chevron on Adopt-a-Port, an initiative that provides truck operators serving the ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach with RNG to reduce emissions. For its part, Chevron provides funding for Adopt-a-Port
and supplies RNG to Clean Energy stations near the ports. Chevron’s funding allows truck operators to subsidize the cost
of buying new RNG-powered trucks. We manage the program, including offering fueling services for qualified truck
operators. Truck operators participating in the program, which supports the ports’ Clean Trucks Program and Clean Air
Action Plan, fuel at our stations supplied with Chevron RNG. Importantly, Adopt-a-Port provides a meaningful air quality
improvement for the adversely impacted communities around the port – such communities typically have the worst air
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quality in the nation. As of December 31, 2021, customers had ordered 211 trucks under Adopt-a-Port, and we expect over
300 additional trucks to be ordered in 2022.
Airports
We estimate that vehicles serving airports in the United States, including airport delivery fleets, rental car and parking
passenger shuttles and taxis, consume an aggregate of approximately two billion gallons of fuel per year. Additionally,
many U.S. airports face emissions challenges and are under regulatory directives and political pressure to reduce pollution,
particularly as part of any expansion plans. As a result, many of these airports have adopted various strategies to address
tailpipe emissions, including rental car and hotel shuttle consolidation and requiring or encouraging service vehicle
operators to switch their fleets to our vehicle fuels. As of December 31, 2021, we serve customers at 32 airports.
Refuse
We believe that there are nearly 200,000 refuse trucks in the United States that collect and haul refuse and recyclables,
which aggregately consume approximately two billion gallons of fuel per year. We estimate that approximately 60% of
new refuse trucks are capable of operating on RNG, up from approximately 3% of new refuse trucks in 2008. Refuse
haulers are increasingly adopting trucks that run on our vehicle fuels to realize operational savings and to address demands
for reduced emissions from the public, investors, and governmental agencies. As of December 31, 2021, we fuel
approximately 14,000 refuse vehicles for customers including Waste Management, Republic Services, Waste Connections,
GFL Environmental, Atlas Disposal, Burrtec, CR&R, Recology and Waste Pro, among others. We also provide vehicle
fueling services to municipal refuse fleets.
Public Transit
We believe that there are over 72,000 municipal transit buses operating in the United States. In many areas,
increasingly stringent emissions standards have limited the fueling options available to public transit operators. Also,
transit agencies typically fuel at a central location and use high volumes of fuel. We estimate that transit agencies in the
United States consume approximately one billion gallons of fuel per year. Many transit agencies have been early adopters
of vehicles using our fuels, and over 25% of existing transit buses and approximately 35% of new transit buses can operate
on RNG. As of December 31, 2021, we fuel over 9,000 transit vehicles for customers including Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transit Authority, New York MTA, Foothill Transit (Los Angeles County, California), Orange County Transit
Authority, Santa Monica Big Blue Bus, Dallas Area Rapid Transit, Phoenix Transit, New Jersey Transit, Jacksonville
Transportation Authority, NICE Bus (Nassau County, New York) and Washington Metro Area Transportation Authority.
Competition
There are many other companies operating in the renewable energy and waste-to-energy space. Regarding RNG
production and supply, our primary competition is from other companies or solutions for access to biogas from waste.
Evolving consumer preferences, regulatory conditions, ongoing waste industry trends, and project economics have a strong
effect on the competitive landscape. We have demonstrated a track record of strategic flexibility across our history which
has allowed us to pivot towards projects and markets that we believe deliver optimal returns and stockholder value in
response to changes in market, regulatory and competitive pressures. The biogas and RNG markets are heavily fragmented.
We believe we are in a strong position to compete for new project development and supply opportunities. Competition for
such opportunities, however, including the prices being offered for fuel supply, affect the profitability of the opportunities
we pursue, and may make opportunities unsuitable to pursue.
The market for vehicle fuels is highly competitive. The biggest competition for RNG use as a vehicle fuel is gasoline
and diesel because most vehicles in our key markets are powered by these fuels. Many established businesses are in the
market for RNG and other alternatives for use as vehicle fuel, including alternative vehicle and alternative fuel companies,
refuse collectors, industrial gas companies, truck stop and fuel station owners, fuel providers, utilities and their affiliates
and other organizations. We also compete with suppliers of other alternative vehicle fuels, including renewable diesel,
biodiesel and ethanol, as well as producers and fuelers of alternative vehicles, including hybrid, electric and hydrogen13
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powered vehicles. Additionally, our stations compete directly with other natural gas fueling stations and indirectly with
electric vehicle charging stations and fueling stations for other vehicle fuels. In addition, we transport and sell CNG
through NG Advantage’s virtual natural gas pipelines and interconnects and compete with other participants in this market.
If the alternative vehicle fuel market grows then the number and type of participants in this market and their level of
capital and commitments to alternative vehicle fuel programs will increase. We compete for vehicle fuel users based on
demand for the type of fuel, which may be affected by a variety of factors, including, among others, cost, supply,
availability, quality, cleanliness, and safety of the fuel; cost, availability and reputation of vehicles and engines;
convenience and accessibility of fueling stations; regulatory mandates and other requirements; and recognition of the
brand. We believe we compare favorably with our competitors based on these factors; however, some of our competitors
have substantially greater financial, marketing, and other resources than we have. As a result, these competitors may be
able to respond more quickly to changes in customer preferences, legal requirements or other industry or regulatory trends;
devote greater resources to the development, promotion and sale of their products; adopt more aggressive pricing policies,
dedicate more effort to infrastructure and systems development in support of their business or product development
activities; implement more robust or creative initiatives to advance consumer acceptance of their products; or exert more
influence on the regulatory landscape that impacts the vehicle fuels market.
Governmental Regulation
We are subject to a variety of federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to the environment, health and
safety, labor and employment, building codes and construction, zoning and land use, the government procurement process,
any political activities or lobbying in which we may engage, public reporting and taxation, among others. Many of these
laws and regulations are complex, change frequently and have become more stringent over time. Any changes to existing
regulations, adoption of new regulations or failure by us to comply with applicable regulations may result in significant
additional expense to us or our customers or a variety of administrative, civil, and criminal enforcement measures, any of
which could have a material adverse effect on our business, reputation, financial condition and results of operations.
Certain regulations that significantly affect our various operating activities are described below. Compliance with these
regulations has not had a material effect on our capital expenditures, earnings, or competitive position to date, but new
regulations or amendments to existing regulations to make them more stringent could have such an effect in the future. We
cannot estimate the expenses we may incur to comply with potential new laws or changes to existing laws, or the other
potential effects these laws may have on our business, and these unknown costs and effects are not specifically
contemplated by our existing customer agreements or our budgets and cost estimates.
We are subject to federal, state, and local air quality, solid waste, and water quality regulations and permitting
requirements. Specific construction and operating permit requirements may differ among states. Specific permits we
frequently must obtain include air permits, nonhazardous waste management permits, pollutant discharge elimination
permits, and beneficial use permits. We must also maintain compliance with relevant federal, state and local environmental,
health and safety requirements.
RNG projects are subject to federal RFS program regulations. The EPA administers the RFS program with volume
requirements for several categories of renewable fuels. The EPA’s RFS regulations establish rules for fuel supplied and
administer the RIN system for compliance, trading credits and rules for waivers. The EPA calculates a blending standard
for each year based on estimates of gasoline usage from the Department of Energy’s Energy Information Agency. Separate
quotas and blending requirements are determined for cellulosic biofuels, biomass-based diesel, advanced biofuels, and total
renewable fuel. Further, we are required to register each RNG project with the EPA and relevant state regulatory agencies.
We qualify our RINs through a voluntary Quality Assurance Plan, which typically takes from three to five months from
first injection of RNG into the commercial pipeline system. Further, we may make a large project investment prior to
receiving the regulatory approval and RIN qualification. In addition to registering each RNG project, we are subject to
quarterly audits under the Quality Assurance Plan of our projects to validate our qualification.
Our operations are also subject to state renewable fuel standard regulations. The CA LCFS program requires producers
of petroleum-based fuels to reduce the CI of their products, which began with a quarter of a percent in 2011 to a 10% total
reduction by 2020, and a 20% total reduction by 2030. Petroleum importers, refiners and wholesalers can either develop
their own low-carbon fuel products or buy CA LCFS credits from other companies that develop and sell low14
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carbon alternative fuels, such as biofuels, electricity, natural gas, or hydrogen. We are subject to a qualification process like
that for RINs, including verification of CI levels and other requirements, existing for CA LCFS credits.
Before an RNG project can be developed, all Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”) Subtitle D
requirements (requirements for nonhazardous solid waste management) must be satisfied. In particular, because methane is
explosive in certain concentrations and poses a hazard if it migrates, biogas collection systems must meet RCRA Subtitle D
standards for gas control. RNG projects may be subject to other federal, state and local regulations that impose
requirements for nonhazardous solid waste management.
Certain of our operations may be subject to federal requirements to prepare for and respond to spills or releases from
tanks and other equipment and provide training on operation, maintenance and discharge prevention procedures and the
applicable pollution control laws. We may be required to develop spill prevention, control and countermeasure plans to
memorialize our preparation and response plans and to update them on a regular basis.
Our operations may result in liability for hazardous substances or other materials placed into soil or groundwater.
Pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 or other federal, state,
or local laws governing the investigation and cleanup of sites contaminated with hazardous substances, we may be required
to investigate and/or remediate soil and groundwater contamination at our projects, contiguous and adjacent properties and
other properties owned and/or operated by third parties.
Additionally, biogas projects may need to obtain National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits if
wastewater is discharged directly to a receiving water body. If wastewater is discharged to a local sewer system, biogas
projects may need to obtain an industrial wastewater permit from a local regulatory authority for discharges to a Publicly
Owned Treatment Works. The authority to issue these permits may be delegated to state or local governments by the EPA.
The permits, which typically last five years, limit the quantity and concentration of pollutants that may be discharged.
Permits may require wastewater treatment or impose other operating conditions to ensure compliance with the limits. In
addition, the Clean Water Act and implementing state laws and regulations require individual permits or coverage under
general permits for discharges of storm water runoff from certain types of facilities.
On September 23, 2020, the California Governor issued an Executive Order N-79-20 setting goals for expanding the
sale and use of zero-emission vehicles within California, including 100% of in-state sales of new passenger cars and trucks
to be zero-emission by 2035, and 100% of medium- and heavy-duty truck vehicles in California to be zero-emission by
2045 for all operations where feasible. The Governor also directed CARB to develop and propose regulations to achieve
these goals consistent with state and federal law. This order is the latest in a series of targets set by California to transform
the energy and transportation fuel sectors and reduce GHG emissions. Executive Order B55-18 sets a statewide target to
achieve carbon neutrality no later than 2045. The transitioning of California’s energy markets to increased reliance on
renewable and carbon-free sources has the potential to create favorable market conditions for RNG but could also harm our
vehicle fueling business. Future regulatory actions will be required to meet the state’s zero-emission and carbon neutrality
targets.
Employees and our Human Capital
As of December 31, 2021, we employed 482 people. We have not experienced any work stoppages, and none of our
employees are subject to collective bargaining agreements.
The success and growth of our business is significantly correlated with our ability to recruit, train, promote and retain
talented individuals at all levels of our organization. To succeed in a competitive labor market, we have developed and
maintain key recruitment and retention strategies. These include competitive salary structures, including bonus
compensation programs, and competitive benefits policies, including paid time off for vacations, sick leave and holidays,
short-term disability coverage, group term life insurance, and various retirement savings and incentive plans.
Safety of our personnel is a core value of Clean Energy and maintaining a safe work environment is critical to an
energy company’s ability to attract and retain employees. To support the health and safety of our employees during
the COVID-19 pandemic, we have enhanced our safety protocols to promote social distancing, implemented more
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extensive cleaning and sanitation processes, incorporated temperature checks, required facial covering, instituted employee
questionnaires, restricted corporate travel and visitor access to facilities, and implemented work-from-home and work-flex
initiatives for certain employees.
Sales and Marketing
We market our brands, products and services primarily through our direct sales force, which includes sales
representatives covering all of our major geographic and customer markets, as well as attendance at trade shows and
participation in industry conferences and events. Our sales and marketing team also works closely with federal, state and
local government agencies to provide education about the value of our vehicle fuels and to keep abreast of proposed and
newly adopted regulations that affect our industry.
Seasonality
To some extent, our business may experience seasonality. For more information, see the discussion under “Seasonality
and Inflation” in Item 7. “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.”
Intellectual Property
Our intellectual property rights primarily consist of trade secrets, patents, know-how and trademarks, and we rely on a
combination of trademark laws, trade secret laws, confidentiality provisions and other contractual provisions to protect
these rights and our proprietary information. These intellectual property rights help us to retain existing business and secure
new relationships with customers.
More Information
Our website is located at www.cleanenergyfuels.com. We make available, free of charge on our website, our annual
reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8-K and amendments to those reports filed
or furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act as soon as reasonably practicable after we
electronically file such material with, or furnish it to, the SEC. The SEC maintains a website at www.sec.gov that contains
reports, proxy and information statements and other information regarding issuers that file electronically with the SEC,
including us. All references to our website in this report are inactive textual references, and the contents of our website are
not incorporated into this report.
Item 1A. Risk Factors
An investment in our Company involves a high degree of risk of loss. You should carefully consider the risk factors
discussed below and all of the other information included in this report before you make any investment decision regarding
our securities. We believe the risks and uncertainties described below are the most significant we face, but additional risks
and uncertainties not known to us or that we currently deem immaterial could also be or become significant. The
occurrence of any of these risks could harm our business, financial condition, results of operations, prospects and
reputation and could cause the trading price of our common stock to decline.
Risks Related to Our Business
The COVID-19 pandemic and measures intended to reduce its spread has, and may continue to, adversely affect our
business, results of operations and financial condition.
Given the dynamic nature of the novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) pandemic, including the travel bans, quarantines,
business limitations and other governmental restrictions that were previously instituted and may in the future be
reinstituted, and the related adverse impact these restrictions have had, and may continue to have, on the economy
generally, our business and financial results may continue to be adversely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Our operations have been designated “essential critical infrastructure work” in the energy sector by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, meaning that we have been able to continue full operations. Despite our essential
designation and our continued operations, however, we are subject to various risk and uncertainties because of the COVID19 pandemic that could materially adversely affect our business, results of operations and financial condition, including the
following:
●

a further delay in the adoption of our RNG and natural gas vehicle fuels by heavy-duty trucks and/or a delay in
increasing the use of our vehicle fuels;

●

a continued or further decrease in the volume of truck and fleet operations, including shuttle buses at airports, and
lower-than-normal levels of public transportation generally, which have resulted and may continue to result in
decreased demand for our vehicle fuels; and

●

the impact of business disruptions on the production of vehicles and engines that use our fuels, which has resulted
in, and may continue to result in, plant closures, decreased manufacturing capacity, and delays in deliveries.

The duration and extent of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business and financial results will depend on
future developments, including the duration, severity and spread of the pandemic, actions taken to contain its spread, any
further resurgence of COVID-19, the severity and transmission rates of new variants of COVID-19, the availability,
distribution, public acceptance and efficacy of vaccines and therapeutics for COVID-19, and how quickly and to what
extent normal economic and operating conditions can resume within the markets in which we operate, each of which are
highly uncertain at this time and outside of our control. Even after the COVID-19 pandemic subsides, we may continue to
experience adverse effects to our business and financial results because of its global economic impact, including any
economic downturn or recession that has occurred or may occur. The adverse effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on our
business, results of operations and financial condition could be material.
Our success is dependent on the willingness of fleets and other consumers to adopt our vehicle fuels, which may not
occur in a timely manner, at expected levels or at all.
Our success is highly dependent on the adoption by fleets and other consumers of our RNG and conventional natural
gas vehicle fuels. The market for our vehicle fuels has experienced slow, volatile and unpredictable growth in many
sectors. For example, adoption and deployment of our vehicle fuels in heavy-duty trucking has been slower and more
limited than we anticipated. Also, other important fleet markets, including airports and public transit, had slower volume
and customer growth in 2019, 2020 and 2021 that may continue. If the market for our vehicle fuels does not develop at
improved rates or levels, or if a market develops but we are not able to capture a significant share of the market or the
market subsequently declines, our business, prospects, financial condition, and operating results would be harmed.
Factors that may influence the adoption of our vehicle fuels, many of which are beyond our control, include, among
others:
●

Lack of demand for trucks that use our vehicle fuels;

●

Adoption of government policies or programs or increased publicity or popular sentiment in favor of vehicles or
fuels other than RNG and natural gas, including long-standing support for gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles,
changes to emissions requirements applicable to vehicles powered by gasoline, diesel, RNG, natural gas, or other
vehicle fuels and/or growing support for electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles;

●

Perceptions about the benefits of our vehicle fuels relative to gasoline, diesel and other alternative vehicle fuels,
including with respect to factors such as supply, cost savings, environmental benefits and safety;

●

Increases, decreases or volatility in the supply, demand, use and prices of crude oil, gasoline, diesel, RNG, natural
gas and other vehicle fuels, such as electricity, hydrogen, renewable diesel, biodiesel and ethanol;

●

Inertia among fleets and fleet vehicle operators, who may be unable or unwilling to prioritize converting a fleet to
our vehicle fuels over an operator’s other general business concerns, particularly if the operator is not
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sufficiently incentivized by emissions regulations or other requirements or lacks demand for the conversion from
its customers or drivers;
●

Vehicle cost, fuel efficiency, availability, quality, safety, convenience (to fuel and service), design, performance
and residual value, as well as operator perception with respect to these factors, generally and in our key customer
markets and relative to comparable vehicles powered by other fuels;

●

The development, production, cost, availability, performance, sales and marketing and reputation of engines that
are well-suited for the vehicles used in our key customer markets, including heavy-duty trucks and other fleets;

●

Increasing competition in the market for vehicle fuels generally, and the nature and effect of competitive
developments in this market, including improvements in or perceived advantages of other vehicle fuels and
engines powered by these fuels;

●

The availability and effect of environmental, tax or other government regulations, programs or incentives that
promote our products or other alternatives as a vehicle fuel, including certain programs under which we generate
credits by selling RNG as a vehicle fuel, as well as the market prices for such credits; and

●

Emissions and other environmental regulations and pressures on producing, transporting, and dispensing our
fuels.

In June 2020, CARB adopted the Advanced Clean Trucks regulation, which requires manufacturers to sell a gradually
increasing proportion of zero-emission electric trucks, vans and pickup trucks from 2024 onwards. By the year 2045, the
Advanced Clean Trucks regulation seeks to have every new commercial vehicle sold in California be zero-emissions.
Further, in September 2020, the Governor of the State of California issued an executive order (the “September 2020
Executive Order”) providing that it shall be the goal of California that (i) 100% of in-state sales of new passenger cars and
trucks will be zero-emission by 2035, (ii) 100% of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles in California will be zero-emission by
2045 for all operations, where feasible, and by 2035 for drayage trucks, and (iii) the state will transition to 100% zeroemission off-road vehicles and equipment by 2035 where feasible. The September 2020 Executive Order also directed
CARB to develop and propose regulations and strategies aimed at achieving the foregoing goals. Among other things, we
believe the intent of the Advanced Clean Trucks regulation and the September 2020 Executive Order is to limit and
ultimately discontinue the production and use of internal combustion engines because such engines have “tailpipe”
emissions. If either the Advanced Clean Trucks regulation or any additional regulations adopted by CARB, including
pursuant to the September 2020 Executive Order, is permitted to take effect, it may slow, delay or prevent the adoption by
fleets and other commercial consumers of our vehicle fuels, particularly in California. Moreover, because of the adoption
of the Advanced Clean Trucks regulation and the issuance of the September 2020 Executive Order, other states have taken
steps to enact similar regulations, which actions may accelerate if either regulation is permitted to take effect, thereby
slowing, delaying or preventing the adoption of our vehicle fuels in those states as well. In December 2021, President
Biden signed an executive order (the “2021 Executive Order”) that directs the federal government to achieve certain goals,
including purchasing 100% zero-emission vehicles by 2035 for its fleet of over 600,000 cars and trucks.
Our RNG business may not be successful.
Our RNG business consists of procuring RNG from projects we plan to develop and own or from projects owned by
third-party producers and reselling this RNG through our fueling infrastructure.
The success of our RNG business depends on our ability to secure, on acceptable terms, a sufficient supply of RNG;
sell this RNG in adequate volumes and at prices that are attractive to customers and produce acceptable margins for us; and
sell Environmental Credits we may generate under applicable federal or state programs from our sale of RNG as a vehicle
fuel at favorable prices.
Our ability to maintain an adequate supply of RNG is subject to risks affecting RNG production. Projects that produce
RNG often experience unpredictable production levels or other difficulties due to a variety of factors, including, among
others, problems with equipment, severe weather, droughts, financial condition of the applicable ADG and LFG source
owner, health crises, including the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, construction delays, technical difficulties, high operating
costs, limited availability, or unfavorable composition of collected feedstock gas, and plant shutdowns caused
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by upgrades, expansion or required maintenance. In addition, increasing demand for RNG will result in more robust
competition for supplies of RNG, including from other vehicle fuel providers, gas utilities (which may have distinct
advantages in accessing RNG supply including potential use of ratepayer funds to fund RNG purchases if approved by a
utility’s regulatory commission) and other users and providers. If we or any of our RNG suppliers experience these or other
difficulties in RNG production processes, or if competition for RNG development projects and supply increases, then our
supply of RNG and our ability to resell it as a vehicle fuel could be jeopardized.
Our ability to generate revenue from our sale of RNG or our generation and sale of Environmental Credits depends on
many factors, including the markets for RNG as a vehicle fuel and for Environmental Credits. The markets for
Environmental Credits have been volatile and unpredictable in recent periods, and the prices for these credits are subject to
fluctuations. For example, in 2021, market prices for RINs have been as high as $3.81 and as low as $1.95. Additionally,
the value of Environmental Credits, and consequently the revenue levels we may receive from our sale of these credits,
may be adversely affected by changes to the federal and state programs under which these credits are generated and sold,
prices for and use of oil, diesel or gasoline, the inclusion of additional qualifying fuels in the programs, increased
production and use of other fuels in the programs, or other conditions. Our ability to generate revenue from sales of
Environmental Credits depends on our strict compliance with these federal and state programs, which are complex and can
involve a significant degree of judgment. If the agencies that administer and enforce these programs disagree with our
judgments, otherwise determine we are not in compliance, conduct reviews of our activities or make changes to the
programs, then our ability to generate or sell these credits could be restricted permanently limited or lost entirely, and we
could also be subject to fines or other sanctions. Any of these outcomes could force us to purchase credits in the open
market to cover any credits we have contracted to sell, retire credits we may have generated but not yet sold, reduce or
eliminate a significant revenue stream or incur substantial additional and unplanned expenses. We experienced many of
these effects in connection with the administrative review by CARB of our generation of LCFS Credits in the third and
fourth quarters of 2017, during which we were restricted from selling and transferring accumulated LCFS Credits, we were
required to make cash payments to third parties to settle preexisting commitments to transfer LCFS Credits, and certain of
our LCFS Credits were invalidated. Any permanent or temporary discontinuation or suspension of federal and state
programs to provide credits, grants and incentives, such as an alternative fuel tax credit (“AFTC”), would also adversely
impact our revenue. Moreover, in the absence of programs that allow us to generate and sell Environmental Credits or
other federal and state programs that support the RNG vehicle fuel market, or if our customers are not willing to pay a
premium for RNG, we may be unable to operate our RNG business profitably or at all.
Our commercial success depends on our ability and the ability of our third-party supply sources to successfully develop
and operate projects and produce expected volumes of RNG.
Our specific focus on RNG exposes us to risks related to the supply of and demand for RNG and Environmental
Credits, the cost of capital expenditures, government regulation, and economic conditions, among other factors. As an
RNG supplier we may also be negatively affected by lower RNG production resulting from lack of feedstock, mechanical
breakdowns, faulty technology, competitive markets or changes to the laws and regulations that mandate the use of
renewable energy sources.
In addition, other factors related to the development and operation of renewable energy projects could adversely affect
our business, including: (i) changes in pipeline gas quality standards or other regulatory changes that may limit our ability
to transport RNG on pipelines for delivery to vehicles or increase the costs of processing RNG to allow for such deliveries;
(ii) construction risks, including the risk of delay, that may arise because of inclement weather, labor disruptions or
increases in costs for equipment and construction materials; (iii) operating risks; (iv) weather conditions, including
droughts; (v) financial condition of the applicable ADG and LFG source owner; (vi) health of the applicable dairy herd;
(vii) consolidation in the dairy industry; (viii) budget overruns; (ix) possible liabilities because of unforeseen
environmental, construction, technological or other complications; (x) failures or delays in obtaining desired or necessary
rights, including leases and feedstock agreements; and (xi) failures or delays in obtaining and keeping in good standing
permits, authorizations and consents from local city, county, state and U.S. federal governments as well as local and U.S.
federal governmental organizations. Any of these factors could prevent completion or operation of projects, or otherwise
adversely affect our business, financial condition, and results of operations.
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Acquisition, financing, construction, and development of projects by us or our partners that own projects may not
commence on anticipated timelines or at all.
Our strategy is to continue to expand, including through the acquisition of additional projects and by signing additional
supply agreements with third-party project owners. From time to time we and our partners enter into nonbinding letters of
intent for projects. Until the negotiations are final, however, and the parties have executed definitive documentation, we or
our partners may not be able to consummate any development or acquisition transactions, or any other similar
arrangements, on the terms set forth in the applicable letter of intent or at all.
The acquisition, financing, construction and development of projects involves numerous risks, including:
●

the ability to obtain financing for a project on acceptable terms or at all;

●

difficulties in identifying, obtaining, and permitting suitable sites for new projects;

●

failure to obtain all necessary rights to land access and use;

●

inaccuracy of assumptions with respect to the cost and schedule for completing construction;

●

inaccuracy of assumptions with respect to the biogas potential, including quality, volume, and asset life;

●

delays in deliveries or increases in the price of equipment;

●

permitting and other regulatory issues, license revocation and changes in legal requirements;

●

increases in the cost of labor, labor disputes and work stoppages;

●

failure to receive quality and timely performance of third-party services;

●

unforeseen engineering and environmental problems;

●

cost overruns;

●

accidents involving personal injury or the loss of life; and

●

weather conditions, catastrophic events, including fires, explosions, earthquakes, droughts and acts of terrorism,
and other force majeure events.

We are dependent on the production of vehicles and engines in our key customer and geographic markets by vehicle
and engine manufacturers, over which we have no control.
Vehicle and engine manufacturers control the development, production, quality assurance, cost and sales and
marketing of their products, which shapes the performance, availability and reputation of these products in the
marketplace. We are dependent on these manufacturers to succeed in our target markets, and we have no influence or
control over their activities. For example, Cummins Westport is the only engine manufacturer for the RNG and natural gas
heavy-duty truck market in the United States, and Cummins Westport and other original equipment manufacturers
currently produce a relatively small number of engines and vehicles that use our vehicle fuels. These manufacturers may
decide not to expand or maintain, or may decide to discontinue or curtail, their engine or vehicle product lines for a variety
of reasons, including as a result of the adoption of government policies or programs such as the Advanced Clean Trucks
regulation and the September 2020 Executive Order. Further, the supply of engines or vehicle product lines by these
manufacturers has been be disrupted/delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The limited production of engines and
vehicles that use our fuels increases their cost and limits availability, which restricts large-scale adoption, and may reduce
resale value, which may contribute to operator reluctance to convert their vehicles to our fuels. In addition, some operators
have communicated to us that the first-generation models of heavy-duty truck engines using our fuels have a reputation for
unsatisfactory performance, and that this reputation or their first-hand experiences of such performance may be a factor in
operator decisions regarding whether to convert their fleets to vehicles that use our fuels.
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To secure ADG RNG from new projects we develop, we typically face a long and variable development cycle that
requires significant resource commitments and a long lead time before we realize revenue.
The development, design and construction process for ADG RNG projects generally lasts between 12 to 18 months on
average. Prior to entering into a letter of intent with respect to an ADG RNG project, we typically conduct a preliminary
assessment of whether the site is commercially viable based on our expected return on investment, investment payback
period, and other operating metrics, as well as the necessary permits to develop a project on that site. After entering a
project letter of intent, we perform a more detailed review of the site’s facilities, which serves as the basis for the final
specifications of the project. Finally, we negotiate and execute contracts with the site owner. This extended development
process requires the dedication of significant time and resources from our personnel, with no certainty of success or
recovery of our expenses. Further, upon commencement of operations, it takes about 12 months for the project to ramp up
to expected production level, receive necessary registrations and approvals from the Environmental Protection Agency (the
“EPA”) and CARB, and begin generating revenue. All these factors, and in particular, expenditures on development of
projects that will not generate significant revenue in the near term, can contribute to fluctuations in our quarterly financial
performance and increase the likelihood that our operating results in a particular period will fall below investor
expectations.
Livestock waste and dairy farm projects have different economic models and risk profiles than landfill facilities, and we
may not be able to achieve the operating results we expect from these projects.
Livestock waste and dairy farm projects produce significantly less RNG and have higher operating costs than landfill
facilities. As a result, these projects are even more dependent on the LCFS credits and, to a lesser extent, RINs for
commercial viability. If CARB reduces the CI score that it applies to waste conversion projects, such as dairy digesters, the
number of LCFS credits for RNG generated at livestock waste and dairy farm projects will decline. Additionally, revenue
from LCFS credits also depends on the price per LCFS credit, which is driven by various market forces, including the
supply of and demand for LCFS credits, which in turn depends on the demand for traditional transportation fuel and the
supply of renewable fuel from other renewable energy sources, and mandated CI targets, which determine the number of
LCFS credits required to offset LCFS deficits. Fluctuations in the price of LCFS credits or the number of LCFS credits
assigned will have a significantly greater effect on the success of livestock waste and dairy farm projects. A significant
decline in the value of LCFS credits adversely affect our business, financial condition, and results of operations.
We have a history of losses and may incur additional losses in the future.
We incurred pre-tax losses in 2018, 2020 and 2021. During 2019, 2020 and 2021, our results were positively affected
by $47.1 million, $19.8 million, and $20.7 million of AFTC revenue, respectively. We may incur losses in future periods,
and we may never sustain profitability, either of which would adversely affect our business, prospects and financial
condition and may cause the price of our common stock to fall. Furthermore, historical losses may not be indicative of
future losses due to the unpredictability of the COVID-19 pandemic, and our future losses may be greater than our past
losses. In addition, to try to achieve or sustain profitability, we may choose or be forced to take actions that result in
material costs or material asset or goodwill impairments. For instance, in the third and fourth quarters of 2017, we recorded
significant charges in connection with our former fueling compressor manufacturing business (which we combined with
another company’s fueling compressor manufacturing business in the CEC Combination (as defined in Note 3 to the
Consolidated Financial Statements)), our closure of certain fueling stations, our determination that certain assets were
impaired because of the foregoing, and other actions. We review our assets for impairment whenever events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying value of an asset or asset group may not be recoverable, and we perform a
goodwill impairment test on an annual basis and between annual tests in certain circumstances, in each case in accordance
with applicable accounting guidance and as described in the financial statements and related notes included in this report.
Changes to the use of our assets, divestitures, changes to the structure of our business, significant negative industry or
economic trends, disruptions to our operations, inability to effectively integrate any acquired businesses, further market
capitalization declines, or other similar actions or conditions could result in additional asset impairment or goodwill
impairment charges or other adverse consequences, any of which could have material negative effects on our financial
condition, our results of operations and the trading price of our common stock.
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Our plans for hydrogen and electric vehicle stations will require significant cash investments and management
resources and may not meet our expectations.
As operators deploy hydrogen powered vehicles, we plan to modify our fueling stations to reform our RNG, build
additional hydrogen stations, and deliver clean hydrogen. Further, we have the capability to add electric charging at our
sites, and we believe our RNG can be used to generate clean electricity to power vehicles.
Our plans will require significant cash investments and management resources and may not meet our expectations with
respect to additional sales of our vehicle fuels. We have experience constructing hydrogen fueling stations, but such
facilities cost significantly more than traditional RNG vehicle fueling stations. In addition, we have not yet added electric
charging capability to any of our stations, and the cost of such capability may be significant. We will need to ensure
compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements, including obtaining any required permits and land use rights,
which could take considerable time and expense and is subject to the risk that government support in certain areas may be
discontinued. If we are unable to modify our stations to provide hydrogen or add electric charging to our stations, or
experience delays, our stations may be unable to meet our customer demand, which may negatively impact our business,
prospects, financial condition, and operating results.
Cummins, Daimler, Dana, Navistar, PACCAR, Toyota, Volvo, XOS, Tesla and Nikola have announced their plans to
bring long-haul Class 8 commercial hydrogen- and battery- powered vehicles to the market. We will, however, be
dependent on these manufacturers to succeed in our target markets, and we will have no influence over their activities. See
the risks discussed under “We are dependent on the production of vehicles and engines in our key customer and geographic
markets by vehicle and engine manufacturers, over which we have no control,” above and elsewhere in these risk factors.
Increases, decreases and general volatility in oil, gasoline, diesel, natural gas and RNG prices could adversely affect our
business.
The prices of RNG, natural gas, crude oil, gasoline and diesel can be volatile and this volatility may continue to
increase. Factors that may cause volatility in the prices of RNG, natural gas, crude oil, gasoline and diesel include, among
others, changes in supply and availability of crude oil, RNG, natural gas, government regulations, inventory levels,
consumer demand, price and availability of alternatives, weather conditions, negative publicity about crude oil or natural
gas drilling, production or transportation techniques and methods, economic, health and political conditions, transportation
costs and the price of foreign imports. If the prices of crude oil, gasoline and diesel are low or decline, or if the price of
RNG or natural gas increases without corresponding increases in the prices of crude oil, gasoline and diesel or
Environmental Credits, then we may not be able to offer our customers an attractive price for our vehicle fuels, market
adoption of our vehicle fuels could be slowed or limited and/or we may be forced to reduce the prices at which we sell our
vehicle fuels in order to try to attract new customers or prevent the loss of demand from existing customers. Natural gas
and crude oil prices are expected to remain volatile for the near future because of market uncertainties over supply and
demand, including due to the state of the world economies, energy infrastructure and other factors. Fluctuations in natural
gas prices affect the cost to us of the natural gas commodity. High natural gas prices adversely affect our operating margins
when we cannot pass the increased costs through to our customers. Conversely, lower natural gas prices reduce our revenue
when the commodity cost is passed through to our customers.
Pricing conditions may also exacerbate the cost differential between vehicles that use our fuels and gasoline or dieselpowered vehicles, which may lead operators to delay or refrain from purchasing or converting to our vehicle fuels.
Generally, vehicles that use our fuels cost more initially than gasoline or diesel-powered vehicles because the components
needed for a vehicle to use our fuels add to the vehicle’s base cost. Operators then seek to recover the additional base cost
over time through a lower cost to use our fuels. Operators may, however, perceive an inability to timely recover these
additional initial costs if our vehicle fuels are not available at prices sufficiently lower than gasoline and diesel. Such an
outcome could decrease our potential customer base and harm our business prospects.
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We face increasing competition from competitors, many of which have far greater resources, experience, customer
bases and brand awareness than we have, and we may not be able to compete effectively with these businesses.
The market for vehicle fuels is highly competitive. The biggest competition for our products is gasoline and diesel
because most vehicles in our key markets are powered by these fuels. We also compete with suppliers of other alternative
vehicle fuels, including renewable diesel, biodiesel, and ethanol, as well as producers and fuelers of alternative vehicles,
including hybrid, electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles. Additionally, our stations compete directly with other natural
gas fueling stations and indirectly with electric vehicle charging stations and fueling stations for other vehicle fuels.
Many businesses are in the market for RNG and other alternatives for use as vehicle fuel, including alternative vehicle
and alternative fuel companies, refuse collectors, industrial gas companies, private equity groups, commodity traders, truck
stop and fuel station owners, fuel providers, gas marketers, utilities and their affiliates and other organizations. If the
alternative vehicle fuel market grows, then the number and type of participants in this market and their level of capital and
other commitments to alternative vehicle fuel programs could increase. Many of our competitors have substantially greater
experience, customer bases, brand awareness and financial, marketing and other resources than we have. As a result, these
competitors may be able to respond more quickly to changes in customer preferences, legal requirements or other industry
or regulatory trends; devote greater resources to the development, promotion and sale of their products; adopt more
aggressive pricing policies; dedicate more effort to infrastructure and systems development in support of their business or
product development activities; implement more robust or creative initiatives to advance consumer acceptance of their
products; or exert more influence on the regulatory landscape that affects the vehicle fuels market.
We expect competition to increase in the vehicle fuels market generally. In addition, if the demand for alternative
vehicle fuels, including RNG, increases, then we expect competition to also increase. Any such increased competition may
reduce our customer base and revenue and may lead to increased pricing pressure, reduced operating margins and fewer
expansion opportunities.
NG Advantage may not be successful.
NG Advantage provides “virtual pipelines” to transport CNG by truck from compression facilities to pipeline
interconnects and to industrial and commercial customer users that do not have direct access to natural gas pipelines. NG
Advantage faces unique risks, including among others: (i) it has a history of net losses and has incurred substantial
indebtedness; (ii) NG Advantage will need to raise additional capital, which may not be available, may only be available
on onerous terms, or may only be available from the Company; (iii) the labor market for truck drivers is very competitive,
which increases NG Advantage’s difficulty in meeting its delivery obligations; (iv) NG Advantage often transports CNG in
trailers over long distances and these trailers may be involved in accidents; and (v) NG Advantage’s CNG trailers may
become subject to new or changed regulations that could adversely affect its business. If NG Advantage fails to manage
any of these risks, our business, financial condition, liquidity, results of operations, prospects and reputation may be
harmed. In addition, we have been a significant source of financing for NG Advantage, consisting of loans of $18.4
million and $12.9 million in the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, and a $5.0 million equity
investment in the year ended December 31, 2018. If NG Advantage is not able to obtain financing from external sources,
we will need to provide additional debt or equity capital to allow NG Advantage to satisfy its commitments and maintain
operations.
Our station construction activities subject us to business and operational risks.
As part of our business activities, we design and construct vehicle fueling stations that we either own and operate
ourselves or sell to our customers. These activities require a significant amount of judgment in determining where to build
and open fueling stations, including predictions about fuel demand that may not be accurate for any of the locations we
target. As a result, we have built stations that we may not open for fueling operations, and we may open stations that fail to
generate the volume or profitability levels we anticipate, either or both of which could occur due to a lack of sufficient
customer demand at the station locations or for other reasons. For any stations that are completed but unopened, we would
have substantial investments in assets that do not produce revenue, and for any stations that are open and underperforming,
we may decide to close the stations. We determined to close a number of underperforming stations in the third and fourth
quarters of 2017 and recorded impairment charges in connection with these closures and other related actions. As of
December 31, 2021, we had 30 nearly completed stations with a carrying amount of $54.2 million that were not open for
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fueling operations. We expect to open these stations when we have sufficient customers to fuel at the locations, but we do
not know when or if this will occur and some of these stations are subject to agreements that may expire prior to us being
able to open such stations. Closure of these and/or any other stations could result in substantial additional costs and noncash asset impairments or other charges and could cause the price of our common stock to decline.
We also face many operational challenges in connection with our station design and construction activities. For
example, we may not be able to identify suitable locations for the stations we or our customers seek to build. Additionally,
even if preferred sites can be located, we may encounter land use or zoning difficulties, problems with utility services,
challenges obtaining and retaining required permits and approvals or local resistance, including due to reduced operations
of permitting agencies because of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, any of which could prevent us or our customers from
building new stations on these sites or limit or restrict the use of new or existing stations. Any such difficulties, resistance
or limitations or any failure to comply with local permit, land use or zoning requirements could restrict our activities or
expose us to fines, reputational damage or other liabilities, which would harm our business and results of operations. In
addition, we act as the general contractor and construction manager for new station construction and facility modification
projects, and we typically rely on licensed subcontractors to perform the construction work. We may be liable for any
damage we or our subcontractors cause or for injuries suffered by our employees or our subcontractors’ employees during
the course of work on our projects. Additionally, shortages of skilled subcontractor labor could significantly delay a project
or otherwise increase our costs. Further, our expected profit from a project is based in part on assumptions about the cost of
the project, and cost overruns, delays or other execution issues may, in the case of projects we complete and sell to
customers, result in our failure to achieve our expected margins or cover our costs, and in the case of projects we build and
own, result in our failure to achieve an acceptable rate of return. If any of these events occur, our business, operating results
and liquidity could be negatively affected.
We have significant contracts with government entities, which are subject to unique risks.
We have, and expect to continue to seek, long-term fueling station construction, maintenance and fuel sale contracts
with various government bodies, which accounted for 21%, 22%, and 31% of our revenue in 2019, 2020 and 2021,
respectively. In addition to normal business risks, including the other risks discussed in these risk factors, our contracts
with government entities are often subject to unique risks, some of which are beyond our control. For example, long-term
government contracts and related orders are subject to cancellation if adequate appropriations for subsequent performance
periods are not made. Further, the termination of funding for a government program supporting any of our government
contracts or any other governmental action that results in reduced support for our government contracts could result in the
loss of anticipated future revenue attributable to the contract. Moreover, government entities with which we contract are
often able to modify, curtail or terminate contracts with us at their convenience and without prior notice, and would only be
required to pay for work completed and commitments made at or prior to the time of termination.
In addition, government contracts are frequently awarded only after competitive bidding processes, which are often
protracted. In many cases, unsuccessful bidders for government contracts are provided the opportunity to formally protest
the contract awards through various agencies or other administrative and judicial channels. The protest process may
substantially delay a successful bidder’s contract performance, result in cancellation of the contract award entirely and
distract management. As a result, we may not be awarded contracts for which we bid, and substantial delays or cancellation
of contracts may follow any successful bids as a result of any protests by other bidders. The occurrence of any of these
risks would have a material adverse effect on our results of operations and financial condition.
We may from time to time pursue acquisitions, divestitures, investments or other strategic relationships or transactions,
which could fail to meet expectations or otherwise harm our business.
We may acquire or invest in other companies or businesses or pursue other strategic transactions or relationships, such
as joint ventures, collaborations, divestitures, or other similar arrangements. For example, in 2021 we created joint ventures
with each of TotalEnergies and bp to develop and own dairy RNG production projects. These strategic transactions and
relationships and any others we may pursue in the future involve numerous risks, any of which could harm our business,
performance and liquidity, including, among others, the following: (i) difficulties integrating the operations, personnel,
contracts, service providers and technologies of an acquired company or partner; (ii) diversion of financial and
management resources from existing operations or alternative acquisition, investment, strategic or other opportunities; (iii)
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failure to realize the anticipated synergies or other benefits of a transaction or relationship; (iv) risks of entering new
customer or geographic markets in which we may have limited or no experience; (v) potential loss of an acquired
company’s or partner’s key employees, customers or vendors in the event of an acquisition or investment, or potential loss
of our assets (and their associated revenue streams), employees or customers in the event of a divestiture or other strategic
transaction; and (vi) incurrence of substantial costs or debt or equity dilution to fund an acquisition, investment or other
transaction or relationship, as well as possible write-offs or impairment charges relating to any businesses we partner with,
invest in or acquire.
Our partners may choose to invest in renewable or low carbon vehicle fuels other than RNG.
Our partners, including TotalEnergies, bp and Chevron, may reallocate their resources from RNG to other renewable
or low carbon vehicle fuels. Any such action would have a material adverse effect on our plans, results of operations and
financial condition.
Our results of operations fluctuate significantly and are difficult to predict.
Our results of operations have historically experienced, and may continue to experience, significant fluctuations as a
result of a variety of factors, including, among others, the amount and timing of our vehicle fuel sales, Environmental
Credit sales and recognition of government credits, station construction sales, grants and incentives, such as AFTC (for
example, we recorded all of the AFTC revenue associated with our vehicle fuel sales made in 2017 during the first quarter
of 2018, and we recorded all of the AFTC revenue associated with our vehicles fuel sales made in 2018 and 2019 in the
fourth quarter of 2019); fluctuations in commodity, station construction and labor costs; variations in the fair value of
certain of our derivative instruments that are recorded in revenue; sales of compressors and other equipment used in RNG
production and at fueling stations; the amount and timing of our billing, collections and liability payments; and the other
factors described in these risk factors.
Our performance in certain periods has also been affected by transactions or events that have resulted in significant
cash or non-cash gains or losses. For example, our results for 2017 were positively affected by gains related to repurchases
or retirements of our outstanding convertible debt at a discount and by a gain related to bp, but were also negatively
affected by significant charges in connection with our closure of certain fueling stations, the decreased operating
performance of our former fueling compressor manufacturing business, our determination of an impairment of assets as a
result of the foregoing, and certain other actions. These or other similar gains or losses may not recur, in the same amounts
or at all in future periods.
These significant fluctuations in our operating results may render period-to-period comparisons less meaningful,
especially given the current uncertainties related to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and investors in our securities
should not rely on the results of one period as an indicator of performance in any other period. Additionally, these
fluctuations in our operating results could cause our performance in any period to fall below the financial guidance we may
have provided to the public or the estimates and projections of the investment community, which could negatively affect
the price of our common stock.
Our warranty reserves may not adequately cover our warranty obligations, which could result in unexpected costs.
We provide product warranties with varying terms and durations for the stations we build and sell, and we establish
reserves for the estimated liability associated with these warranties. Our warranty reserves are based on historical trends
and any specifically identified warranty issues known to us, and the amounts estimated for these reserves could differ
materially from the warranty costs we may actually incur. We would be adversely affected by an increase in the rate or
volume of warranty claims or the amounts involved in warranty claims, any of which could increase our costs beyond our
established reserves and cause our cash position and financial condition to suffer.
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Risks Related to Our Indebtedness and Other Capital Resources.
We may need to raise additional capital to continue to fund our business, which could have negative effects and may not
be available when needed, on acceptable terms or at all.
We require capital to pay for capital expenditures, operating expenses, any mergers, acquisitions or strategic
investments, transactions or relationships we may pursue, and to make principal and interest payments on our indebtedness.
If we cannot fund any of these activities with capital on-hand or cash provided by our operations, we may seek to obtain
additional capital from other sources, such as by selling assets or pursuing debt or equity financing.
Asset sales and equity or debt financing may not be available when needed, on terms favorable to us or at all. Any sale
of our assets to generate cash proceeds may limit our operational capacity and could limit or eliminate any revenue streams
or business plans that are dependent on the sold assets. Any issuances of our common stock or securities convertible into
our common stock to raise capital would dilute the ownership interest of our existing stockholders. Any debt financing we
may pursue could require us to make significant interest or other payments and to pledge some or all of our assets as
security. In addition, higher levels of indebtedness could increase our risk of non-repayment, adversely affect our
creditworthiness, and amplify the other risks associated with our existing debt, which are discussed elsewhere in these risk
factors. Further, we may incur substantial costs in pursuing any capital-raising transactions, including investment banking,
legal and accounting fees. On the other hand, if we are unable to obtain capital in amounts sufficient to fund our
obligations, expenses, and strategic initiatives, we could be forced to suspend, delay or curtail our business plans or
operating activities or could default on our contractual commitments. Any such outcome could negatively affect our
business, performance, liquidity, and prospects.
We may not generate sufficient cash flow from our business to pay our debt.
As of December 31, 2021, we have consolidated indebtedness of $39.3 million, and we are permitted to incur
significant additional debt. Our outstanding and permitted indebtedness could make us more vulnerable to adverse changes
in general U.S. and worldwide economic, regulatory, and competitive conditions, limit our flexibility to plan for or react to
changes in our business or industry, place us at a disadvantage compared to our competitors that have less debt or limit our
ability to borrow or otherwise raise additional capital as needed.
Our payments of amounts owed under our various debt instruments will reduce our cash resources available for other
purposes, including pursuing strategic initiatives, transactions or other opportunities, satisfying our other commitments and
generally supporting our operations. Moreover, our ability to make these payments depends on our future performance,
which is subject to economic, financial, competitive and other factors, including those described in these risk factors, and
many of which are beyond our control. Our business may not generate sufficient cash from operations to service our debt.
If we cannot meet our debt obligations from our operating cash flows, we may pursue one or more alternative
measures. Any repayment of our debt with equity, however, would dilute the ownership interests of our existing
stockholders. Additionally, because the agreements governing much of our existing indebtedness contain minimal
restrictions on our ability to incur additional debt and do not require us to maintain financial ratios or specified levels of net
worth or liquidity, we may seek capital from other sources to service our debt, such as selling assets, restructuring or
refinancing our existing debt or obtaining additional equity or debt financing. Our ability to engage in any of these
activities, if we decide to do so, would depend on the capital markets and the state of our industry, business and financial
condition at the time, and could also subject us to significant risks, which are discussed elsewhere in these risk factors.
Moreover, we may not be able to obtain any additional capital we may pursue on desirable terms, at a desirable time or at
all. Any failure to pay our debts when due could result in a default on our debt obligations. In addition, certain of our debt
agreements contain restrictive covenants, and any failure by us to comply with these covenants could also cause us to be in
default under these agreements.
In the event of any default on our debt obligations, the holders of the indebtedness could, among other things, declare
all amounts owed immediately due and payable. Any such declaration could deplete all or a large portion of our available
cash flow, and thereby reduce the amount of cash available to pursue our business plans or force us into bankruptcy or
liquidation.
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Risks Related to Environmental Health and Safety and Governmental and Environmental Regulations
Our business is influenced by environmental, tax and other government regulations, programs and incentives that
promote our vehicle fuels, and their modification or repeal could negatively affect our business.
Our business is influenced by federal, state, and local tax credits, rebates, grants and other government programs and
incentives that promote the use of our vehicle fuels. These include various government programs that make grant funds
available from the purchase of vehicles and construction of fueling stations, as well as the AFTC under which we generate
revenue for our vehicle fuel sales. The AFTC expired at the end of 2021. If the AFTC is not extended after 2021, the AFTC
would not be available for vehicle fuel sales, and our revenue would be materially adversely affected. Additionally, our
business is influenced by laws, rules and regulations that require reductions in carbon emissions and/or the use of
renewable fuels, such as the programs under which we generate Environmental Credits.
These programs and regulations, which have the effect of encouraging the use of RNG as a vehicle fuel, could expire
or be repealed or amended for a variety of reasons. For example, parties with an interest in gasoline and diesel, electric or
other alternative vehicles or vehicle fuels, including lawmakers, regulators, policymakers, environmental or advocacy
organizations, producers of alternative vehicles or vehicle fuels, or other powerful groups, may invest significant time and
money in efforts to delay, repeal or otherwise negatively influence regulations and programs that promote RNG. Many of
these parties have substantially greater resources and influence than we have. Further, changes in federal, state or local
political, social or economic conditions, including a lack of legislative focus on these programs and regulations, could
result in their modification, delayed adoption or repeal. Any failure to adopt, delay in implementing, expiration, repeal or
modification of these programs and regulations, or the adoption of any programs or regulations that encourage the use of
other alternative fuels or alternative vehicles over RNG (such as the September 2020 Executive Order or the 2021
Executive Order), would reduce the market for RNG as a vehicle fuel and harm our operating results, liquidity, and
financial condition.
For instance, California lawmakers and regulators have implemented various measures designed to increase the use of
electric, hydrogen and other zero-emission vehicles, including establishing firm goals for the number of these vehicles
operating on state roads by specified dates and enacting various laws and other programs in support of these goals.
Although the influence and applicability of these or similar measures on our business remains uncertain, a focus on “zero
tailpipe emission” vehicles over vehicles with an overall net carbon negative emissions profile, but with some tailpipe
emissions operating on RNG, would adversely affect the market for our fuels.
To benefit from Environmental Credits, RNG projects are required to be registered and are subject to audit.
RNG projects are required to register with the EPA and relevant state regulatory agencies. Further, we qualify our
RINs through a voluntary Quality Assurance Plan, which typically takes from three to five months from first injection of
RNG into the commercial pipeline system. Delays in obtaining registration, RIN qualification, and any LCFS credit
qualification of a new project could delay future revenues from a project and could adversely affect our cash flow. Further,
we may make large investments in projects prior to receiving the regulatory approval and RIN qualification. By registering
RNG projects with the EPA’s voluntary Quality Assurance Plan, we are subject to quarterly third-party audits and semiannual on-site visits of projects to validate generated RINs and overall compliance with the federal renewable fuel
standard. We are also subject to a separate third party’s annual attestation review. The Quality Assurance Plan provides a
process for RIN owners to follow, for an affirmative defense to civil liability, if used or transferred Quality Assurance Plan
verified RINs were invalidly generated. A project’s failure to comply could result in remedial action by the EPA, including
penalties, fines, retirement of RINs, or termination of the project’s registration, any of which could adversely affect our
business, financial condition and results of operations.
Our business could be negatively affected by federal or state laws, orders or regulations mandating new or additional
limits on GHG emissions, “tailpipe” emissions or internal combustion engines.
Federal or state laws, orders or regulations have been adopted, such as California’s AB 32 cap and trade law and the
2021 Executive Order, and may in the future be adopted that impose limits on GHG emissions or otherwise require the
adoption of zero-emission electric vehicles. The effects of GHG emission limits on our business are subject to significant
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uncertainties based on, among other things, the timing of any requirements, the required levels of emission reductions, the
nature of any market-based or tax-based mechanisms adopted to facilitate reductions, the relative availability of GHG
emission reduction offsets, the development of cost-effective, commercial-scale carbon capture and storage technology and
supporting regulations and liability mitigation measures, the range of available compliance alternatives, and our ability to
demonstrate that our vehicle fuels qualify as a compliance alternative under any statutory, regulatory, or standards-based
organization (such as WBCSD) programs to limit GHG emissions. If our vehicle fuels are not able to meet GHG emission
limits or perform as well as other alternative fuels and vehicles, our solutions could be less competitive. Furthermore,
additional federal or state taxes could be implemented on “tailpipe” emissions, which would have a negative impact on the
cost of our vehicle fuels, as compared to vehicle fuels that do not generate tailpipe emissions. See also the discussion above
regarding the Advanced Clean Trucks regulation, the September 2020 Executive Order and the 2021 Executive Order
under “Our success is dependent on the willingness of fleets and other consumers to adopt our vehicle fuels, which may not
occur in a timely manner, at expected levels or at all.”
Our business is subject to a variety of government regulations, which may restrict our operations and result in costs and
penalties or otherwise adversely affect our business and ability to compete.
We are subject to a variety of federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to the environment, health and
safety, labor and employment, building codes and construction, zoning and land use, the government procurement process,
any political activities or lobbying in which we may engage, public reporting and taxation, among others. It is difficult and
costly to manage the requirements of every authority having jurisdiction over our various activities and to comply with
their varying standards. Many of these laws and regulations are complex, change frequently, may be unclear and difficult to
interpret and have become more stringent over time. Any changes to existing regulations or adoption of new regulations
may result in significant additional expense to us or our customers. For example, in June 2020, California passed the
Advanced Clean Trucks regulation, which seeks to have all new commercial vehicles sold in California have zeroemissions by 2045, in September 2020, California’s Governor issued the September 2020 Executive Order, which seeks to
have 100% of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles in California be zero emission by 2045, and in December 2021, President
Biden signed the 2021 Executive Order, which seeks to achieve 100% zero-emission vehicle acquisitions by the federal
government by 2035. Further, from time to time, as part of the regular evaluation of our operations, including newly
acquired or developing operations, we may be subject to compliance audits by regulatory authorities, which may distract
management from our revenue-generating activities and involve significant costs and use of other resources. Also, we often
need to obtain facility permits or licenses to address, among other things, storm water or wastewater discharges, waste
handling and air emissions in connection with our operations, which may subject us to onerous or costly permitting
conditions or delays if permits cannot be timely obtained. Our failure to comply with any applicable laws and regulations
could result in a variety of administrative, civil and criminal enforcement measures, including, among others, assessment of
monetary penalties, imposition of corrective requirements or prohibition from providing services to government entities. If
any of these enforcement measures were imposed on us, our business, financial condition, and performance could be
negatively affected.
We are subject to various environmental laws and regulations that could impose substantial costs upon us.
Our operations are and will be subject to federal, state and local environmental laws and regulations, including laws
relating to the use, handling, storage, disposal of and human exposure to hazardous materials. Moreover, we expect that we
will be affected by future amendments to such laws or other new environmental and health and safety laws and regulations
which may require us to change our operations, potentially resulting in a material adverse effect on our business, prospects,
financial condition, and operating results. These laws can give rise to liability for administrative oversight costs, cleanup
costs, property damage, bodily injury, fines, and penalties. Capital and operating expenses needed to comply with
environmental laws and regulations can be significant, and violations may result in substantial fines and penalties, thirdparty damages, suspension of production or a cessation of our operations.
Contamination at properties we own or operate, will own or operate, or formerly owned or operated or to which
hazardous substances were sent by us, may result in liability for us under environmental laws and regulations, including,
but not limited to, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, which can impose
liability for the full amount of remediation-related costs without regard to fault, for the investigation and cleanup of
contaminated soil and ground water, for impacts to human health and for damages to natural resources. The costs of
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complying with environmental laws and regulations and any claims concerning noncompliance, or liability with respect to
contamination in the future, could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition or operating results. We may
face unexpected delays in obtaining the required permits and approvals in connection with our planned RNG production
facilities that could require significant time and financial resources and delay our ability to operate these facilities, which
would adversely impact our business, prospects, financial condition and operating results.
Our operations entail inherent safety and environmental risks, which may result in substantial liability to us.
Our operations entail inherent safety risks, including risks associated with equipment defects, malfunctions, failures,
and misuses. For example, operation of LNG pumps requires special training because of the extremely low temperatures of
LNG. Also, LNG tanker trailers and CNG fuel tanks and trailers could rupture if involved in accidents or improper
maintenance or installation. Further, improper refueling of vehicles that use our fuels or operation of vehicle fueling
stations could result in sudden releases of pressure that could cause explosions. In addition, our operations may result in the
venting of methane, a potent GHG. These safety and environmental risks could result in uncontrollable flows of our fuels,
fires, explosions, death, or serious injury, any of which may expose us to liability for personal injury, wrongful death,
property damage, pollution and other environmental damage. We may incur substantial liability and costs if any such
damages are not covered by insurance or are more than policy limits, or if environmental damage causes us to violate
applicable GHG emissions or other environmental laws. Additionally, the occurrence of any of these events with respect to
our fueling stations or our other operations could materially harm our business and reputation. Moreover, the occurrence of
any of these events to any other organization in our vehicle fuel business could harm our industry generally by negatively
affecting perceptions about, and adoption levels of, our vehicle fuels.
Risks Related to Our Common Stock
A significant portion of our outstanding common stock is owned or otherwise subject to acquisition by two
equityholders, each of which may have interests that differ from the Company’s other stockholders and which now or in
the future may be able to influence the Company’s corporate decisions, including a change of control.
After giving effect to the issuance of the Amazon Warrant, TotalEnergies Marketing Services, SAS (“TMS”), a wholly
owned subsidiary of TotalEnergies, owns 42,581,801 shares of our common stock, or 19.1% of our outstanding shares of
common stock as of December 31, 2021 (excluding 7,930,508 shares of our common stock that are the subject of a voting
agreement, dated May 9, 2018, among TMS, the Company and all of the Company’s directors and officers then in office);
the Amazon Warrant is immediately exercisable by Amazon Holdings for shares of our common stock representing 4.999%
of our outstanding common stock. Subject to vesting of the Amazon Warrant, the Amazon Warrant will be exercisable for
up to 19.999% of our outstanding common stock on a fully diluted basis (determined at the time of issuance of the Amazon
Warrant), subject to certain anti-dilution provisions, and Amazon Holding’s beneficial ownership will initially be
contractually limited to the Beneficial Ownership Limitation unless Amazon Holdings gives the Company sixty one (61)
days’ notice that it is waiving such limitation. In addition, TotalEnergies was granted certain special rights that our other
stockholders do not have in connection with its acquisition of this ownership position, including the right to designate two
individuals to serve as directors of our Company and a third individual to serve as an observer on certain of our board
committees.
TotalEnergies or other large stockholders may be able to influence or control matters requiring approval by our
stockholders, including the election of directors and mergers, acquisitions, or other extraordinary transactions. Amazon,
through ownership by Amazon Holdings, could become a large stockholder if the Amazon Warrant were to vest further
through additional fuel purchases from the Company pursuant to the Fuel Agreement, and Amazon Holdings were to
exercise the Amazon Warrant to purchase vested Warrant Shares or Additional Warrant Shares and waive the Beneficial
Ownership Limitation. Large stockholders may have interests that differ from other stockholders and may vote or
otherwise act in ways with which the Company or other stockholders disagree or that may be adverse to your interests. A
concentration of stock ownership may also have the effect of delaying, preventing or deterring a change of control of our
Company, which could deprive our stockholders of an opportunity to receive a premium for their shares of our common
stock as part of a sale of our Company and could affect the market price of our common stock. Conversely, such a
concentration of stock ownership may facilitate a change of control under terms other stockholders may not find favorable
or at a time when other stockholders may prefer not to sell.
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Sales of our common stock, or the perception that such sales may occur, could cause the market price of our stock to
drop significantly, regardless of the state of our business.
All outstanding shares of our common stock are eligible for sale in the public market, subject in certain cases to the
requirements of Rule 144 under the Securities Act. Also, shares of our common stock that may be issued upon the exercise,
vesting or conversion of our outstanding stock options and restricted stock units may be eligible for sale in the public
market, to the extent permitted by Rule 144 and the provisions of the applicable stock option and restricted stock unit
agreements or if such shares have been registered under the Securities Act.
Sales of large amounts of our common stock by large stockholders, or the perception that such sales may occur, could
cause the market price of our common stock to decline, regardless of the state of the Company’s business. Our common
stock held by TMS and our common stock underlying the Amazon Warrant may be sold in the public market under Rule
144 or in registered sales or offerings pursuant to registration rights held by each stockholder. For instance, we filed a
registration statement with the SEC to cover the resale of the shares of our common stock issued and sold to TMS, which
registration statement was declared effective in August 2018. If these shares are sold, or if it is perceived that they may be
sold, in the public market, the trading price of our common stock could decline. For instance, in the year ended December
31, 2021, TMS sold 8,274,495 shares of our common stock, which we believe caused downward pressure on the trading
price of our common stock.
General Risk Factors
We rely on information technology in our operations, and any material failure, inadequacy, interruption, or security
failure of that technology could harm our business.
Increased global IT security threats and more sophisticated and targeted computer crime pose a risk to the security of
our systems and networks and the confidentiality, availability and integrity of our data. There have been several recent,
highly publicized cases in which organizations of various types and sizes have reported the unauthorized disclosure of
customer or other confidential information, as well as cyber incidents involving the dissemination, theft and destruction of
corporate information, intellectual property, cash or other valuable assets. There have also been several highly publicized
cases in which hackers have requested “ransom” payments in exchange for not disclosing customer or other confidential
information or for not disabling the target company’s computer or other systems. Implementing security measures designed
to prevent, detect, mitigate or correct these or other IT security threats involves significant costs. Although we have taken
steps to protect the security of our information systems and the data maintained in those systems, we have, from time to
time, experienced cyberattacks or other cyber incidents that have threatened our data and systems, including malware and
computer virus attacks and it is possible that future cyber incidents we may experience may materially and adversely affect
our business. We cannot provide assurance that our safety and security measures will prevent our information systems from
improper functioning or damage, or the improper access or disclosure of personally identifiable information such as in the
event of cyber incidents. Any IT security threats that are successful against our security measures could, depending on their
nature and scope, lead to the compromise of confidential information, improper use of our systems and networks,
manipulation and destruction of data, operational disruptions, and substantial financial outlays. Further, a cyber incident
could occur and persist for an extended period of time without detection, and an investigation of any successful cyber
incident would likely require significant time, costs and other resources to complete. We may be required to expend
significant financial resources to protect against or to remediate such cyber incidents. In addition, our technology
infrastructure and information systems are vulnerable to damage or interruption from natural disasters, power loss and
telecommunications failures. Any failure to maintain proper function, security and availability of our information systems
and the data maintained in those systems could interrupt our operations, damage our reputation, subject us to liability
claims or regulatory penalties, harm our business relationships or increase our security and insurance costs, which could
have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
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The price of our common stock may continue to fluctuate significantly, and you could lose all or part of your
investment.
The market price of our common stock has experienced, and may continue to experience, significant volatility. Factors
that may cause volatility in the price of our common stock, many of which are beyond our control, include, among others,
the following: (i) the factors that may influence the adoption of our vehicle fuels, as discussed elsewhere in these risk
factors; (ii) our ability to implement our business plans and initiatives and their anticipated, perceived or actual level of
success; (iii) failure to meet or exceed any financial guidance we have provided to the public or the estimates and
projections of the investment community; (iv) the market’s perception of the success and importance of any of our
acquisitions, divestitures, investments or other strategic relationships or transactions; (v) the amount of and timing of sales
of, and prices for, Environmental Credits; (vi) actions taken by state or federal governments to mandate or otherwise
promote or incentivize alternative vehicles or vehicle fuels over, or to the exclusion of, RNG; (vii) technical factors in the
public trading market for our common stock that may produce price movements that may or may not comport with macro,
industry or company-specific fundamentals, including, without limitation, the sentiment of retail investors (including as
may be expressed on financial trading and other social media sites), the amount and status of short interest in our common
stock, access to margin debt, and trading in options and other derivatives on our common stock; (viii) changes in political,
regulatory, health, economic and market conditions; and (ix) a change in the trading volume of our common stock.
In addition, the securities markets have from time-to-time experienced significant price and volume fluctuations that
are unrelated to the operating performance of particular companies, but which have affected the market prices of these
companies’ securities. These market fluctuations may also materially and adversely affect the market price of our common
stock.
Volatility or declines in the market price of our common stock could have other negative consequences, including,
among others, further impairments to our assets (following the asset impairment charges we recorded in the third and
fourth quarters of 2017 related to our former fueling compressor manufacturing business and our closure of certain fueling
stations), potential impairments to our goodwill and a reduced ability to use our common stock for capital-raising,
acquisitions or other purposes. The occurrence of any of these risks could materially and adversely affect our financial
condition, results of operations and liquidity and could cause further declines in the market price of our common stock.
Item 1B. Unresolved Staff Comments.
None.
Item 2. Properties.
Our corporate headquarters are located at 4675 MacArthur Court, Suite 800, Newport Beach, California 92660, where
we occupy approximately 48,000 square feet of office space. Our lease for this facility expires in June 2028.
We own and operate the Boron Plant in Boron, California, approximately 125 miles from Los Angeles. In
November 2006, we entered into a 30-year ground lease for the 36 acres on which this plant is situated.
We own and operate the Pickens Plant located in Willis, Texas, approximately 50 miles north of Houston. We own
approximately 24 acres of land on which this plant is situated, along with approximately 34 acres surrounding the plant.
Item 3. Legal Proceedings.
From time to time, we may become involved in various legal proceedings that arise in the ordinary course of our
business, including lawsuits, claims, audits, government enforcement actions and related matters. It is not possible to
predict when or if these proceedings may arise, nor is it possible to predict the outcome of any proceedings that do arise,
including, among other things, the amount or timing of any liabilities we may incur, and any such proceedings could have a
material effect on us regardless of outcome. In the opinion of management, however, we are not a party, and our properties
are not subject, to any pending legal proceedings that are material to us.
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Item 4. Mine Safety Disclosures.
None.
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PART II
Item 5. Market for Registrant’s Common Equity, Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity
Securities.
Market Information
Our common stock trades on The Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol “CLNE.”
Holders
There were approximately 49 holders of record of our common stock as of February 18, 2022. The actual number of
holders of our common stock is greater than this number of record holders and includes stockholders who are beneficial
owners, but whose shares are held in street name by brokers or held by other nominees.
Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities
On March 12, 2020, our Board of Directors approved a share repurchase program of up to $30.0 million (exclusive of
fees and commissions) of our outstanding common stock (the “Repurchase Program”). On December 7, 2021, our Board of
Directors approved an increase in the aggregate amount of our common stock to be repurchased under the Repurchase
Program from $30.0 million to $50.0 million (exclusive of fees and commissions). The Repurchase Program does not have
an expiration date, and may be suspended or discontinued at any time. As of December 31, 2021, approximately $32.6
million remained available under the Repurchase Program.
The Repurchase Program does not obligate us to acquire any specific number of shares. Repurchases under the
Repurchase Program may be effected from time to time through open market purchases, privately negotiated transactions,
structured or derivative transactions, including accelerated share repurchase transactions, or other methods of acquiring
shares, in each case subject to market conditions, applicable securities laws and other relevant factors. Repurchases may
also be made under plans set up pursuant to Rule 10b5-1 promulgated under the Exchange Act (“Rule 10b5-1 plans”).
The following table summarizes the Company’s share repurchase activity during the three months ended December 31,
2021 (in thousands, except share and per share amounts):
Approximate
Dollar Value

Period

October 1, 2021 through October 31, 2021
November 1, 2021 through November 30, 2021
December 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021
Total
(a)

Total Number of

of Shares That

Shares Purchased

May Yet Be

Total Number

Average

as Part of Publicly

Purchased

of Shares
Purchased

Price Paid
per Share (a)

Announced Plans
or Programs

Under the Plans
or Program

—
—
452,700
452,700

$
$
$
$

—
—
6.42
6.42

—
—
452,700
452,700

$

$

15,508
15,508
32,601
32,601

Exclusive of fees and commissions.

Performance Graph
This performance graph shall not be deemed “soliciting material” or “filed” with the SEC or subject to Regulation
14A or 14C or to the liabilities of Section 18 of the Exchange Act, or incorporated by reference into any filing under the
Securities Act or the Exchange Act, except to the extent that we specifically request that such information be treated as
soliciting material or specifically incorporate it by reference into such a filing. The graph is required by applicable rules of
the SEC and is not intended to forecast, predict or be indicative of the possible future performance of our common stock.
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The following graph compares the five-year total return to holders of our common stock relative to the cumulative
total returns of the Nasdaq Global Market Index and the Russell 2000 Index. The graph assumes that $100 was invested in
our common stock and in each of these indices at the close of market on December 30, 2016 (the last trading day before the
beginning of our fifth preceding fiscal year). We chose to include the Russell 2000 Index because it includes issuers with
similar market capitalizations and due to the lack of a comparable industry or line-of-business index or peer group, as we
are the only actively traded public company whose only line of business is to sell natural gas for use as a vehicle fuel and
the associated equipment and services necessary to use natural gas as a vehicle fuel.

Item 6. [Reserved].
Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.
The following Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (this
discussion, as well as discussions under the same heading in our other periodic reports, are referred to as the “MD&A”)
should be read together with our audited consolidated financial statements and the related notes included in this report,
and all cross references to notes included in this MD&A refer to the identified note in such consolidated financial
statements. This section of the Form 10-K generally discusses 2021 and 2020 items and year-to-year comparisons of 2021
to 2020. Discussions of 2019 items and year-to-year comparisons of 2020 and 2019 that are not included in this Form 10K can be found in “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” in Part II,
Item 7 of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020, filed with the SEC on March 9, 2021.
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This MD&A contains forward-looking statements. See the discussion about these statements under “Cautionary
Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” at the beginning of this report.
Overview
We are North America’s leading provider of the cleanest fuel for the transportation market, based on the number of
stations operated and the amount of gasoline gallon equivalents (“GGEs”) of renewable natural gas (“RNG”) and
conventional natural gas delivered. Through our sales of RNG, which is derived from biogenic methane produced by the
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breakdown of organic waste, we help thousands of vehicles, from airport shuttles to city buses to waste and heavy-duty
trucks, reduce their amount of climate-harming greenhouse gas from 60% to over 400% based on determinations by the
California Air Resources Board (“CARB”), depending on the source of the RNG, while also reducing criteria pollutants
such as Oxides of Nitrogen, or NOx. RNG is delivered as compressed natural gas (“CNG”) and liquefied natural gas
(“LNG”).
As a clean energy solutions provider, we supply RNG and conventional natural gas, in the form of CNG and LNG, for
medium and heavy-duty vehicles; design and build, as well as operate and maintain (“O&M”), public and private fueling
stations in the United States and Canada; develop and own dairy ADG RNG production facilities; sell and service
compressors and other equipment used in RNG production and at fueling stations; transport and sell RNG and conventional
natural gas via “virtual” natural gas pipelines and interconnects; sell U.S. federal, state and local government credits
(collectively, “Environmental Credits”) we generate by selling RNG as a vehicle fuel, including Renewable Identification
Numbers (“RIN Credits” or “RINs”) under the federal Renewable Fuel Standard Phase 2 and credits under the California
and the Oregon Low Carbon Fuel Standards (collectively, “LCFS Credits”); and obtain federal, state and local tax credits,
grants and incentives.
At present, we see the best use of RNG as a replacement for fossil-based fuel in the transportation sector. We believe
the most attractive market for RNG is U.S. heavy-duty Class 8 trucking; based on information from the American Trucking
Association and our own internal estimates, we believe there are approximately 3.9 million Class 8 heavy-duty trucks
operating in the U.S. that use over 40 billion gallons of diesel fuel per year. As of December 31, 2021, we deliver RNG to
the transportation market through 548 fueling stations we own, operate or supply in 42 states and the District of Columbia
in the U.S., including over 200 stations in California. We also own, operate, or supply 25 fueling stations in Canada.
Critically, to generate valuable Environmental Credits, RNG must be placed in vehicle fuel tanks. We believe our
stations and customer relationships allow us to deliver substantially more RNG to vehicle operators than any other
participant in the market – we calculate that we have access to more fueling stations and vehicle fleets than all our
competitors combined. As of December 31, 2021, we served over 1,000 fleet customers operating over 48,000 vehicles on
our fuels.
Longer term, we plan to provide hydrogen fuel to vehicle fleets. As operators deploy more hydrogen powered
vehicles, we can modify our fueling stations to reform our RNG and deliver clean hydrogen to customers. We also believe
our RNG can be used to generate clean electricity to power electric vehicles, and we have the capability to add electric
vehicle charging at our station sites, although the cost of adding electric vehicle charging capacity may be significant.
Impact of COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic has had an adverse impact on the volume of our sales, which we saw bottom in the second
quarter of 2020. We have since seen improvement in volumes, with volumes delivered for the fourth quarter of 2021 9%
higher compared to the fourth quarter of 2020, and 1% higher compared to the fourth quarter of 2019. We saw significant
improvement in our volumes delivered in the public transit customer markets and airports (fleet services), which increased
by 12% and 34%, respectively, during the three months ended December 31, 2021, compared to the prior year period. Our
volume of GGEs delivered for the year ended December 31, 2021 increased 5% compared to the prior year. The increase in
volumes delivered in the fourth quarter of 2021 and in fiscal year 2021 was primarily due to COVID-19 restrictions being
lifted and an increase in travel generally.
Although we are experiencing gradual improvements since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, there is no guarantee
this will continue due to uncertainties regarding the continuance of the COVID-19 pandemic. It is possible that the
prolonged effect of the COVID-19 pandemic could negatively affect our volumes. Lower volumes since the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in and could again result in lower gross margin dollars and likely a lower gross margin
per GGE due to lower output on fixed operating costs and the effect of less revenue from Environmental Credits. Lower
volumes have affected and may again affect our federal alternative fuel excise tax credit (“AFTC”) revenue as this leads to
lower AFTC-eligible volumes. Given the dynamic nature of these circumstances, significant uncertainty exists concerning
the duration of business disruption and the full extent of the effect of COVID-19 on our business, results of operations and
financial condition. Additionally, the effects of COVID-19, commodity prices and the adoption of
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government policies and programs, or increased popular sentiment, in favor of other vehicle technologies or fuels may
delay adoption of natural gas vehicles, particularly heavy-duty natural gas trucks, by new or existing customers. For more
information, see “Risk Factors” in Part I, Item 1A of this report.
We believe we have sufficient liquidity to support business operations through this volatile period, including total cash
and cash equivalents and short-term investments of $229.2 million as of December 31, 2021 and $13.7 million of current
debt. We expect to collect receivables relating to AFTC credits generated from fuel sales during 2021 in the first half of
2022. We also expect AFTC to be reinstated during 2022 and apply retroactively to vehicle fuel sales made beginning
January 1, 2022 and we anticipate AFTC revenue to be approximately $21.2 million for 2022 after giving consideration to
the effect of COVID-19 described above.
Performance Overview
This performance overview discusses matters on which our management focuses in evaluating our financial condition
and our operating results.
Sources of Revenue
The following tables represent our sources of revenue:

Revenue (in millions)

2019

Volume-related (1) (2)
Station construction sales
AFTC (3)
Other
Total
(1)

$

$

Year Ended December 31,
2020

273.6
23.1
47.1
0.3
344.1

$

$

245.3
26.6
19.8
—
291.7

$

$

2021

218.5
16.4
20.7
—
255.6

Our volume-related revenue primarily consists of sales of RNG and conventional natural gas, in the form of CNG and LNG, performance of O&M
services, and sales of RINs and LCFS Credits in addition to changes in fair value of our derivative instruments. More information about our volume
of fuel and O&M services delivered in the periods is included below under “Key Operating Data,” and more information about our derivative
instruments, which consist of commodity swap and customer fueling contracts, is included in Note 7. Additionally, a discussion of volume-related
revenue is included below under “Results of Operations.” The following table summarizes our volume-related revenue in the periods:

Revenue (in millions)

2019

Fuel sales and performance of O&M services (2)
Change in fair value of derivative instruments (a)
RIN Credits
LCFS Credits
Total volume-related revenue
a.

$

$

Year Ended December 31,
2020

248.8
(6.6)
18.1
13.3
273.6

$

$

209.2
2.1
15.3
18.7
245.3

$

$

2021

173.5
(3.5)
31.7
16.8
218.5

The change in fair value of derivative instruments is related to the Company’s commodity swap and customer fueling contracts. The amounts
are classified as revenue because the Company’s commodity swap contracts are used to economically offset the risk associated with the dieselto-natural gas price spread resulting from customer fueling contracts under the Company’s Zero Now truck financing program.

(2)

Includes $83.6 million of non-cash stock-based sales incentive contra-revenue charges related to the Amazon Warrant (as defined below) for the
year ended December 31, 2021.

(3)

Represents the federal alternative fuel tax credit, that we refer to as AFTC. AFTC was available for vehicle fuel sales made through December 31,
2021. AFTC may not be reinstated for vehicle fuel sales made after December 31, 2021.

Key Operating Data
In evaluating our operating performance, we focus primarily on: (1) the amount of RNG, CNG and LNG GGEs
delivered (which we define as (i) the volume of GGEs we sell to our customers as fuel, plus (ii) the volume of GGEs
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dispensed at facilities we do not own but where we provide O&M services on a per-gallon or fixed fee basis, plus (iii) our
proportionate share of the GGEs sold as CNG by our joint venture with Mansfield Ventures, LLC and Mansfield Clean
Energy Partners, LLC (“MCEP”), (2) our station construction cost of sales, (3) our gross margin (which we define as
revenue minus cost of sales), and (4) net income (loss) attributable to us. The following tables present our key operating
data for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021:

GGEs delivered (in millions)

2019

CNG (1)
LNG
Total

Year Ended
December 31,
2020

335.7
65.1
400.8

321.0
61.5
382.5

2021

347.4
55.2
402.6

RNG sold as vehicle fuel is included in the CNG or LNG amounts in the table above as applicable based on the form in
which it was sold. GGEs of RNG sold as vehicle fuel for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, were as
follows:

GGEs of RNG delivered (in millions)

2019

CNG
LNG
Total

Year Ended
December 31,
2020

112.5
30.8
143.3

GGEs delivered (in millions)

124.4
28.9
153.3
Year Ended
December 31,
2020

2019

O&M services
Fuel (1)
Fuel and O&M services (2)
Total

158.5
162.4
79.9
400.8

138.5
157.6
86.4
382.5

2021

146.0
21.0
167.0

2021

148.4
164.1
90.1
402.6

RNG sold as vehicle fuel is included in the table above as applicable based on the services provided. GGEs of RNG sold as
vehicle fuel for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, were as follows:

GGEs of RNG delivered (in millions)

2019

Fuel
Fuel and O&M services (2)
Total

Year Ended
December 31,
2020

87.3
56.0
143.3

Other operating data (in millions)

2019

Station construction cost of sales
Gross margin (3) (4) (5)
Net income (loss) attributable to Clean Energy Fuels Corp. (3) (5)

$
$
$

23.5
132.0
20.4

86.2
67.1
153.3
Year Ended
December 31,
2020

$
$
$

24.0 $
106.3 $
(9.9) $

2021

88.0
79.0
167.0

2021

15.0
40.0
(93.1)

(1)

As noted above, amounts include our proportionate share of the GGEs sold as CNG by our joint venture with MCEP. GGEs sold by this joint
venture were 0.4 million, 0.3 million, and 0.4 million for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively.

(2)

Represents GGEs at stations where we provide both fuel and O&M services.

(3)

Includes $47.1 million, $19.8 million, and $20.7 million of AFTC revenue for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020, and 2021, respectively.
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(4)

Gross margin includes an unrealized gain (loss) from the change in fair value of commodity swap and customer fueling contracts of $(6.6) million,
$2.1 million, and $(3.5) million for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. See Note 7 for more information regarding the
commodity swap and customer contracts.

(5)

Includes $0.0 million, $0.0 million, and $83.6 million of non-cash stock-based sales incentive contra-revenue charges related to the Amazon
Warrant (as defined below) for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively.

2019 -2021 Developments
TotalEnergies Joint Venture. On December 21, 2020, we announced a memorandum of understanding with
TotalEnergies S.E. (“TotalEnergies”) to create a joint venture to develop carbon negative RNG production facilities in the
United States, as well as credit support to build additional downstream RNG infrastructure. TotalEnergies will provide
$50.0 million, and we will provide $30.0 million for the proposed joint venture. TotalEnergies will also be providing credit
support of $65.0 million to support our development in the RNG value chain, including $45.0 million for contracted RNG
fueling infrastructure.
On March 3, 2021, we entered an agreement (“TotalEnergies JV Agreement”) with TotalEnergies that created a 50/50
joint venture (“TotalEnergies JV”) to develop anaerobic digester gas (“ADG”) RNG production facilities in the United
States. Each ADG RNG production facility project under the TotalEnergies JV will be formed as a separate limited liability
company (“LLC”) that is owned 50/50 by us and TotalEnergies, and contributions to such LLCs count toward the
TotalEnergies JV Equity Obligations (as defined below). The TotalEnergies JV Agreement contemplates that the
TotalEnergies JV will invest up to $400.0 million of equity in production projects, and TotalEnergies and the Company
each committed to initially provide $50.0 million for the TotalEnergies JV (the “TotalEnergies JV Equity Obligations”). To
fund our TotalEnergies JV Equity Obligations, we had the option to borrow $20.0 million from Société Générale, a
company incorporated as a société anonyme under the laws of France (“SG”), pursuant to the SG Credit Agreement (as
defined below). See Note 12 for additional information.
On October 12, 2021, we entered into an LLC agreement (the “DR Development Agreement”) with TotalEnergies to
develop a dairy ADG RNG production facility project (the “DR JV”). Under the DR Development Agreement, we and
TotalEnergies have each committed to contribute $7.0 million to the DR JV. On November 1, 2021, we and TotalEnergies
have each contributed an initial $4.8 million capital contribution to the DR JV.
SG Credit Agreement. On March 12, 2021, we amended the credit agreement (as amended, the “SG Credit
Agreement”) with SG, to permit us to use up to $45.0 million of loan proceeds to fund certain station build costs and up to
$20.0 million to fund TotalEnergies JV Equity Obligations. Our ability to draw under the SG Credit Agreement ended on
January 2, 2022.
bp Joint Venture. On December 18, 2020, we entered a memorandum of understanding (“MOU”) with bp Products
North America Inc. (“bp”). Pursuant to the MOU, we and bp intend to create a joint venture to develop, own, and operate
RNG production facilities at dairies. Contemporaneous with the execution of the MOU, we and bp executed a loan
agreement whereby bp advanced $50.0 million (in the form of a loan) to fund capital costs and expenses incurred prior to
formation of the joint venture. We expect that all unpaid principal and accrued interest outstanding under the loan
agreement will be contributed to the joint venture, provided that if the joint venture is not formed by April 30, 2022, we are
obligated to repay the outstanding principal and accrued interest within five days of April 30, 2022.
On April 13, 2021, we entered an agreement (“bp JV Agreement”) with bp that created a 50/50 joint venture (“bpJV”)
to develop, own and operate new ADG RNG production facilities in the United States. Pursuant to the bp JV Agreement,
we and bp have each committed to provide $30.0 million and $50.0 million, respectively, with bp and us each receiving
30.0 million of Class A Units in the bpJV and bp also receiving 20.0 million of Class B Units in the bpJV. bp’s initial $50.0
million contribution was made on April 13, 2021 and consisted of all unpaid principal outstanding under the loan
agreement dated December 18, 2020 (see Note 12), pursuant to which bp advanced us $50.0 million to fund capital costs
and expenses incurred prior to formation of the bpJV, including capital costs and expenses for permitting, engineering,
equipment, leases and feed stock rights. 100% of the RNG produced from the projects developed and owned by the bpJV
will be provided to the vehicle fuels market pursuant to our existing marketing agreement with bp.
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Pursuant to the bp JV Agreement, we had the option, exercisable prior to August 31, 2021 (the “bp Option”), to
commit an additional $20.0 million to the bpJV upon which bp’s Class B Units would convert into Class A Units. On June
21, 2021, we contributed $50.2 million consisting of our initial contribution commitment of $30.0 million, the $20.0
million additional contribution to exercise our bp Option, plus $0.2 million of interest in accordance with the bp JV
Agreement to effect the conversion of bp’s Class B Units into Class A Units. In December 2021, the bpJV authorized a
capital call (the “bpJV Capital Call”) for additional funding of $143.2 million to construct ADG RNG projects under the
bpJV. Pursuant to the bpJV Capital Call, we and bp are each required to contribute $71.6 million to the bpJV. As of
December 31, 2021, we and bp have contributed $20.0 million and $71.6 million, respectively, to the bpJV in connection
with the bpJV Capital Call. The remaining contribution balance of $51.6 million due from us will be paid on or prior to
June 30, 2022. As of December 31, 2021, we and bp each own 50% of the bpJV.
Amazon. On April 16, 2021, we entered into a Project Addendum to Fuel Pricing Agreement (“Fuel Agreement”) with
Amazon Logistics, Inc., a subsidiary of Amazon.com, Inc. (“Amazon”), and a Transaction Agreement with Amazon (the
“Transaction Agreement”), pursuant to which, among other things, we issued to Amazon.com NV Investment Holdings
LLC, a subsidiary of Amazon (“Amazon Holdings”), a warrant to purchase up to an aggregate of 53,141,755 shares (the
“Warrant Shares”) of our common stock at an exercise price of $13.49 per share, which was a 21.3% premium to the
$11.12 closing price of our common stock on April 15, 2021.
The Warrant Shares vest in multiple tranches, the first of which for 13,283,445 Warrant Shares vested upon execution
of the Fuel Agreement. Subsequent tranches will vest over time based on fuel purchases by Amazon and its affiliates, up to
a total of $500 million in fuel purchases, excluding any payments attributable to “Pass Through Costs,” which consist of all
costs associated with the delivered cost of gas and applicable taxes determined by reference to the selling price, gallons or
gas sold. Importantly, in order for all the vesting conditions of the warrant to be satisfied, Amazon would have to purchase
hundreds of millions of GGEs of RNG from us.
Under the Transaction Agreement, we were required to use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain the approval of
our stockholders with respect to the issuance of Warrant Shares in excess of 50,595,531 shares of our common stock,
pursuant to The Nasdaq Stock Market LLC’s Listing Rule 5635(b) (the “Stockholder Approval”). On June 14, 2021, we
obtained the Stockholder Approval at our 2021 annual meeting of stockholders.
In accordance with the terms of the warrant, as a result of the issuance of shares of our common stock pursuant to the
ATM Programs (as defined below), on June 14, 2021, the number of shares of our common stock that may be purchased
pursuant to the warrant, at an exercise price of $13.49 per share, increased by an aggregate of 5,625,959 shares (the
“Additional Warrant Shares”). The Additional Warrant Shares vest in multiple tranches, the first of which for 1,406,490
Additional Warrant Shares vested on June 14, 2021. Subsequent tranches of the Additional Warrant Shares will vest over
time based on fuel purchases by Amazon and its affiliates, consistent with the vesting schedule for the Warrant Shares as
described above. The right to exercise the warrants and receive the Warrant Shares and Additional Warrant Shares (the
“Amazon Warrant”) that have vested expires April 16, 2031.
We believe our commercial partnership with Amazon will enhance our strategies, initiatives and efforts to achieve our
goals to grow fleet and other consumer support for the use of RNG as a vehicle fuel for our target customers and
geographies. We also believe the proceeds from the issuance of our common stock to Amazon in the event Amazon were to
vest and then exercise the Amazon Warrant in part or as a whole for cash would enhance our liquidity in support of our
operations, as well as our ability to execute our business plans and pursue opportunities for further growth. Accordingly,
we believe securing this commercial partnership and incentiving Amazon to purchase the maximum amount of fuel under
the Fuel Agreement is important for our business trajectory.
As a result of the immediate vesting of a portion of the Warrant Shares and Additional Warrant Shares, we recognized
non-cash stock-based sales incentive contra-revenue charges (“Amazon Warrant Charges”) in the second quarter of 2021 of
$76.6 million and a customer incentive asset of $38.4 million representing Amazon Warrant Charges associated with future
contractually required minimum fuel purchases which will be recognized as the fuel is purchased.
For the year ended December 31, 2021, Amazon Warrant Charges were $83.6 million, which included $76.6 million
from the immediate vesting of a portion of the Warrant Shares and Additional Warrant Shares and $7.0 million associated
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with fuel purchases. As of December 31, 2021, we had a customer incentive asset of $12.4 million and $22.1 million,
classified in “Prepaid expenses and other current assets” and “Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net,”
respectively, in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets.
At-The-Market Offerings. On May 10, 2021, we entered into an equity distribution agreement with Goldman Sachs &
Co. LLC, as sales agent, to sell shares of our common stock having an aggregate offering price of up to $100.0 million in
an at-the-market offering program (the “May ATM Program”). As of June 3, 2021, we sold 12,362,237 shares of our
common stock under the May ATM Program, which exhausted the May ATM Program. On June 7, 2021, we entered into a
new equity distribution agreement with Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, as sales agent, to sell additional shares of our common
stock having an aggregate offering price of up to $100.0 million in a new at-the-market offering program (the “June ATM
Program” and, together with the May ATM Program, the “ATM Programs”). On June 8, 2021, we sold 10,473,946 shares
of our common stock under the June ATM Program, which exhausted the June ATM Program.
For the year ended December 31, 2021, we issued 22,836,183 shares of our common stock under the ATM Programs
for gross proceeds of $200.0 million, and incurred transaction costs of $6.5 million, including $6.0 million in commissions
paid to Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC.
Share Repurchase Program. On March 12, 2020, our Board of Directors approved the Repurchase Program for up to
$30.0 million (exclusive of fees and commissions) of our outstanding common stock. On December 7, 2021, our Board of
Directors approved an increase in the aggregate purchase amount under the Repurchase Program from $30.0 million to
$50.0 million (exclusive of fees and commissions). The Repurchase Program does not have an expiration date, does not
obligate us to acquire any specific number of shares, and may be suspended or discontinued at any time. As of December
31, 2021, we had utilized $17.4 million under the Repurchase Program to purchase 8,197,086 shares of our common stock
for a total cost of $17.6 million.
Plains Credit Facility. On May 1, 2021, we entered into a Loan and Security Agreement (the “Plains LSA”) with
PlainsCapital Bank (“Plains”) which provides us a $20.0 million revolving line of credit through May 1, 2022. The interest
rate on amounts outstanding under the Plains LSA is the greater of the Prime Rate or 3.25%. As of December 31, 2021, no
amounts were outstanding under the Plains LSA. On September 16, 2021, Plains issued an irrevocable standby letter of
credit on behalf of the Company to the Chevron Products Company, a division of Chevron U.S.A. Inc. (“Chevron”), for
$2.0 million relating to the Company’s Adopt-A-Port program with Chevron. The standby letter of credit is valid until
cancelled and is collateralized by the Company’s revolving line of credit with Plains, reducing the amount available under
the line of credit from $20.0 million to $18.0 million. As of December 31, 2021, no amounts have been drawn under the
standby letter of credit.
Chevron Adopt-a-Port. In June 2020, we entered into an agreement with Chevron Corp. (“Chevron”) to provide truck
operators serving the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach with cleaner, carbon negative RNG to reduce emissions. Under
the agreement, Chevron will provide funding to allow truck operators to subsidize the cost of buying new RNG-powered
trucks and will supply RNG to our stations near the ports.
AFTC. On December 20, 2019, the AFTC was retroactively extended beginning January 1, 2018 through December
31, 2020. As a result, AFTC revenue for vehicle fuel we sold in 2018 and 2019, which totaled $47.1 million, was
recognized during the year ended December 31, 2019. AFTC revenue recognized during the year ended December 31,
2020 totaled $19.8 million. The AFTC credit for 2018, 2019 and 2020 was equal to $0.50 per GGE of CNG that we sold as
vehicle fuel, and $0.50 per diesel gallon of LNG that we sold as vehicle fuel. In December 2020 AFTC was extended for
vehicle fuel sales made through December 31, 2021. We expect AFTC to be reinstated during 2022 and apply retroactively
to vehicle fuel sales made beginning January 1, 2022.
Zero Now Truck Financing Program. We launched the Zero Now truck financing program, which is intended to
facilitate and increase the deployment of commercially available RNG heavy-duty trucks in the United States and
encourage these operators to fuel their trucks at our stations. The Zero Now program is unique and complex, and has
involved our entry into various arrangements in order to launch the program, including a term credit agreement for delayed
draw loans of up to $100.0 million, which we could draw through January 2, 2022; a credit support agreement with
THUSA, a wholly owned subsidiary of TotalEnergies, under which THUSA has guaranteed our obligations under the term
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credit agreement in exchange for a quarterly fee; and commodity swap arrangements with an affiliate of THUSA and
TotalEnergies covering five million diesel gallons of natural gas fuel volume annually from April 2019 through June 2024,
which are intended to manage diesel price fluctuation risks related to the natural gas fuel supply commitments we expect to
make in our anticipated fueling agreements with fleet operators that participate in the Zero Now program. See the
disclosure under “Key Customer Markets-Zero Now” in Item 1. “Business” of this report for information about these
agreements and the structure of the program.
Debt Repurchase and Repayment. In May 2020, we repaid the remaining $50.0 million of 7.5% Notes and related
accrued and unpaid interest thereon. Upon such payment, the 7.5% Notes were paid in full. See Note 12 for more
information about our outstanding debt.
NG Advantage. In February 2020, we converted the principal and accrued interest under the November 2019
Convertible Note (as defined in Note 4) into common units of NG Advantage, LLC (“NG Advantage”) and received
common units pursuant to the guaranty agreement entered in February 2018, resulting in an increase in our controlling
interest in NG Advantage to 93.3%.
Debt Level and Debt Compliance
As of December 31, 2021, we had total indebtedness, excluding finance lease obligations, of $36.1 million in principal
amount, of which $12.9 million is expected to become due in 2022. Certain of the agreements governing our outstanding
debt, which are discussed in Note 12, have certain financial and non-financial covenants with which we must comply. As
of December 31, 2021, we were in compliance with all of these covenants.
Key Trends
Market for RNG, CNG and LNG as a Vehicle Fuel
According to CARB, RNG and conventional natural gas are cleaner than gasoline and diesel fuel based on the
greenhouse gas emissions produced by vehicles operated by these fuels. Additionally, RNG and conventional natural gas
are generally less expensive for vehicle operators than gasoline and diesel on an energy equivalent basis. According to the
U.S. Energy Information Administration, demand for renewable and conventional natural gas fuels in the United States has
increased in recent years and is expected to continue to increase. We expect our sales of RNG and conventional natural gas
to grow as more companies look to operate in an increasingly sustainable way. In addition to pressure from politicians,
regulators and non-governmental organizations, the investment community has dramatically increased demands on
companies to diminish their contributions to climate change. We believe that RNG is the best tool available today to reduce
climate-harming greenhouse gas and meet sustainability objectives.
The market for our vehicle fuels, however, is a relatively new and developing market. As a result, it is difficult to
accurately predict demand for our vehicle fuels, in general and in any specific geographic and customer markets, and
consequently our timing and level of investment in particular markets may not be consistent with any growth in demand in
these markets. Further, the new and developing nature of the market for our vehicle fuels has led to slow, volatile or
unpredictable growth in many sectors. For example, to date, adoption and deployment of natural gas vehicles, both in
general and in certain of our key customer markets, including heavy-duty trucking, have been slower than we anticipated.
We believe challenging market conditions are caused by a number of factors, including the following:
●

Volatile prices for oil, diesel and gasoline, which decreases the price advantage of our fuels. In addition, these
pricing conditions have led us to reduce the prices we charge some customers for our fuels, which has reduced
our profit margins.

●

There has been increased focus by some parties, including lawmakers, regulators, policymakers, environmental
and advocacy organizations and other powerful groups, on electric or other alternative vehicles or vehicle fuels.
For example, the 2021 Executive Order directs the federal government to achieve certain goals, including
achieving 100% zero-emission vehicle acquisitions by 2035. In addition, California lawmakers and regulators
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have implemented various measures designed to increase the use of electric, hydrogen and other zero-emission
vehicles, including establishing firm goals for the number of these vehicles operating on state roads by specified
dates and enacting various laws and other programs in support of these goals. Among other things, we believe
many California lawmakers and regulators desire to limit and ultimately discontinue the production and use of
internal combustion engines because such engines have “tailpipe” emissions.
●

We believe the lack of substantial growth in the heavy-duty trucking market has been driven in part by the
experience of operators with, or perceptions of, unsatisfactory performance by prior models of heavy-duty natural
gas truck engines, actual or perceived insufficiencies in the financial incentives to convert, and improvements in
diesel engine technology. If these conditions continue, then the growth levels in this market will continue to be
low. We believe the newest models of heavy-duty natural gas truck engines have substantially addressed concerns
with prior models. Further, we have launched our Zero Now truck financing program and the Chevron Adopt-aPort program to combat operator concerns, but these programs may not ultimately be successful.

To the extent these or other factors have contributed to curtailed demand or slowing growth in the market for our
vehicle fuels, we believe they have also contributed to decreases in station construction activity in certain periods, as the
success of this activity is dependent on the success of the market for our vehicle fuels generally. Moreover, we believe
these factors have materially contributed to the volatility and declines in our stock price and market capitalization in
recent years, which has and could in the future lead to decreased cash flows and indications of asset or goodwill
impairment. If these adverse macroeconomic conditions and other uncertainties in our industry persist, our financial results
and stock price may continue to be adversely affected.
In spite of these market conditions, we believe our key customer markets, including heavy-duty trucking, airports,
refuse, and public transit, are well-suited for the adoption of our vehicle fuels because they consume relatively high
volumes of fuel, refuel at centralized locations or along well-defined routes and/or are facing increasingly stringent
emissions or other environmental requirements. We also expect the lower greenhouse gas emissions associated with our
RNG vehicle fuel will result in increased demand for this fuel, resulting in our continued delivery of increasing volumes of
RNG to our vehicle fleet customers. Additionally, we anticipate that, over time, cities and communities in the United States
and Canada will follow large cities in Europe in banning diesel vehicles. If these projections materialize, we believe there
will be growth in the consumption of our vehicle fuels in our key customer and geographic markets, and our goal is to
capitalize on this growth if and when it materializes. In that event, we expect our operating costs and capital expenditures
would increase in connection with any growth of our business in the future.
Our Performance
Overview. Our gross revenue mostly consists of volume-related revenue, station construction sales, and AFTC
revenue. Our revenue can vary between periods due to a variety of factors, including, among others, the amount and timing
of vehicle fuel sales, natural gas commodity prices, station construction sales, sales of Environmental Credits, and
recognition of government credits, grants and incentives, such as AFTC. In addition, our volume-related revenue has been
and may continue to be subject to fluctuations as a result of our entry into certain commodity swap arrangements in
October 2018, because the changes in fair value of these and certain other derivative instruments, including existing and
anticipated fueling contracts under our Zero Now truck financing program, are included in volume-related revenue.
Furthermore, our volume-related revenue has been affected by the Amazon Warrant Charges resulting from immediate
vesting of a portion of the Warrant Shares and Additional Warrant Shares and subsequent vesting associated with fuel
purchases made by Amazon and its affiliates.
Our cost of sales can also vary between periods due to a variety of factors, including fluctuations in natural gas
commodity prices, station construction and labor costs, as well as the other factors that impact our revenue levels described
above.
In addition, our performance in certain periods has been affected by transactions or events that have resulted in
significant cash or non-cash gains or losses. Such gains or losses may not recur regularly, in the same amounts or at all in
future periods and, with respect to non-cash gains and losses, do not impact our liquidity.
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These significant fluctuations in our operating results may render period-to-period comparisons less meaningful,
especially given the current uncertainties related to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and investors in our securities
should not rely on the results of one period as an indicator of performance in any other period. Additionally, these
fluctuations in our operating results could cause our performance in any period to fall below the financial guidance we may
have provided to the public or the estimates and projections of the investment community, which could negatively affect
the price of our common stock.
See “Results of Operations” below for more information about our performance in 2020 and 2021.
Volume. The amount of RNG and conventional natural gas, in the form of CNG and LNG, that we delivered increased
by 5.3% from 2020 to 2021 primarily due to the effect of COVID-19 restrictions being lifted and increase in travel
generally.
The amount of RNG we sell as vehicle fuel, which is delivered in the form of CNG or LNG, has continued to
experience robust growth, and increased by 8.9% from 2020 to 2021. We believe the increased demand for RNG is
attributable to the dramatic reduction in the amount of climate-harming greenhouse gas that can be achieved through the
use of RNG and pressure from politicians, regulators, non-governmental organizations and the investment community
directed at companies to reduce their contributions to climate change. To the extent demand for RNG continues to increase,
we expect our TotalEnergies JV and our expanded supply agreement and bpJV could increase our volume-related revenue
due to increased volumes of RNG vehicle fuel sold and increased generation of RINs and LCFS Credits. In addition, such
an increase in RNG demand could also result in more robust competition for supplies of RNG, including from other vehicle
fuel providers, gas utilities (which may have distinct advantages in accessing RNG supply, including potential use of
ratepayer funds to fund RNG purchases if approved by a utility’s regulatory commission) and other users and providers.
We expect to invest in production projects to help ensure that we have adequate supply of RNG, and we are pursuing
development and ownership of livestock waste ADG projects on our own and with partners including TotalEnergies and
bp.
Environmental Credits. When we sell RNG and conventional natural gas for use as a vehicle fuel, we are eligible to
generate RINs and LCFS Credits, which we then seek to sell to third parties.
The markets for RINs and LCFS Credits have been volatile and unpredictable in recent periods, and the prices for
these credits have been subject to significant fluctuations. For example, in 2021, market prices for RINs have been as high
as $3.81 and as low as $1.95. Additionally, the value of RINs and LCFS Credits, and consequently the revenue levels we
may receive from our sale of these credits, may be adversely affected by changes to the federal and state programs under
which these credits are generated and sold, prices for and use of oil, diesel or gasoline, the inclusion of additional
qualifying fuels in the programs, increased production levels of other fuels in the programs, or other conditions. Further,
our ability to generate revenue from sales of these credits depends on our strict compliance with these federal and state
programs, which are complex and can involve a significant degree of judgment. If the agencies that administer and enforce
these programs disagree with our judgments, otherwise determine we are not in compliance, conduct reviews of our
activities or make changes to the programs, then our ability to generate or sell these credits could be temporarily restricted
pending completion of reviews or as a penalty, permanently limited or lost entirely, and we could be subject to fines or
other sanctions. Any of these outcomes could force us to purchase credits in the open market to cover any credits we have
contracted to sell, retire credits we may have generated but not yet sold, reduce or eliminate a significant revenue stream or
incur substantial additional and unplanned expenses.
Risk Management Activities
From time to time, we enter into fuel sales contracts that require us to sell CNG or LNG to our customers at a fixed
price. These contracts expose us to the risk that the price of natural gas commodity may increase above the natural gas
commodity cost component included in the price at which we are committed to sell the natural gas to our customers.
In an effort to mitigate the volatility of our earnings related to any futures contracts and to reduce our risk related to
our fixed price sales contracts, we operate under a hedging policy pursuant to which we purchase futures contracts to hedge
our exposure to variability in expected future cash flows related to a particular fixed price contract or bid. Subject to the
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conditions set forth in the policy, we purchase futures contracts in quantities reasonably expected to effectively hedge our
exposure to cash flow variability related to fixed price sales contracts entered into after the date of the policy. Unless
otherwise agreed in advance by our board of directors and the derivatives committee thereof, we will conduct our futures
contract activities and enter into fixed price sales contracts only in accordance with our hedging policy.
Due to the restrictions of our hedging policy, we expect to offer few fixed price sales contracts to our customers. If we
do offer a fixed price sales contract, we anticipate including a price component that would cover our estimated cash
requirements over the duration of the underlying futures contracts. The amount of this price component will vary based on
the anticipated volume and the natural gas price component to be covered under the fixed price sales contract.
In October 2018, in support of our Zero Now truck financing program, we executed two commodity swap contracts
with TotalEnergies Gas & Power North America, an affiliate of TotalEnergies and THUSA, for a total of five million diesel
gallons annually from April 1, 2019 to June 30, 2024. These commodity swap contracts are intended to manage risks
related to the diesel-to-natural gas price spread in connection with the natural gas fuel supply commitments we have made
and expect to make in our current and anticipated fueling agreements with fleet operators that participate in the Zero Now
program.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
This discussion is based upon our consolidated financial statements included in this report, which have been prepared
in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”). The
preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make estimates
and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. Actual
results could differ from those estimates and may result in material effects on our operating results and financial position.
We believe the critical accounting policies discussed below affect our more significant estimates made in preparing our
consolidated financial statements. See Notes 1 and 2 for more information about these and our other significant accounting
policies.
Revenue Recognition
In general, revenue is recognized when control of the promised goods or services is transferred to our customers, in an
amount that reflects the consideration to which we expect to be entitled in exchange for the goods or services. To achieve
that core principle, a five-step approach is applied: (1) identify the contract with a customer, (2) identify the performance
obligations in the contract, (3) determine the transaction price, (4) allocate the transaction price to the performance
obligations in the contract, and (5) recognize revenue allocated to each performance obligation when we satisfy the
performance obligation. A performance obligation is a promise in a contract to transfer a distinct good or service to the
customer and is the unit of account for revenue recognition.
We recognize revenue on various products and services.
Our volume-related revenue primarily consists of sales of RNG and conventional natural gas, in the form of CNG and
LNG, O&M services, and RINs and LCFS Credits in addition to Amazon Warrant Charges and changes in fair value of our
derivative instruments.
Fuel and O&M services are sold pursuant to contractual commitments over defined goods-and-service delivery
periods. These contracts typically include a stand-ready obligation to supply natural gas and/or provide O&M services
daily based on a committed and agreed upon routine maintenance schedule or when and if called upon by the customer.
We recognize fuel and O&M services revenue in the amount to which we have the right to invoice. We have a right to
consideration based on the amount of GGEs of natural gas dispensed by the customer and current pricing conditions, which
are typically billed to the customer on a monthly basis. Since payment terms are less than a year, we have elected the
practical expedient which allows us to not assess whether a customer contract has a significant financing component.
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We sell RIN Credits and LCFS Credits to third parties that need the credits to comply with federal and state
requirements. Revenue is recognized on these credits when there is an agreement in place to monetize the credits at a
determinable price.
Changes in fair value of derivative instruments relates to our commodity swap and certain customer fueling contracts
under our Zero Now truck financing program. The contracts are measured at fair value with changes in the fair value
recorded in our consolidated statements of operations in the period incurred. The amounts are classified as revenue because
our commodity swap contracts are used to economically offset the risk associated with the diesel-to-natural gas price
spread resulting from existing and anticipated customer fueling contracts under our Zero Now truck financing program.
Amazon Warrant Charges are determined based on the grant date fair value of the award, and the associated non-cash
stock-based sales incentive charges, which is recorded as a reduction of revenue, are recognized as the customer purchases
fuel and vesting conditions become probable of being achieved. See Note 1 for additional information.
Station construction contracts are generally short-term, except for certain larger and more complex stations, which can
take up to 24 months to complete. For most of our station construction contracts, the customer contracts with us to provide
a significant service of integrating a complex set of tasks and components into a single station. Hence, the entire contract is
accounted for as one performance obligation.
We recognize station construction revenue over time as we perform under these contracts because of the continual
transfer of control of the goods to the customer, which typically controls the work in process. Revenue is recognized based
on the extent of progress towards completion of the performance obligation and is recorded proportionally as costs are
incurred. Costs to fulfill our obligations under these contracts typically include labor, materials and subcontractors’ costs,
other direct costs and an allocation of indirect costs.
Refinements of estimates to account for changing conditions and new developments are continuous and characteristic
of the process. Many factors that can affect contract profitability may change during the performance period of the
contract, including differing site conditions, the availability of skilled contract labor, the performance of major suppliers
and subcontractors, and unexpected changes in material costs. Because a significant change in one or more of these
estimates could affect the profitability of these contracts, the contract price and cost estimates are reviewed periodically as
work progresses and adjustments proportionate to the cost-to-cost measure of progress are reflected in contract revenues in
the reporting period when such estimates are revised as discussed above. Provisions for estimated losses on uncompleted
contracts are recorded in the period in which the losses become known.
In certain contracts with our customers, we agree to provide multiple goods or services, including construction of and
sale of a station, O&M services, and sale of fuel to the customer. These contracts have multiple performance obligations
because the promise to transfer each separate good or service is separately identifiable and distinct. This evaluation
requires significant judgment and the decision to combine a group of contracts or separate the combined or single contract
into multiple performance obligations could change the amount of revenue recognized in one or more periods.
We allocate the contract price to each performance obligation using best estimates of the standalone selling price of
each distinct good or service in the contract. The primary method used to estimate the standalone selling price for fuel and
O&M services is observable standalone sales, and the primary method used to estimate the standalone selling price for
station construction sales is the expected cost plus a margin approach because we sell customized customer-specific
solutions. Under this approach, we forecast expected costs of satisfying a performance obligation and then add an
appropriate margin for the good or service.
AFTC is considered variable consideration because it can either increase or decrease the transaction price based on
volumes of vehicle fuel sold. Additionally, AFTC is not recognized as revenue until it is authorized through federal
legislation, which also provides a determinable price. We recognize revenue in the period the credit is authorized through
federal legislation.
We collect and remit taxes assessed by various governmental authorities that are imposed on and concurrent with
revenue-producing transactions between us and our customers. These taxes may include, among others, fuel, sales and
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value-added taxes. We report the collection of these taxes on a net basis and they are excluded from revenue and cost of
goods sold.
Impairment of Goodwill and Long-Lived Assets
Goodwill represents the excess of costs incurred over the fair value of the net assets of acquired businesses. We assess
our goodwill using either a qualitative or quantitative approach to determine whether it is more likely than not that the fair
value of our reporting unit is less than its carrying value. We are required to use judgment when applying the goodwill
impairment test, including, among other considerations, the identification of reporting unit(s), the assessment of qualitative
factors, and the estimation of fair value of a reporting unit in the quantitative approach. We determined that we are a single
reporting unit for the purpose of goodwill impairment tests. We perform the impairment test annually on October 1, or
more frequently if facts or circumstances change that would indicate that the carrying amount may be impaired.
The qualitative goodwill assessment includes the potential effect on a reporting unit’s fair value of certain events and
circumstances, including its enterprise value, macroeconomic conditions, industry and market considerations, cost factors,
and other relevant entity-specific events. If it is determined, based upon the qualitative assessment, that it is more likely
than not that the reporting unit’s fair value is less than its carrying amount, then a quantitative impairment test is
performed. Alternatively, we may bypass the qualitative assessment for a reporting unit and directly perform the
quantitative assessment.
The quantitative assessment estimates the reporting unit's fair value based on its market capitalization plus an assumed
control premium as evidence of fair value. The estimates used to determine the fair value of the reporting unit may change
based on results of operations, macroeconomic conditions stock price fluctuations or other factors. Changes in these
estimates could materially affect our assessment of the fair value and goodwill impairment for the reporting unit.
For our most recent goodwill impairment test, which was our annual test performed on October 1, 2021, we performed
a quantitative impairment assessment for the reporting unit as described above. In this test, the fair value of the reporting
unit substantially exceeded its carrying value.
We evaluated the volatility in the market price of our common stock subsequent to our annual test date through
December 31, 2021, and considered whether there were any other events or circumstances that would more likely than not
reduce the fair value of our reporting unit below its carrying value on a sustained basis, and concluded it was not more
likely than not that the fair value of our reporting unit decreased below its carrying value, on a sustained basis. As a result,
an interim impairment test was not considered necessary during the three months ended December 31, 2021.
If a significant decline in the market price of our common stock and our market capitalization were sustained, or if
other events or circumstances change that would more likely than not reduce the fair value of our reporting unit below its
carrying value, on a sustained basis, then we may perform impairment tests more frequently, and it is possible that our
goodwill could become impaired, which could result in a material charge and adversely affect our results of operations.
We review the carrying value of our long-lived assets, including property and equipment and intangible assets with
finite useful lives, for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value of an asset
or asset group may not be recoverable. Events that could result in an impairment review include, among others, a
significant decrease in the operating performance of a long-lived asset or asset group or the decision to close a fueling
station. Impairment testing involves a comparison of the sum of the undiscounted future cash flows of the asset or asset
group to its carrying amount. If the sum of the undiscounted future cash flows exceeds the carrying amount, then no
impairment exists. If the carrying amount exceeds the sum of the undiscounted future cash flows, then a second step is
performed to determine the amount of impairment, if any, to be recognized. An impairment loss is recognized to the extent
that the carrying amount of the asset or asset group exceeds its fair value. The fair value of the asset or asset group is based
on estimated discounted future cash flows of the asset or asset group using a discount rate commensurate with the related
risk. The estimate of future cash flows requires management to make assumptions and to apply judgment, including
forecasting future sales and expenses and estimating useful lives of the assets. These estimates can be affected by a number
of factors, including, among others, future results, demand and economic conditions, many of which can be difficult to
predict.
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Income Taxes
Income taxes are computed using the asset and liability method. Under this method, deferred income taxes are
recognized by applying enacted statutory tax rates applicable to future years to differences between the tax bases and
financial carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities. The impact on deferred taxes of changes in tax rates and laws,
if any, are applied to the years during which temporary differences are expected to be settled and are reflected in the
consolidated financial statements in the period of enactment. Valuation allowances are established when management
determines it is more likely than not that deferred tax assets will not be realized. When evaluating the need for a valuation
analysis, we use estimates involving a high degree of judgment including projected future U.S. GAAP income and the
amounts and estimated timing of the reversal of any deferred tax assets and liabilities.
We have a recognition threshold and a measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and measurement
of tax positions taken or expected to be taken in a tax return. For those benefits to be recognized, a tax position must be
more likely than not to be sustained upon examination by taxing authorities based on the technical merits of the position.
The amount recognized is measured as the largest amount of benefit that has a greater than 50% likelihood of being
realized upon ultimate settlement. We recognize potential accrued interest and penalties related to unrecognized tax benefit
in income tax expense.
We operate within multiple domestic and foreign taxing jurisdictions and are subject to audit in these jurisdictions.
These audits can involve complex issues, which may require an extended period of time to resolve. Although we believe
that adequate consideration has been given to these issues, it is possible that the ultimate resolution of these issues could be
significantly different than originally estimated.
Fair Value Measurements
We have established a framework that follows the authoritative guidance for fair value measurements with respect to
assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value on a recurring basis and non-recurring basis. Under the framework, fair
value is defined as the exit price, or the amount that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an
orderly transaction between market participants, as of the measurement date. The framework also establishes a hierarchy
for inputs used in measuring fair value that maximizes the use of observable inputs and minimizes the use of unobservable
inputs by requiring that the most observable inputs be used when available. Observable inputs are inputs market
participants would use in valuing the asset or liability and are developed based on market data obtained from sources
independent of our Company. Unobservable inputs are inputs that reflect our assumptions about the factors market
participants would use in valuing the asset or liability and are developed based upon the best information available in the
circumstances. The hierarchy consists of the following three levels: Level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active
markets for identical assets or liabilities; Level 2 inputs include quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active
markets, quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in markets that are not active, and inputs (other than
quoted prices) that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly; Level 3 inputs are unobservable
inputs for the asset or liability. Categorization within the valuation hierarchy is based upon the lowest level of input that is
significant to the fair value measurement.
Our significant uses of fair value measurements include the valuation of commodity swaps and customer contracts,
and warrants, all of which require significant judgment.
Recently Adopted Accounting Changes and Recently Issued and Adopted Accounting Standards.
See Note 1 for information about recently adopted accounting changes and recently issued accounting standards.
Results of Operations
The discussions below compare our results of operations in 2021 and 2020. Historical results are not indicative of the
results to be expected in the current period or any future period.
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2021 Compared to 2020
The table below presents, for each period, each line item of our statement of operations as a percentage of our total
revenue for the period. The narrative that follows provides a comparative discussion of certain of these line items between
periods.

Statements of Operations Data:
Revenue:
Product revenue
Service revenue
Total revenue
Operating expenses:
Cost of sales (exclusive of depreciation and amortization shown separately below):
Product cost of sales
Service cost of sales
Change in fair value of derivative warrants
Selling, general and administrative
Depreciation and amortization
Total operating expenses
Operating loss
Interest expense
Interest income
Other income, net
Loss from equity method investments
Gain from sale of certain assets of subsidiary
Gain (loss) from formation of equity method investment
Loss before income taxes
Income tax expense
Net loss
Loss attributable to noncontrolling interest
Net loss attributable to Clean Energy Fuels Corp.

Year Ended
December 31,
2020
2021

86.4 %
13.6
100.0

83.4 %
16.6
100.0

55.4
8.1
—
23.5
16.3
103.3
(3.4)
(2.5)
0.5
1.0
(0.1)
0.4
0.2
(3.9)
(0.1)
(4.0)
0.6
(3.4)%

74.2
10.2
—
35.2
17.7
137.3
(37.2)
(1.7)
0.4
0.4
(0.2)
1.5
—
(36.8)
—
(36.8)
0.4
(36.4)%

Revenue.
Revenue decreased by $36.1 million to $255.6 million for 2021, from $291.7 million for 2020. This
decrease was primarily due to the Amazon Warrant Charges of $83.6 million, an unrealized loss from the change in fair
value of our commodity swap and customer contracts entered into in connection with our Zero Now truck financing
program and a decrease in station construction sales, partially offset by an increase in volume-related revenue.
Volume-related revenue, excluding the effect of the change in fair value of our commodity swap and customer
contracts entered into in connection with our Zero Now truck financing program and the Amazon Warrant Charges,
increased by $62.5 million between periods, attributable to an increase in gallons delivered and a higher effective price per
gallon delivered. The effect to volume-related revenue as a result of the change in fair value of our commodity swap and
customer contracts entered into in connection with our Zero Now truck financing program was $5.6 million, as we
recognized an unrealized gain of $2.1 million in 2020 compared to an unrealized loss of $3.5 million in 2021 (see Note 7
for more information).
Our effective price per gallon increased by $0.12 per gallon to $0.76 per gallon in 2021 compared to $0.64 in 2020,
excluding the effects of the change in fair value of derivative instruments and Amazon Warrant Charges discussed above.
Our effective price per gallon is defined as revenue generated from selling RNG and conventional natural gas and any
related Environmental Credits and providing O&M services to our vehicle fleet customers at stations we do not own and
for which we receive a per-gallon or fixed fee, all divided by the total GGEs delivered less GGEs delivered by nonconsolidated entities, such as entities that are accounted for under the equity method. The increase in our effective price
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per gallon was primarily due to higher RIN and natural gas prices, and a favorable fuel price mix, which is based on the
variation of fuel types and locations where we deliver fuel.
Station construction sales decreased by $10.2 million between periods due to decreased construction activities as a
result of construction delays relating to completion of certain projects.
AFTC revenue increased by $0.9 million between periods primarily due to the increase in gallons sold during the year
ended December 31, 2021 compared to the year ended December 31, 2020.
Cost of sales. Cost of sales increased by $30.2 million to $215.6 million in 2021, from $185.4 million in 2020. This
increase was primarily due to an increase in gallons delivered and an increase in our effective cost per gallon delivered,
partially offset by a decrease in the cost of station construction activities.
Our effective cost per gallon increased by $0.08 per gallon to $0.50 per gallon in 2021 from $0.42 per gallon in 2020.
Our effective cost per gallon is defined as the total costs associated with delivering our fuels, including commodity costs,
transportation fees, liquefaction charges, and other site operating costs, plus the total cost of providing O&M services at
stations that we do not own and for which we receive a per-gallon or fixed fee, including direct technician labor, indirect
supervisor and management labor, repair parts and other direct maintenance costs, all divided by the total GGEs delivered
less GGEs delivered by non-consolidated entities, such as entities that are accounted for under the equity method. The
increase in our effective cost per gallon was due to higher commodity prices and transportation costs.
Selling, general and administrative. Selling, general and administrative expenses increased by $21.4 million to $89.9
million in 2021, from $68.5 million in 2020. The increase was primarily driven by an increase of $12.0 million in stockbased compensation expense due to equity awards granted during the year and our higher stock price, an increase of $2.9
million in salaries and benefits, and an increase of $2.0 million in legal and consulting fees.
Depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization decreased by $2.5 million to $45.2 million in 2021,
from $47.7 million in 2020, primarily due to a lower amount of depreciable assets.
Interest expense. Interest expense decreased by $2.9 million to $4.4 million in 2021, from $7.3 million in 2020. This
decrease was primarily due to a reduction of outstanding indebtedness between periods and a $1.2 million loss on
extinguishment of debt in 2020 that is included in interest expense.
Other income, net. Other income, net decreased by $2.1 million to $0.9 million in 2021, from $3.0 million in 2020,
primarily due to higher gains recorded for the disposal of certain assets in the prior year period.
Loss from equity method investments. Loss from equity method investments increased by $0.2 million to $0.4 million
in 2021, from $0.2 million in 2020, primarily due to the operating results of SAFE&CEC S.r.l., the bpJV, and the
TotalEnergies JV.
Gain from sale of certain assets of subsidiary. In 2021, we recorded a gain of $3.9 million compared to a gain of $1.1
million in 2020 as a result of the satisfaction of specified performance criteria in each of 2020 and 2021 related to the
assets sold in the bp Transaction in accordance with the related Amended Asset Purchase Agreement.
Gain from formation of equity method investment. In 2020, we recorded a gain of $0.7 million related to the release
of costs accrued in satisfaction of commitments made in connection with the CEC Combination (defined in Note 3). There
was no comparable gain or loss in 2021.
Income tax expense. Income tax expense decreased by $0.2 million to $0.1 million in 2021 from $0.3 million in
2020, primarily due to a decrease in deferred taxes associated with goodwill and a reduction in the Company’s expected
foreign tax exposure.
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Loss attributable to noncontrolling interest. In 2021 and 2020, we recorded a gain of $1.0 million and $1.7 million,
respectively, for the noncontrolling interest in the net loss of NG Advantage. The noncontrolling interest in NG Advantage
represents a 6.7% minority interest that was held by third parties during both the 2021 and 2020 periods.
Seasonality and Inflation
To some extent, we experience seasonality in our results of operations. Some of our customers tend to consume more
of our vehicle fuels in the summer months, when buses and other fleet vehicles use more fuel to power their air
conditioning systems, which typically translate to an increased volume of fuel delivered in the summer months. In addition,
natural gas commodity prices tend to be higher in the fall and winter months, due to increased overall demand for natural
gas for heating during these periods.
Historically, inflation has not significantly affected our operating results; however, costs for construction, repairs,
maintenance, electricity and insurance are all subject to inflationary pressures, which could affect our ability to maintain
our stations adequately, build new stations, expand our existing facilities or pursue additional facilities, and could
materially impact our operating costs.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
Liquidity
Liquidity is the ability to meet present and future financial obligations through operating cash flows, the sale or
maturity of investments or the acquisition of additional funds through capital management. Our financial position and
liquidity are, and will continue to be, influenced by a variety of factors, including the level of our outstanding indebtedness
and the principal and interest we are obligated to pay on our indebtedness, which could be influenced by the discontinuance
of LIBOR for certain of our debt instruments that tie interest rates to this metric; the amount and timing of any additional
debt or equity financing we may pursue; our capital expenditure requirements; any merger, divestiture or acquisition
activity; and our ability to generate cash flows from our operations. We expect cash provided by our operating activities to
fluctuate as a result of a number of factors, including our operating results and the factors that affect these results, including
the amount and timing of our vehicle fuel sales, station construction sales, sales of RINs and LCFS Credits and recognition
of government credits, the effects of COVID-19, grants and incentives, if any; fluctuations in commodity, station
construction and labor costs; Environmental Credit prices; variations in the fair value of certain of our derivative
instruments that are recorded in revenue; and the amount and timing of our billing, collections and liability payments, as
discussed under “Key Trends-Our Performance” above.
Cash Flows
Operating Activities. Cash provided by operating activities was $41.3 million in 2021, compared to cash provided by
operating activities of $61.0 million in 2020. The decrease in cash provided by operating activities was primarily
attributable to the collection of AFTC receivables related to 2018 and 2019 volumes in 2020.
Investing Activities. Cash used in investing activities was $207.7 million in 2021, compared to cash provided by
investing activities of $24.2 million in 2020. The increase in cash used in investing activities was primarily attributable to
$100.2 million in net purchases of short-term investments in 2021, compared to $27.6 million in net maturities of shortterm investments in 2020, a $15.6 million increase in capital expenditures in 2021, higher investments in other entities in
2021, including our $70.2 million in contribution to the bpJV, a $1.7 million decrease in proceeds from property and
equipment disposals, and $3.9 million in lower net earn-out proceeds received in connection with the bp Transaction.
Financing Activities. Cash provided by financing activities was $152.8 million in 2021, compared to cash used in
financing activities of $18.7 million in 2020. Cash provided by financing activities in 2021 was primarily attributable to
approximately $193.5 million net proceeds from the issuance of common stock under our ATM Programs, proceeds from
the Chevron Adopt-a-Port program, and proceeds from debt instruments, partially offset by repurchases of common stock
and repayments of debt instruments and finance lease obligations. Cash used in financing activities in 2020 was primarily
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attributable to repayments of debt instruments and finance lease obligations and repurchases of common stock, partially
offset by proceeds received from debt instruments.
Capital Expenditures, Indebtedness and Other Uses of Cash
We require cash to fund our capital expenditures, operating expenses and working capital and other requirements,
including costs associated with fuel sales; outlays for the design and construction of new fueling stations; additions or other
modifications to existing fueling stations; RNG production facilities; debt repayments and repurchases; repurchases of
common stock; purchases of heavy-duty trucks that use our fuels; additions or modifications of LNG production facilities;
supporting our operations, including maintenance and improvements of our infrastructure; supporting our sales and
marketing activities, including support of legislative and regulatory initiatives; financing vehicles for our customers; any
investments in other entities; any mergers or acquisitions, including acquisitions to expand our RNG production capacity;
pursuing market expansion as opportunities arise, including geographically and to new customer markets; and to fund other
activities or pursuits and for other general corporate purposes.
Our business plan calls for approximately $70.9 million in capital expenditures in 2022. These capital expenditures
primarily relate to the construction of fueling stations, IT software and equipment and LNG plant costs, and we expect to
fund these expenditures primarily through cash on hand and cash generated from operations. Further, in 2022, we anticipate
deploying up to approximately $195.0 million to develop ADG RNG production facilities. In 2021, we contributed $70.2
million and $4.8 million to the bpJV and the DR JV, respectively.
In addition, NG Advantage may spend up to $0.6 million in 2022 to purchase additional equipment in support of its
operations and customer contracts. Although NG Advantage has sought financing from third parties for capital
expenditures, we have provided and may continue to provide financing for these capital expenditures.
We had total indebtedness, consisting of our debt and finance leases, of approximately $39.4 million in principal
amount as of December 31, 2021, of which approximately $13.7 million, $10.0 million, $5.6 million, $1.8 million, and
$8.3 million is expected to become due in 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, and 2026, respectively. Based on outstanding debt
balances and applicable interest rates as of December 31, 2021, we expect our total interest payment obligations relating to
our indebtedness to be $2.1 million for the year ending December 31, 2022. We plan to and believe we are able to make all
expected principal and interest payments in the next 12 months.
We also have indebtedness, including the amount representing interest, from our operating leases of approximately
$68.2 million as of December 31, 2021, of which approximately $6.1 million, $6.0 million, $6.1 million, $6.0 million, $5.8
million and $38.0 million is expected to become due in 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2026 and thereafter, respectively.
In addition, in connection with implementing our Zero Now truck financing program, we have entered into agreements
that permit us to incur a material amount of additional debt on a delayed draw basis and obligate us to make interest and
other fee payments that vary in amount depending on the outstanding principal of this debt and certain other factors; none
of this potential debt nor the related interest and other payments are included in the foregoing estimates, other than the
principal amount of $9.5 million drawn as of December 31, 2021. Our ability to draw additional debt under these
agreements expired on January 2, 2022.
We intend to make payments under our various debt instruments when due and pursue opportunities for earlier
repayment and/or refinancing if and when these opportunities arise. Although we believe we have sufficient liquidity and
capital resources to repay our debt coming due in the next 12 months, we may elect to suspend, or limit repurchases under,
our share repurchase program or pursue alternatives, such as refinancing, or debt or equity offerings, to increase our cash
management flexibility.
Sources of Cash
Historically, our principal sources of liquidity have consisted of cash on hand, cash provided by our operations,
including, if available, AFTC and other government credits, grants and incentives, cash provided by financing activities,
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and sales of assets. As of December 31, 2021, we had total cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments of $229.2
million, compared to $138.5 million as of December 31, 2020.
We expect cash provided by our operating activities to fluctuate depending on our operating results, which can be
affected by the factors described above, as well as the other factors described in this MD&A and Item 1A. “Risk Factors”
of this report.
Subject to the following paragraph, we believe our cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments and
anticipated cash provided by our operating and financing activities will satisfy our business requirements for at least the
12 months following the date of this report. Subsequent to that period, we may need to raise additional capital to fund any
planned or unanticipated capital expenditures, investments, debt repayments, share repurchases or other expenses that we
cannot fund through cash on-hand, cash provided by our operations or other sources. Moreover, we may use our cash
resources faster than we predict due to unexpected expenditures, the effects of COVID-19, or higher-than-expected
expenses, in which case we may need to seek capital from alternative sources sooner than we anticipate. The timing and
necessity of any future capital raise would depend on various factors, including our rate and volume of, and prices for,
natural gas fuel sales and other volume-related activity, the effects of COVID-19, new station construction, debt
repayments (either before or at maturity) and any potential mergers, acquisitions, investments, divestitures or other
strategic relationships we may pursue, as well as the other factors that affect our revenue and expense levels as described in
this MD&A and elsewhere in this report.
If we deploy additional capital to develop ADG RNG production facilities and fueling stations to support contracted
RNG fueling volume, we could be required to raise additional capital.
We may raise additional capital through one or more sources, including, among others, obtaining equity capital,
including through offerings of our common stock or other securities, obtaining new or restructuring existing debt, selling
assets, or any combination of these or other potential sources of capital. We may not be able to raise capital when needed,
on terms that are favorable to us or our stockholders or at all. Any inability to raise necessary capital may impair our ability
to develop and maintain fueling infrastructure, invest in strategic transactions or acquisitions or repay our outstanding
indebtedness and may reduce our ability to support and build our business and generate sustained or increased revenue.
Material Cash Requirements
The table below represents our material cash requirements, including the scheduled maturities of our contractual
obligations as of December 31, 2021. This table excludes certain potential cash requirements because they may involve
future cash payments that are considered uncertain and cannot be estimated because they vary based upon future
conditions; however, the exclusion of these obligations should not be construed as an implication that they are immaterial,
as they could significantly affect our short- and long-term liquidity and capital resource needs depending on a variety of
future events, facts and conditions.

Contractual Obligations: (in thousands)

Long-term debt (1)
Finance lease obligations (2)
Operating lease commitments (3)
Long-term take-or-pay contracts (4)
Long-term supply contract (5)
Construction contracts (6)
JV capital contribution commitments (7)
Total
(1)

Payments Due by Period
Less than
1 year
1 - 3 years
3 - 5 years

Total

$

40,884
3,578
68,173
2,565
1,141
25,433
51,600
$ 193,374

$

14,842
990
6,148
1,340
1,141
25,433
51,600
$ 101,494

More than
5 years

$

15,844
2,198
12,124
1,225
—
—

$

10,198
390
11,868
—
—
—

$

—
—
38,033
—
—
—

$

31,391

$

22,456

$

38,033

Consists of long-term debt to finance acquisitions and equipment purchases, including future interest payments. For our variable-rate debt
(which consists of the SG Facility, as defined in Note 12), we have assumed an interest rate of 1.4% (LIBOR plus 1.30%) as of December 31,
2021.
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(2)

Consists of finance lease obligations to finance equipment purchases, including future interest payments.

(3)

Consists of various space and ground leases for our Boron Plant, office spaces and fueling stations as well as leases for equipment.

(4)

Represents our estimates for long-term and quarterly natural gas purchase contracts with a take-or-pay commitment.

(5)

Represents our estimates for one long-term natural gas supply contract for our subsidiary NG Advantage, which entered into an arrangement
with bp for the supply, sale and transportation of CNG through February 2022.

(6)

Consists of our obligations to fund various fueling station construction projects, net of amounts funded through December 31, 2021 and
excluding contractual commitments related to station sales contracts.

(7)

Represents outstanding commitments for the bpJV pursuant to the bpJV Capital Call (see Note 15).

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
As of December 31, 2021, we had the following off-balance sheet arrangements that have had, or are reasonably likely
to have, a material current or future effect on our financial condition, changes in financial condition, revenue or expenses,
results of operations, liquidity, capital expenditures or capital resources:
●

Outstanding surety bonds for construction contracts and general corporate purposes totaling $43.4 million;

●

One long-term natural gas purchase contract with a take-or-pay commitment, the amount of which is shown under
“Contractual Obligations” above;

●

Quarterly fixed price natural gas purchase contracts with take-or-pay commitments, the amount of which is
shown under “Contractual Obligations” above;

●

One long-term natural gas sale contract with a fixed supply commitment, the amount of which is shown under
“Contractual Obligations” above, along with a guaranty agreement; and

●

One long-term natural gas sale contract with a fixed supply commitment.

We provide surety bonds primarily for construction contracts in the ordinary course of our business, as a form of
guarantee. No liability has been recorded in connection with our surety bonds because, based on historical experience and
available information, we do not believe it is probable that any amounts will be required to be paid under these
arrangements for which we will not be reimbursed.
As of December 31, 2021, we had one long-term natural gas purchase contract with a take-or-pay commitment, which
requires us to purchase minimum volumes of natural gas at index-based prices and expires in June 2022. Additionally, as of
December 31, 2021, we had quarterly fixed-price natural gas purchase contracts with take-or-pay commitments extending
through June 2023.
NG Advantage has entered into an arrangement with bp for the supply, sale and reservation of a specified volume of
CNG transportation capacity until February 2022. In connection with the arrangement, on February 28, 2018, we entered
into a guaranty agreement with NG Advantage and bp, which was amended in June 2020, in which we guarantee NG
Advantage’s payment obligations to the customer in the event of a default by NG Advantage under the supply arrangement,
in an amount up to $15.0 million plus related fees. Our guaranty is in effect until thirty days following our notice to bp of
termination.
In addition, as of December 31, 2021, we have a fixed supply arrangement with UPS for the supply and sale of 170.0
million GGEs of RNG through March 2026.
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Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk.
In the ordinary course of our business, we are exposed to various market risks, including commodity price risks, risks
related to foreign currency exchange rates, and risks related to fluctuations in interest rates.
Commodity Price Risk
We are subject to market risk with respect to our sales of natural gas, which have historically been subject to volatile
market conditions. Our exposure to market risk is heightened when we have a fixed-price sales contract with a customer
that is not covered by a futures contract, or when we are otherwise unable to pass through natural gas price increases to
customers. Natural gas prices and availability are affected by many factors, including, among others, drilling activity,
supply, weather conditions, overall economic conditions and foreign and domestic government regulations.
Natural gas costs represented $94.0 million, $74.6 million, and $111.8 million of our cost of sales in 2019, 2020, and
2021, respectively.
In October 2018, in support of our Zero Now truck financing program, we entered into two commodity swap contracts
with TotalEnergies Gas & Power North America, an affiliate of TotalEnergies and THUSA, for a total of five million diesel
gallons annually from April 1, 2019 to June 30, 2024. These commodity swap contracts are intended to manage risks
related to the diesel-to-natural gas price spread in connection with the natural gas fuel supply commitments we make in our
fueling agreements with fleet operators that participate in the Zero Now truck financing program.
We have prepared a sensitivity analysis to estimate our exposure to price risk with respect to our commodity swap
contracts. If the diesel-to-natural gas price spread were to fluctuate by 10% as of December 31, 2021, we would expect a
corresponding fluctuation in the fair value of our commodity swap contracts of approximately $2.5 million.
Foreign Currency Exchange Rate Risk
For the year ended December 31, 2021, our primary exposure to foreign currency exchange rates relates to our other
Canadian operations that had certain outstanding accounts receivable and accounts payable denominated in the U.S. dollar,
which were not hedged.
We have prepared a sensitivity analysis to estimate our exposure to market risk with respect to our monetary
transactions denominated in a foreign currency. If the exchange rates on these assets and liabilities were to fluctuate by
10% from the rates as of December 31, 2021, we would expect a corresponding fluctuation in the value of the assets and
liabilities of approximately $0.2 million, net.
Interest Rate Risk
As of December 31, 2021, we had $9.5 million of debt that bears interest at a rate equal to LIBOR or the Prime Rate
plus a margin per annum. Thus, our interest expense would fluctuate with a change in LIBOR or the Prime Rate. If these
rates were to increase or decrease by 1% for the year, our annual interest expense would increase or decrease by
approximately $0.1 million.
The SG Credit Agreement permits us to draw loans from time to time through January 2, 2022. These loans are subject
to an interest rate indexed to LIBOR, certain tenors of which were discontinued after 2021 with other tenors being
discontinued after June 2023. We intend to monitor the developments with respect to the discontinuance of LIBOR and
work with our lenders under the credit agreements, including SG, and any other indebtedness with an interest rate tied to
LIBOR to minimize the effect of such a discontinuance on our financial condition and results of operations; however, the
effect of the anticipated discontinuance of LIBOR on us and our debt instruments remains uncertain. If our lenders have
increased costs due to changes in LIBOR, we may experience potential increases in interest rates on our variable rate debt,
which could adversely impact our interest expense, results of operations and cash flows.
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
To the Stockholders and Board of Directors
Clean Energy Fuels Corp.:
Opinions on the Consolidated Financial Statements and Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Clean Energy Fuels Corp. and subsidiaries (the
Company) as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the related consolidated statements of operations, comprehensive income
(loss), stockholders’ equity, and cash flows for each of the years in the three-year period ended December 31, 2021, and the
related notes and financial statement schedule II (collectively, the consolidated financial statements). We also have audited
the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2021, based on criteria established in Internal
Control – Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Company as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of
the years in the three-year period ended December 31, 2021, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting
principles. Also in our opinion, the Company maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial
reporting as of December 31, 2021 based on criteria established in Internal Control – Integrated Framework (2013) issued
by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.
Basis for Opinions
The Company’s management is responsible for these consolidated financial statements, for maintaining effective internal
control over financial reporting, and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting,
included in the accompanying Management's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on the Company’s consolidated financial statements and an opinion on the Company’s internal control
over financial reporting based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB) and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in
accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange
Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of material
misstatement, whether due to error or fraud, and whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained
in all material respects.
Our audits of the consolidated financial statements included performing procedures to assess the risks of material
misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that
respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and
disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial
statements. Our audit of internal control over financial reporting included obtaining an understanding of internal control
over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design and
operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk. Our audits also included performing such other
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our
opinions.
Definition and Limitations of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and
procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the
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transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded
as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and
that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and
directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also,
projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
Critical Audit Matter
The critical audit matters communicated below are matters arising from the current period audit of the consolidated
financial statements that were communicated or required to be communicated to the audit committee and that: (1) relate to
accounts or disclosures that are material to the consolidated financial statements and (2) involved our especially
challenging, subjective, or complex judgments. The communication of critical audit matters does not alter in any way our
opinion on the consolidated financial statements, taken as a whole, and we are not, by communicating the critical audit
matters below, providing separate opinions on the critical audit matters or on the accounts or disclosures to which they
relate.
Fair value of embedded derivatives and commodity swaps
As discussed in Note 8 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company used the income approach to value its
derivative assets and liabilities associated with its embedded derivatives in fueling agreements under its Zero Now truck
financing program and the commodity swap contracts used to manage price risks related to these agreements. As of
December 31, 2021, the Company recorded derivative assets and liabilities related to the embedded derivatives and
commodity swaps of $6,939 thousand and $4,383 thousand, respectively. The Company used a discounted cash flow model
to estimate the fair value of these embedded derivatives and commodity swaps, classified as Level 3 in the fair value
hierarchy because they are valued using unobservable inputs.
We identified the assessment of the measurement of fair value for the embedded derivatives and commodity swaps as a
critical audit matter due to the significant measurement uncertainty associated with the fair value of such instruments.
There was a high degree of subjective auditor judgment in assessing the significant unobservable inputs, such as
commodity forward curves and differentials applied to the commodity forward curves.
The following are the primary procedures we performed to address this critical audit matter. We evaluated the design and
tested the operating effectiveness of certain internal controls related to the Company’s derivatives process. This included
controls related to the (1) development of the significant unobservable inputs, including monitoring of changes to the
inputs, and (2) relevance and reliability of observable inputs reasonably available. We inspected the underlying fueling
agreements associated with the embedded derivatives, on a sample basis, to evaluate the existence and accuracy of inputs
into the valuation model. We also confirmed directly with the counter-party to the commodity swap contracts and inspected
the commodity swap contracts to evaluate the existence and accuracy of inputs into the valuation model, including
confirming the relevant terms of the commodity swap contracts. We involved financial instrument valuation professionals
with specialized skills and knowledge, who assisted in assessing the fair value of the embedded derivatives and commodity
swaps by developing an estimate of the fair values of the embedded derivatives and commodity swaps using commodity
forward curves and differentials applied to the commodity forward curves obtained from publicly available market data,
and compared the results to the Company’s fair value estimates.
Evaluation of the Company’s accounting analysis associated with the Amazon Warrant
As discussed in Notes 1 and 13 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company entered into an agreement with
certain subsidiaries of Amazon.com, Inc. (Amazon). Pursuant to the agreement, Amazon agreed to purchase a minimum
volume of fuel over a contractual period, and, in exchange, the Company issued warrants to Amazon to purchase shares of
common stock of the Company. Certain of these warrants vested upon consummation of the agreement, which resulted
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in the Company recognizing an initial charge against revenue of $76.6 million and a customer incentive asset of $38.4
million. The customer incentive asset will be recognized as a charge against revenue as the contractually required
minimum fuel is purchased.
We identified the evaluation of the Company’s accounting for the warrants that immediately vested when issued to Amazon
as a critical audit matter. Complex auditor judgment was required in evaluating the provisions of the agreements and the
application of the relevant accounting guidance to the provisions of the agreements.
The following are the primary procedures we performed to address this critical audit matter. We evaluated the design and
tested the operating effectiveness of the internal control related to the Company’s evaluation of the accounting for the
warrants issued to Amazon and the application of relevant accounting guidance. We inquired of management on the
business purpose of the transaction. We evaluated the Company’s assessment of the presentation of the warrant expense as
a charge against revenue and the determination of equity classification. We also assessed the timing of the recognition of
customer incentive asset over the minimum volume of contractual fuel by reading the underlying agreement to understand
the relevant terms and conditions of the agreement as well as the rights and features of the warrants. We determined
whether the Company’s assessment of the contractual terms and conditions was in accordance with the relevant accounting
standards.
/s/ KPMG LLP
We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2001.
Irvine, California
February 24, 2022
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CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(In thousands, except share and per share data)

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable, net of allowance of $1,335 and $1,205 as of December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively
Other receivables
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Derivative assets, related party
Total current assets
Operating lease right-of-use assets
Land, property and equipment, net
Restricted cash
Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net
Long-term portion of derivative assets, related party
Investments in other entities
Goodwill
Intangible assets, net
Total assets
Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
Current liabilities:
Current portion of debt
Current portion of finance lease obligations
Current portion of operating lease obligations
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Derivative liabilities, related party
Total current liabilities
Long-term portion of debt
Long-term portion of finance lease obligations
Long-term portion of operating lease obligations
Long-term portion of derivative liabilities, related party
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Commitments and contingencies (Note 17)
Stockholders’ equity:
Preferred stock, $0.0001 par value. 1,000,000 shares authorized; no shares issued and outstanding
Common stock, $0.0001 par value. 304,000,000 and 454,000,000 shares authorized; 198,491,204 shares and
222,684,923 shares issued and outstanding as of December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated deficit
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
Total Clean Energy Fuels Corp. stockholders’ equity
Noncontrolling interest in subsidiary
Total stockholders’ equity
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity

December 31,
2020
$

$
$

108,977
29,528
61,784
23,655
28,100
9,404
1,591
263,039
25,967
290,911
11,000
27,299
4,057
27,962
64,328
464
715,027

$

3,592
840
2,822
17,310
52,637
2,642
—
79,843
82,088
2,552
23,698
—
3,996
192,177

$

$

—

$

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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December 31,
2021

20
1,191,791
(678,096)
(209)
513,506
9,344
522,850
715,027

99,448
129,722
87,433
24,447
31,302
37,584
—
409,936
42,537
261,761
7,008
56,189
—
109,811
64,328
5,500
957,070
12,845
846
3,551
24,352
75,159
7,251
1,900
125,904
23,215
2,427
39,431
2,483
8,199
201,659
—

$

22
1,519,918
(771,242)
(1,622)
747,076
8,335
755,411
957,070
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CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(In thousands, except share and per share data)

Revenue:
Product revenue
Service revenue
Total revenue
Operating expenses:
Cost of sales (exclusive of depreciation and amortization shown
separately below):
Product cost of sales
Service cost of sales
Change in fair value of derivative warrants
Selling, general and administrative
Depreciation and amortization
Total operating expenses
Operating income (loss)
Interest expense
Interest income
Other income, net
Loss from equity method investments
Gain from sale of certain assets of subsidiary
Gain from formation of equity method investment
Income (loss) before income taxes
Income tax expense
Net income (loss)
Loss attributable to noncontrolling interest
Net income (loss) attributable to Clean Energy Fuels Corp.
Net loss attributable to Clean Energy Fuels Corp. per share:
Basic
Diluted
Weighted-average common shares outstanding:
Basic
Diluted

2019

$

Year Ended December 31,
2020

298,469
45,596
344,065

$

$

185,557
26,550
(1,039)
73,444
49,625
334,137
9,928
(7,574)
2,437
1,990
(119)
7,455
—
14,117
(858)
13,259
7,162
20,421 $

$
$

0.10
0.10
204,573,287
205,987,509

251,954
39,770
291,724

$
$
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213,133
42,513
255,646

161,705
23,705
(40)
68,516
47,682
301,568
(9,844)
(7,348)
1,345
3,025
(161)
1,063
700
(11,220)
(309)
(11,529)
1,665
(9,864) $

189,600
26,004
—
89,906
45,184
350,694
(95,048)
(4,430)
1,082
905
(430)
3,885
—
(94,036)
(119)
(94,155)
1,009
(93,146)

(0.05) $
(0.05) $

(0.44)
(0.44)

200,657,912
200,657,912

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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2021

213,118,694
213,118,694
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CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
(In thousands)

Net income (loss)
Other
comprehensive
income (loss), net
of tax:
Foreign currency
translation
adjustments net
of $0 tax in 2019,
2020 and 2021
Unrealized gains
on available-forsale securities,
net of $0 tax in
2019, 2020 and
2021
Total other
comprehensive
income (loss)
Comprehensive
income (loss)

Year Ended December 31, 2019
Clean Energy Noncontrolling
Fuels Corp.
Interest
Total

Year Ended December 31, 2020
Clean Energy Noncontrolling
Fuels Corp.
Interest
Total

Year Ended December 31, 2021
Clean Energy Noncontrolling
Fuels Corp.
Interest
Total

$

$

$

20,421

$

$13,259

(9,864)

$

(1,665)

$ (11,529)

(93,146)

$

(1,009)

$ (94,155)

505

—

505

1,355

—

1,355

(1,394)

—

(1,394)

67

—

67

2

—

2

(19)

—

(19)

572
$

(7,162)

20,993

—
$

(7,162)

572
$13,831

1,357
$

(8,507)

—
$

(1,665)

1,357
$ (10,172)

(1,413)
$

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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(94,559)

—
$

(1,009)

(1,413)
$ (95,568)
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CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
(In thousands, except share data)
Common stock

Balance, January 1, 2019
Issuance of common stock
Stock-based compensation
Net income (loss)
Other comprehensive income
Increase in ownership in
subsidiary
Balance, December 31, 2019
Issuance of common stock
Repurchase of common stock
Stock-based compensation
Net loss
Other comprehensive income
Increase in ownership in
subsidiary
Balance, December 31, 2020
Issuance of common stock, net
of issuance costs
Repurchase of common stock
Stock-based compensation
Stock-based sales incentive
charges
Net loss
Other comprehensive loss
Balance, December 31, 2021

Shares

203,599,892
1,123,163
—
—
—

Amount

$

20
—
—
—
—

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

$1,198,769
309
3,880
—
—

Accumulated
Other
Noncontrolling
Total
Accumulated Comprehensive
Interest in
Stockholders’
Deficit
Income (Loss)
Subsidiary
Equity

$(688,653) $
—
—
20,421
—

(2,138) $
—
—
—
572

17,011
—
—
(7,162)
—

525,009
309
3,880
13,259
572

—
204,723,055
1,512,535
(7,744,386)
—
—
—

—
20
—
—
—
—
—

228
1,203,186
1,683
(14,647)
2,957
—
—

—
(668,232)
—
—
—
(9,864)
—

—
(1,566)
—

(228)
9,621
—

—
—
1,357

—
(1,665)
—

—
543,029
1,683
(14,647)
2,957
(11,529)
1,357

—
198,491,204

—
20

(1,388)
1,191,791

—
(678,096)

—
(209)

1,388
9,344

—
522,850

2
—
—

197,919
(2,916)
14,994

24,646,419
(452,700)
—
—
—
—
222,684,923

$

—
—
—
22

118,130
—
—
$1,519,918

—
—
—
—
(93,146)
—
$(771,242) $

—
—
—
—
—
(1,413)
(1,622) $

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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—
—
—

197,921
(2,916)
14,994

—
118,130
(1,009)
(94,155)
—
(1,413)
8,335 $ 755,411
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CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(In thousands)
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income (loss)
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Provision for credit losses and inventory
Stock-based compensation expense
Stock-based sales incentive charges
Change in fair value of derivative instruments
Amortization of discount and debt issuance cost
Loss (gain) on disposal of property and equipment
Loss on extinguishment of debt
Gain from sale of certain assets of subsidiary
Gain from formation of equity method investment
Loss from equity method investments
Non-cash lease expense
Deferred income taxes
Expense reimbursement from JV
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts and other receivables
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other assets
Operating lease liabilities
Accounts payable
Deferred revenue
Accrued liabilities and other
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of short-term investments
Maturities and sales of short-term investments
Purchases of and deposits on property and equipment
Disbursements for loans receivable for RNG production projects
Payments on and proceeds from sales of loans receivable
Cash received from sale of certain assets of subsidiary, net
Investments in other entities
Payment and deposits on equipment and manure rights for RNG production projects
Proceeds from disposal of property and equipment
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Issuance of common stock
Repurchase of common stock
Fees paid for issuance of common stock
Fees paid for debt issuance costs
Proceeds for Adopt-a-Port program
Repayment of proceeds for Adopt-a-Port program
Proceeds from debt instruments
Proceeds from revolving line of credit
Repayments of borrowing under revolving line of credit
Repayments of debt instruments and finance lease obligations
Payments of debt extinguishment costs
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rates on cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash
Net increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash, beginning of period
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash, end of period
Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Income taxes paid
Interest paid, net of $441, $57 and $0 capitalized, respectively

2019
$

Year Ended December 31,
2020

13,259

(11,529)

$

(94,155)

49,625
2,586
3,880
—
5,545
(728)
(2,536)
—
(7,455)
—
119
3,234
738
—

47,682
2,662
2,957
—
(2,175)
(46)
(2,875)
1,249
(1,063)
(700)
161
2,756
120
—

45,184
1,257
14,994
83,641
3,490
20
1,365
39
(3,885)
—
430
2,945
69
1,640

(63,408)
3,439
(16,617)
(3,786)
9,316
(3,528)
18,596
12,279

53,784
108
5,275
(3,141)
(9,337)
(10,976)
(13,871)
61,041

(24,260)
(5,704)
(10,498)
(3,053)
6,615
4,550
16,614
41,298

(171,080)
180,704
(27,088)
—
608
7,582
—
—
7,772
(1,502)

(74,292)
101,850
(13,273)
(535)
1,567
4,830
(650)
—
4,673
24,170

(324,170)
223,991
(23,075)
(3,905)
421
887
(78,919)
(5,830)
2,941
(207,659)

$

309
—
—
(123)
—
—
15,294
—
—
(7,795)
—
7,685
136
18,598
34,624
53,222

$

1,683
(14,647)
—
(131)
—
—
65,860
—
—
(70,399)
(1,023)
(18,657)
201
66,755
53,222
119,977

$

204,455
(2,916)
(6,534)
(1,277)
5,815
(360)
4,400
1,450
(1,450)
(50,737)
(14)
152,832
8
(13,521)
119,977
106,456

$
$

36
6,788

$
$

8
5,622

$
$

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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2021

15
3,907
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CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 —Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The Company and Nature of Business
Clean Energy Fuels Corp., together with its majority and wholly owned subsidiaries (hereinafter collectively referred
to as the “Company,” unless the context or the use of the term indicates or requires otherwise) is engaged in the business of
selling renewable and conventional natural gas as alternative fuels for vehicle fleets and related fueling solutions to its
customers, primarily in the United States and Canada. The Company’s principal business is supplying renewable natural
gas (“RNG”) and conventional natural gas, in the form of compressed natural gas (“CNG”) and liquefied natural gas
(“LNG”), for medium and heavy-duty vehicles and providing operation and maintenance (“O&M”) services for public and
private vehicle fleet customer stations. The Company is also focused on developing, owning, and operating dairy and other
livestock waste RNG projects and supplying RNG (procured from our own projects or from third parties) to its customers
in the heavy and medium-duty commercial transportation sector.
As a comprehensive clean energy solutions provider, the Company also designs and builds, as well as operates and
maintains, public and private vehicle fueling stations in the United States and Canada; sells and services compressors and
other equipment used in RNG production and at fueling stations; transports and sells CNG and LNG via “virtual” natural
gas pipelines and interconnects; sells U.S. federal, state and local government credits it generates by selling RNG as a
vehicle fuel, including Renewable Identification Numbers (“RIN Credits” or “RINs”) under the federal Renewable Fuel
Standard Phase 2 and credits under the California and the Oregon Low Carbon Fuel Standards (collectively, “LCFS
Credits”); and obtains federal, state and local tax credits, grants and incentives.
Basis of Presentation
The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its subsidiaries, and, in
the opinion of management, reflect all adjustments, which include only normal recurring adjustments, necessary to state
fairly the Company’s consolidated financial position, results of operations, comprehensive income (loss) and cash flows in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”). All
intercompany accounts and transactions have been eliminated in consolidation.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the accompanying consolidated financial statements and
these notes. Actual results could differ from those estimates and may result in material effects on the Company’s operating
results and financial position. Significant estimates made in preparing the accompanying consolidated financial statements
include (but are not limited to) those related to revenue recognition, fair value measurements, goodwill and long-lived asset
valuations and impairment assessments, income tax valuations, stock-based compensation expense and stock-based sales
incentive charges.
Inventory
Inventory consists of raw materials and spare parts, work in process and finished goods and is stated at the lower of
cost (first-in, first-out) or net realizable value. The Company evaluates inventory balances for excess quantities and
obsolescence by analyzing estimated demand, inventory on hand, sales levels and other information and reduces inventory
balances to net realizable value for excess and obsolete inventory based on this analysis.
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Inventories consisted of the following as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 (in thousands):
2020

Raw materials and spare parts
Total inventory

$
$

28,100
28,100

2021

$
$

31,302
31,302

Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities
In connection with the Company’s Zero Now truck financing program, the Company entered into commodity swap
contracts in October 2018 intended to manage risks related to the diesel-to-natural gas price spread in connection with the
natural gas fuel supply commitments the Company makes in its fueling agreements with fleet operators that participate in
the Zero Now program. The Company has not designated any derivative instruments as hedges for accounting purposes and
does not enter into such instruments for speculative trading purposes. These derivative instruments are recorded in the
accompanying consolidated balance sheets and are measured as either an asset or liability at fair value with changes in fair
value recognized in earnings. See Note 7 for more information.
Property and Equipment
Property and equipment are recorded at cost. Depreciation and amortization are recognized over the estimated useful
lives of the assets using the straight-line method. The estimated useful lives of depreciable assets are three to twenty years
for LNG liquefaction plant assets, up to ten years for station equipment and LNG trailers, and three to seven years for all
other depreciable assets. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the shorter of their estimated useful lives or related
lease terms. Periodically, the Company receives grant funding to assist in the financing of fueling station construction. The
Company records the grant proceeds as a reduction of the cost of the respective asset. Total grant proceeds received were
approximately $1.6 million, $0.0 million, and $0.5 million for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020, and 2021,
respectively.
Leases
On January 1, 2019, the Company adopted Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) 842, Leases, whereby leases
are classified as either operating leases or finance leases.
At the inception of a contract the Company assesses whether the contract is, or contains, a lease. The Company’s
assessment is based on: (1) whether the contract involves the use of a distinct identified asset, (2) whether the Company
obtains the right to substantially all the economic benefit from the use of the asset throughout the period, and (3) whether
the Company has the right to direct the use of the asset. The commencement date of the contract is the date the lessor
makes the underlying asset available for use by the lessee.
Right-of-use (“ROU”) assets represent the Company’s right to use an underlying asset during the lease term and lease
liabilities represent obligations to make lease payments arising from the lease. ROU assets and lease liabilities are
recognized at the commencement date based on the net present value of fixed lease payments over the lease term. ROU
assets also include any initial direct costs and advance lease payments made and exclude lease incentives. Lease liabilities
also include terminal purchase options when deemed reasonably certain to exercise. The Company’s lease term includes
options to extend when it is reasonably certain that it will exercise that option. The Company has elected not to recognize
ROU assets and lease liabilities for short-term leases that have a term of 12 months or less; the Company recognizes lease
expense for these leases on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
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As most of the Company’s operating leases do not have an implicit rate that can be readily determined, the Company
uses its secured incremental borrowing rate for the same term as the underlying lease based on information available at
lease commencement. For finance leases, the Company uses the rate implicit in the lease.
The lease classification affects the expense recognition on the consolidated statements of operations. Operating lease
charges are recorded in “Cost of sales, exclusive of depreciation and amortization,” and “Selling, general and
administrative” expense. Finance lease charges are split, whereby depreciation on assets under finance leases is recorded in
“Depreciation and amortization” expense and an implied interest component is recorded in “Interest expense.” The expense
recognition for operating leases and finance leases is substantially consistent with legacy accounting.
Long-Lived Assets
The Company reviews the carrying value of its long-lived assets, including property and equipment and intangible
assets with finite useful lives, for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value
of an asset or asset group may not be recoverable. Events that could result in an impairment review include, among others,
a significant decrease in the operating performance of a long-lived asset or asset group or the decision to close a fueling
station. Impairment testing involves a comparison of the sum of the undiscounted future cash flows of the asset or asset
group to its carrying amount. If the sum of the undiscounted future cash flows exceeds the carrying amount, then no
impairment exists. If the carrying amount exceeds the sum of the undiscounted future cash flows, then a second step is
performed to determine the amount of impairment, if any, to be recognized. An impairment loss is recognized to the extent
that the carrying amount of the asset or asset group exceeds its fair value. The fair value of the asset or asset group is based
on estimated discounted future cash flows of the asset or asset group using a discount rate commensurate with the related
risk. The estimate of future cash flows requires management to make assumptions and to apply judgment, including
forecasting future sales and expenses and estimating useful lives of the assets. These estimates can be affected by a number
of factors, including, among others, future results, demand, and economic conditions, many of which can be difficult to
predict.
There were no impairments of the Company’s long-lived assets in the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021.
Intangible assets with finite useful lives are amortized over their respective estimated useful lives using the straightline method. The estimated useful lives of intangible assets with finite useful lives are from one to eight years for customer
relationships, one to twenty years for acquired contracts, two to ten years for trademarks and trade names, and three years
for non-compete agreements.
The Company’s intangible assets as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 were as follows (in thousands):
2020

Customer relationships
Acquired contracts
Trademark and trade names
Non-compete agreements
Total intangible assets
Less accumulated amortization
Net intangible assets

$

5,376
4,384
2,700
860
13,320
(12,856)
$
464

2021

$

$

5,376
9,884
2,700
860
18,820
(13,320)
5,500

Amortization expense for intangible assets was $1.0 million, $0.8 million, and $0.5 million for the years ended
December 31, 2019, 2020, and 2021, respectively.
In 2021, the Company acquired contractual rights to manure feedstock for an anaerobic digester gas (“ADG”) RNG
production project totaling $5.5 million. The acquired manure rights have an initial term of 20 years. Amounts are
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classified and included under “Acquired contracts” in the table above. As of December 31, 2021, the Company paid $1.0
million and accrued $4.5 million, which was included in “Accrued liabilities” in the accompanying consolidated balance
sheets, related to the acquired manure rights. The $4.5 million was excluded from the accompanying consolidated
statements of cash flows as it was a non-cash investing activity. The intangible asset related to manure rights will be
amortized over the contractual term of 20 years using the straight-line method with amortization commencing on the date
of commercial operation of the ADG RNG facility.
Estimated amortization expense subsequent to the year ended December 31, 2021 is expected to be approximately $0.0
million in 2022, $0.0 million in 2023, $0.3 million in 2024, $0.3 million in 2025, $0.3 million in 2026, and $4.6 million
thereafter.
Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of costs incurred over the fair value of the net assets of acquired businesses. The
Company assesses its goodwill using either a qualitative or quantitative approach to determine whether it is more likely
than not that the fair value of its reporting unit is less than its carrying value. The Company is required to use judgment
when applying the goodwill impairment test, including, among other considerations, the identification of reporting unit(s),
the assessment of qualitative factors, and the estimation of fair value of a reporting unit in the quantitative approach. The
Company determined that it is a single reporting unit for the purpose of goodwill impairment tests. The Company performs
the impairment test annually on October 1, or more frequently if facts and circumstances warrant a review.
The qualitative goodwill assessment includes the potential impact on a reporting unit’s fair value of certain events and
circumstances, including its enterprise value, macroeconomic conditions, industry and market considerations, cost factors,
and other relevant entity-specific events. If it is determined, based upon the qualitative assessment, that it is more likely
than not that the reporting unit’s fair value is less than its carrying amount, then a quantitative impairment test is
performed.
The quantitative assessment estimates the reporting unit’s fair value based on its enterprise value plus an assumed
control premium as evidence of fair value. The estimates used to determine the fair value of the reporting unit may change
based on results of operations, macroeconomic conditions, stock price fluctuations, or other factors. Changes in these
estimates could materially affect our assessment of the fair value and goodwill impairment for the reporting unit.
During the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, the Company utilized the quantitative approach and
concluded there were no indicators of impairment to goodwill.
The following table summarizes the activity related to the carrying amount of goodwill (in thousands):
Balance as of December 31, 2019
Balance as of December 31, 2020
Balance as of December 31, 2021

$
$
$

64,328
64,328
64,328

Revenue Recognition
The Company recognizes revenue when control of the promised goods or services is transferred to its customers, in an
amount that reflects the consideration to which it expects to be entitled in exchange for the goods or services. To achieve
that core principle, a five-step approach is applied: (1) identify the contract with a customer, (2) identify the performance
obligations in the contract, (3) determine the transaction price, (4) allocate the transaction price to the performance
obligations in the contract, and (5) recognize revenue allocated to each performance obligation when the Company satisfies
the performance obligation. A performance obligation is a promise in a contract to transfer a distinct good or service to the
customer and is the unit of account for revenue recognition.
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The Company is generally the principal in its customer contracts because it has control over the goods and services
prior to them being transferred to the customer, and as such, revenue is recognized on a gross basis. Sales and usage-based
taxes are excluded from revenues. Revenue is recognized net of allowances for returns and any taxes collected from
customers, which are subsequently remitted to governmental authorities.
Volume-Related
The Company’s volume-related revenue primarily consists of sales of RNG and conventional natural gas, in the form
of CNG and LNG, O&M services and RINs and LCFS Credits in addition to Amazon Warrant Charges and changes in fair
value of the Company’s derivative instruments associated with providing fuel to customers under contracts.
Fuel and O&M services are sold pursuant to contractual commitments over defined goods-and-service delivery
periods. These contracts typically include a stand-ready obligation to supply natural gas and/or provide O&M services
daily based on a committed and agreed upon routine maintenance schedule or when and if called upon by the customer.
The Company applies the ‘right to invoice’ practical expedient and recognizes fuel and O&M services revenue in the
amount to which the Company has the right to invoice. The Company has a right to consideration based on the amount of
gasoline gallon equivalents of fuel dispensed by the customer and current pricing conditions, which are typically billed to
the customer on a monthly basis. Since payment terms are less than a year, the Company has elected the practical expedient
which allows it to not assess whether a customer contract has a significant financing component.
Contract modifications are not distinct from the existing contract and are typically renewals of fuel and O&M service
sales. As a result, these modifications are accounted for as if they were part of the existing contract. The effect of a contract
modification on the transaction price is recognized prospectively.
The Company sells RINs and LCFS Credits to third parties that need the credits to comply with federal and state
requirements. Revenue is recognized on these credits when there is an agreement in place to monetize the credits at a
determinable price.
Amazon Warrant Charges (defined in Note 13) are determined based on the grant date fair value of the award and the
associated non-cash stock-based sales incentive charges, which are recorded as a reduction of revenue and are recognized
as the customer purchases fuel and vesting conditions become probable of being achieved. See discussion under “Amazon
Warrant” below and Note 13 for additional information.
The changes in fair value of derivative instruments relate to the Company’s commodity swap and customer fueling
contracts. The contracts are measured at fair value with changes in fair value recorded in the accompanying consolidated
statements of operations in the period incurred. The amounts are classified as revenue because the Company’s commodity
swap contracts are used to economically offset the risk associated with the diesel-to-natural gas price spread resulting from
existing and anticipated customer fueling contracts under the Company’s Zero Now truck financing program. See Note 7
for more information about these derivative instruments. For the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, changes
in the fair value of commodity swaps and customer contracts amounted to a gain (loss) of $(6.6) million, $2.1 million, and
$(3.5) million, respectively.
Station Construction Sales
Station construction contracts are generally short-term, except for certain larger and more complex stations, which can
take up to 24 months to complete. For most of the Company’s station construction contracts, the customer contracts with
the Company to provide a significant service of integrating a complex set of tasks and components into a single station.
Hence, the entire contract is accounted for as one performance obligation.
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The Company recognizes revenue over time as the Company performs under its station construction contracts because
of the continual transfer of control of the goods to the customer, who typically controls the work in process. Revenue is
recognized based on the extent of progress towards completion of the performance obligation and is recorded
proportionally as costs are incurred. Costs to fulfill the Company’s obligations under these contracts typically include labor,
materials and subcontractors’ costs, other direct costs and an allocation of indirect costs.
Refinements of estimates to account for changing conditions and new developments are continuous and characteristic
of the process. Many factors that can affect contract profitability may change during the performance period of the
contract, including differing site conditions, the availability of skilled contract labor, the performance of major suppliers
and subcontractors, and unexpected changes in material costs. Because a significant change in one or more of these
estimates could affect the profitability of these contracts, the contract price and cost estimates are reviewed periodically as
work progresses and adjustments proportionate to the cost-to-cost measure of progress are reflected in contract revenues in
the reporting period when such estimates are revised. Provisions for estimated losses on uncompleted contracts are
recorded in the period in which the losses become known.
Contract modifications are typically expansions in scope of an existing station construction project. As a result, these
modifications are accounted for as if they were part of the existing contract. The effect of a contract modification on the
transaction price and the Company’s measure of progress for the performance obligation to which it relates is recognized as
an adjustment to revenue (either as an increase or a reduction) on a cumulative catch-up basis.
Under the typical payment terms of the Company’s station construction contracts, the customer makes either
performance-based payments (“PBPs”) or progress payments. PBPs are interim payments of the contract price based on
quantifiable measures of performance or the achievement of specified events or milestones. Progress payments are interim
payments of costs incurred as the work progresses. For some of these contracts, the Company may be entitled to receive an
advance payment. The advance payment typically is not considered a significant financing component because it is used to
meet working capital demands that can be higher in the early stages of a construction contract and to protect the Company
if the customer fails to adequately complete some or all of its obligations under the contract. In addition, the customer
retains a small portion of the contract price until completion of the contract. Such retained portion of the contract price is
not considered a significant financing component because the intent is to protect the customer.
In certain contracts with its customers, the Company agrees to provide multiple goods or services, including
construction of and sale of a station, O&M services, and sale of fuel to the customer. These contracts have multiple
performance obligations because the promise to transfer each separate good or service is separately identifiable and is
distinct. This evaluation requires significant judgment and the decision to combine a group of contracts or separate the
combined or single contract into multiple performance obligations could change the amount of revenue recognized in one
or more periods.
The Company allocates the contract price to each performance obligation using best estimates of the standalone selling
price of each distinct good or service in the contract. The primary method used to estimate the standalone selling price for
fuel and O&M services is observable standalone sales, and the primary method used to estimate the standalone selling
price for station construction sales is the expected cost plus a margin approach because the Company sells customized
customer-specific solutions. Under this approach, the Company forecasts expected costs of satisfying a performance
obligation and then adds an appropriate margin for the good or service.
AFTC
See discussion under “Alternative Fuel Tax Credit” below for more information about AFTC, which is not recognized
as revenue until the period the credit is authorized through federal legislation.
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Other
The majority of other revenue is from sales of used natural gas heavy-duty trucks purchased by the Company. Revenue
on these contracts is recognized at the point in time when the customer accepts delivery of the truck.
Alternative Fuel Tax Credit
Under separate pieces of U.S. federal legislation, the Company has been eligible to receive a federal alternative fuels
tax credit (“AFTC”) for its natural gas vehicle fuel sales made between October 1, 2006 and December 31, 2021. The
AFTC, which had previously expired on December 31, 2016, was reinstated on February 9, 2018 to apply retroactively to
vehicle fuel sales made from January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017. On December 20, 2019, AFTC was
retroactively extended beginning January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2020 and subsequently extended for vehicle fuel
sales made through December 31, 2021.
As a result of the legislation authorizing AFTC being signed into law on December 20, 2019, all AFTC revenue for
vehicle fuel the Company sold in the 2018 and 2019 calendar years, totaling $47.1 million, was recognized during the year
ended December 31, 2019. AFTC was extended in December 2020 and is currently available for vehicle fuel sales made
through December 31, 2021. The AFTC credit is equal to $0.50 per gasoline gallon equivalent of CNG that the Company
sold as vehicle fuel, and $0.50 per diesel gallon of LNG that the Company sold as vehicle fuel in 2019, 2020 and 2021.
Based on the service relationship with its customers, either the Company or its customer claims the credit. The
Company records its AFTC credits, if any, as revenue in its consolidated statements of operations because the credits are
fully payable to the Company and do not offset income tax liabilities. As such, the credits are not deemed income tax
credits under the accounting guidance applicable to income taxes.
LNG Transportation Costs
The Company records the costs incurred to transport LNG to its customers in “Product cost of sales” in the
accompanying consolidated statements of operations.
Advertising Costs
Advertising costs are expensed as incurred. Advertising costs were $1.2 million, $0.0 million and $0.0 million for
the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
Stock-Based Compensation
The Company recognizes compensation expense for all stock‑based payment arrangements over the requisite service
period of the award and recognizes forfeitures as they occur. For stock options, the Company determines the grant date fair
value using the Black‑Scholes option pricing model, which requires the input of certain assumptions, including the
expected life of the stock‑based payment award, stock price volatility and risk‑free interest rate. For restricted stock units,
the Company determines the grant date fair value based on the closing market price of its common stock on the date of
grant.
Amazon Warrant
The Amazon Warrant (as defined in Note 13) is accounted for as an equity instrument and measured in accordance
with Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) 718, Compensation – Stock Compensation. To determine the fair value of
the Amazon Warrant, the Company used the Black-Scholes option pricing model, which is based in part on assumptions
that require management to use judgment. For awards granted to a customer, which are not in exchange for distinct goods
or services, the fair value of the awards earned based on service or performance conditions is recorded as a reduction of
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the transaction price in accordance with ASC 606, Revenue from Contracts with Customers. Based on the fair value of the
award, the Company determines the amount of non-cash stock-based sales incentive charges on the customer’s pro-rata
achievement of vesting conditions, which is recorded as a reduction of revenue in the consolidated statements of
operations.
Income Taxes
Income taxes are computed using the asset and liability method. Under this method, deferred income taxes are
recognized by applying enacted statutory tax rates applicable to future years to differences between the tax bases and
financial carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities. The impact on deferred taxes of changes in tax rates and laws,
if any, are applied to the years during which temporary differences are expected to be settled and are reflected in the
consolidated financial statements in the period of enactment. Valuation allowances are established when management
determines it is more likely than not that deferred tax assets will not be realized. When evaluating the need for a valuation
analysis, we use estimates involving a high degree of judgment including projected future US GAAP income and the
amounts and estimated timing of the reversal of any deferred tax assets and liabilities.
The Company has a recognition threshold and a measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and
measurement of tax positions taken or expected to be taken in a tax return. For those benefits to be recognized, a tax
position must be more likely than not to be sustained upon examination by taxing authorities based on the technical merits
of the position. The amount recognized is measured as the largest amount of benefit that has a greater than 50 percent
likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement. The Company recognizes potential accrued interest and penalties
related to unrecognized tax benefit in income tax expense.
The Company operates within multiple domestic and foreign taxing jurisdictions and is subject to audit in these
jurisdictions. These audits can involve complex issues, which may require an extended period of time to resolve. Although
the Company believes that adequate consideration has been given to these issues, it is possible that the ultimate resolution
of these issues could be significantly different from originally estimated.
Net Income (Loss) Per Share
Basic net income (loss) per share is computed by dividing the net income (loss) attributable to Clean Energy Fuels
Corp. by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding and common shares issuable for little or no cash
consideration during the period. Diluted net income (loss) per share is computed by dividing the net income (loss)
attributable to Clean Energy Fuels Corp. by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding and common
shares issuable for little or no cash consideration during the period and potentially dilutive securities outstanding during the
period, and therefore reflects the dilution from common shares that may be issued upon exercise or conversion of these
potentially dilutive securities, such as stock options, warrants, convertible notes and restricted stock units. The dilutive
effect of stock awards and warrants is computed under the treasury stock method. The dilutive effect of convertible notes
and restricted stock units is computed under the if-converted method. Potentially dilutive securities are excluded from the
computations of diluted net income (loss) per share if their effect would be antidilutive.
Foreign Currency Translation and Transactions
The Company uses the local currency as the functional currency of its foreign subsidiary and equity method
investment. Accordingly, all assets and liabilities outside the United States are translated into U.S. dollars at the rate of
exchange in effect at the balance sheet date. Revenue and expense items are translated at the weighted-average exchange
rates prevailing during the period. Foreign currency translation adjustments are recorded as accumulated other
comprehensive income (loss) in stockholders’ equity.
Foreign currency transactions occur when there is a transaction denominated in other than the respective entity’s
functional currency. The Company records the changes in the exchange rate for these transactions in its consolidated
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statements of operations. For each of the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, foreign exchange transaction
gains and (losses) were included in “Other income (expense), net” in the accompanying consolidated statements of
operations and were $0.0 million.
Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Comprehensive income (loss) is defined as the change in equity (net assets) of a business enterprise during the period
from transactions and other events and circumstances from non-owner sources. The difference between net income (loss)
and comprehensive income (loss) for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 was comprised of the Company’s
foreign currency translation adjustments and unrealized gains and losses on available-for-sale securities.
Concentration of Credit Risk
Credit is extended to all customers based on financial condition, and collateral is generally not required.
Concentrations of credit risk with respect to trade receivables are limited because of the large number of customers
comprising the Company’s customer base and dispersion across many different industries and geographies. Certain
international customers, however, have historically been slower to pay on trade receivables. Accordingly, the Company
continually monitors collections and payments from its customers and maintains a provision for estimated credit losses
based upon its historical experience and any specific customer collection issues that it has identified. Although credit losses
have historically been within the Company’s expectations and the provisions established, the Company cannot guarantee
that it will continue to experience the same credit loss rates that it has in the past.
Recently Adopted Accounting Pronouncements and Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
Recently Adopted Accounting Pronouncements
In December 2019, the FASB issued ASU No. 2019-12, Income Taxes (Topic 740): Simplifying the Accounting for
Income Taxes. This new standard clarifies and simplifies the accounting for income taxes, including guidance related to
intraperiod tax allocation, the recognition of deferred tax liabilities for outside basis differences, the methodology for
calculating income taxes in an interim period, and the application of income tax guidance to franchise taxes that are
partially based on income. This standard is effective for fiscal years, and interim periods within those years, beginning after
December 15, 2020, with early adoption permitted in any interim period within that year. The Company adopted this
standard in the first quarter of 2021. The adoption of this ASU did not have a material impact on its consolidated financial
statements and related disclosures.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In July 2021, the FASB issued ASU No. 2021-05, Leases (Topic 842): Lessors–Certain Leases with Variable Lease
Payments. This new accounting amendment requires a lessor to classify leases with variable lease payments that do not
depend on an index or rate as operating leases on the commencement date if classification as a sales-type or direct
financing lease would result in a day-one loss. The amendment in this update is effective for fiscal years, and interim
periods within those years, beginning after December 15, 2021, with early adoption permitted. The Company is currently
evaluating the impact of adopting this new accounting amendment and does not expect the update to have a material
impact on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
In November 2021, the FASB issued ASU No. 2021-10, Government Assistance (Topic 832): Disclosures by Business
Entities about Government Assistance, which requires business entities (except for not-for-profit entities and employee
benefit plans) to disclose information about certain government assistance they receive. The Topic 832 disclosure
requirements include: (i) the nature of the transactions and the related accounting policy used; (ii) the line items on the
balance sheet and income statement that are affected and the amounts applicable to each financial statement line item; and
(iii) significant terms and conditions of the transactions. The ASU is effective for fiscal years beginning after December
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15, 2021, with early adoption permitted. The Company is currently evaluating the impact of adopting this new ASU and
does not expect the update to have a material impact on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
Note 2 —Revenue from Contracts with Customers
Disaggregation of Revenue
The table below presents the Company’s revenue disaggregated by revenue source (in thousands):
Years Ended December 31,
2019
2020
2021

Volume-related (1) (2)
Station construction sales
AFTC (3)
Other
Total revenue

$ 273,535
23,120
47,123
287
$ 344,065

$ 245,300
26,593
19,831
—
$ 291,724

$ 218,540
16,406
20,700
—
$ 255,646

(1) Includes changes in fair value of derivative instruments related to the Company’s commodity swap and customer fueling contracts. See Note 1 and
Note 7 for more information about these derivative instruments. For the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, changes in the fair value of
commodity swaps and customer fueling contracts amounted to a loss of $6.6 million, a gain of $2.1 million, and a loss of $3.5 million, respectively.
(2) Includes non-cash stock-based sales incentive contra-revenue charges associated with the Amazon Warrant for the years ended December 31, 2019,
2020 and 2021 of $0.0 million, $0.0 million and $83.6 million, respectively. See Note 13 for more information.
(3) Represents the federal alternative fuel excise tax credit that we refer to as “AFTC,” which was extended for vehicle fuel sales made beginning January
1, 2021 through December 31, 2021.

Remaining Performance Obligations
Remaining performance obligations represent the transaction price of customer orders for which the work has not been
performed. As of December 31, 2021, the aggregate amount of the transaction price allocated to remaining performance
obligations was $19.8 million, which related to the Company’s station construction sale contracts. The Company expects to
recognize revenue on the remaining performance obligations under these contracts over the next 12 to 24 months.
For volume-related revenue, the Company has elected to apply an optional exemption, which waives the requirement
to disclose the remaining performance obligation for revenue recognized through the ‘right to invoice’ practical expedient.
Costs to Fulfill a Contract
The Company capitalizes costs incurred to fulfill its contracts that (1) relate directly to the contract, (2) are expected to
generate resources that will be used to satisfy the Company’s performance obligations under the contract, and (3) are
expected to be recovered through revenue generated under the contract. Contract fulfillment costs are recorded to
depreciation expense as the Company satisfies its performance obligations over the term of the contract. These costs
primarily relate to set-up and other direct installation costs incurred by NG Advantage, LLC (“NG Advantage”), for
equipment that must be installed on customers’ land before NG Advantage is able to deliver CNG to the customer because
the customer does not have direct access to the natural gas pipelines. These costs are classified in “Land, property, and
equipment, net” in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets. As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, these capitalized
costs incurred to fulfill contracts were $10.4 million and $10.1 million with accumulated depreciation of $7.1 million and
$7.6 million, respectively, and related depreciation expense of $0.8 million and $0.5 million for the years ended December
31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
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Contract Balances
The timing of revenue recognition, billings and cash collections results in billed accounts receivable, unbilled
receivables (contract assets), and customer advances and deposits (contract liabilities) in the accompanying consolidated
balance sheets. Changes in the contract asset and liability balances during the year ended December 31, 2021, were not
materially affected by any factors outside the normal course of business.
As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company’s contract balances were as follows (in thousands):
2020

2021

Accounts receivable, net

$

61,784

$

87,433

Contract assets - current
Contract assets - non-current
Contract assets - total

$

729
3,998
4,727

$

966
3,532
4,498

Contract liabilities - current
Contract liabilities - non-current
Contract liabilities - total

$

1,638
59
1,697

$

$

$

$

$

5,523
—
5,523

Accounts Receivable, Net
“Accounts receivable, net” in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets include amounts billed and currently due
from customers. The amounts due are stated at their net estimated realizable value. The Company maintains an allowance
to provide for the estimated amount of receivables that will not be collected. The allowance is based upon an assessment of
customer creditworthiness, historical payment experience, the age of outstanding receivables, and economic conditions that
may affect a customer’s ability to pay.
Contract Assets
Contract assets include unbilled amounts typically resulting from the Company’s station construction sale contracts,
when the cost-to-cost method of revenue recognition is utilized and revenue recognized exceeds the amount billed to the
customer, and right to payment is not just subject to the passage of time. Amounts may not exceed their net realizable
value. Contract assets are classified as current or noncurrent based on the timing of billings. The current portion is included
in “Prepaid expenses and other current assets” and the noncurrent portion is included in “Notes receivable and other longterm assets, net” in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets.
Contract Liabilities
Contract liabilities consist of billings in excess of revenue recognized from the Company’s station construction sale
contracts and payments received primarily from customers of NG Advantage in advance of the performance obligations
and are classified as current or noncurrent based on when the revenue is expected to be recognized. The current portion and
noncurrent portion of contract liabilities are included in “Deferred revenue” and “Other long-term liabilities,” respectively,
in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets. Billings in excess of revenue recognized of $1.0 million and $5.4 million
and advance payments of $0.6 million and $0.1 million are classified as current as of December 31, 2020 and 2021,
respectively.
Revenue recognized during the year ended December 31, 2020 related to the Company’s contract liability balances as
of December 31, 2019 was $4.8 million. The increase in the contract liability balances for the year ended December 31,
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2021 was primarily driven by billings in excess of revenue recognized, offset by $1.5 million of revenue recognized related
to the Company’s contract liability balances as of December 31, 2020.
Note 3 —Divestitures
bp Transaction
On February 27, 2017, Clean Energy Renewable Fuels (“Renewables”) entered into an asset purchase agreement
(the “APA”) with BP Products North America (“bp”). Pursuant to the APA, Renewables agreed to sell to bp its assets
relating to its RNG production business (the “bp Transaction”), consisting of Renewables’ two RNG production facilities,
Renewables’ interest in joint ventures formed with a third-party to develop new RNG production facilities, and
Renewables’ third-party RNG supply contracts (the “Assets”).
Under the APA, bp was required, following the closing of the bp Transaction, to pay Renewables up to an additional
$25.0 million in cash over a five-year period if certain conditions relating to the Assets are met. In February 2018, the
Company received $0.9 million in cash for its satisfaction of the performance criteria for the first period under the APA,
which ended on December 31, 2017. Upon its receipt of such cash, the Company paid $0.1 million in cash and issued
15,877 shares of the Company’s common stock with a fair value of $0.0 million to former holders of options to purchase
membership units in Renewables. The performance criteria for the second period under the APA, which ended on
December 31, 2018, was also satisfied, and the Company received a cash payment of $5.4 million in March 2019. During
the year ended December 31, 2019, after receipt of the cash payment, the Company paid $0.6 million in cash to former
holders of options to purchase membership units in Renewables. In December 2019, the Company and bp entered into an
Amendment to the APA (“Amended APA”) which amended the earn-out for years four and five and paid the Company an
additional $2.8 million for year three of the earn-out period. As a result of the performance criteria for year three under the
APA being satisfied, and the additional $2.8 million received by the Company in December 2019 in accordance with the
Amended APA, the Company recognized a gross gain of $8.4 million and accrued amounts due to former holders of
options to purchase membership units in Renewables of $0.9 million as of December 31, 2019. During the year ended
December 31, 2020, the Company recognized a gross gain of $1.0 million and accrued amounts due to former holders of
options to purchase membership units in Renewables of $0.1 million as a result of the performance criteria being satisfied
for year four under the Amended APA. During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company recognized a gross gain of
$4.4 million and accrued amounts due to former holders of options to purchase membership units in Renewables of $0.5
million as a result of the performance criteria being satisfied for year five under the Amended APA, representing the final
earn-out payment under the Amended APA. The Company recognized a net gain of $7.5 million, $1.1 million, and $3.9
million during the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, which is included in “Gain from sale of
certain assets of subsidiary” in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations.
As of December 31, 2021, the Company has paid $10.3 million in cash and issued 770,269 shares of the Company’s
common stock with a fair value of $2.0 million to former holders of options to purchase membership units in Renewables.
Following the completion of the bp Transaction, Renewables and the Company continue to procure RNG from bp
under a long-term supply contract (the “bp Supply Agreement”) and from other RNG suppliers and resell such RNG
through the Company’s fueling infrastructure. On October 1, 2018, Renewables and bp amended the bp Supply Agreement
to extend the term and add additional RNG supply. bp and Renewables share in the RINs and LCFS Credits generated from
the increased RNG supply sold through the Company’s vehicle fueling infrastructure and to other customers. See Note 1
for information on revenue recognition of these credits.
SAFE&CEC S.r.l.
On November 26, 2017, the Company, through its former subsidiary, IMW Industries Ltd. (formerly known as Clean
Energy Compression Corp.) (“CEC”), entered into an investment agreement with Landi Renzo S.p.A. (“LR”), an
alternative fuels company based in Italy. Pursuant to the investment agreement, the Company and LR agreed to combine
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their respective natural gas compressor fueling systems manufacturing subsidiaries, CEC and SAFE S.p.A, in a new
company, “SAFE&CEC S.r.l.” (such combination transaction is referred to as the “CEC Combination”). SAFE&CEC S.r.l.
is focused on manufacturing, selling and servicing natural gas fueling compressors and related equipment for the global
natural gas fueling market. At the closing of the CEC Combination on December 29, 2017, the Company owns 49% of
SAFE&CEC S.r.l. and LR owns 51% of SAFE&CEC S.r.l.
The Company accounts for its interest in SAFE&CEC S.r.l. using the equity method of accounting because the
Company does not control but has the ability to exercise significant influence over SAFE&CEC S.r.l.’s operations. The
Company recorded income (loss) from this investment of $0.0 million, $(0.2) million and $0.6 million for the years ended
December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. The Company had an investment balance in SAFE&CEC S.r.l. of $24.7
million and $23.9 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
Note 4 —Investments in Other Entities and Noncontrolling Interest in a Subsidiary
TotalEnergies Joint Venture
On March 3, 2021, the Company entered an agreement (“TotalEnergies JV Agreement”) with TotalEnergies S.E.
(“TotalEnergies”) that created a 50/50 joint venture (“TotalEnergies JV”) to develop ADG RNG production facilities in the
United States. Each ADG RNG production facility project under the TotalEnergies JV will be formed as a separate limited
liability company (“LLC”) that is owned 50/50 by the Company and TotalEnergies, and contributions to such LLCs count
toward the TotalEnergies JV Equity Obligations (as defined below). The TotalEnergies JV Agreement contemplates that
the TotalEnergies JV will invest up to $400.0 million of equity in production projects, and TotalEnergies and the Company
each committed to initially provide $50.0 million for the TotalEnergies JV (the “TotalEnergies JV Equity Obligations”). To
fund the Company’s TotalEnergies JV Equity Obligations, the Company had the option to borrow $20.0 million from
Société Générale, a company incorporated as a société anonyme under the laws of France (“SG”), pursuant to the Credit
Agreement (defined in Note 12). On October 12, 2021, TotalEnergies and the Company executed a LLC agreement (the
“DR Development Agreement”) for an ADG RNG production facility project (the “DR JV”). Under the DR Development
Agreement, TotalEnergies and the Company have each committed to contribute $7.0 million to the DR JV. On November
1, 2021, TotalEnergies and the Company have each contributed an initial $4.8 million to the DR JV. Assets related to the
DR JV were deconsolidated from the Company as of October 12, 2021. No gain or loss was recognized from the
transaction. The Company accounts for its interest in the LLCs using the equity method of accounting because the
Company does not control but has the ability to exercise significant influence over the LLCs’ operations. The Company
recorded a loss of $0.1 million from the TotalEnergies JV for the year ended December 31, 2021, related to formation
expenses. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had an investment balance in the TotalEnergies JV of $4.7 million.
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The following table presents combined summarized financial information for the TotalEnergies JV (in thousands):
Year Ended
December 31,
2021

Revenue
Gross profit
Operating loss
Net loss

$
$
$
$

—
—
(119)
(119)

As of December 31,
2021

Current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets

$

Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities

$

$

$

3,086
13,103
16,189
6,770
—
6,770

bp Joint Venture
On April 13, 2021, the Company entered an agreement (“bp JV Agreement”) with bp that created a 50/50 joint venture
(“bpJV”) to develop, own and operate new ADG RNG production facilities in the United States. Pursuant to the bp JV
Agreement, bp and the Company committed to provide $50.0 million and $30.0 million, respectively, with bp and the
Company each receiving 30.0 million of Class A Units in the bpJV and bp also receiving 20.0 million of Class B Units in
the bpJV. bp’s initial $50.0 million contribution was made on April 13, 2021 and consisted of all unpaid principal
outstanding under the loan agreement dated December 18, 2020, pursuant to which bp advanced $50.0 million to the
Company to fund capital costs and expenses incurred prior to formation of the bpJV, including capital costs and expenses
for permitting, engineering, equipment, leases and feed stock rights. 100% of the RNG produced from the projects
developed and owned by the bpJV will be provided to the vehicle fuels market pursuant to the Company’s marketing
agreement with bp.
Pursuant to the bp JV Agreement, the Company had the option, exercisable prior to August 31, 2021 (the “bp
Option”), to commit an additional $20.0 million to the bpJV upon which bp’s Class B Units would convert into Class A
Units. On June 21, 2021, the Company contributed $50.2 million to the bpJV, which consisted of (i) its initial contribution
commitment of $30.0 million, (ii) the $20.0 million additional contribution to effect the conversion of bp’s Class B Units
into Class A Units pursuant to the Company’s exercise of the bp Option, and (iii) $0.2 million for interest on bp’s Class B
Units to acquire additional Class A Units. In December 2021, the bpJV authorized a capital call (the “bpJV Capital Call”)
for additional funding of $143.2 million, requiring bp and the Company each to contribute $71.6 million. As of December
31, 2021, bp and the Company have contributed $71.6 million and $20.0 million, respectively, to the bpJV in connection
with the bpJV Capital Call. The remaining contribution balance of $51.6 million due from the Company will be paid on or
prior to June 30, 2022. As of December 31, 2021, the Company and bp each own 50% of the bp JV.
The Company accounts for its interest in the bpJV using the equity method of accounting because the Company does
not control but has the ability to exercise significant influence over the bpJV’s operations. The Company recorded a loss of
$0.4 million from this investment for the year ended December 31, 2021, related to formation expenses. The Company had
an investment balance in the bpJV of $69.8 million as of December 31, 2021.
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Combined summarized financial information for the bpJV is as follows (in thousands):
Year Ended
December 31,
2021

Revenue
Gross profit
Operating loss
Net loss
Net loss attributable to bpJV

$
$
$
$
$

—
—
(678)
(603)
(599)

As of December 31,
2021

Current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets

$

Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities

$

Equity attributable to shareowners of bpJV
Equity attributable to noncontrolling interest
Total equity

$

152,072
70,433
222,505

$

24,932
1,000
25,932

$

191,170
5,403
196,573

$

SAFE&CEC S.r.l.
On December 29, 2017, the Company obtained a 49% ownership interest in SAFE&CEC S.r.l. See Note 3 for more
information.
Summarized financial information for SAFE&CEC S.r.l. is as follows (in thousands):
Year Ended December 31,
2019

Revenue
Gross profit
Operating income
Net income (loss)

$
$
$
$

80,886
20,525
1,207
93

2020

$
$
$
$

89,535
19,008
609
(306)

2021

$
$
$
$

109,119
25,784
4,728
2,392

As of December 31,

Current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets

$

Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities

$

$

$

78

2020

2021

60,406 $
58,140
118,546 $

75,137
56,052
131,189

55,780 $
11,808
67,588 $

58,910
21,730
80,640
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Other Equity Method Investments
The Company had an investment balance in other equity method investments of $2.3 million and $3.5 million as of
December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. The Company recorded income (loss) from other equity method investments of
$(0.1) million, $0.1 million, and $(0.6) million for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. The
Company accounts for its interest using the equity method of accounting because the Company does not control but has the
ability to exercise significant influence over the investees’ operations.
Combined summarized financial information for the Company’s other equity method investments is as follows (in
thousands):
2019

Revenue
Gross profit
Operating loss
Net loss

$
$
$
$

Year Ended December 31,
2020
2021

546
178
(214)
(250)

$
$
$
$

463
155
(90)
(126)

$
$
$
$

704
216
(1,757)
(1,793)

As of December 31,
2020
2021

Current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets

$

Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities

$

$

$

1,233
5,553
6,786

$

1,421
66
1,487

$

$

$

1,349
7,047
8,396
1,012
192
1,204

NG Advantage
On October 14, 2014, the Company entered into a Common Unit Purchase Agreement (“UPA”) with NG Advantage
for a 53.3% controlling interest in NG Advantage. NG Advantage is engaged in the business of transporting CNG in highcapacity trailers to industrial and institutional energy users, such as hospitals, food processors, manufacturers and paper
mills that do not have direct access to natural gas pipelines.
In connection with the arrangement between NG Advantage and bp for the supply, sale and reservation of a specified
volume of CNG transportation capacity until February 2022, on February 28, 2018, the Company entered into a guaranty
agreement with NG Advantage and bp pursuant to which the Company guarantees NG Advantage’s payment obligations to
bp in the event of default by NG Advantage under the supply arrangement, in an amount up to an aggregate of $30.0
million plus related fees which was reduced to $15.0 million effective June 24, 2020. As initial consideration for the
guaranty agreement, NG Advantage issued to the Company 19,660 common units, which increased the Company’s
controlling interest in NG Advantage from 53.3% to 53.5%.
On October 1, 2018, the Company purchased 1,000,001 common units from NG Advantage for an aggregate cash
purchase price of $5.0 million. This purchase increased Clean Energy’s controlling interest in NG Advantage from 53.5%
to 61.7%.
In each month from November 2018 through February 2019, the Company was issued 100,000 additional common
units of NG Advantage, for a total of 400,000 common units, pursuant to the guaranty agreement entered in February 2018.
The issuance of 400,000 additional common units increased the Company’s controlling interest in NG Advantage to
64.6%.
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During the year ended December 31, 2019, the Company agreed to lend NG Advantage up to $26.7 million under a
series of promissory notes that were incorporated into a delayed draw convertible promissory note (the “November 2019
Convertible Note”). In connection with the promissory notes between NG Advantage and the Company, NG Advantage
issued to the Company warrants to purchase 2,086,879 common units. On February 6, 2020, the Company converted the
outstanding principal and accrued interest under the November 2019 Convertible Note into common units of NG
Advantage, resulting in an increase in the Company’s controlling interest in NG Advantage from 64.6% to 93.2%.
On February 29, 2020, NG Advantage issued to the Company 283,019 common units of NG Advantage pursuant to
the guaranty agreement entered in February 2018, which increased the Company’s controlling interest in NG Advantage to
93.3% as of December 31, 2020.
During the year ended December 31, 2021, NG Advantage borrowed $5.0 million from the Company under a series of
advance agreements. As of December 31, 2021, NG advantage had an outstanding balance of $18.4 million, plus accrued
and unpaid interest under the advance agreements. This intercompany transaction has been eliminated in consolidation.
The Company recorded a loss attributable to the noncontrolling interest in NG Advantage of $7.2 million, $1.7
million, and $1.0 million for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. The noncontrolling interest
was $9.3 million and $8.3 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
Investments in Equity Securities
For investments in equity securities of privately held entities without readily determinable fair values, the Company
measures such investments at cost, adjusted for impairment, if any, and observable price changes in orderly transactions for
the identical or similar investment of the same issuer. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had investment balance
recorded at cost of $8.0 million. The Company did not recognize any adjustments to the recorded cost basis during the year
ended December 31, 2021.
Note 5 —Cash, Cash Equivalents and Restricted Cash
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 consisted of the following (in
thousands):
2020

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Total cash and cash equivalents
Long-term assets:
Restricted cash - standby letters of credit
Restricted cash - held as collateral
Total restricted cash
Total cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

2021

$
$

108,977
108,977

$
$

99,448
99,448

$

$

$

4,000
7,000
11,000

$

—
7,008
7,008

$

119,977

$

106,456

The Company considers all highly liquid investments with maturities of three months or less on the date of acquisition
to be cash equivalents.
The Company places its cash and cash equivalents with high credit quality financial institutions. At times, such
investments may be in excess of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) and Canadian Deposit Insurance
Corporation (“CDIC”) limits. Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to concentrations of credit risk
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consist principally of cash deposits. The amounts in excess of FDIC and CDIC limits were approximately $107.6 million
and $98.0 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
The Company classifies restricted cash as short-term and a current asset if the cash is expected to be used in operations
within a year or to acquire a current asset. Otherwise, the restricted cash is classified as long-term. Long-term restricted
cash consisted of cash held as collateral for the benefit of a lender to NG Advantage.
Note 6 — Short-Term Investments
Short-term investments include available-for-sale debt securities and certificates of deposit. Available-for-sale debt
securities are carried at fair value, inclusive of unrealized gains and losses. Unrealized gains and losses on available for
sale debt securities are recognized in other comprehensive income (loss), net of applicable income taxes. Gains or losses on
sales of available-for-sale debt securities are recognized on the specific identification basis.
The Company reviews available-for-sale debt securities for declines in fair value below their cost basis each quarter
and whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the cost basis of an asset may not be recoverable, and
evaluates the current expected credit loss. This evaluation is based on a number of factors, including historical experience,
market data, issuer-specific factors, economic conditions, and any changes to the credit rating of the security. As of
December 31, 2021, the Company has not recorded a credit loss related to available-for-sale debt securities and believes
the carrying values for its available-for-sale debt securities are properly recorded.
Short-term investments as of December 31, 2020 consisted of the following (in thousands):
Gross
Unrealized
Gain (Loss)

Amortized
Cost

Municipal bonds and notes
Certificates of deposit
Total short-term investments

$
$

28,998
530
29,528

$
$

—
—
—

Estimated
Fair Value

$
$

28,998
530
29,528

Short-term investments as of December 31, 2021 consisted of the following (in thousands):
Gross
Unrealized
Loss

Amortized
Cost

Municipal bonds and notes
Zero coupon bonds
Certificates of deposit
Total short-term investments

$

$

6,001
123,210
530
129,741

$

$

(1) $
(18)
—
(19) $

Estimated
Fair Value

6,000
123,192
530
129,722

Note 7 - Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities
In October 2018, the Company executed two commodity swap contracts with TotalEnergies Gas & Power North
America, an affiliate of TotalEnergies and THUSA (as defined in Notes 12), for a total of 5.0 million diesel gallons
annually from April 1, 2019 to June 30, 2024. These commodity swap contracts are used to manage diesel price fluctuation
risks related to the natural gas fuel supply commitments the Company makes in its fueling agreements with fleet operators
that participate in the Zero Now truck financing program. These contracts are not designated as accounting hedges and as a
result, changes in the fair value of these derivative instruments are recognized in "Product revenue" in the accompanying
consolidated statements of operations.
The Company has entered into fueling agreements with fleet operators under the Zero Now truck financing program.
The fueling agreements contain a pricing feature indexed to diesel, which the Company determined to be embedded
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derivatives and recorded at fair value at the time of execution, with the changes in fair value of the embedded derivatives
recognized as earnings in "Product revenue" in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations.
Derivatives and embedded derivatives as of December 31, 2020 consisted of the following (in thousands):

Assets:
Commodity swaps:
Current portion of derivative assets, related party
Long-term portion of derivative assets, related party
Fueling agreements:
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net
Total derivative assets
Liabilities:
Fueling agreements:
Accrued liabilities
Other long-term liabilities
Total derivative liabilities

Gross Amounts
Recognized

Gross Amounts
Offset

$

$

—

$

—
—
—

$

$
$

1,591
4,057
249
542
6,439

283
273
556

$

—
—
—

$

Net Amount
Presented

$

$

$
$

1,591
4,057
249
542
6,439

283
273
556

Derivatives and embedded derivatives as of December 31, 2021 consisted of the following (in thousands):

Assets:
Fueling agreements:
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net
Total derivative assets
Liabilities:
Commodity swaps:
Current portion of derivative liabilities, related party
Long-term portion of derivative liabilities, related party
Total derivative liabilities

Gross Amounts
Recognized

Gross Amounts
Offset

$

2,038
4,738
6,776

$

1,900
2,483
4,383

$

$
$

Net Amount
Presented

$

$

—
—
—

$

—

$

$

—

$

$

2,038
4,738
6,776

1,900
2,483
4,383

As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company had a total volume on open commodity swap contracts of 16.9
million and 11.9 million diesel gallons, respectively, at a weighted-average price per gallon of approximately $3.18 per
gallon.
The following table reflects the weighted-average price of open commodity swap contracts as of December 31, 2020
and 2021, by year with associated volumes:

Year

2021
2022
2023
2024

December 31, 2020
Volumes
Weighted-Average Price per
(Diesel Gallons)
Diesel Gallon

5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
1,875,000

$
$
$
$

3.18
3.18
3.18
3.18
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December 31, 2021
Volumes
Weighted-Average Price per
(Diesel Gallons)
Diesel Gallon

—
5,000,000
5,000,000
1,875,000

$
$
$
$

—
3.18
3.18
3.18
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Note 8 —Fair Value Measurements
The Company follows the authoritative guidance for fair value measurements with respect to assets and liabilities that
are measured at fair value on a recurring basis and non-recurring basis. Under the standard, fair value is defined as the exit
price, or the amount that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants, as of the measurement date. The standard also establishes a hierarchy for inputs used in measuring fair
value that maximizes the use of observable inputs and minimizes the use of unobservable inputs by requiring that the most
observable inputs be used when available. Observable inputs are inputs market participants would use in valuing the asset
or liability developed based on market data obtained from sources independent of the Company. Unobservable inputs are
inputs that reflect the Company’s assumptions about the factors market participants would use in valuing the asset or
liability developed based upon the best information available in the circumstances. The hierarchy consists of the following
three levels: Level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities; Level 2 inputs
include quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets, quoted prices for identical or similar assets or
liabilities in markets that are not active, and inputs (other than quoted prices) that are observable for the asset or liability,
either directly or indirectly; Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability. Categorization within the
valuation hierarchy is based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement.
Assets and Liabilities Measured at Fair Value on a Recurring Basis
The Company’s available-for-sale debt securities and certificate of deposits are classified within Level 2 because they
are valued using the most recent quoted prices for identical assets in markets that are not active and quoted prices for
similar assets in active markets.
The Company used the income approach to value its outstanding commodity swap contracts and embedded derivatives
in its fueling agreements under the Zero Now truck financing program (see Note 7). Under the income approach, the
Company used a discounted cash flow (“DCF”) model in which cash flows anticipated over the term of the contracts are
discounted to their present value using an expected discount rate. The discount rate used for cash flows reflects the specific
risks in spot and forward rates and credit valuation adjustments. This valuation approach is considered a Level 3 fair value
measurement. The significant unobservable inputs used in the fair value measurement of the Company’s derivative
instruments are Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (“ULSD”) forward prices and differentials from ULSD to Petroleum
Administration for Defense District (“PADD”) regions. Significant increases (decreases) in any of those inputs in isolation
would result in a significantly lower (higher) fair value measurement. Generally, a change in the ULSD forward prices is
accompanied by a directionally opposite but less extreme change in the ULSD-PADD differential.
The Company estimated the fair value of its outstanding commodity swap contracts based on the following inputs as
of December 31, 2020 and 2021:
December 31, 2020
Significant Unobservable Inputs

ULSD Gulf Coast Forward Curve
Historical Differential to PADD 3 Diesel
Historical Differential to PADD 5 Diesel

Input Range

$1.47 - $1.54
$0.81 - $1.58
$1.66 - $2.58

Weighted Average

$
$
$

1.50
0.99
2.01

December 31, 2021
Input Range

$ 2.03 - $ 2.15
$ .87 - $ 1.58
$ 1.82 - $ 2.69

Weighted Average

$
$
$

$2.11
$1.03
$2.13

The Company estimated the fair value of embedded derivatives in its fueling agreements under the Zero Now truck
financing program based on the following inputs as of December 31, 2020 and 2021:
December 31, 2020
Significant Unobservable Inputs

ULSD Gulf Coast Forward Curve
Historical Differential to PADD 3 Diesel
Historical Differential to PADD 5 Diesel

Input Range

$1.47 - $1.54
$0.81 - $1.58
$1.66 - $2.58
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Weighted Average

$
$
$

1.50
0.99
2.01

December 31, 2021
Input Range

$ 2.03 - $ 2.15
$ .87 - $ 1.58
$ 1.82 - $ 2.69

Weighted Average

$
$
$

$2.11
$1.03
$2.13
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There were no transfers of assets or liabilities between Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy as of
December 31, 2020 or 2021.
The following tables provide information by level for assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value on a
recurring basis as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 (in thousands):
December 31, 2020

Assets:
Available-for-sale securities (1):
Municipal bonds and notes
Certificates of deposit (1)
Commodity swap contracts (2)
Embedded derivatives (3)
Liabilities:
Embedded derivatives (3)

Level 1

Level 3

$

28,998
530
5,648
791

$

—
—
—
—

$

28,998
530
—
—

$

—
—
5,648
791

$

556

$

—

$

—

$

556

December 31, 2021

Assets:
Available-for-sale securities (1):
Municipal bonds and notes
Zero coupon bonds
Certificates of deposit (1)
Embedded derivatives (3)
Liabilities:
Commodity swap contracts (2)

Level 2

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

$

6,000
123,192
530
6,776

$

—
—
—
—

$

6,000
123,192
530
—

$

—
—
—
6,776

$

4,383

$

—

$

—

$

4,383

(1)

Included in “Short-term investments” in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets. See Note 6 for more information.

(2)

Included in “Derivative assets, related party” and “Long-term portion of derivative assets, related party” as of December 31, 2020, and “Derivative
liabilities, related party” and “Long-term portion of derivative liabilities, related party” as of December 31, 2021, in the accompanying consolidated
balance sheets. See Note 7 for more information.

(3)

Included in "Prepaid expenses and other current assets", "Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net", “Accrued liabilities” and “Other longterm liabilities” as of December 31, 2020, and "Prepaid expenses and other current assets" and "Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net" as
of December 31, 2021 in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets. See Note 7 for more information.
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The following table provides a reconciliation of the beginning and ending balances of items measured at fair value on
a recurring basis as shown in the tables above that used significant unobservable inputs (Level 3), as well as the change in
unrealized gains or losses for the periods included in earnings (in thousands):
Assets:
Commodity
Swap Contracts

Balance as of December 31, 2019
Settlements, net
Total gain (loss)
Balance as of December 31, 2020

$

Balance as of December 31, 2020
Settlements, net
Total gain (loss)
Balance as of December 31, 2021

$

Change in unrealized gain (loss) for the year ended
December 31, 2020 included in earnings
Change in unrealized gain (loss) for the year ended
December 31, 2021 included in earnings

$

$

$
$

Assets:
Embedded
Derivatives

Liabilities:
Commodity
Swap Contracts

3,270 $
(1,652)
4,030
5,648 $

723
—
68
791

$

5,648 $
(225)
(5,423)
— $

791
—
5,985
6,776

$

$

(5,648) $

2,378

Liabilities:
Embedded
Derivatives

Liabilities:
Warrants

(164) $
56
108
— $

(81) $
—
(475)
(556) $

(40)
—
40
—

$

— $
1,083
(5,466)
(4,383) $

(556) $
—
556
— $

—
—
—
—

68

$

164

(475) $

40

5,985

$

(4,383) $

$

$

556

$

—

Other Financial Assets and Liabilities
The carrying amounts of the Company’s cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash, receivables and payables
approximate fair value due to the short-term nature of those instruments. The carrying amounts of the Company’s debt
instruments approximated their respective fair values as of December 31, 2020 and 2021. The fair values of these debt
instruments were estimated using a discounted cash flow analysis based on interest rates offered on loans with similar
terms to borrowers of similar credit quality, which are Level 3 inputs. See Note 12 for more information about the
Company’s debt instruments.
Note 9 —Other Receivables
Other receivables as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 consisted of the following (in thousands):
2020

Loans to customers to finance vehicle purchases
Accrued customer billings
Fuel tax credits
Other
Total other receivables

$

$

85

394
6,335
10,556
6,370
23,655

2021

$

$

419
4,417
12,684
6,927
24,447
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Note 10 —Land, Property and Equipment
Land, property and equipment, net as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 consisted of the following (in thousands):
2020

Land
LNG liquefaction plants
Station equipment
Trailers
Other equipment
Construction in progress

$

Less accumulated depreciation
Total land, property and equipment, net

$

3,476
94,633
344,839
79,860
89,276
73,272
685,356
(394,445)
290,911

2021

$

$

3,476
94,633
354,699
72,783
93,135
74,963
693,689
(431,928)
261,761

Included in "Land, property and equipment, net" are capitalized software costs of $32.3 million and $33.8 million as of
December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. Accumulated amortization of the capitalized software costs are $28.8 million
and $30.4 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
The Company recorded amortization expense related to the capitalized software costs of $3.9 million, $2.5 million and
$1.6 million for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, $1.7 million and $2.1 million, respectively, are included in "Accounts payable"
and "Accrued liabilities" in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets, representing amounts related to purchases of
property and equipment. These amounts are excluded from the accompanying consolidated statements of cash flows as
they are non-cash investing activities.
Note 11 —Accrued Liabilities
Accrued liabilities as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 consisted of the following (in thousands):
2020

Accrued alternative fuels incentives (1)
Accrued employee benefits
Accrued gas and equipment purchases
Accrued interest
Accrued property and other taxes
Accrued salaries and wages
Embedded derivatives
Other (2)
Total accrued liabilities

$

$

(1)

Includes the amount of RINs, LCFS Credits and the amount of AFTC payable to third parties.

(2)

No individual item in “Other” exceeds 5% of total current liabilities.
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18,175
4,282
9,897
512
3,094
7,646
283
8,748
52,637

2021

$

$

28,106
4,547
17,158
893
3,369
8,172
—
12,914
75,159
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Note 12 —Debt
Debt obligations as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 consisted of the following (in thousands):
December 31, 2020
Unamortized Debt
Principal Balance
Financing Costs

bp Loan
NG Advantage debt
SG Facility
Other debt
Total debt
Less amounts due within one year
Total long-term debt

$

$

50,000 $
29,535
5,100
1,162
85,797
(3,631)
82,166 $

— $
117
—
—
117
(39)
78 $

December 31, 2021
Unamortized Debt
Principal Balance
Financing Costs

NG Advantage debt
SG Facility
Other debt
Total debt
Less amounts due within one year
Total long-term debt

$

$

Balance, Net of
Financing Costs

25,832
9,500
800
36,132
(12,868)
23,264 $

50,000
29,418
5,100
1,162
85,680
(3,592)
82,088

Balance, Net of
Financing Costs

72
—
—
72
(23)
49 $

25,760
9,500
800
36,060
(12,845)
23,215

The following is a summary of the aggregate maturities of debt obligations for each of the annual periods subsequent
to December 31, 2021 (in thousands):
NG Advantage debt
SG Facility
Other Debt
Total

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

$ 2,991
9,500
377
$ 12,868

$ 8,977
—
262
$ 9,239

$ 4,161
—
161
$ 4,322

$ 1,397
—
—
$ 1,397

$ 8,306
—
—
$ 8,306

Thereafter

$

$

—
—
—
—

Total

$ 25,832
9,500
800
$ 36,132

SG Credit Agreement
On January 2, 2019, the Company entered into a term credit agreement (the “Credit Agreement”) with Société
Générale, a company incorporated as a société anonyme under the laws of France (“SG”). The Credit Agreement provides
for a term loan facility (the “SG Facility”) pursuant to which the Company may obtain, subject to certain conditions, up to
$100.0 million of loans (“SG Loans”) in support of its Zero Now truck financing program. Under the Credit Agreement,
the Company is permitted to use the proceeds from the SG Loans to fund the incremental cost of trucks purchased or
financed under the Zero Now truck financing program and related fees and expenses incurred by the Company in
connection therewith. On March 12, 2021, the Credit Agreement was amended to permit the Company to use up to $45.0
million of proceeds from the SG Loans to fund certain station build costs, and up to $20.0 million to fund TotalEnergies JV
Equity Obligations. Under the amended terms of the Credit Agreement, the Company’s ability to draw from the SG Facility
expired on January 2, 2022. Interest on outstanding SG Loans accrues at a rate equal to LIBOR plus 1.30% per annum, and
a commitment fee on any unused portion of the SG Facility accrues at a rate equal to 0.39% per annum. Interest and
commitment fees are payable quarterly.
The Company is required to make quarterly principal payments of $2.5 million beginning March 31, 2022 with any
unpaid amount due on January 2, 2024, subject to the option to extend the maturity date for three successive terms of one
year each. The Company is required to make mandatory prepayments under the SG Facility equal to any amounts the
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Company receives for complete or partial refunds of the incremental cost of trucks purchased or financed under the Zero
Now program, and the Company is generally permitted to make complete or partial voluntary prepayments under the SG
Facility with prior written notice to SG but without premium or penalty. The Credit Agreement includes certain
representations, warranties and covenants by the Company and also provides for customary events of default which, if any
of them occurs, would permit or require, among other things, the principal of and accrued interest on the SG Loans to
become or to be declared due and payable. Events of default under the Credit Agreement include, among others,
nonpayment of principal and interest when due; violation of covenants; any default by the Company (whether or not
resulting in acceleration) under any other agreement for borrowed money in excess of $20.0 million; voluntary or
involuntary bankruptcy; repudiation or assignment of the Guaranty by THUSA (as defined below); or a change of control
of the Company.
The Credit Agreement does not include financial covenants, and the Company has not provided SG with any security
for its obligations under the Credit Agreement. As described below, THUSA has entered into the Guaranty to guarantee the
Company’s payment obligations to SG under the Credit Agreement. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had $9.5
million outstanding on the SG Facility and no events of defaults had occurred.
TotalEnergies Credit Support Agreement
The Company entered into a credit support agreement with TotalEnergies Holdings USA Inc. (“THUSA”), a wholly
owned subsidiary of TotalEnergies, on January 2, 2019, which was subsequently amended on March 12, 2021 (as amended,
the “CSA”) in conjunction with the March 12, 2021 amendment to the Credit Agreement. Under the CSA, THUSA agreed
to enter into a guaranty agreement (“Guaranty”) pursuant to which it has guaranteed the Company’s obligation to repay SG
up to $100.0 million in SG Loans and interest thereon in accordance with the Credit Agreement. In consideration for the
commitments of THUSA under the CSA, the Company is required to pay THUSA a quarterly guaranty fee at a rate per
quarter equal to 2.5% of the average aggregate Loan amount for the preceding calendar quarter.
Following any payment by THUSA to SG under the Guaranty, the Company would be obligated to immediately pay to
THUSA the full amount of such payment plus interest on such amount at a rate equal to LIBOR plus 1.0%. In addition, the
Company would be obligated to pay and reimburse THUSA for all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses it incurs in the
performance of its services under the CSA, including all reasonable out-of-pocket attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred in
connection with the payment to SG under the Guaranty or any enforcement or attempt to enforce any of the Company’s
obligations under the CSA. The CSA includes customary representations and warranties and affirmative and negative
covenants by the Company. In addition, upon the occurrence of a “Trigger Event” and during its continuation, THUSA
may, among other things: elect not to guarantee additional SG Loans; declare all or any portion of the outstanding amounts
the Company owes THUSA under the CSA to be due and payable; and exercise all other rights it may have under
applicable law. Each of the following events constitutes a Trigger Event: the Company defaults with respect to any
payment obligation under the CSA; any representation or warranty made by the Company in the CSA was false, incorrect,
incomplete or misleading in any material respect when made; the Company fails to observe or perform any material
covenant, obligation, condition or agreement in the CSA; or the Company defaults in the observance or performance of any
agreement, term or condition contained in any other agreement with THUSA or an affiliate of THUSA.
As security for the Company’s obligations under the CSA, on January 2, 2019, the Company entered into a pledge and
security agreement with THUSA and delivered a collateral assignment of contracts to THUSA, pursuant to which the
Company collaterally assigned to THUSA all fueling agreements it enters into with participants in the Zero Now truck
financing program. In addition, on January 2, 2019, the Company entered into a lockbox agreement with THUSA and
PlainsCapital Bank, under which the Company granted THUSA a security interest in the cash flow generated by the fueling
agreements the Company enters into with participants in the Zero Now truck financing program.
Until the occurrence of a Trigger Event or Fundamental Trigger Event (as described below) under the CSA, the
Company has the freedom to operate in the normal course and there are no restrictions on the flow of funds in and out of
the lockbox account established pursuant to the lockbox agreement. Upon the occurrence of a Trigger Event under the
CSA, all funds in the lockbox account will be: first, used to make scheduled debt repayments under the Credit Agreement;
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and second, released to the Company. Further, upon the occurrence of a “Fundamental Trigger Event” under the CSA and
during its continuation, in addition to exercising any of the remedies available to THUSA upon the occurrence of a Trigger
Event as described above: all participants in the Zero Now program would pay amounts owed under their fueling
agreements with the Company directly into the lockbox account; under a “sweep” mechanism, all cash in the lockbox
account would be used to prepay all outstanding SG Loans under the Credit Agreement; no other disbursements from the
lockbox account could be made without THUSA’s consent; and THUSA would retain dominion over the lockbox account
and the funds in the account would remain as security for the Company’s payment and reimbursement obligations under
the CSA. Each of the following events constitutes a Fundamental Trigger Event: the Company defaults in the observance
or performance of any agreement, term or condition contained in the Credit Agreement that would constitute an event of
default thereunder, up to or beyond any grace period provided in such agreement, unless waived by SG; the Company
defaults in the observance or performance of any agreement, term or condition contained in any evidence of indebtedness
other than the Credit Agreement, and the effect of such default is to cause, or permit the holders of such indebtedness to
cause, acceleration of indebtedness in an aggregate amount for all such collective defaults of $20.0 million or more;
voluntary and involuntary bankruptcy and insolvency events; and the occurrence of a change of control of the Company.
The CSA will terminate following the later of: the payment in full of all of the Company’s obligations under the CSA;
and the termination or expiration of the Guaranty following the maturity date of the last outstanding SG Loan or December
31, 2023, whichever is earlier.
NG Advantage Debt
On November 30, 2016, NG Advantage entered into a Loan and Security Agreement (the “Wintrust LSA”) with
Wintrust Commercial Finance (“Wintrust”), pursuant to which Wintrust agreed to lend NG Advantage $4.7 million. The
proceeds were primarily used to fund the purchases of CNG trailers and equipment. Interest and principal is payable
monthly in 72 equal monthly installments at an annual rate of 5.17%. As collateral security for the prompt payment in full
when due of NG Advantage’s obligations to Wintrust under the Wintrust LSA, NG Advantage pledged to and granted
Wintrust a security interest in all of its right, title and interest in the CNG trailers and equipment purchased with the
proceeds received under the Wintrust LSA.
On December 10, 2020, NG Advantage entered an Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement with
Berkshire Bank (“Berkshire ALA”) to substitute and replace the two existing loans with Berkshire Bank dated May 12,
2016 and January 24, 2017 (collectively, the “Original Debt”). The Berkshire ALA provides NGA a 5-year term loan of
$14.5 million with payments of principal and interest due monthly beginning February 1, 2021 at an annual interest rate of
5% maturing on January 1, 2026. NG Advantage used the funds provided by the Berkshire ALA to repay in full the
outstanding principal balance plus accrued and unpaid interest of the Original Debt, and to repay the outstanding balances
of certain other financing obligations to unrelated lenders, Nations and Liberty. NG Advantage has pledged as collateral
certain assets and equipment including trailers under the Berkshire ALA, and the Company has provided a limited guaranty
of up to $7.0 million classified in “Restricted cash” on the accompanying consolidated balance sheet. As of December 31,
2021, the Company was in compliance with the covenants under the Berkshire ALA.
The Berkshire ALA also provides NG Advantage a $1.0 million revolving line of credit which bears interest at the
greater of the Prime Rate or 3.00%, plus 0.25% and has a maturity date of July 31, 2022. As of December 31, 2021, NG
Advantage had no amounts outstanding on the revolving line of credit.
Financing Obligations
NG Advantage has entered into sale and leaseback transactions with various lessors as described below. In each
instance, the sale and leaseback transaction does not qualify for sale-leaseback accounting because of NG Advantage’s
continuing involvement with the buyer-lessor due to a fixed price repurchase option. As a result, the transactions are
recorded under the financing method, in which the assets remain on the accompanying consolidated balance sheets and the
proceeds from the transactions are recorded as financing liabilities.
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On December 18, 2017, NG Advantage entered into a sale-leaseback arrangement through a Master Lease Agreement
(the “BoA MLA”) with Bank of America Leasing & Capital, LLC (“BoA”). Pursuant to the BoA MLA, NG Advantage
received $2.1 million in cash for CNG trailers and simultaneously leased them back from BoA for five years commencing
January 1, 2018 with interest and principal payable in 60 equal monthly installments at an annual rate of 4.86%.
On March 1, 2018, NG Advantage entered into a sale-leaseback arrangement through a Master Lease Agreement (the
“First National MLA”) with First National Capital, LLC (“First National”). Pursuant to the First National MLA, NG
Advantage received $6.3 million in cash, net of fees and the first month’s lease payment for CNG trailers and
simultaneously leased them back from First National for six years commencing March 1, 2018 with interest and principal
payable in 72 equal monthly installments at an annual rate of 9.28%.
On December 20, 2018 (the “Closing Date”), NG Advantage entered into a purchase agreement to sell a compression
station for a purchase price of $7.0 million to an entity whose member owners were noncontrolling interest member owners
of NG Advantage. On the Closing Date and immediately following the consummation of the sale of the compression
station, NG Advantage entered into a lease agreement with the buyer of the station pursuant to which the station was leased
back to NG Advantage for a term of five years with monthly rent payments equal to $0.1 million at an annual rate of
12.0%.
bp Loan
On December 18, 2020, the Company entered a memorandum of understanding (“MOU”) with bp to create the bpJV.
Contemporaneous with the execution of the MOU, the Company and bp executed a loan agreement whereby bp advanced
$50.0 million (“bp Loan”) to fund capital costs and expenses incurred prior to formation of the bpJV. The bp Loan bore
interest at the rate per annum equal to LIBOR plus 4.33%. As repayment of the bp Loan, the outstanding principal balance
was contributed to the bpJV in April 2021 upon entering into the bp JV Agreement. See Note 4 for additional information.
Plains Credit Facility
On May 1, 2021, the Company entered into a Loan and Security Agreement (the “Plains LSA”) with PlainsCapital
Bank (“Plains”), which provides the Company a $20.0 million revolving line of credit through May 1, 2022. The interest
rate on amounts outstanding under the Plains LSA is the greater of the Prime Rate or 3.25%. As of December 31, 2021, no
amounts were outstanding under the Plains LSA. As of December 31, 2021, the Company was in compliance with the
covenants under the Plains LSA.
On September 16, 2021, Plains issued an irrevocable standby letter of credit on behalf of the Company to the Chevron
Products Company, a division of Chevron U.S.A. Inc. (“Chevron”), for $2.0 million relating to the Company’s Adopt-APort program with Chevron. The standby letter of credit is valid until cancelled and is collateralized by the Company’s
revolving line of credit with Plains, reducing the amount available under the line of credit from $20.0 million to $18.0
million. As of December 31, 2021, no amounts have been drawn under the standby letter of credit.
Other Debt
The Company has other debt due at various dates through 2024 bearing interest at rates up to 4.75%with a weightedaverage interest rate of 4.38% and 4.34% as of December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
Note 13 —Stockholders’ Equity
Authorized Shares
The Company’s certificate of incorporation authorizes the issuance of two classes of capital stock designated as
common stock and preferred stock, each having $0.0001 par value per share. On June 14, 2021, the Company’s
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stockholders approved an increase in the number of shares of Common Stock the Company is authorized to issue from
304,000,000 to 454,000,000. As of December 31, 2021, the Company is authorized to issue 455,000,000 shares, of which
454,000,000 shares of capital stock are designated common stock and 1,000,000 shares are designated preferred stock.
Dividend Provisions
The Company did not declare or pay any dividends during the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021.
Voting Rights
Each holder of common stock has the right to one vote per share owned on matters presented for stockholder action.
TotalEnergies Private Placement
On May 9, 2018, the Company entered into a stock purchase agreement (the “Purchase Agreement”) with
TotalEnergies Marketing Services, S.E. (“TMS”), a wholly owned subsidiary of TotalEnergies. Pursuant to the Purchase
Agreement, the Company agreed to sell and issue, and TMS agreed to purchase, up to 50,856,296 shares of the Company’s
common stock at a purchase price of $1.64 per share, all in a private placement (the “TotalEnergies Private Placement”).
The purchase price per share was determined based on the volume-weighted average price for the Company’s common
stock between March 23, 2018 (the day on which discussions began between the Company and TotalEnergies) and May 3,
2018 (the day on which the Company agreed in principle with TotalEnergies regarding the structure and basic terms of its
investment). As of the date of the Purchase Agreement, TotalEnergies did not hold or otherwise beneficially own any
shares of the Company’s common stock, and TotalEnergies has agreed, until the later of May 9, 2020 or such date when it
ceases to hold more than 5.0% of the Company’s common stock then outstanding, among other similar undertakings and
subject to customary conditions and exceptions, to not purchase shares of the Company’s common stock or otherwise
pursue transactions that would result in TotalEnergies beneficially owning more than 30.0% of the Company’s equity
securities without the approval of the Company’s board of directors.
On June 13, 2018, the Company and TMS closed the TotalEnergies Private Placement, in which: (1) the Company
issued to TMS all of the 50,856,296 shares of its common stock issuable under the Purchase Agreement, resulting in
TotalEnergies beneficially holding approximately 25.0% of the outstanding shares of the Company’s common stock and
the largest ownership position of the Company as of September 30, 2018; (2) TotalEnergies paid to the Company an
aggregate of $83.4 million in gross proceeds, which the Company has used and expects to continue to use for working
capital and general corporate purposes, which may include executing its business plans, pursuing opportunities for further
growth, and retiring a portion of its outstanding indebtedness; and (3) the Company and TotalEnergies entered into a
registration rights agreement, described below. In connection with the issuance of common stock, the Company incurred
transaction fees of $1.9 million.
Pursuant to the Purchase Agreement, the Company and TotalEnergies also entered into a registration rights agreement
on June 13, 2018, upon the closing under the Purchase Agreement. Pursuant to the registration rights agreement, the
Company filed a registration statement with the SEC to cover the resale of the shares issued and sold under the Purchase
Agreement, which was declared effective on August 16, 2018, and is obligated to use its commercially reasonable efforts to
maintain the effectiveness of such registration statement until all such shares are sold or may be sold without restriction
under Rule 144 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. As of December 31, 2021, the Company was in compliance
with all of its registration covenants set forth in the registration rights agreement.
At-The-Market Offerings
On May 10, 2021, the Company entered into an equity distribution agreement with Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, as
sales agent, to sell shares of the Company’s common stock having an aggregate offering price of up to $100.0 million in an
at-the-market offering program (the “May ATM Program”). Through June 3, 2021, the Company sold 12,362,237
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shares of common stock under the May ATM Program, which exhausted the May ATM Program. On June 7, 2021, the
Company entered into a new equity distribution agreement with Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, as sales agent, to sell
additional shares of common stock having an aggregate offering price of up to $100.0 million in a new at-the-market
offering program (the “June ATM Program” and, together with the May ATM Program, the “ATM Programs”). On June 8,
2021, the Company sold 10,473,946 shares of common stock under the June ATM Program which exhausted the June ATM
Program.
For the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company issued 22,836,183 shares of common stock under the ATM
Programs for gross proceeds of $200.0 million, and incurred transaction costs of $6.5 million, including $6.0 million in
commissions paid to Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC.
Share Repurchase Program
On March 12, 2020, the Company’s Board of Directors approved a share repurchase program of up to $30.0 million
(exclusive of fees and commissions) of the Company’s outstanding common stock (the “Repurchase Program”). On
December 7, 2021, the Company’s Board of Directors approved an increase in the aggregate purchase amount under the
Repurchase Program from $30.0 million to $50.0 million (exclusive of fees and commissions). The Repurchase Program
does not have an expiration date, and it may be suspended or discontinued at any time. During the year ended December
31, 2021, the Company repurchased 452,700 shares of its common stock under the Repurchase Program for a total cost of
$2.9 million. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had utilized a total of $17.4 million under the Repurchase Program
to repurchase 8,197,086 shares of common stock. The Repurchase Program does not obligate the Company to acquire any
specific number of shares. Repurchases under the Repurchase Program may be effected from time to time through open
market purchases, privately negotiated transactions, structured or derivative transactions, including accelerated share
repurchase transactions, or other methods of acquiring shares, in each case subject to market conditions, applicable
securities laws and other relevant factors. Repurchases may also be made under Rule 10b5-1 plans.
Stock-Based Compensation
The following table summarizes the compensation expense and related income tax benefit related to the Company’s
stock-based compensation arrangements recognized in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations during the
periods presented (in thousands):
2019

Stock-based compensation expense, net of $0 tax in 2019, 2020, and 2021

$

Year Ended December 31,
2020

3,880

$

2,957

$

2021

14,994

Equity Incentive Plans
In December 2006, the Company adopted its 2006 Equity Incentive Plan (“2006 Plan”), which became effective on
May 24, 2007, the date the Company completed its initial public offering of common stock.
In May 2016, the Company adopted its 2016 Performance Incentive Plan (“2016 Plan”), which became effective on
May 26, 2016, the date of approval of the 2016 Plan by the Company’s stockholders. The 2006 Plan became unavailable
for new awards upon the effectiveness of the 2016 Plan. Unissued awards under the 2006 Plan are not available for future
grant under the 2016 Plan. If any outstanding award under the 2006 Plan expires or is canceled, the shares allocable to the
unexercised portion of that award will be added to the share reserve under the 2016 Plan and will be available for grant
under the 2016 Plan.
In May 2020, the Company adopted its Amended and Restated 2016 Performance Incentive Plan (“Amended 2016
Plan”), which increased the aggregate number of shares of the Company’s common stock to be delivered pursuant to all
awards granted under the 2016 Performance Incentive Plan by an additional 17,500,000 shares, and became effective on
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May 15, 2020, the date of approval of the Amended 2016 Plan by the Company’s stockholders. As of December 31, 2021,
the Company had 7,595,607 shares available for future grant under the Amended 2016 Plan.
Service-Based Stock Options
The Company has granted service-based stock options to key employees that vest annually over the three years
following the date of grant at a rate of 34%, 33% and 33%, respectively, if the holder is in service to the Company at each
vesting date. The service-based stock options granted have contractual terms of 10 years, and exercise price for the options
granted is equal to the closing market price of the Company's common stock on the date of grant. The stock options are
subject to the terms and conditions of the 2006 and 2016 Plans and a Notice of Grant of Stock Option and Stock Option
Agreement.
The following table summarizes the Company’s service-based stock option activity for the year ended December 31,
2021:

Options outstanding as of December 31, 2020
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited or expired
Options outstanding as of December 31, 2021
Options exercisable as of December 31, 2021
Options vested and expected to vest as of December 31, 2021

Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price

Number of
Shares

8,142,831
6,186,260
(1,219,976)
(1,295,444)
11,813,671
5,133,792
11,813,671

$

$
$
$

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term
(in years)

5.38
8.32
4.59
8.68
6.64
5.52
6.64

7.27
4.37
7.27

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value
(in thousands)

$
$
$

15,409
12,329
15,409

As of December 31, 2021, there was $25.9 million of total unrecognized compensation cost related to unvested shares
subject to outstanding service-based stock options. That cost is expected to be expensed over a remaining weighted average
period of approximately 2.3 years. The total fair value of shares vested during the year ended December 31, 2021 was $1.8
million.
The fair value of each service-based stock option granted was estimated as of the date of grant using the Black-Scholes
option pricing model and using the following assumptions:

Dividend yield
Expected volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Expected life in years

2019

Year Ended December 31,
2020

2021

0.0%
57.3% to 61.5%
2.11% to 2.53%
6.0

0.0%
65.8% to 83.9%
0.37% to 1.21%
6.0

0.0%
76.8% to 96.8%
0.58% to 1.31%
5.6 to 5.8

The volatility amounts used were estimated based on (i) the historical volatility of the Company’s common stock over
a term equal to the estimated life of the options and on (ii) implied volatility of the Company’s traded options. The
expected lives used were based on historical exercise experience and the Company’s anticipated exercise periods for its
outstanding stock options. The risk-free interest rates used were based on the U.S. Treasury yield curve with terms
approximating the expected life of the stock options at the time of grant.
The weighted-average grant date fair value per share of service-based stock options granted during the years ended
December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, were $1.28, $1.54 and $5.90, respectively. The aggregate intrinsic value of service93
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based options exercised during the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 was $0.1 million, $1.8 million and
$10.1 million, respectively. The Company recorded $2.2 million, $1.7 million and $9.9 million of stock option expense
relating to service-based stock options during the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. The
Company has not recorded any tax benefit related to its service-based stock option expense.
Performance-Based Stock Options
The Company has granted 1,640,000 performance-based stock options to certain executives and key employees during
2021. The options granted vest in multiple tranches in which vesting of each tranche is contingent upon securing a defined
RNG production volume following the date of grant, if the holder is in service to the Company upon the achievement of
such performance hurdles. The performance-based stock options have contractual terms of 10 years, and the exercise price
for the options granted is equal to the closing market price of the Company's common stock on the date of grant. The stock
options are subject to the terms and conditions of the 2016 Plan and a Notice of Grant of Stock Option and Stock Option
Agreement.
The following table summarizes the Company’s performance-based stock option activity for the year ended December
31, 2021:

Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price

Number of
Shares

Options outstanding as of December 31, 2020
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited or expired
Options outstanding as of December 31, 2021
Options exercisable as of December 31, 2021

—
1,640,000
—
—
1,640,000
—

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term
(in years)

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value
(in thousands)

6.77

$
$

6.77
—

9.94
—

$
$

—
—

As of December 31, 2021, there was $6.6 million of total unrecognized compensation cost related to unvested shares
subject to outstanding performance-based stock options. Compensation cost for the performance-based stock options is
recognized when attainment of the performance hurdles is determined to be probable and over a period in which the
Company estimates the performance hurdles will be achieved. No vesting occurred during the year ended December 31,
2021.
The fair value of each performance-based stock option granted was estimated as of the date of grant using the BlackScholes option pricing model and using the following assumptions:

Year Ended
December 31,
2021

Dividend yield
Expected volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Expected life in years

0.0%
77.1%
1.36%
6.2

The volatility amount used was estimated based on (i) the historical volatility of the Company’s common stock over a
term equal to the estimated life of the options and on (ii) implied volatility of the Company’s traded options. The expected
life used was based on historical exercise experience and the Company’s anticipated exercise period for its outstanding
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performance-based stock options. The risk-free interest rate used was based on the U.S. Treasury yield curve with terms
approximating the expected life of the stock options at the time of grant.
The weighted-average grant date fair value per share of performance-based stock options granted during the year
ended December 31, 2021, was $4.58. There were no performance-based stock options exercised during the year ended
December 31, 2021. The Company recognizes the grant date fair value of the options that are probable of being earned
over the estimated performance period. Compensation cost on performance-based stock options was $1.0 million for
the year ended December 31, 2021. The Company has not recorded any tax benefit related to its performance-based stock
option expense.
Market-Based Stock Options
The Company has granted 3,700,000 market-based stock options to select executives and employees during 2021.
Market-based stock options vest if (i) the closing price of the Company’s common stock equals or exceeds $14.00 for
twenty consecutive trading days, representing 207% of the closing market price of the Company’s common stock on the
option grant date (the “Stock Price Condition”) and (ii) the holder is employed by the Company at the time the Stock Price
Condition is satisfied. The market-based stock options have contractual terms of 10 years, and the exercise price for the
options granted is equal to the closing market price of the Company's common stock on the date of grant. The stock options
are subject to the terms and conditions of the 2016 Plan and a Notice of Grant of Stock Option and Stock Option
Agreement.
The following table summarizes the Company’s market-based stock option activity for the year ended December 31,
2021:

Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price

Number of
Shares

Options outstanding as of December 31, 2020
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited or expired
Options outstanding as of December 31, 2021
Options exercisable as of December 31, 2021

—
3,700,000
—
—
3,700,000
—

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term
(in years)

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value
(in thousands)

6.77

$
$

6.77
—

9.94
—

$
$

—
—

As of December 31, 2021, there was $17.8 million of total unrecognized compensation cost related to unvested shares
subject to outstanding market-based stock options. That cost is expected to be expensed over a remaining weighted average
period of approximately 6.8 years. No vesting occurred during the year ended December 31, 2021.
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The fair value of each market-based stock option granted was estimated on the date of grant using the Monte Carlo
simulation model. The Monte Carlo simulation method is subject to variability as certain assumptions must be made,
including the derived service period, which is estimated based on likely future stock price performance and volatility of the
Company’s common stock price. The fair value of each market-based stock option granted was estimated using the
following assumptions:
Year Ended
December 31,
2021

Dividend yield
Expected volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Expected life in years

0.0%
67.8%
1.5%
10.0

The volatility amount used was based on the historical volatility of the Company’s common stock over a term equal to
the estimated life of the options. The risk-free interest rate used was based on the U.S. Treasury yield curve with terms
approximating the expected life of the stock options at the time of grant. The expected life used was based on the
Company’s anticipated exercise period for its outstanding market-based stock options as the simulation was run from the
valuation date through the end of the contractual life of the options using weekly time steps.
The weighted-average grant date fair value per share of market-based stock options granted during the year ended
December 31, 2021, was $4.87. There were no market-based stock options exercised during the year ended December 31,
2021. The Company recorded $0.2 million of compensation cost relating to market-based stock options during the year
ended December 31, 2021. The Company has not recorded any tax benefit related to its market-based stock option expense.
Service-Based Restricted Stock Units
The Company has granted service-based restricted stock units (“Service-Based RSUs”) to key employees that vest
annually over the three years following the date of grant at a rate of 34%, 33% and 33%, respectively, if the holder is in
service to the Company at each vesting date. The Service-Based RSUs are subject to the terms and conditions of the 2016
Plan and a Notice of Grant of Restricted Stock Unit and Restricted Stock Unit Agreement.
The following table summarizes the Company’s Service-Based RSU activity for the year ended December 31, 2021:
Weighted
Average
Fair Value at
Grant Date

Number of
Shares

RSU outstanding and unvested as of December 31, 2020
Granted
Vested
Forfeited or expired
RSU outstanding and unvested as of December 31, 2021

978,716
894,344
(722,193)
(23,925)
1,126,942

$

$

1.71
10.24
2.54
6.86
8.08

The weighted average grant-date fair value of RSUs granted during the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2021 was
$2.56 and $10.24, respectively.
As of December 31, 2021, there was $6.2 million of total unrecognized compensation cost related to unvested shares
subject to outstanding Service-Based RSUs. That cost is expected to be expensed over a remaining weighted-average
period of approximately 1.8 years.
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The Company recorded $1.5 million, $1.0 million and $3.9 million of expense during the years ended December 31,
2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, related to the Service-Based RSUs. The Company has not recorded any tax benefit
related to its Service-Based RSU expense.
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
On May 7, 2013, the Company adopted an employee stock purchase plan (the “ESPP”), pursuant to which eligible
employees may purchase shares of the Company’s common stock at 85% of the fair market value of the common stock on
the last trading day of two consecutive, non-concurrent offering periods each year. The Company has reserved 2,500,000
shares of its common stock for issuance under the ESPP, and the first offering period under the ESPP commenced on
September 1, 2013.
The Company recorded $0.0 million of expense during the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and $0.1 million
of expense during the year ended December 31, 2021 related to the ESPP. The Company has not recorded any tax benefit
related to its ESPP expense. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had issued an aggregate of 669,915 shares pursuant to
the ESPP.
Amazon Warrant
On April 16, 2021, the Company entered into a Project Addendum to Fuel Pricing Agreement (“Fuel Agreement”)
with Amazon Logistics, Inc., a subsidiary of Amazon.com, Inc. (“Amazon”), and a Transaction Agreement with Amazon
(the “Transaction Agreement”), pursuant to which, among other things, the Company issued to Amazon.com NV
Investment Holdings LLC, a subsidiary of Amazon (“Amazon Holdings”), a warrant to purchase up to an aggregate of
53,141,755 shares (the “Warrant Shares”) of the Company’s common stock at an exercise price of $13.49 per share, which
was a 21.3% premium to the $11.12 closing price of the common stock on April 15, 2021.
The Warrant Shares vest in multiple tranches, the first of which for 13,283,445 Warrant Shares vested upon execution
of the Fuel Agreement. Subsequent tranches will vest over time based on fuel purchases by Amazon and its affiliates, up to
a total of $500.0 million, excluding any payments attributable to “Pass Through Costs,” which consist of all costs
associated with the delivered cost of gas and applicable taxes determined by reference to the selling price of gallons or gas
sold.
Under the Transaction Agreement, the Company was required to use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain the
approval of its stockholders with respect to the issuance of Warrant Shares in excess of 50,595,531 shares of common
stock, pursuant to The Nasdaq Stock Market LLC’s Listing Rule 5635(b) (the “Stockholder Approval”). On June 14, 2021,
the Company obtained Stockholder Approval.
As a result of the issuance of additional shares of common stock under the ATM Programs and in accordance with the
terms of the warrant, on June 14, 2021, the number of shares of the Company’s common stock that may be purchased
pursuant to the warrant, at an exercise price of $13.49 per share, increased by an aggregate of 5,625,959 shares (the
“Additional Warrant Shares”). The Additional Warrant Shares vest in multiple tranches, the first of which for 1,406,490
Additional Warrant Shares vested on June 14, 2021. Subsequent tranches of the Additional Warrant Shares will vest over
time based on fuel purchases by Amazon and its affiliates, consistent with the vesting schedule for the Warrant Shares as
described above. The right to exercise the warrants and receive the Warrant Shares and Additional Warrant Shares (the
“Amazon Warrant”) that have vested expires April 16, 2031.
Amazon Holdings may not exercise the Amazon Warrant to the extent such exercise would cause Amazon Holdings to
beneficially own more than 4.999% of the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately after giving effect
to such exercise (excluding any unvested portion of the Amazon Warrant) (the “Beneficial Ownership Limitation”).
Amazon Holdings may, however, waive or modify the Beneficial Ownership Limitation by providing written notice to the
Company sixty-one (61) days before such waiver or modification becomes effective (or immediately upon written notice
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to the Company to the extent the Company is subject to certain acquisition transactions pursuant to a tender or exchange
offer).
Non-cash stock-based sales incentive contra-revenue charges (“Amazon Warrant Charges”) associated with the
Amazon Warrant are recognized as the customer purchases fuel and vesting conditions become probable of being achieved,
based on the grant date fair value of the Amazon Warrant. The fair values of the Amazon Warrant were determined as of
the grant date in accordance with ASC 718, Compensation – Stock Compensation, using the Black-Scholes option pricing
model and the following assumptions:
Dividend yield
Expected volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Expected term in years

April 16, 2021

June 14, 2021

0.0%
66.46%
1.59%
10.0

0.0%
67.97
1.49%
9.8

The volatility amounts used were estimated based on the historical volatility of the Company’s common stock over a
period matching the assumed term of the Amazon Warrant. The expected terms used were based on the term of the
Amazon Warrant at the date of issuance. The risk-free interest rates used were based on the U.S. Treasury yield curve for
the expected term of the Amazon Warrant at the date of issuance.
The following table summarizes the Amazon Warrant activity for the year ended December 31, 2021:
Warrant
Shares

Outstanding and unvested as of December 31, 2020
Granted
Vested
Outstanding and unvested as of December 31, 2021

—
58,767,714
(14,689,935)
44,077,779

As a result of the immediate vesting of a portion of the Warrant Shares and Additional Warrant Shares, the Company
recognized Amazon Warrant Charges, in the second quarter of 2021, of $76.6 million and a customer incentive asset of
$38.4 million representing Amazon Warrant Charges associated with future contractually required minimum fuel purchases
which will be recognized as the fuel is purchased.
During the year ended December 31, 2021, Amazon Warrant Charges in the consolidated statements of operations
were $83.6 million. Amazon Warrant Charges during the year ended December 31, 2021 included $76.6 million from the
immediate vesting of a portion of the Warrant Shares and Additional Warrant Shares and $7.0 million associated with fuel
purchases. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had a customer incentive asset of $12.4 million and $22.1 million,
classified in “Prepaid expenses and other current assets” and “Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net,”
respectively, in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets.
Note 14 —Income Taxes
The components of income (loss) before income taxes for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 are as
follows (in thousands):
2019

U.S.
Foreign
Total income (loss) before income taxes

2020

2021

$ 14,981 $ (11,216) $ (93,117)
(864)
(4)
(919)
$ 14,117 $ (11,220) $ (94,036)
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The provision for income taxes for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 consists of the following (in
thousands):
2019

Current:
State
Foreign
Total current
Deferred:
Federal
State
Total deferred
Total expense

$

$

116
4
120
293
445
738
858

2020

$

$

80
109
189
48
72
120
309

2021

$

$

54
(4)
50
18
51
69
119

Income tax expense (benefit) for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 computed using the federal
income tax rate of 21% as of December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 consists of the following (in thousands):
2019

Computed expected tax (benefit)
Nondeductible expenses
Tax rate differential on foreign earnings
Joint ventures
Amazon warrants
Tax credits
Other
Change in valuation allowance
Total tax expense

2020

2021

$

2,964 $ (2,356) $ (19,747)
3,087
2,775
617
245
(144)
189
3,745
(5,059)
(2)
—
—
3,707
(10,314)
(4,037)
(5,299)
665
1,559
1,463
466
7,571
19,191
$
858 $
309 $
119

On December 20, 2019, AFTC was retroactively extended beginning January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2020. As
a result, all AFTC revenue for vehicle fuel the Company sold in the 2018 and 2019 calendar year was recognized during
the year ended December 31, 2019. AFTC revenues for vehicle fuel the Company sold in the 2020 and 2021 calendar year
were recognized during the year ended December 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. AFTC for vehicle fuel sales expired on
December 31, 2021, and it is not known whether or when AFTC will be reinstated for vehicle fuel sales made after
December 31, 2021.
The Company recorded a federal tax benefit of $10.5 million, $4.2 million and $4.9 million related to the exclusion of
AFTC associated with 2019, 2020 and 2021 fuel sales in excess of its fuel tax obligation, respectively. These amounts
increased the Company’s deferred tax asset and the Company’s deferred tax asset valuation allowance.
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Deferred tax assets and liabilities result from differences between the financial statement carrying amounts and the tax
bases of existing assets and liabilities. The tax effect of temporary differences that give rise to deferred tax assets and
liabilities as of December 31, 2020 and 2021 are as follows (in thousands):
2020

Deferred tax assets:
Accrued expenses
Lease obligations
Alternative minimum tax and general business credits
Stock option expense
Amazon warrants
Other
Depreciation and amortization
Loss carryforwards
Total deferred tax assets
Less valuation allowance
Net deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities:
Right-of-use assets
Commodity swap contracts
Goodwill
Investments in joint ventures and partnerships
Total deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax liabilities

$

4,940
6,938
6,233
6,648
—
1,545
1,635
119,708
147,647
(134,974)
12,673

(6,788)
(1,596)
(2,221)
(2,926)
(13,531)
$
(858)

2021

$

$

5,379
11,388
6,787
7,214
16,026
3,167
2,582
128,514
181,057
(162,018)
19,039
(11,266)
(649)
(2,534)
(5,517)
(19,966)
(927)

As of December 31, 2021, the Company had federal, state and foreign net operating loss carryforwards of
approximately $500.1 million, $370.9 million and $2.7 million, respectively. The Company’s federal, state and foreign net
operating loss carryforwards will, if not utilized, expire beginning in 2026, 2022 and 2030, respectively. The Company also
has federal tax credit carryforwards of $6.8 million that will expire beginning in 2026. Due to the change of ownership
provisions of Internal Revenue Code Section 382, utilization of a portion of the Company’s net operating loss and tax
credit carryforwards may be limited in future periods.
In assessing the realizability of the net deferred tax assets, management considers whether it is more likely than not
that some or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. The ultimate realization of deferred tax assets is dependent
upon the generation of future taxable income during the periods in which those temporary differences become deductible.
Management considers projected future taxable income and tax planning strategies in making this assessment. As of
December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company provided a valuation allowance of $135.0 million and $162.0 million,
respectively, to reduce the net deferred tax assets due to uncertainty surrounding the realizability of these assets. The
increase in the valuation allowance for the year ended December 31, 2021 of $27.0 million was primarily attributable to an
increase in losses without benefit.
For the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company did not have any offshore earnings of certain non-U.S.
subsidiaries which are permanently reinvested outside the United States.
The Company does not recognize the impact of a tax position in its financial statements unless the position is more
likely than not to be sustained, based on the technical merits of the position. The Company has unrecognized tax benefits of
$50.6 million as of December 31, 2021 that, if recognized, would not result in a tax benefit since it would be fully offset
with a valuation allowance.
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The following is a tabular reconciliation of the total amounts of unrecognized tax benefits for the years ended
December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 (in thousands):
Unrecognized tax benefit—December 31, 2019
Gross increases—tax positions in current year
Gross increases—tax positions in prior year
Unrecognized tax benefit—December 31, 2020
Gross increases—tax positions in current year
Gross increases—tax positions in prior year
Gross decreases—tax positions in prior year
Unrecognized tax benefit—December 31, 2021

$

$

41,475
2,954
870
45,299
3,508
2,142
(364)
50,585

The increase in the Company’s unrecognized tax benefits in the years ended December 31, 2020 is primarily
attributable to the portion of AFTC offset by the fuel tax the Company collected from its customers. The increase in the
Company’s unrecognized tax benefits in the years ended December 31, 2021 is primarily attributable to the warrants issued
to its customer and the portion of AFTC offset by the fuel tax the Company collected from its customers.
ASC 740, Income Taxes, requires the Company to accrue interest and penalties where there is an underpayment of
taxes based on the Company’s best estimate of the amount ultimately to be paid. The Company’s policy is to recognize
interest accrued related to unrecognized tax benefits and penalties as income tax expense. The Company recognized
interest and penalties related to uncertain tax positions of $0.0 million for each of the years ended December 31, 2019,
2020 and 2021.
The Company is subject to taxation in the United States and various states and foreign jurisdictions. The Company’s
tax years for 2018 through 2021 are subject to examination by various tax authorities. Although the Company is no longer
subject to U.S. examination for years before 2018, and for state tax examinations for years before 2017, taxing authorities
can adjust the net operating losses that arose in earlier years if and when the net operating losses reduce future income. In
addition, the Company is required to indemnify SAFE&CEC S.r.l. for taxes that are imposed on CEC for pre-contribution
tax periods.
A number of years may elapse before an uncertain tax position is finally resolved. It is often difficult to predict the
final outcome or the timing of resolution of an uncertain tax position, but the Company believes that its reserves for income
taxes reflect the most probable outcomes. The Company adjusts the reserve, as well as the related interest and penalties, in
light of changing facts and circumstances. The amount of penalties accrued is immaterial. Settlement of any particular
position would usually require the use of cash and result in the reduction of the related reserve, or there could be a change
in the amount of the Company’s net operating loss. The resolution of a matter would be recognized as an adjustment to the
provision for income taxes at the effective tax rate in the period of resolution. The Company does not expect a significant
increase or decrease in its uncertain tax positions within the next twelve months.
Note 15 —Commitments and Contingencies
Environmental Matters
The Company is subject to federal, state, local and foreign environmental laws and regulations. The Company does not
anticipate any expenditures to comply with such laws and regulations that would have a material impact on the Company’s
consolidated financial position, results of operations or liquidity. The Company believes that its operations comply, in all
material respects, with applicable federal, state, local and foreign environmental laws and regulations.
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Litigation, Claims and Contingencies
The Company may become party to various legal actions that arise in the ordinary course of its business. The
Company is also subject to audit by tax and other authorities for varying periods in various federal, state, local and foreign
jurisdictions, and disputes may arise during the course of these audits. It is impossible to determine the ultimate liabilities
that the Company may incur resulting from any of these lawsuits, claims, proceedings, audits, commitments, contingencies
and related matters or the timing of these liabilities, if any. If these matters were to ultimately be resolved unfavorably, it is
possible that such an outcome could have a material adverse effect upon the Company’s consolidated financial position,
results of operations, or liquidity. The Company does not, however, anticipate such an outcome and it believes the ultimate
resolution of these matters will not have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position, results
of operations, or liquidity.
Long-Term Take-or-Pay Natural Gas Purchase Contracts
The Company has entered into one long-term CNG supply contract to purchase CNG, on a take-or-pay basis, that
expires in June 2022. As of December 31, 2021, the fixed commitments under this contract totaled approximately $0.1
million for the year ending December 31, 2022.
The Company has entered into quarterly fixed price natural gas purchase contracts with take-or-pay commitments
extending through June 2023. As of December 31, 2021, the fixed commitments under these contracts totaled
approximately $1.2 million for each of the years ending December 31, 2022 and 2023.
Long-Term Natural Gas Supply Contract
In June 2017, the Company’s subsidiary, NG Advantage, entered into an arrangement with bp for the supply, sale and
transportation of CNG over a five-year period starting in December 2018 and expiring February 2022 (see Note 4). The
arrangement is customary and ordinary course. As of December 31, 2021, the commitments for the specified volume under
this contract were estimated to be approximately $1.1 million for the year ending December 31, 2022.
bpJV Capital Call Contribution
In December 2021, the bpJV authorized a capital call in the amount of $143.2 million with bp and the Company each
required to contribute $71.6 million. Proceeds from the bpJV Capital Call will be used to fund working capital needs and to
fund RNG production facility projects undertaken by the bpJV. As of December 31, 2021, the Company has paid $20.0
million related to the bpJV Capital Call. The remaining contribution balance of $51.6 million will be paid on or prior to
June 30, 2022.
Note 16 —Leases
The Company’s operating leases are comprised of real estate for fueling stations, office spaces, warehouses, a LNG
liquefaction plant, and office equipment, and its finance leases are comprised of vehicles.
NG Advantage has provided residual value guarantees on leases of certain vehicles aggregating $1.0 million to the
lessors. NG Advantage expects to owe these amounts in full and therefore they have been included in the measurement of
the lease liabilities and ROU assets.
Certain of the Company’s real estate leases contain variable lease payments, including payments based on a change in
the index or gasoline gallon equivalents of natural gas dispensed at fueling stations. These variable lease payments cannot
be determined at the commencement of the lease, are not included in the ROU assets and lease liabilities, and are recorded
as a period expense when incurred.
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Lessee Accounting
As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company’s finance and operating lease asset and liability balances were as
follows (in thousands):
2020

Finance leases:
Land, property and equipment, gross
Accumulated depreciation
Land, property and equipment, net

$

4,915
(1,905)
3,010

$

$

$

840
2,552
3,392

$

846
2,427
3,273

$

25,967

$

42,537

$

2,822
23,698
26,520

$

3,551
39,431
42,982

$

Current portion of finance lease obligations
Long-term portion of finance lease obligations
Total finance lease liabilities

$

Operating leases:
Operating lease right-of-use assets
Current portion of operating lease obligations
Long-term portion of operating lease obligations
Total operating lease liabilities

2021

$

$

$

5,617
(2,646)
2,971

The components of lease expense for finance and operating leases consisted of the following (in thousands):
Year Ended December 31,
2020
2021

Finance leases:
Depreciation on assets under finance leases
Interest on lease liabilities
Total finance leases expense

$
$

Operating leases:
Lease expense
Lease expense on short-term leases
Variable lease expense
Sublease income
Total operating leases expense

$

$
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733
185
918

$

6,287
847
2,593
(736)
8,991

$

$

$

809
181
990

7,313
205
3,321
(726)
10,113
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Supplemental information on finance and operating leases is as follows (dollars in thousands):
Year Ended December 31,
2020
2021

Operating cash outflows from finance leases
Operating cash outflows from operating leases
Financing cash outflows from finance leases

$
$
$

185
5,503
1,242

$
$
$

181
5,804
789

Assets obtained in exchange for new finance lease liabilities (1)
ROU assets obtained in exchange for operating lease liabilities (1)

$
$

1,337
96

$
$

879
19,515

Weighted-average remaining lease term - finance leases
Weighted-average remaining lease term - operating leases
Weighted-average discount rate - finance leases
Weighted-average discount rate - operating leases
(1)

December 31,
2020

December 31,
2021

3.59 years
10.81 years

2.87 years
12.31 years

5.27%
8.40%

5.22%
7.55%

These amounts are excluded from the accompanying consolidated statements of cash flows as they are non-cash investing, operating and/or
financing activities.

The following schedule represents the Company’s maturities of finance and operating lease liabilities as of December
31, 2021 (in thousands):
Finance Leases

Fiscal year:
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
Thereafter
Total minimum lease payments
Less amount representing interest
Present value of lease liabilities

$

$

990
893
1,305
390
—
—
3,578
(305)
3,273

Operating Leases

$

$

6,148
6,037
6,087
6,028
5,840
38,033
68,173
(25,191)
42,982

Lessor Accounting
The Company leases fueling station equipment to customers that contain an option to extend and an end-of-term
purchase option. Receivables from these leases are accounted for as finance leases, specifically sales-type leases, and are
included in “Other receivables” and “Notes receivable and other long-term assets, net” in the accompanying consolidated
balance sheets.
The Company recognizes the net investment in the lease as the sum of the lease receivable and the unguaranteed
residual value, both of which are measured at the present value using the interest rate implicit in the lease.
During the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company recognized $0.5 million and $0.4 million,
respectively, in “Interest income” on its lease receivables.
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The following schedule represents the Company’s maturities of lease receivables as of December 31, 2021 (in
thousands):
Fiscal year:
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
Thereafter
Total minimum lease payments
Less amount representing interest
Present value of lease receivables

$

$

1,182
962
962
962
1,034
2,339
7,441
(1,908)
5,533

Note 17 – 401(k) Plan
The Company has established a savings plan (“Savings Plan”) which is qualified under Section 401(k) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Eligible employees may elect to make contributions to the Savings Plan through salary deferrals of up to
90% of their base pay, subject to Internal Revenue Code limitations. The Company may also make discretionary
contributions to the Savings Plans, subject to limitations. For each of the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021
the Company contributed approximately $1.3 million, $1.5 million and $1.6 million, respectively, of matching
contributions to the Savings Plan.
Note 18 – Net Income (Loss) Per Share
The following table sets forth the computations of basic and diluted earnings per share for the years ended December
31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 (in thousands, except share and per share amounts):
2019

Net income (loss) attributable to Clean Energy Fuels Corp.

$

Weighted-average common shares outstanding
Dilutive effect of potential common shares from restricted stock units,
stock options and stock warrants
Weighted-average common shares outstanding - diluted
Basic income (loss) per share
Diluted income (loss) per share

2020

20,421

$

204,573,287
1,414,222
205,987,509
$
0.10
$
0.10

2021

(9,864) $
200,657,912

(93,146)
213,118,694

—
—
200,657,912
213,118,694
$
(0.05) $
(0.44)
$
(0.05) $
(0.44)

The following potentially dilutive securities have been excluded from the diluted net income (loss) per share
calculations because their effect would have been antidilutive. Although these securities were antidilutive for these periods,
they could be dilutive in future periods.
(in shares)

Stock options
Convertibles notes
Restricted stock units
Amazon warrant shares
Total

105

2019

2020

2021

7,652,463
3,164,557
—
—
10,817,020

8,142,831
1,112,783
978,716
—
10,234,330

17,153,671
—
1,126,942
58,767,714
77,048,327
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Note 19 —Related Party Transactions
TotalEnergies S.E.
During the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company recognized revenue of $7.8 million and $4.9
million, respectively, related to RINs and LNG sold to TotalEnergies and its affiliates in the ordinary course of business,
AFTC credits, and settlements on commodity swap contracts (Note 7). As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company
had receivables from TotalEnergies of $0.9 million and $1.4 million, respectively.
During the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company paid TotalEnergies $0.7 million and $2.0 million,
respectively, for expenses incurred in the ordinary course of business, settlements on commodity swap contracts (Note 7),
and the guaranty fee under the CSA (Note 12). As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, the amount due to TotalEnergies was
$0.0 million and $0.1 million, respectively.
SAFE&CEC S.r.l
During the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company received $1.2 million and $0.2 million,
respectively, from SAFE&CEC S.r.l. in the ordinary course of business. As of December 31, 2020, the Company had
receivables from SAFE&CEC S.r.l. of $0.2 million. Receivables balance as of December 31, 2021 was immaterial.
During the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company paid SAFE&CEC S.r.l. $4.8 million and $9.6
million, respectively, for parts and equipment in the ordinary course of business. As of December 31, 2020 and 2021, the
Company had payables to SAFE&CEC S.r.l. of $0.9 million and $0.2 million, respectively.
TotalEnergies JV and bpJV
Pursuant to LLC agreements under the TotalEnergies JV and the bpJV, the Company manages the day-to-day
operations of RNG projects under the joint ventures in exchange for management fees. During the year ended December
31, 2021, the Company recognized management fee revenue of $0.4 million. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had
receivables from the joint ventures of $0.4 million.
Note 20 —Reportable Segments and Geographic Information
Disclosures are required for certain information regarding operating segments, products and services, geographic areas
of operation and major customers. Segment reporting is based on the “management approach,” which assesses, how
management organizes the Company’s operating segments for which separate financial information is (1) available and
(2) evaluated regularly by the Chief Operating Decision Maker (“CODM”) in deciding how to allocate resources and in
assessing performance. The Company’s CODM is its Chief Executive Officer.
The Company operates in a single segment to supply natural gas. In making operating decisions, the CODM primarily
considers consolidated financial information, accompanied by volumes delivered information. The assessment of operating
results and the allocation of resources among the components of the business are made by the CODM and are based on
gross margins and volumes delivered by market sector and volume type. Contracts are evaluated based on the economics of
a mix of products and services for a customer.
The table below presents the Company’s revenue, operating income (loss) and long-lived assets by geographic area (in
thousands). Several of the Company’s functions, including marketing, engineering, and finance are performed at the
corporate level. As a result, significant interdependence and overlap exists among the Company’s geographic areas.
Geographic revenue data reflect internal allocations and are therefore subject to certain assumptions and the Company’s
methodology. Accordingly, revenue, operating income (loss), and long-lived assets shown for each geographic area may
not be the amounts that would have been reported if the geographic areas were independent of one another. Revenue by
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geographic area is categorized based on where services are rendered and finished goods are sold. Operating income (loss)
by geographic area is categorized based on the location of the entity selling the finished goods or providing the services.
Long-lived assets by geographic are categorized based on the location of the assets.
Revenue:
United States
Canada
Total revenue
Operating income (loss):
United States
Canada
Total operating income (loss)
Long-lived assets:
United States
Canada
Total long-lived assets

2019

2020

2021

$ 338,549
5,516
$ 344,065

$ 281,546
10,178
$ 291,724

$ 252,310
3,336
$ 255,646

$
$

10,805 $
(877)
9,928 $

$ 415,548
226
$ 415,774

(9,853) $
9
(9,844) $

$ 383,463
202
$ 383,665

(94,157)
(891)
(95,048)

$ 440,770
630
$ 441,400

The Company’s goodwill and intangible assets as of December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 relate to its United States
operations, and its subsidiaries, Clean Energy Cryogenics and NG Advantage (see Note 4).
Note 21 —Concentrations
During the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, one, three, and zero suppliers, respectively, each
accounted for 10% or more of the Company’s natural gas expense relating to CNG and LNG purchases.
During the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021, no single customer accounted for 10% or more of the
Company’s total revenue.
Note 22 —Subsequent Events
NG Advantage Debt Refinancing
In January 2022, NG Advantage entered into a second amendment to the Berkshire ALA pursuant to which Berkshire
Bank agreed to lend NG Advantage $14.0 million (the “Berkshire Term Loan 2”). The Berkshire Term Loan 2 bears
interest at 5.00% with principal and interest payable in 59 equal monthly installments and a balloon payment due on
January 31, 2027. The debt is collateralized by various trailers and station assets of NG Advantage. In connection with the
Berkshire Term Loan 2, NG Advantage extinguished $11.1 million of existing debt obligations consisting of $10.4 million
in cash payoffs and an application of $0.8 million in deposits held with the former lenders.
In connection with the second amendment to the Berkshire ALA, Berkshire Bank released $7.0 million, classified in
“Restricted cash” on the accompanying consolidated balance sheet, to the Company related to the Company’s limited
guaranty under the Berkshire ALA. Concurrently, the Company issued an irrevocable standby letter of credit to Berkshire
Bank for $7.0 million as collateral under the second amendment to the Berkshire ALA. The standby letter of credit is valid
until specified release conditions are satisfied and is collateralized by the Company’s revolving line of credit, reducing the
total amount available under the line of credit to $11.0 million.
Stock Repurchase Activities
Subsequent to December 31, 2021, through the date of filing of this Report (the "filing date"), the Company
repurchased 511,010 shares of its common stock under the Repurchase Program for a total cost of $3.0 million (exclusive
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of fees and commissions) at an average price of $5.85 per share. As of the filing date, the Company had utilized a total of
$20.4 million to repurchase shares of its common stock in the open market and had a total of $29.6 million of authorized
funds remaining under the Repurchase Program.
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Item 9. Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure.
None.
Item 9A. Controls and Procedures.
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
We maintain disclosure controls and procedures that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed in
the reports that we file or submit under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time
periods specified in the rules and forms of the SEC, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our
management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate to allow timely decisions
regarding required disclosure.
Our management carried out an evaluation, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial
Officer (our principal executive and principal financial officers, respectively) of the effectiveness of our disclosure controls
and procedures as of December 31, 2021, the end of the period covered by this report. Based on this evaluation, our Chief
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures were effective as of
December 31, 2021.
Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
We regularly review and evaluate our internal control over financial reporting, and from time to time we may make
changes to our processes and systems to improve controls or increase efficiencies. Such changes may include, among
others, implementing new and more efficient systems, consolidating activities, and migrating processes.
There were no changes in our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the quarter ended
December 31, 2021 that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over
financial reporting.
Management’s Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting (as
defined in Rule 13a-15(f) under the Exchange Act) for our Company. Our management, with the participation of our Chief
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, assessed the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as
of December 31, 2021. In making this assessment, our management used the criteria set forth by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission in Internal Control—Integrated Framework (2013). Based on this
assessment, our management concluded that, as of December 31, 2021, our internal control over financial reporting was
effective. Our independent registered public accounting firm, KPMG LLP, has issued an attestation report on our internal
control over financial reporting, which is included in Item 8. “Financial Statements and Supplementary Data” of this report.
Inherent Limitations of Disclosure Controls and Procedures and Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In designing our disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting, management
recognizes that any controls and procedures, no matter how well-designed and operated, can provide only reasonable
assurance of achieving the desired control objectives. In addition, the design of our controls and procedures must reflect the
fact that there are resource constraints, and management necessarily applies its judgment in evaluating the benefits of
possible controls and procedures relative to their costs. Because of these inherent limitations, our disclosure and internal
controls may not prevent or detect all instances of fraud, misstatements or other control issues. In addition, projections of
any evaluation of the effectiveness of disclosure or internal controls to future periods are subject to risks, including, among
others, that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that compliance with policies or
procedures may deteriorate.
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Item 9B. Other Information.
None.
Item 9C. Disclosure Regarding Foreign Jurisdictions that Prevent Inspections.
Not applicable.
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PART III
Item 10. Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Governance.
We have adopted a written code of ethics that applies to our employees, officers and directors, including our principal
executive officer, principal financial officer, principal accounting officer or controller, or persons performing similar
functions. A current copy of the code is posted under “Corporate Governance” on the Investor Relations section of our
website, www.cleanenergyfuels.com. To the extent required by applicable rules adopted by the SEC and the Nasdaq Stock
Market LLC, we intend to disclose future amendments to certain provisions of the code, or waivers of such provisions
granted to executive officers and directors, in this location on our website at www.cleanenergyfuels.com.
The remaining information required by Item 10 is incorporated by reference to our definitive proxy statement for our
2022 annual meeting of stockholders to be filed with the SEC within 120 days after the end of our fiscal year ended
December 31, 2021.
Item 11. Executive Compensation.
The information required by Item 11 is incorporated by reference to our definitive proxy statement for our 2022 annual
meeting of stockholders to be filed with the SEC within 120 days after the end of our fiscal year ended December 31, 2021.
Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Stockholder Matters.
The information required by Item 12 is incorporated by reference to our definitive proxy statement for our 2022 annual
meeting of stockholders to be filed with the SEC within 120 days after the end of our fiscal year ended December 31, 2021.
Item 13. Certain Relationships and Related Transactions, and Director Independence.
The information required by Item 13 is incorporated by reference to our definitive proxy statement for our 2022 annual
meeting of stockholders to be filed with the SEC within 120 days after the end of our fiscal year ended December 31, 2021.
Item 14. Principal Accountant Fees and Services.
The information required by Item 14 is incorporated by reference to our definitive proxy statement for our 2022 annual
meeting of stockholders to be filed with the SEC within 120 days after the end of our fiscal year ended December 31, 2021.
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PART IV
Item 15. Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules.
(a)(1) Consolidated Financial Statements
The following items are filed in Item 8. Financial Statements and Supplementary Data of this report:
Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
Consolidated Balance Sheets
Consolidated Statements of Operations
Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Consolidated Statements of Stockholders’ Equity
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
(a)(2) Financial Statement Schedules
The financial statement schedule set forth below is filed as a part of this report. All other schedules have been omitted
because they are not required, not applicable, or the required information is otherwise included.
Schedule II - Valuation and Qualifying Accounts
(In thousands)
Allowance for
Allowance for
Credit Losses
Credit Losses
on Accounts
on Notes
Receivables
Receivables

Balance as of December 31, 2018
Charges (benefit) to operations
Deductions
Balance as of December 31, 2019
Charges (benefit) to operations
Deductions
Balance as of December 31, 2020
Charges (benefit) to operations
Deductions
Balance as of December 31, 2021

$

$

1,919
908
(415)
2,412
796
(1,873)
1,335
77
(207)
1,205

$

$

4,163
931
(1,763)
3,331
1,250
(476)
4,105
650
—
4,755

(a)(3) Exhibits
The information required by this Item 15(a)(3) is set forth on the exhibit index, which immediately precedes the
signature page to this report and is incorporated herein by reference.
Item 16. Form 10-K Summary.
We have elected not to provide summary information.
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EXHIBIT INDEX
Exhibit
Number
3.1

Description
Restated Certificate of Incorporation, as
amended by the Certificate of
Amendment to the Restated Certificate
of Incorporation of the Registrant dated
May 28, 2010, as further amended by the
Certificate of Amendment to the
Restated Certificate of Incorporation of
the Registrant dated May 8, 2014.

Incorporated herein by reference to the following filings:
Form
Filed on
Filed as Exhibit 3.1 to the Quarterly
August 7, 2018
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended June 30, 2018.

3.1.1

Certificate of Amendment to the
Restated Certificate of Incorporation of
Clean Energy Fuels Corp. dated June 8,
2018.

Filed as Exhibit 3.1.1 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended June 30, 2018.

August 7, 2018

3.1.2

Certificate of Amendment to Restated
Certificate of Incorporation, dated June
14, 2021.

Filed as Exhibit 3.1 to the Current Report
on Form 8-K

June 15, 2021

3.2

Amended and Restated Bylaws.

Filed as Exhibit 3.2 to the Current Report
on Form 8-K.

February 23, 2011

3.2.1

Amendment No. 1 to Amended and
Restated Bylaws.

Filed as Exhibit 3.2.1 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

February 27, 2014

4.1

Specimen Common Stock Certificate.

Filed as Exhibit 4.1 to the Registration
Statement on Form S-1, as amended.

March 27, 2007

4.2

Form of Replacement Note issued by the
Registrant.

Filed as Exhibit 4.9 to the Current Report
on Form 8-K.

June 18, 2013

4.3*

Description of Clean Energy Fuels Corp.
Capital Stock.

4.4†

Warrant to Purchase Common Stock of
Clean Energy Fuels Corp., between
Clean Energy Fuels Corp. and
Amazon.com NV Investment Holdings
LLC, dated as of April 16, 2021.

Filed as Exhibit 4.4 to the Current Report
on Form 8-K.

April 16, 2021

10.1+

Form of Indemnification Agreement.

Filed as Exhibit 10.4 to the Registration
Statement on Form S-1, as amended.

March 27, 2007

10.2+

2006 Equity Incentive Plan—Form of
Notice of Stock Option Grant and Stock
Option Agreement.

Filed as Exhibit 99.5 to the Registration
Statement on Form S-8.

August 14, 2007

10.3*††

Ground Lease dated November 3, 2006
among the Registrant, Clean Energy
Construction and U.S. Borax, Inc.
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10.4*

First Amendment to Ground Lease dated
October 28, 2008 among Clean Energy
LNG, LLC, Clean Energy Construction
and U.S. Borax, Inc.

10.5+

Amended and Restated 2006 Equity
Incentive Plan.

Filed as Exhibit 10.63 to the Annual
Filing on Form 10-K for the fiscal year
ended 2011.

March 12, 2012

10.6+

Clean Energy Fuels Corp. Employee
Stock Purchase Plan.

Filed as Exhibit Annex A to Schedule
14A Definitive Proxy Statement.

March 28, 2013

10.7+

2006 Equity Incentive Plan - Form of
Notice of Stock Option Grant.

Filed as Exhibit 10.104 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended March 31, 2015.

May 11, 2015

10.8+

Amended and Restated Employment
Agreement dated December 31, 2015,
between the Registrant and Andrew J.
Littlefair.

Filed as Exhibit 10.106 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

December 31,
2015

10.9+

Amended and Restated Employment
Agreement dated December 31, 2015,
between the Registrant and Robert M.
Vreeland.

Filed as Exhibit 10.107 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

December 31,
2015

10.10+

Amended and Restated Employment
Agreement dated December 31, 2015,
between the Registrant and Mitchell W.
Pratt.

Filed as Exhibit 10.108 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

December 31,
2015

10.11+

Amended and Restated Employment
Agreement dated December 31, 2015,
between the Registrant and Barclay F.
Corbus.

Filed as Exhibit 10.109 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

December 31,
2015

10.12+

Clean Energy Fuels Corp. 2016
Performance Incentive Plan.

Filed as Exhibit 10.114 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

May 27, 2016

10.13+

Clean Energy Fuels Corp. 2016
Performance Incentive Plan-Form of
Notice of Stock Option Grant and Terms
and Conditions of Nonqualified Stock
Option.

Filed as Exhibit 10.117 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended June 30, 2016.

August 9, 2016

10.14+

Clean Energy Fuels Corp. 2016
Performance Incentive Plan-Form of
Notice of Stock Unit Award and Terms
and Conditions of Stock Unit Award.

Filed as Exhibit 10.118 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended June 30, 2016.

August 9, 2016
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10.15+

Form of Option Surrender Agreement.

Filed as Exhibit 10.120 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended March 31, 2017.

May 4, 2017

10.16

Series A Preferred Units Issuance
Agreement dated July 14, 2017, by and
between Clean Energy and NG
Advantage LLC.

Filed as Exhibit 10.122 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended September 30, 2017.

November 2, 2017

10.17

Stock Purchase Agreement dated May 9,
2018, between the Registrant and Total
Market Services, S.A.

Filed as Exhibit 10.125 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended March 31, 2018.

May 10, 2018

10.18

Voting Agreement dated May 9, 2018,
among the Registrant, Total Market
Services, S.A., and the directors and
officers of the Registrant signatory.

Filed as Exhibit 10.126 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended March 31, 2018.

May 10, 2018

10.19

Form of Registration Rights Agreement
dated June 13, 2018, between the
Registrant and Total Market Services,
S.A.

Filed as Exhibit 10.127 to the Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended March 31, 2018.

May 10, 2018

10.20

Term Credit Agreement, dated as of
January 2, 2019, between the Registrant
and Société Générale.

Filed as Exhibit 10.129 to the Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2018.

March 12, 2019

10.21

Credit Support Agreement, dated as of
January 2, 2019, by and between the
Registrant and Total Holdings USA, Inc.

Filed as Exhibit 10.130 to the Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2018.

March 12, 2019

10.22

Amended and Restated 2016
Performance Incentive Plan.

Filed as Exhibit 10.1 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

May 18, 2020

10.23††

Memorandum of Understanding, dated
December 18, 2020, between Clean
Energy and BP Products North America
Inc.

Filed as Exhibit 10.24 to the Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2020.

March 9, 2021

10.24††

USD $50,000,000 Loan Agreement,
dated December 18, 2020, between
Clean Energy and BP Products North
America Inc.

Filed as Exhibit 10.25 to the Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2020.

March 9, 2021

10.25††

Joint Venture Agreement, dated March 3,
2021, between Clean Energy Renewable
Fuels, LLC and Total Biogas Holdings
USA, LLC.

Filed as Exhibit 10.26 to the Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2020.

March 9, 2021
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10.26††

Limited Liability Company Agreement
of CE Renewco, LLC between Clean
Energy and BP Products North America
Inc.

Filed as Exhibit 10.27 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

April 15, 2021

10.27††

Transaction Agreement, between Clean
Energy Fuels Corp. and Amazon.com,
Inc., dated as of April 16, 2021.

Filed as Exhibit 10.27 to the Current
Report on Form 8-K.

April 16, 2021

21.1*

Subsidiaries.

23.1*

Consent of Independent Registered
Public Accounting Firm KPMG LLP.

24.1*

Power of Attorney (included on the
signature page to this report).

31.1*

Certification of Andrew J. Littlefair,
President and Chief Executive Officer,
pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a)
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
as adopted pursuant to Section 302 of the
Sarbanes- Oxley Act of 2002.

31.2*

Certification of Robert M. Vreeland,
Chief Financial Officer, pursuant to Rule
13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as adopted
pursuant to Section 302 of the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002.

32.1**

Certification pursuant to 18 U.S.C.
Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002, executed by Andrew J.
Littlefair, President and Chief Executive
Officer, and Robert M. Vreeland Chief
Financial Officer.

101

The following materials from the
Registrant’s Annual Report on Form 10K for the year ended December 31,
2021, formatted in iXBRL (Inline
eXtensible Business Reporting
Language):
(i) Consolidated Balance Sheets;
(ii) Consolidated Statements of
Operations;
(iii) Consolidated Statements of
Comprehensive Income (Loss);
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(iv) Consolidated Statements of
Stockholders’ Equity;
(v) Consolidated Statements of Cash
Flows; and
(vi) Notes to Consolidated Financial
Statements.
104

Cover Page Interactive Data File
(formatted as iXBRL and contained in
Exhibit 101)

+

Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.

†

Portions of this exhibit have been omitted pursuant to the grant of a request for confidential treatment and the nonpublic information has been filed separately with the SEC.

††

Certain portions of this document that constitute confidential information have been redacted in accordance with
Item 601(b)(10) of Regulation S-K.

*

Filed herewith.

**

Furnished herewith.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly
caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP.
By:

/s/ ANDREW J. LITTLEFAIR
Andrew J. Littlefair
President and Chief Executive Officer

Date: February 24, 2022
POWER OF ATTORNEY
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each person whose signature appears below constitutes and appoints Andrew J. Littlefair
and Robert M. Vreeland as his true and lawful agent, proxy and attorney-in-fact, each acting alone, with full power of
substitution and resubstitution, for him and in his name, place and stead, in any and all capacities, to (i) act on and sign any
amendments to this report, with exhibits thereto and other documents in connection therewith, (ii) act on and sign such
certificates, instruments, agreements and other documents as may be necessary or appropriate in connection therewith, and
in each case file the same with the Securities and Exchange Commission, hereby approving, ratifying and confirming all
that such agent, proxy and attorney-in-fact or any of his substitutes may lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue thereof.
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Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the
following persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
Signature

Title

Date

President, Chief Executive Officer (Principal
Executive Officer) and Director

February 24, 2022

Chief Financial Officer (Principal Financial Officer
and Principal Accounting Officer)

February 24, 2022

Chairman of the Board and Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ LIZABETH ARDISANA
Lizabeth Ardisana

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ JAMES C. MILLER III
James C. Miller III

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ LORRAINE A. PASKETT
Lorraine A. Paskett

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ KARINE BOISSY-ROUSSEAU
Karine Boissy-Rousseau

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ KENNETH M. SOCHA
Kenneth M. Socha

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ VINCENT C. TAORMINA
Vincent C. Taormina

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ PARKER WEIL
Parker Weil

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ LAURENT WOLFFSHEIM
Laurent Wolffsheim

Director

February 24, 2022

/s/ ANDREW J. LITTLEFAIR
Andrew J. Littlefair
/s/ ROBERT M. VREELAND
Robert M. Vreeland
/s/ STEPHEN A. SCULLY
Stephen A. Scully
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DESCRIPTION OF CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CAPITAL STOCK
References to “we,” “us” and “our” in this section refer to Clean Energy Fuels Corp.
Authorized Capitalization
Pursuant to our certificate of incorporation as currently in effect, we are authorized to issue
454,000,000 shares of common stock, par value $0.0001 per share, and 1,000,000 shares of preferred
stock, par value $0.0001 per share. The authorized shares of our common stock and preferred stock are
available for issuance without further action by our stockholders, unless such action is required by
applicable law or the rules of any stock exchange or automated quotation system on which our
securities may be listed or traded. If the approval of our stockholders is not required, our board of
directors may determine not to seek stockholder approval for any issuance of such shares.
Common Stock
Dividends
As of December 31, 2021, 222,684,923 shares of our common stock were issued and outstanding.
Subject to provisions of the Delaware General Corporation Law (the “DGCL”), and to any future rights
which may be granted to the holders of any series of our preferred stock, dividends are paid on our
common stock when and as declared by our board of directors out of funds legally available for
dividend payments.
Voting Rights
Each holder of shares of our common stock is entitled to one vote per share on all matters
submitted to a vote of our common stockholders. Holders of our common stock are not entitled to
cumulative voting rights.
Liquidation
If we are liquidated, holders of our common stock are entitled to receive all remaining assets
available for distribution to stockholders after satisfaction of our liabilities and the preferential rights of
any of our preferred stock that may be outstanding at that time.
Preemptive Rights
The holders of our common stock do not have any preemptive, conversion or redemption rights by
virtue of their ownership of the common stock.
Preferred Stock
As of December 31, 2021, no shares of our preferred stock were issued or outstanding. Our board
of directors has the authority, without further action by our stockholders, to designate and issue up to
1,000,000 shares of preferred stock in one or more series. Our board of directors may also designate the
rights, preferences and privileges of each such series of preferred stock, any or all of which may be
greater than or senior to those of our common stock. Though the actual effect of any issuance of
preferred stock on the rights of the holders of common stock will not be known until our

board of directors determines the specific rights of the holders of preferred stock, the potential effects
of such an issuance include:
●

diluting the voting power of the holders of common stock;

●

reducing the likelihood that holders of common stock will receive dividend payments;

●

reducing the likelihood that holders of common stock will receive payments in the event of our
sale, liquidation, dissolution, or winding up; and

●

delaying, deterring or preventing a change-in-control or other corporate takeover as further
described below.

Certain Anti-Takeover Matters
Our certificate of incorporation and bylaws include a number of provisions that may have the
effect of encouraging persons considering unsolicited tender offers or other unilateral takeover
proposals to negotiate with our board of directors rather than pursue non-negotiated takeover attempts.
These provisions include:
Advance Notice Requirements
Our bylaws establish advance notice procedures with respect to stockholder nominations of
directors and proposals of business to be brought before meetings of our stockholders. These
procedures provide that notice of such stockholder nominations or proposals must be delivered in
writing to our Corporate Secretary at the address of our principal executive offices within a specified
time period before the meeting at which the director nominee is to be up for election or the proposal is
to be voted on, and must contain certain specific information about the nominee or proposal and the
stockholder submitting the notice. See the full text of our bylaws for more information.
Preferred Stock
The existence of our authorized but unissued shares of preferred stock enables our board of
directors to issue such shares without further action by our stockholders, which could allow the board
of directors to use such shares to render more difficult or to discourage an attempt to obtain control of
us by means of a merger, tender offer, proxy contest or otherwise. For example, if in the due exercise of
its fiduciary obligations, our board of directors were to determine that a takeover proposal was not in
the best interests of our Company and our stockholders, the board of directors could cause these shares
of preferred stock to be issued without stockholder approval in one or more private offerings or other
transactions that might dilute the voting or other rights of the proposed acquiror or insurgent
stockholder or stockholder group. In this regard, certificate of incorporation grants our board of
directors broad power to establish the rights, preferences and privileges of authorized and unissued
shares of preferred stock. As a result, the issuance of these shares of preferred stock could adversely
affect the rights and powers, including voting rights, of the holders of shares of our common stock, and
in this way could have the effect of delaying, deterring or preventing a change of control of us.

Delaware Anti-Takeover Statutes
We are subject to Section 203 of the DGCL, or Section 203, regulating corporate takeovers. In
general, Section 203 prohibits a Delaware corporation from engaging in any business combination with
any interested stockholder for a period of three years following the date the stockholder became an
interested stockholder, unless:
●

the transaction is approved by the board of directors before the date the interested stockholder
attained such status;

●

upon consummation of the transaction that resulted in the stockholder becoming an interested
stockholder, the interested stockholder owned at least 85% of the voting stock of the
corporation outstanding at the time the transaction commenced; or

●

on or after the date the business combination is approved by the board of directors, the business
combination is authorized at a meeting of stockholders by at least two-thirds of the outstanding
voting stock that is not owned by the interested stockholder.

Section 203 defines “business combination” to include the following:
●

any sale, lease, exchange, mortgage, transfer, pledge or other disposition of 10% or more of the
assets of the corporation involving the interested stockholder;

●

any merger or consolidation involving the corporation or any majority-owned subsidiary and
the interested stockholder;

●

subject to certain exceptions, any transaction that results in the issuance or transfer by the
corporation or by any majority-owned subsidiary of any stock of the corporation or of such
subsidiary to the interested stockholder;

●

any transaction involving the corporation or any majority-owned subsidiary that has the effect
of increasing the proportionate share of the stock of any class or series of the corporation
beneficially owned by the interested stockholder; or

●

the receipt by the interested stockholder of the benefit of any loans, advances, guarantees,
pledges or other financial benefits provided by or through the corporation or any majorityowned subsidiary.

In general, Section 203 defines “interested stockholder” to be any entity or person beneficially
owning 15% or more of the outstanding voting stock of the corporation and any entity or person
affiliated with or controlling or controlled by any of these entities or persons.
A Delaware corporation may opt out of Section 203 either with an express provision in its original
certificate of incorporation or in an amendment to its certificate of incorporation or bylaws approved
by its stockholders. We have not opted out of Section 203. As a result, Section 203 could prohibit or
delay mergers or other takeover or change in control transactions, and as a result, may discourage
attempts to pursue these transactions.

Limitation of Liability and Indemnification Matters
Our certificate of incorporation provides that a director of ours will not be liable to us or our
stockholders for monetary damages for breach of fiduciary duty as a director, except in certain cases
where liability is mandated by the DGCL. Our bylaws also provide for indemnification by us, to the
fullest extent permitted by law, of any person made or threatened to be made a party to, or who is
involved in, any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal,
administrative or investigative, by reason of the fact that such person is or was our director or officer,
or at our request, serves or served as a director or officer of any other enterprise, against all expenses,
liabilities, losses and claims actually incurred or suffered by such person in connection with the action,
suit or proceeding. Our bylaws also provide that, to the extent authorized from time to time by our
board of directors, we may provide indemnification to any one or more employees and other agents of
ours to the extent and effect determined by our board of directors to be appropriate and authorized by
the DGCL. Our bylaws also permit us to purchase and maintain insurance for the foregoing, and we
currently and expect to continue to maintain such insurance. In addition, our bylaws provide that the
provisions thereof are not exclusive of other rights to which any person seeking indemnification may
be entitled under any agreement, vote of stockholders or disinterested directors or applicable provisions
of the DGCL, and we have entered into a contract with each of our directors and officers providing for
indemnification of each such person by us to the full extent authorized or permitted by law, subject to
certain limited exceptions. Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act
may be permitted to directors, officers or persons controlling us pursuant to the foregoing provisions,
we have been informed that in the opinion of the SEC such indemnification is against public policy as
expressed in the Securities Act and is therefore unenforceable.
Listing
Our common stock is listed on the Nasdaq Global Select Market and trades under the symbol
“CLNE.”
Transfer Agent and Registrar
The transfer agent and registrar for our common stock is Computershare Trust Company, N.A.

Exhibit 10.3
CERTAIN CONFIDENTIAL PORTIONS HAVE BEEN REDACTED FROM THIS EXHIBIT BECAUSE THEY
ARE BOTH (i) NOT MATERIAL AND (ii) OF THE TYPE THAT THE COMPANY TREATS AS PRIVATE OR
CONFIDENTIAL. INFORMATION THAT HAS BEEN OMITTED HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED IN THIS
DOCUMENT WITH A PLACEHOLDER IDENTIFIED BY THE MARK "[***]".
EXECUTION COPY
GROUND LEASE
This GROUND LEASE (this "Lease") is entered into this 3rd day of November 2006, by and among U.S.
BORAX INC., a Delaware corporation ("Lessor"), CLEAN ENERGY LNG, LLC, a California limited liability
company ("Lessee"), and CLEAN ENERGY CONSTRUCTION, a California corporation ("CE
Construction"). Lessor, Lessee and CE CONSTRUCTION are sometimes referred to herein individually as
a "Party" and collectively as the "Parties".

RECITALS
A. Lessor is the owner of certain real property located near the City of Boron in Kern County,
California, upon which Lessor, among other things, operates a borate mine and conducts related
refining and shipping activities (the "Borax Site"). Natural gas is supplied to the Borax Site by way
of a 2.5-mile natural gas pipeline owned by Lessor (the "Lateral NG Pipeline"), which interconnects
with an interstate natural gas pipeline owned and operated by Mojave Pipeline Company (the
"Mojave Pipeline") near the City of Boron in Kern County. The Borax Site is served by a railroad
line owned by BNSF Railway Company, through a rail spur owned by Lessor.
B. Clean Energy Fuels Corp., a Delaware corporation ("Parent"), and its affiliates, including Lessee,
are involved in the business of manufacturing and supplying liquefied natural gas and compressed
natural gas for use in vehicles and for other purposes.
C. Lessee has requested that Lessor lease, and pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Lease,
Lessor has agreed to lease, a portion of the Borax Site to Lessee for the purpose of operating a
natural gas liquefaction facility to be constructed by CE Construction.
D. Lessee has also requested that Lessor provide, and pursuant to the terms and conditions of this
Lease, Lessor has agreed to provide, certain services, including the supply of electricity and
process water, to the Premises (as defined below).
E. Parent, which owns all of the membership interests in Lessee, is willing to guarantee Lessee's
obligations to Lessor under this Lease.
NOW, THEREFORE, and in reference to the foregoing recitals (collectively, the "Recitals"), Lessor and
Lessee, in consideration of the various obligations set forth in this Lease, agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1.
DEFINITIONS

In addition to other definitions of terms set forth elsewhere in this Lease, the following words and phrases
shall have the indicated meanings wherever used in this Lease:
1.1 "Access Road" means the main access road to the Premises, which is located, in part, on the Premises
as more fully shown on the Survey.
1.2 "Abandonment" means the failure of the LNG Facility to produce a minimum of [***] gallons of LNG
during the first 12 months following the In-Service Date; [***] gallons of LNG during the 12 months following
the second anniversary of the In-Service Date and [***] gallons of LNG during any 12 consecutive month
period occurring after the third anniversary of the In-Service Date.
association, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controlling, controlled by, or under
common control with, such Person. The term "control," and its correlative terms, as used in the
immediately preceding sentence, means, with respect to a corporation or limited liability company the right
to exercise, directly or indirectly, more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding voting rights attributable to
the controlled corporation or limited liability company, and, with respect to any individual, partnership, trust,
other entity or association, the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction
of the management or policies of the controlled entity.
1.4 "Award" means the amount of any award made, compensation paid, or damages ordered as a result of
a Taking.
1.5 "Bankruptcy Code" means Title 11 of the United States Code, as the same may be amended from time
to time.
1.6 "Business Day" means any day except a Saturday or a Sunday or a day when commercial banks are
authorized or required by Governmental Authority to be closed in Los Angeles, California.
1.7 "Claims" means any and all claims, liens, suits, actions, debts, damages, costs, losses, liabilities,
obligations, judgments, expenses (including, without limitation, court costs, expert and consultant fees,
attorneys' fees, including, without limitation, those incurred on appeal), fines and penalties arising from or
relating to, in any way whatsoever, this Lease or the transactions contemplated hereby and the LNG
Facility, including, without limitation, any alleged or actual breach of this Lease by and/or tortious action or
inaction of, the Lessor Parties (including, without limitation, any act or omission which is negligent, grossly
negligent, reckless or the result of willful misconduct).
1.8 "Cogeneration Facility" means the 45 megawatt cogeneration facility located on the Borax Site and
owned, operated and maintained by Lessor.
1.9 "Commercially Reasonable Efforts" means those efforts which a prudent business Person would
exert using sound business judgment in like circumstances.
1.10 "Construction Commencement" means the commencement of substantial site grading of the
Premises for the LNG Facility by CE Construction.
1.11 "Contract" means any agreement, contract, obligation, promise or undertaking (whether written or oral
and whether express or implied) that is legally binding.
1.12 "Core Service" means any one or more of the following services to be provided by Lessor hereunder:
[***]

1.13 "Core Service Default" means (i) a knowing and intentional breach by Lessor of its obligation to
provide one or more Core Services or (ii) the failure of Lessor to use Commercially Reasonable Efforts to
resume the delivery of one or more Core Services following a Core Service Disruption, which, in either
case, continues following notice of such breach. A termination by Lessor of any service, including, without
limitation, a Core Service, in accordance with Section 12.4 or Section 19.20, shall not constitute a Core
Service Default.
1.14 "Core Service Default Claims" means all Claims arising from or relating to one or more Core Service
Defaults.
1.15 "Core Services Disruption" means a disruption in the supply of a Core Service which Lessor is
obligated to remedy pursuant to this Lease.
1.16 "Date of Taking" means the date upon which title to the Premises, an interest therein, or a portion
thereof passes to and vests in the condemnor, or the date damage related to the exercise of the power of
condemnation is suffered, or the effective date of any order for possession if that order is issued prior to the
date title vests in the condemnor.
1.17 "Demised Land" means the land described and depicted on Exhibit "A".
1.18 "Easements" means the non-exclusive easements on, over, across, under and/or through (as
applicable) the Borax Site described on Exhibit "B" for the purposes set forth on said Exhibit "B". The
locations of the Easements are also more fully described on Exhibit "A" and depicted on the Survey.
1.19 "Environmental Laws" means all present and future laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations,
Orders or Permits of any Governmental Authority relating to the environment or to any hazardous materials
or substances, including, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. §9601 et seq.), the applicable provisions of the California Health and
Safety Code and the California Water Code, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (42
U.S.C. §6901 et seq.), the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. §1801 et seq.), the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. §1251 et seq.), the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. §741 et seq.), the Clean
Water Act (33 U.S.C. §7401 et seq.), the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. §§2601-2629), the Safe
Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. §§300f-300j), and all amendments to any of the foregoing, as well as all
rules, regulations, orders and decrees now or hereafter promulgated thereunder.
1.20 "Exchange Act" means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or any successor law, and
the rules and regulations issued pursuant to that act or any successor law.
1.21 "Hazardous Substance" means, at any time, (i) any "hazardous substance" as deemed in §101(14) of
the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.
§9601(14)) or in subdivision (f) of §25281 or §25316 or §25501(L) of the California Health and Safety Code
at such time; (ii) any "hazardous waste," "infectious waste" or "hazardous material" as deemed in §§25117,
25023.2 or 25501(K) of the California Health and Safety Code at such time; (iii) any "waste" as deemed in
subdivision (d) of §13050 of the California Water Code; (iv) any additional substances or materials which at
such time are classified or considered to be hazardous or toxic under any Environmental Laws; (v) asbestos
and asbestos-containing materials; and (vi) petroleum and petroleum products, including, without limitation,
crude oil or any fraction thereof, natural gas, natural gas liquids, liquefied natural gas, or synthetic gas
usable for fuel, or any mixture thereof. The term "Hazardous Substances" shall include building materials
and building components including, without limitation, asbestos contained in or comprising building
materials or building components.
1.22 "Governmental Authority" means: (i) any nation, state, county, city, town, village, district or other
jurisdiction of any nature; (ii) any federal, state, local, municipal, foreign or other government; (iii) any
governmental or quasi-

governmental authority of any nature (including, without limitation, any governmental agency, branch,
department, official or entity and any court or other tribunal); (iv) any multi-national organization or body; or
(v) any body exercising, or entitled to exercise, any administrative, executive, judicial, legislative, police,
regulatory or taxing authority or power of any nature.
1.23 "Improvements" means all paving, landscaping, utility lines, pipes, fences, walls, buildings, and other
structures located on the Demised Land, whether presently in existence or hereafter erected or placed upon
the Demised Land, including, without limitation, all alterations and additions thereto, without regard to
whether ownership thereof is in Lessor or Lessee. The Improvements shall be made by CE Construction
and shall include, without limitation, the Lessee Controlled Roadways.
1.24 "In-Service Date" means the first day on which the LNG Facility has been constructed and become
fully operational in accordance with this Lease and all Legal Requirements and Permits and LNG is being
shipped from the LNG Facility to Lessee's customers.
1.25 "Interconnection Plans" means the detailed plans and specifications for the interconnections between
the LNG Facility and any facilities or improvements owned by Lessor, including, without limitation, the
Cogeneration Facility, Lessor's water and fire protection systems, the Lateral NG Pipeline and the Rail Spur.
1.26 "Legal Requirements" means any and all now or hereafter existing laws, rules, statutes, ordinances,
regulations, Orders or Permits of any Governmental Authority, including, without limitation, Environmental
Laws, in any way applicable to Lessor, Lessee or the Premises, including, without limitation, all of the
foregoing relating to the ownership, division, use, occupancy, possession, operation, maintenance,
alteration, repair or reconstruction of the Premises.
1.27 "Lessee Controlled Roadways" means those roadways, other than the Access Road, located within
the boundaries of the Demised Land.
1.28 "Lessor Controlled Roadways" means the Access Road and all roadways located outside the
boundaries of the Demised Land.
1.29 "Lessee's Improvements" means all of those Improvements that are constructed by CE Construction
and/or Lessee, and owned by Lessee, including, without limitation, the LNG Facility, as now existing or as
hereafter constructed, installed, erected, or placed on the Demised Land or the Easements by CE
Construction and/or Lessee pursuant to any right of Lessee hereunder to so construct, erect, install, or
place any Improvement on the Demised Land or any Easement.
1.30 "Lessor Parties" means Lessor, its shareholders, directors, officers and employees.
1.31 "Lessor's Improvements" means, to the extent not relocated pursuant to Section 8.4 below, the
electric power line and the underground water line owned by Lessor and located on the Premises as shown
on the Survey.
1.32 "LNG" means liquefied natural gas produced at the LNG Facility.
1.33 "LNG Facility" means the LNG Facility described on Exhibit "C". The LNG Fueling Station, if
constructed by CE Construction and/or Lessee, shall be deemed to be a part of the LNG Facility.
1.34 "Official Records" means the official records of Kern County, California.

1.35 "Operational" means, with respect to a Train, that such Train has been constructed in accordance with
this Lease and is otherwise capable of normal operation, except to the extent that such operation is
impaired by the failure of Lessor to provide a Core Service in accordance with the provisions of this Lease.
1.36 "Order" means any award, decision, injunction, judgment, order, ruling, subpoena or verdict entered,
issued, made or rendered by any court, administrative agency or other Governmental Authority or by any
arbitrator against a Person.
1.37 "Organizational Documents" means (i) the articles or certificate of incorporation and the bylaws of a
corporation, (ii) the partnership agreement and any statement of partnership of a general partnership, (iii)
the limited partnership agreement and the certificate of limited partnership of a limited partnership, (iv) the
certificate of formation and operating agreement of a limited liability company, (v) any charter or similar
document adopted or filed in connection with the creation, formation or organization of a Person, and (vi)
any amendment to any of the foregoing.
1.38 "Partial Taking" means any Taking of the Premises, one or more Easements and/or any
Improvements on the Premises that is not a Total Taking or a Substantial Taking.
1.39 "Permits" means any and all approvals, inspections, entitlements, consents, licenses, permits, rightsof-way, concessions, grants, franchises, waivers or other authorizations or agreements issued, granted,
given or otherwise provided by or under the authority of any Governmental Authority or pursuant to any
applicable Legal Requirement, as the same may be applicable to the Premises.
1.40 "Person" means any individual, corporation (including, without limitation, any non-profit corporation),
general or limited partnership, limited liability company, joint venture, estate, trust, association, organization,
labor union or other entity or Governmental Authority.
1.41 "Personal Property" means all equipment, inventory, fixtures, and other personal property owned by
Lessee or by any other person or entity holding an interest under Lessee in the Demised Land or any
portion thereof and located, from time to time, on or about the Demised Land and not included in the
definition of Improvements set forth above.
1.42 "Plans and Specifications" means, collectively, the Interconnection Plans and the Plant Layout Plans,
as the same have been approved by Lessor in accordance with this Lease.
1.43 "Plant Layout Plans" means plans and specifications for the LNG Facility showing, among other
things, the production capacity of the LNG Facility and the location on the Demised Land of all
improvements associated with the LNG Facility, including, without limitation, the size, land coverage, shape,
height, location, material and elevation of the LNG Facility, all ingress and egress to streets and roads, and
all grading and earthmoving required to complete the LNG Facility.
1.44 "Premises" means, collectively, the Demised Land and all of Lessee's Improvements.
1.45 "Proceeding" means any action, arbitration, audit, hearing, investigation, litigation or suit (whether
civil, criminal, administrative, investigative or informal) commenced, brought, conducted or heard by or
before, or otherwise involving, any Governmental Authority or arbitrator.
1.46 "Prohibited Person" means any Person: (i) listed in the Annex to, or otherwise subject to the
provisions of, the Executive Order No. 13224 on Terrorist Financing, effective September 24, 2001, and
relating to Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions With Persons Who Commit, Threaten to Commit,
or Support Terrorism (the

"Executive Order"); (ii) that is owned or controlled by, or acting for or on behalf of, any person or entity that
is listed to the Annex to, or is otherwise subject to the provisions of, the Executive Order; or (iii) with whom
Lessor or Lessee is prohibited from dealing or otherwise engaging in any transaction by any terrorism or
money laundering law, including the Executive Order.
1.47 "Project Agreements" means this Lease and the Parent Guaranty.
1.48 "Property Taxes" means and includes all taxes, assessments, and other governmental charges of
every kind and nature whatsoever, whether general or special, ordinary or extraordinary, including, without
limitation, assessments for public improvements or benefits and bonds, including, but not limited to MelloRoos bonds, issued to finance such improvements or benefits, that have been heretofore or shall be during
the term of this Lease (i) assessed, levied, or imposed upon, or become due and payable and a lien upon,
the Premises or any part thereof; or (ii) assessed, levied, or imposed by reason of the use or occupancy or
change in ownership of the Premises or any part thereof; or (iii) assessed, levied, or imposed upon this
Lease or Lessee's rental obligations or Lessor's right to receive Rent or other sums under this Lease; or (iv)
assessed, levied, or imposed by reason of Lessor's ownership or interest in all or any part of the Premises,
this Lease, or Rent or other sums accruing under this Lease, including, without limitation, a tax or excise on
Rent; or (v) assessed, levied, or imposed in lieu of any of the foregoing taxes, assessments, or other
governmental charges; or (vi) assessed by reason of any Improvements made for or on behalf of Lessee.
1.49 "Release" is defined in Section 101(22) of CERCLA.
1.50 "Substantial Taking" means the Taking of so much of the Premises, the Easements and/or
Improvements on the Premises, that, in Lessee's reasonable judgment, the conduct of Lessee's operation
of the LNG Facility would be substantially prevented or impaired.
1.51 "Survey" means the survey of the Demised Premises and portions of the Borax Site attached hereto
as Exhibit "A".
1.52 "Taking" means a taking or damaging (including severance damages), by eminent domain, inverse
condemnation or otherwise, by or for any public or quasi-public use under any statute now or hereafter in
effect. The transfer of title may be either a transfer resulting from the recording of a final order or judgment
of condemnation or a voluntary transfer or conveyance to the condemning authority under threat of
condemnation, in avoidance of an exercise of eminent domain, or while condemnation proceedings are
pending. The Taking shall be considered to take place as of the later of (i) the date actual physical
possession is taken by the condemning authority, or (ii) the date upon which the right to compensation and
damages accrues under the law applicable to the Premises and/or any Easement(s).
1.53 "Total Taking" means the Taking of the Premises, all of the Easements and/or all of Lessee's
Improvements on the Premises.
1.54 "Train" means the production equipment necessary to produce approximately [***] gallons of LNG in a
24-hour period.

ARTICLE 2.
DEMISING PROVISIONS

2.1 Demised Land. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Lease, from and after the Term
Commencement Date and for the Term, Lessor hereby leases the Demised Land to Lessee, and Lessee
hereby leases the Demised Land from Lessor, subject to all of the following title and use exceptions
(collectively, the "Encumbrances"):
(a) Easements, covenants, conditions, restrictions, assessments, bonds, Property Taxes, deeds of
trust, and other liens, encumbrances, and other matters affecting title to the Demised Land or any
part thereof, as of the Term Commencement Date, that are disclosed in or by this Lease or the
Official Records;
(b) All Legal Requirements;
(c) Subject to the provisions of this Lease, and in particular Lessee's Access Rights, the right and
power of Lessor, which is hereby reserved by and to Lessor, for the benefit of the entire Borax Site,
to continue to use, maintain, alter and/or replace the Access Road, including, without limitation,
those portions of the Access Road located within the Premises which are depicted on the Survey
(the "Reserved Roadway Rights");
(d) Subject to the provisions of this Lease, and in particular Lessee's Access Rights, the right and
power of Lessor, which is hereby reserved by and to Lessor, to use, sell, maintain, alter, demolish,
and/or replace any and all of Lessor's Improvements located on the Demised Land (the "Reserved
Uses"); and
(e) The right and power of Lessor, which is hereby reserved by and to Lessor, to have access
across all or any portion of the Demised Land as expressly set forth herein, including, without
limitation, in Section 4.5 hereof.
2.2 Lessee's Access Rights. Lessor hereby agrees to provide to Lessee, at all times during the Term,
reasonable and sufficient ingress to, and egress from, the Premises to and from public roadways over the
Access Road or such other roadways as may be designated by Lessor for such purpose from time to time
(the "Lessee's Access Rights"). Lessee's Access Rights shall be deemed to be an easement appurtenant
to Lessee's interests in the Premises that Lessor shall have no right to terminate during the Term, subject to
the following provisions:
(a) Lessee's Access Rights are non-exclusive and shall be exercised only upon Access Road or
such other Lessor Controlled Roadways as may be designated from time to time by Lessor;
(b) Subject to the terms and conditions of Lessee's Access Rights as set forth in this Lease, and
subject to the rights, if any, to use Lessor Controlled Roadways granted by Lessor to others from
time to time, whether before or after the execution of this Lease, Lessor shall have control over the
Lessor Controlled Roadways, including, without limitation, the exclusive right and power:
(i) To adopt from time to time and to enforce reasonable rules and regulations respecting
use of the Lessor Controlled Roadways by Lessee and others applied on a nondiscriminatory basis;
(ii) To adopt reasonable security measures designed to prevent or discourage use of the
Lessor Controlled Roadways by unauthorized people and to comply with Legal
Requirements, including, without limitation, fencing and locked gates and imposition of
background and identity checking and other procedures for all or some persons entering
upon the Borax Site or through the Borax Site to the Demised Land, all of which shall be
applied on a non-discriminatory basis;
(iii) To close or restrict temporarily use of the Lessor Controlled Roadways or any portion
thereof as may be necessary in the event of any emergency or to make improvements to,
or to repair, the Lessor Controlled Roadways, or for security or other legitimate purposes
(including, without

limitation, in the event of labor action by employees of Lessor or any of its contractors),
provided, however, that in any such event, Lessor shall use Commercially Reasonable
Efforts to provide Lessee with reasonably suitable alternative means of maintaining
Lessee's Access Rights;
(iv) Provided that Lessor shall always and continuously during the Term provide reasonable
means for Lessee's exercise of Lessee's Access Rights, to close, relocate, realign, replace,
regrade, repave, improve, abandon, or demolish, from time to time, all or any part of the
Lessor Controlled Roadways, in which event any new or different roads that Lessor may, in
the future, build upon the Borax Site outside the boundaries of the Demised Land shall be
deemed part of the "Lessor Controlled Roadways" as that term in used in this Lease;
(v) To offer all or any part of the Roadways or other portions of the Borax Site located
outside the boundaries of the Demised Land for dedication to public use or to any
Governmental Authority, and with respect to any such offer, Lessee agrees fully and
promptly to cooperate with Lessor and to execute, acknowledge (when needed), and
deliver all appropriate instruments and documents; and
(vi) To grant easements over, and licenses to use, the Lessor Controlled Roadways or any
portion thereof to third parties chosen by Lessor.
(c) With respect to any portion of the Lessor Controlled Roadways over which Lessee exercises
Lessee's Access Rights, Lessee agrees that, when, if ever, that portion, or some other area as a
substitute or alternative for that portion, becomes a public roadway, whether through acceptance of
an offer of dedication made by Lessor or otherwise, then Lessee's Access Rights shall cease as to
that portion or other area, with Lessee relying upon the public nature of that portion or other area to
assure access to the Premises. When, if ever, and to the extent that, dedicated public roadways
over any portion of the Borax Site offer reasonable access to the Demised Land, Lessee's Access
Rights shall cease and no longer be a part of this Lease.
(d) Lessor shall maintain the Access Road in substantially the same repair and condition as it is
maintained as of the Term Commencement Date. The costs and expenses incurred by Lessor for
repair, maintenance, and improvement of the Access Road shall be shared by Lessor and Lessee
as follows: [***]
provided, however, that if one Party's use of the Access Road is determined in good faith by Lessor
to be contributing to the need for materially greater maintenance and repair of the Access Road (as
compared with Lessor's current use of the Access Road), a greater share of the costs and
expenses incurred for repair, maintenance, and improvement of the Access Road may reasonably
be allocated to such Party. If Lessee is determined to be the Party causing such need, Lessee shall
pay its share of the costs and expenses incurred by Lessor for such additional repair, maintenance,
and improvement of the Access Road within thirty (30) days of request therefore from Lessor, which
request shall be accompanied by a statement setting forth in reasonable detail the nature and
amount of such costs and expenses.
(e) Lessee shall be solely responsible for the repair, maintenance and improvement of the Lessee
Controlled Roadways, and Lessee shall pay all costs and expenses for such repair, maintenance,
and improvement. Lessor shall have no obligation to contribute or reimburse Lessee for any portion
of such costs and expenses.
2.3 Easements. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth on Exhibit "B" and the other provisions of this
Lease, Lessor hereby grants to Lessee, from and after the Term Commencement Date and for the Term, the
Easements.

2.4 Lessor's Services.
(a) [***]
(b) Lessee acknowledges and agrees that Lessor has made no representation as to the availability
from third parties to the LNG Facility of any of the services to be provided by Lessor pursuant to this
Lease in the event that Lessor ceases to provide such services. Without limiting Lessor's
obligations as expressly set forth in this Lease or Lessee's rights and remedies hereunder upon a
Lessor Default, including, without limitation, an adjustment in Rent as provided in Section 19.20 and
Exhibit "J", Lessee acknowledges that it shall be solely responsible for procuring such services in
the event that they are no longer provided by Lessor.
2.5 Term and Termination.
(a) The term of this Lease shall commence on the Term Commencement Date and, unless
terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions hereof, shall continue until the date that is thirty
(30) years to the date following the In-Service Date (the "Initial Term"); provided, however, that
unless either Lessor or Lessee provides written notice to the other Party on or before the date that
is six (6) months prior to the expiration of the Initial Term of such Party's intent to terminate this
Lease at the end of the Initial Term, the term of this Lease shall automatically be extended beyond
the initial term for successive periods of three years each (each, an "Extension Term") unless, not
less than six months prior to the end of any Extension Term, Lessor or Lessee delivers written
notice to the other Party hereto of its intent to terminate this Lease, in which case this Lease shall
terminate at the end of such Extension Term. The Initial Term, as the same may be extended in
accordance with this Section 2.5(a) or earlier terminated in accordance with the provisions of this
Lease, is referred to herein as the "Term."
(b) Provided that no Default by Lessee has occurred and is continuing at the time such Termination
Notice is delivered, Lessee shall have the right to terminate this Lease at any time after January 1,
2009, upon the delivery to Lessor of written notice (a "Termination Notice") of Lessor's intent to
terminate this Lease. The Termination Notice shall be delivered not less than six (6) months prior to
the date upon which Lessee desires such termination to be effective and, provided that no Default
has occurred and is then continuing on such date, this Lease shall terminate on such date.
(c) This Lease shall be effective upon execution; however, the Term and Lessee's right to occupy
the Premises and utilize the Easements pursuant to this Lease shall not commence until the date
(the "Term Commencement Date") on which each of the following conditions has been satisfied
(which conditions are for the sole benefit of Lessor and may be waived by Lessor in writing):
(i) Lessee shall have executed and delivered each of the Project Agreements, and Parent
shall have executed and delivered a guaranty of this Lease in the form of Exhibit "G" (the
"Parent Guaranty");
(ii) Lessor shall have received from Lessee (A) a certificate of the Secretary of Lessee,
attesting to the incumbency of the officers executing this Lease and the other Project
Agreements on its behalf, (B) resolutions of the Boards of Directors of Lessee authorizing
the execution, delivery and performance of this Lease, certified by the Secretary of Lessee,
and (C) such other evidence

of Lessee's authority to enter into and perform this Lease and the Project Agreements as
Lessee may reasonably require;1
(iii) Lessor shall have received from Parent (A) a certificate of the Secretary of Parent,
attesting to the incumbency of the officers executing the Parent Guaranty on its behalf, (B)
resolutions of the Boards of Directors of Parent authorizing the execution, delivery and
performance of the Parent Guaranty, certified by the Secretary of Parent, and (C) such
other evidence of Parent's authority to enter into and perform the Parent Guaranty as
Lessee may reasonably require;
(iv) The Premises constitutes a legal parcel under applicable Legal Requirements
(including, without limitation, the California Subdivision Map Act, Cal. Gov. Code Sections
66410 - 66499.58);
(v) Lessor shall have received evidence reasonably satisfactory to it that each of the
Permits listed in Part A of Exhibit "H" and any other Permits required for the
commencement of construction of the LNG Facility have been obtained by CE Construction
upon terms and conditions satisfactory to Lessor in its sole and absolute discretion to the
extent that such Permits would impose any obligations or restrictions on Lessor or the
Borax Site (other than the Premises) or, if such obligations or restrictions would survive the
termination of this Lease, and all time periods during which any challenge to or appeal of
the issuance of such Permits shall have expired without any such challenge or appeal
having been commenced (or, if commenced, such challenges or appeals having been
finally determined or otherwise resolved on terms and conditions satisfactory to Lessor in
its sole and absolute discretion);
(vi) Lessor shall have approved the Plant Layout Plans and the Interconnection Plans in
accordance with Section 8.1 hereof;
(vii) There shall (A) be no material default or breach on the part of Lessee hereunder or
under the other Project Agreements, and (B) have been no change in the condition
(financial or otherwise) of Lessee or Parent which would have a material adverse impact
(financial or otherwise) on Lessee's or Parent's ability to perform under this Lease, the
other Project Agreements or the Parent Guaranty, as applicable;
(viii) There shall be no pending Proceeding (A) that has been commenced against the LNG
Facility, or (B) that challenges, or that may have the effect of preventing, delaying, making
illegal or otherwise interfering with or materially adversely affecting, the construction and
operation of the LNG Facility;
(ix) Lessor and Lessee shall have executed and delivered a confirmation of the Term
Commencement Date in the form of Exhibit "I", it being agreed that neither Party shall
have any obligation to deliver such confirmation until such time as all of the other conditions
set forth in this Section 2.5(c) shall have been satisfied; and
(x) All other requirements of Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction shall have been
satisfied and, without limitation of the foregoing, Lessor shall, after using Commercially
Reasonable Efforts, have obtained all Permits which Lessor is required to obtain under
applicable Legal Requirements in order for Lessor to perform its obligations hereunder. In
the event that
1

Upon execution of this Lease, Lessor agrees to deliver to Lessee similar evidence of Lessor's authorization to enter
into and perform this Lease.

delays occur in Lessor's obtaining such Permits, and such delays impact the In-Service
Deadline, the In-Service Deadline shall be extended accordingly.
(d) In addition to any other rights that it may have to terminate this Lease, Lessor shall have the
right, upon written notice to Lessee, to terminate this Lease in the event that CE Construction fails
to:
(i) cause Construction Commencement to occur on or before the date that is thirty (30)
days following the Term Commencement Date; or
(ii) cause the In-Service Date to occur on or before the date that is two years following the
date that is the earlier of (1) the date on which Lessee has obtained all of the Permits listed
on Exhibit "H" have been obtained by Lessee and (2) December 31, 2007 (the "In-Service
Deadline").
(e) In addition to any other rights that it may have to terminate this Lease, Lessee shall have the
right, prior to the occurrence of the Term Commencement Date and upon not less than thirty (30)
days' written notice to Lessor, to terminate this Lease and the Guaranty in the event that:
(i) CE Construction or Lessee shall have been unable to obtain all of the Permits listed on
Exhibit "H" upon terms and conditions reasonably satisfactory to Lessee;
(ii) Lessor shall have failed to approve the Plant Layout Plans and the Interconnection
Plans in accordance with Section 8.1 hereof; or
(iii) a Proceeding shall have been commenced that challenges, or that may have the effect
of preventing, delaying, making illegal or otherwise interfering with or materially adversely
affecting, the construction and operation of the LNG Facility.
(f) Upon termination of this Lease, the rights and obligations of the Parties hereunder shall
terminate, except for those obligations which, by their express terms, survive the termination of this
Lease.
2.6 Quiet Enjoyment. Provided that Lessee fully performs all the terms of this Lease on Lessee's part to be
performed, including, without limitation, payment by Lessee of all Rent, Lessee shall peaceably and quietly
have, hold and enjoy the Premises from and after the Term Commencement Date and during the Term
without hindrance, disturbance or molestation from or by Lessor, or any other Party claiming through Lessor,
subject to the Encumbrances.

ARTICLE 3.
RENT
3.1 Base Rent. In addition to any and all other amounts payable from Lessee to Lessor pursuant to this
Lease, Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor, and Lessor agrees to accept from Lessee, as rent for the use and
occupancy of the Demised Land, during the Term, the amounts described on Exhibit "J" (the "Base Rent").
3.2 Payment of Base Rent. The Base Rent shall be paid, in lawful money of the United States of America,
at such place or places as Lessor shall designate from time to time. The Base Rent shall be paid at the
times and in accordance with the procedures set forth on Exhibit "J".
3.3 Base Rent Adjustments. The components of Base Rent shall be subject to adjustment from time to time
as and to the extent set forth on Exhibit "J".

3.4 Additional Rent.
(a) Except as otherwise expressly set forth herein, Lessee agrees to pay, in addition to Base Rent,
as additional rent, all other payments, costs, expenses, charges, and other obligations of every kind
whatsoever directly arising from or related to the Premises and the operation thereof, including,
without limitation, all services and utilities provided by third parties, insurance premiums on
insurance policies required under this Lease, Property Taxes, as they become due and payable
during the Term and all amounts required to be paid by Lessee to Lessor pursuant to Exhibits "D",
"E" and "F" or any other provision of this Lease (collectively, "Additional Rent"); and
(b) Lessee shall make all payments required to be made to a third party in order to fulfill an
obligation of Lessee set forth in this Lease at whatever time is necessary to prevent delinquency or
penalty for late payment, unless Lessee has duly contested said payments in the manner permitted
and prescribed in this Lease. Lessee shall make all payments required by this Lease to be made to
Lessor, including, without limitation, all amounts required to be paid by Lessee to Lessor pursuant
to Exhibits "D", "E" and "F", to Lessor in the manner and within the time periods set forth in this
Lease.
Base Rent and Additional Rent are described herein collectively as "Rent."
3.5 No Offset. This Lease is intended to be net to Lessor, and Lessee shall pay to Lessor, net throughout
the Term, the Rent free of any offset, abatement or other deduction, except as may be expressly set forth
herein. Lessor shall not be required to make any payment of any kind with respect to the Premises, except
as may be expressly set forth elsewhere in this Lease. The foregoing shall not be construed as limiting the
express provisions of this Lease which shall provide for certain reductions to the Additional Rent in
accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "J" in the event that Lessor ceases to deliver Core Services.
3.6 Interest on Arrearages. Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor interest on any Rent not paid when due and
upon all other amounts becoming due to Lessor under this Lease, whether or not such amounts constitute
Rent, as follows:
(a) Said interest shall accrue from the date the Rent becomes due and continue until the Rent is
paid in full;
(b) Said interest shall become due and payable daily as it accrues, without necessity of demand for
payment, and shall be calculated at a rate equal to [***]; and
(c) Lessor may apply all payments received under this Lease first to interest accrued, and second to
delinquent Rent and other monetary obligations.

ARTICLE 4.
USE OF PREMISES
4.1 Permitted Uses. Subject to the provisions of Sections 4.7 and 4.8 and Exhibit "K" hereof, Lessee shall
use the Premises solely for the purposes of constructing (through CE Construction), operating, maintaining,
repairing and replacing the LNG Facility and the LNG Fueling Station (as such term is defined on Exhibit
"K") on the Premises, and producing, storing and transporting LNG, and for purposes reasonably related to
the foregoing, and for no other purpose without the prior written consent of Lessor, which consent may be
granted or withheld in Lessor's sole and absolute discretion. Storage of equipment related to the conduct of
Lessee's business shall be a permitted use; provided, however, that all storage areas must be screened
from public view.

4.2 Compliance with Legal Requirements; Nuisance.
(a) Lessee shall not use the Premises or the Easements or permit anything to be done in or about
the Premises or the Easements that will in any way conflict with any Legal Requirements or the
Permits.
(b) Lessee shall, at its own cost and expense, promptly and properly observe and comply with all
Legal Requirements relating to or arising from the use or occupancy, condition or maintenance,
improvement or operation of the Premises or any part thereof that is from time to time permitted to it
under this Lease, and shall do all things required to comply with all Legal Requirements and to
maintain all Permits necessary and appropriate for the operation of the Premises or Lessee's
business. Lessee acknowledges that prior to entering into this Lease, Lessee has had an ample
opportunity to review all existing Permits that are part of the public record and to make inquiry with
respect to any Permits in possession of Lessor that are not part of the public record, including
Permits held in the name of Lessor and relating to the greater Borax Site and that Lessee has
satisfied itself that its construction, use, occupancy, maintenance, improvement and operation of the
Premises will comply with such permits.
(c) The judgment of any court of competent jurisdiction or the admission of Lessee in any action
against Lessee that Lessee has violated any Legal Requirements shall be conclusive of the fact as
between Lessor and Lessee.
(d) Lessee agrees not to do or permit anything to be done on or about the Premises and agrees not
to bring or keep anything thereon that would create an unsafe condition at the Premises or the
Borax Site, constitute a nuisance or constitute waste to the Premises, provided, that the foregoing
shall not be construed as prohibiting Lessee from operating the LNG Facility in a commercially
reasonable manner and in accordance with normal and customary practices in the liquefied natural
gas industry. Lessee shall install all necessary and appropriate signage and warning devices to
alert persons to any dangers or hazards present at the LNG Facility.
(e) Lessee shall implement such measures as are necessary to ensure that the Premises are a
drug and alcohol-free environment.
(f) Lessee agrees not to do or permit anything to be done on or about the Premises which would
interfere with the operations of Lessor or Lessor's other tenants, including Mojave Cogeneration
Company.
4.3 Hazardous Substances.
(a) Without limiting the generality of the foregoing provisions of this Article 4, Lessee's use and
occupancy of the Premises and the Easements or any portion thereof shall at all times be in strict
compliance with any and all Legal Requirements relating in any way to the protection of the
environment, including, without limitation, Environmental Laws.
(b) In the event Lessee shall, on, at or about the Borax Site, use, store, or generate or permit or
suffer the use, storage, or generation of any Hazardous Substance, then Lessee, at its sole cost
and expense, shall comply with all applicable Environmental Laws. Lessee shall not engage in
operations that involve the Release of any Hazardous Substance on or about the Borax Site.
Lessee shall be solely responsible for obtaining, at its own cost and expense, all Permits required
under Environmental Laws for its activities under this Lease or on the Borax Site.
(c) In the event of any Release that occurs in connection with Lessee's activities or the activities of
any of its employees, agents, representatives, lessees, sublessees, licensees, contractors or
invitees on the Borax

Site, or in the event of any threat of a Release occurring in connection with Lessee's activities or the
activities of any of its employees, agents, representatives, lessees, sublessees, licensees,
contractors or invitees on or about the Borax Site, Lessee shall immediately (and in no event later
than within twenty-four (24) hours) notify the Lessor orally and in writing thereof. In the event of
such a Release or threat of Release of any Hazardous Substance, Lessee shall take such steps as
are required by Legal Requirements and Lessor to mitigate and remediate such Release. To the
extent such steps can lawfully be taken by Lessor, rather than Lessee, Lessee shall defer to
Lessor's election, if any, to assume the lead in taking such steps, provided, however, that Lessor
shall have no obligation to Lessee to take such steps. Any election by Lessor to take such steps
shall not constitute a waiver or irreversible election of any rights or remedies. Regardless whether
Lessor or Lessee is required to, or does, undertake such action, the provisions of Section 4.3(d)
below shall apply. In the event of any Release affecting the Premises which occurs in connection
with Lessor's activities or the activities of any of its employees, agents, representatives, lessees,
sublessees, licensees or contractors on the Premises, or in the event of any threat of a Release
occurring in connection with Lessor's activities or the activities of any of its employees, agents,
representatives, lessees, sublessees, licensees, contractors or invitees on or about the Premises,
Lessor shall immediately (and in no event later than within twenty-four (24) hours) notify Lessee
orally and in writing thereof. In the event of such a Release or a threat of Release of any Hazardous
Substance, Lessor shall take such steps as are required by Legal Requirements to mitigate and
remediate such Release.
(d) Lessee shall, at all times, indemnify, defend, protect, and hold harmless the Lessor Parties and
any lender of Lessor, including, with respect to Lessor, any mortgage holder, against and from any
and all claims, liens, suits, actions, debts, damages, costs, losses, liabilities, obligations, judgments,
and expenses (including, without limitation, court costs, expert and consultant fees, attorneys' fees,
including, without limitation, those incurred on appeal), fines, penalties, and damage to, or loss
suffered by the Lessor Parties or the Borax Site or any portion thereof, of any nature whatsoever,
arising from or relating to (i) Lessee's failure to perform the obligations required under this Section
4.3; (ii) a Release of any Hazardous Substance that occurs in connection with Lessee's activities or
the activities of any of its employees, agents, representatives, lessees, sublessees, licensees,
contractors or invitees on or about the Premises or on or about the Borax Site, including, without
limitation, the Roadways; or (iii) the threat of a Release of any Hazardous Substance occurring in
connection with Lessee's activities or the activities of any of its employees, agents, representatives,
lessees, sublessees, licensees or contractors on or about the Premises or on or about the Borax
Site, including, without limitation, the Roadways. Lessee's obligations under this Lease shall arise
whether or not any Governmental Authority or individual has taken or threatened any action in
connection with the presence of any Hazardous Substance. This entire Section 4.3 shall survive
termination or the expiration of this Lease.
(e) Lessee shall provide all relevant information regarding any Hazardous Substances used, stored
or generated on the Borax Site, including, without limitation, its Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS), to (i) Lessor, and (ii) emergency personnel such as firemen and hazardous materials
teams immediately upon the occurrence of a Release, fire, casualty or other occurrence in, on or
about the Borax Site.
(f) Upon the expiration or termination of this Lease, Lessee agrees to pay, indemnify, defend,
protect, and hold harmless the Lessor Parties from and against all costs, expenses, and liabilities
associated with the investigation, reconnaissance, remediation, removal, and disposal of any and
all Hazardous Substances from the Premises which are not the result of Lessor's activities or the
activities of any employee, agents, representatives, lessees, licensees, contractors or invitees of
Lessor, in order to return the Premises to the condition existing as of the Term Commencement
Date and to save Lessor harmless therefrom.

(g) Nothing in this Lease shall be deemed to prohibit the use, storage or transportation of natural
gas or the production, use, storage or transportation of LNG on or at the Premises in accordance
with the provisions of the Project Agreements and all Legal Requirements.
(h) Notwithstanding the foregoing, Lessee shall not be responsible for or have any obligations
pertaining to any environmental conditions existing on the Demised Land prior to the Term
Commencement Date.
4.4 Utilities. Without limiting Lessor's obligations to provide the services required to be provided by Lessor
to Lessee pursuant to the express provisions of this Lease, Lessee shall be solely responsible for procuring,
at its sole cost and expenses, all utilities and services that Lessee uses at or about the Demised Land
during the Term, including, without limitation, all water, natural gas, electricity, telephone, and other utilities
and services supplied to the Premises, together with any and all taxes thereon, and for any and all hook up
charges and costs of installation of utility lines and meters (including, without limitation, the costs of bringing
such utilities to the Demised Land, if any).
4.5 Entry by Lessor; Suspension of Activities.
(a) In addition to any and all other rights of entry granted or reserved to Lessor by this Lease,
including, without limitation, the Reserved Roadway Rights and the Reserved Uses, Lessee agrees
to permit Lessor, its agents, representatives, contractors, and licensees to enter the Premises at all
reasonable times upon reasonable advance written notice (with accommodations as may be
necessary to enable Lessee to have a representative accompany Lessor) (i) as reasonably
necessary to permit Lessor to perform its obligations hereunder (including the provision of any
services to the Premises contemplated hereunder); (ii) to inspect the Premises for purposes of
verifying Lessee's compliance with the provisions of this Lease (including, without limitation,
Lessee's compliance with Section 4.3), including obtaining samples and performing tests of soil,
surface water, groundwater or other media, and (iii) and in case of emergency (in which case
Lessor may enter upon the Premises at any time without advance notice).
(b) Without limiting Lessor's other rights and remedies hereunder, in the event that Lessor
determines in good faith that Lessee's (i) failure to comply with the requirements of this Lease or (ii)
operation of the LNG Facility, presents an unsafe condition, upon written request of Lessor, Lessee
shall promptly remedy such failure or condition and, if Lessee fails to remedy such failure or
condition within a reasonable time (as determined in good faith by Lessor) following delivery of such
written notice, Lessee shall, at the direction of Lessor, suspend operation of the LNG Facility until
such failure or condition is remedied. In the event Lessee fails to suspend operations of the LNG
Facility and/or remedy such failure or condition, Lessor shall have the right, upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Lessee, or such shorter notice period as may be reasonable due to the
circumstances, to enter upon the Premises for the purpose of remedying such failure or condition.
4.6 Additional Reservations and Restrictions.
(a) Lessee shall not have any possessory or other right to any oil, gas or other hydrocarbons or
minerals and accompanying fluids, including, without limitation, any geothermal resources, in, on or
below the Demised Land or at the Borax Site.
(b) Lessor reserves all water rights, including, without limitation, any riparian and groundwater
rights, associated with the Demised Premises, and Lessee shall not have any possessory or other
right to any surface or groundwater at the Demised Land or at the Borax Site. Without limiting the
foregoing, Lessee shall not have any right to access, extract, use or produce surface or
groundwater from the Demised Land

or the Borax Site, and Lessee shall not (i) drill any extraction or injection wells; (ii) extract any
groundwater or inject any fluids into any existing wells; or (iii) construct any unlined ponds. The
foregoing shall not be construed as prohibiting the installation by Lessee of storm water control
systems with Lessor's approval, in accordance with the Plans and Specifications and all Legal
Requirements.
4.7 Rail Spur. Lessee shall have the right to construct the Rail Interconnection and Rail Spur (as such terms
are defined on Exhibit "B") in accordance with Exhibit "B".
4.8 On-Site Fueling Station. Lessee may, subject to the terms and conditions set forth on Exhibit "K",
cause CE Construction to construct an LNG Fueling Station (as such term is defined on Exhibit "K") on the
Premises.
4.9 Protocol for Emergencies. Prior to the In-Service Date, Lessor and Lessee shall agree upon a
reasonable protocol for handling emergencies at the Premises and elsewhere on the Borax Site. Lessee
shall reasonably cooperate with Lessor in scheduling maintenance and other outages at the LNG Facility to
coincide with maintenance and other outages at the facilities providing Core Services. Without limiting
Lessee's obligation under the preceding sentence, prior to the In-Service Date, Lessor and Lessee shall
agree upon a reasonable protocol for such coordination.
4.10 Mine Safety Regulation. Lessee acknowledges that the Borax Site constitutes mine property subject to
the jurisdiction of the Mine Safety and Health Administration of the United States Department of Labor
("MSHA") and the California Occupational Safety and Health Administration ("CalOSHA"). Lessor makes no
representation or warranty as to whether the LNG Facility or any of Lessee's activities with respect thereto
will be subject to regulation by MSHA and/or CalOSHA. To the extent that the LNG Facilities or any of
Lessee's activities are subject to regulation by MSHA or CalOSHA, without limiting Lessee's other
obligations hereunder, Lessee shall comply with all rules, regulations, decisions, rulings or directives of
MSHA and CalOSHA and shall obtain any all Permits required to be obtained from MSHA and CalOSHA
under applicable Legal Requirements. Lessor will provide reasonable assistance to Lessee in regard to
Lessee's efforts to obtain an exemption from MSHA regulation or, if an exemption is not available, to help
Lessee to comply with such regulation, if applicable. Lessee shall reimburse Lessor for all reasonable costs
and expenses incurred in providing such assistance.

ARTICLE 5.
PROPERTY TAXES
5.1 Real Property Taxes.
(a) Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor, prior to delinquency, as rent additional to all other Rent
reserved in this Lease, all Taxes on Real Property ("Real Property Taxes") for each fiscal tax year
or portion thereof that is within the Term, prorated between Lessor and Lessee for each fiscal tax
year that is not entirely within the Term in the same ratio as the number of days of such fiscal tax
year that are within the Term bears to the number of such days that are outside the Term. Lessor
and Lessee shall use its Commercially Reasonable Efforts to cause the LNG Facility and the
Premises to be separately assessed from other property owned by Lessor. In the event the
Premises are separately assessed, Lessee shall pay Real Property Taxes thereon directly to the
Governmental Authority collecting the Real Property Taxes.
(b) With respect to Real Property Taxes that may, under applicable Legal Requirements then in
force, be paid in installments, Lessee shall be required to pay hereunder only such installments,
prorated between Lessor and Lessee for partial fiscal tax years as above provided.
(c) In the event that Lessee fails to pay any Real Property Taxes prior to delinquency, Lessor shall
have the right and option, but no obligation, to pay such Real Property Taxes or any portion thereof
before or after the delinquency date and any and all fines, penalties, and interest thereon, and
Lessee agrees to reimburse Lessor immediately for the total amount so paid by Lessor, as
Additional Rent.
(d) In the event that Lessor has paid, before the Term Commencement Date, any Real Property
Taxes or installment thereof for a fiscal tax year or portion thereof that is in part within the Term,
Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor, on the Term Commencement Date, Lessee's pro rata portion
thereof.
5.2 Personal Property Taxes.
(a) Lessee agrees to pay, or cause to be paid, directly to the taxing authority or authorities before
delinquency, any and all taxes, assessments and other governmental charges of every kind and
nature that are levied or assessed upon Personal Property ("Personal Property Taxes").
(b) If any Personal Property Taxes are assessed, levied, or imposed upon Lessor or upon all or any
part of the Premises or of Lessor's interest in the Premises or this Lease, or if Personal Property
Taxes become a lien upon or may be enforced against Lessor or all or any part of the Premises or
against Lessor's interest in the Premises or in this Lease, Lessor shall have the right and option, but
no obligation, to pay Personal Property Taxes or any portion thereof before or after the delinquency
date, and Lessee agrees to reimburse Lessor immediately therefor, including, without limitation, any
and all late payment penalties or fines and interest paid by Lessor, as Additional Rent.
5.3 Contests. Nothing herein shall prevent Lessee from contesting, and Lessee may contest and institute all
proceedings reasonably necessary to contest, in good faith, the validity or amount of any Property Taxes,
including, without limitation, any applicable or potentially applicable exemptions from Property Taxes,
provided Lessee protects the Premises and the interests of Lessor by payment by Lessee of the Property
Taxes under protest prior to delinquency, and provided, further, that Lessee shall indemnify, defend, protect,
and hold harmless Lessor from and against any liability for the payment of said Property Taxes.
5.4 Apportionment. If, at any time during the Term, any portion of the Premises is jointly assessed, for
Property Tax purposes, with other real property that is not a part of the Premises, then Lessor and Lessee,
together, shall

agree upon a reasonable allocation of the taxes, assessments, or other governmental charges that are
assessed, levied, or imposed thereon, and only the portion thereof reasonably attributable to the Premises
shall be deemed Property Taxes payable by Lessee, which allocation may be based upon any and all
records, memoranda, and notes available at the Assessor's Office, calculations of respective square
footage, evaluation of respective permanent improvements and uses, and other relevant evidence available
to Lessor and Lessee.
ARTICLE 6.
INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE
6.1 Lessee's Indemnity. Except to the extent that liabilities arise from Lessor's or its employees', agents',
contractors' or subcontractors' gross negligence or willful misconduct, Lessee agrees to indemnify, defend,
protect and hold harmless the Lessor Parties from and against and hold the Lessor Parties harmless and
free from any and all Claims, including, without limitation, any and all liability for injury to or death of, or
damage to or loss of the use of the property of, Lessee or any of Lessee's employees, agents, invitees,
contractors, or licensees. The obligations of Lessee pursuant to this Section 6.1 with respect to Claims
arising while this Lease is in effect shall survive the termination of this Lease for a period of thirty-six (36)
months. The obligations of Lessee pursuant to this Section 6.1 are in addition to, and not in limitation or
substitution of, Lessee's obligations under Section 4.3.
6.2 Liability Insurance.
(a) At all times during the Term, Lessee shall maintain in full force and effect:
(i) Commercial General Liability (including Broad Form Property Damage,
Premises/Operations, Personal Injury, and Contractual Liability coverage applicable to this
Lease) relating to Lessee's construction, ownership, use, operation and maintenance of the
Premises with limits of liability of not less than [***] combined single limit per occurrence
and in an annual aggregate for bodily injury and property damage;
(ii) Workers' Compensation Insurance covering Lessee's employees as required by Law
and Employers' Liability Insurance with a limit of [***];
(iii) Automobile Liability (covering owned, hired and non-owned vehicles) with limits of
liability of not less than [***] combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage per
occurrence; and
(iv) Excess Liability insurance providing [***] in insurance coverage in excess of the limits of
insurance provided in (i) and (iii) above.
(b) Lessee shall require any contractors engaged in work at the Premises to maintain insurance
coverage of the types and in the amounts at least equal to the insurance coverage which Lessee is
required to maintain in accordance with Section 6.2(a), except that limits of Excess Liability shall not
be less than [***].
(c) The policies required to be maintained by Lessee pursuant to Section 6.2(a)(i), Section 6.2(a)(iii)
and Section 6.2(a)(iv) above shall: (i) provide the coverage is primary and that any coverage that
Lessor may maintain shall be in excess thereof; (ii) name Lessor as an additional insured; (iii)
provide that the policy cannot be canceled or modified without thirty (30) days' prior written notice to
Lessor; and (iv) include a cross-liability or severability-of-interests endorsement in the event that the
basic policy obtained by Lessee does not contain such a provision, which cross-liability or
severability-of-interests endorsement shall apply to all additional insureds, and shall be referenced
in the additional insured endorsement.

Neither the maintenance nor the amount of any Commercial General Liability insurance shall be
construed to limit in any way Lessee's obligations under any indemnity, defense, or hold harmless
agreements set forth in this Lease. Any self-insured retention respecting said liability insurance
shall not exceed [***].
6.3 Casualty Insurance. Lessee shall maintain at all times during the Term, an All-Risk Property Policy
covering Lessee's Improvements and all Personal Property. Such policy shall be written on an All-Risk basis
with fair market value or on an agreed value basis sufficient to insure Lessee's Improvements and the
Personal Property, as well as an amount to insure exposures that are prudent and deemed to be standard
operating procedure for a risk of the size and scope as the LNG Facility. Such policy shall cover any
property at the Premises commencing from the date hereof and applying continuously thereafter throughout
the Term. The value of all policies based upon the value of the Premises shall be modified and upgraded, at
least annually, to reflect the then-current fair market value or current agreed value of Lessee's
Improvements and the Personal Property.
6.4 General. Each insurance policy required by this Lease to be procured and maintained by Lessee shall
be issued by a company authorized to do insurance business in the State of California having a rating in
Best's Key Rating Guild of not less than A-IX. Lessee agrees to deliver to Lessor (a) on or before the Term
Commencement Date and from time to time thereafter upon request, a copy of each such policy and all
endorsements, or binder therefor, and a certificate certifying that it contains the provisions required by this
Lease, and (b) not later than ten (10) days after renewal of any policies, a renewal binder therefor.
6.5 Driver Certification. Lessee shall ensure that all drivers of LNG transport vehicles are certified by the
U.S. Department of Transportation and all other Legal Requirements.

ARTICLE 7.
OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF THE LNG FACILITY
7.1 Lessor's Obligations. Except for the work to be performed by the Lessor pursuant to Section 8.11 and
Lessor's obligation to maintain the Access Road as set forth in Section 2.2(d), and as provided in Exhibit
"B", Lessor shall not be obligated to make or bear the cost of any repairs, replacements, rebuilding, or
renewals of any kind, nature, or description whatsoever related to the Premises or any portion thereof or
Lessee's Improvements.
7.2 Lessee's Obligations.
(a) Except to the extent that the demolition of Improvements by Lessee is permitted under Article 8,
and subject to other provisions of this Lease that govern the maintenance and repair of utility lines
and the Access Road, Lessee shall, at its own cost, and without expense to Lessor, keep and
maintain the Premises in good, sanitary and neat order, condition, and repair, in compliance with all
Legal Requirements and Permits, and free from hazards.
(b) Lessee hereby waives the benefit of any Legal Requirements that would otherwise accord
Lessee the right to make repairs at Lessor's expense or to terminate this Lease because of Lessor's
failure to keep the Premises or any portion thereof in good order, condition, or repair.
7.3 Surrender of the Premises. Upon the expiration or termination of the Term, Lessee shall complete the
removal and remediation obligations set forth on Exhibit "L" (the "Removal and Remediation
Obligations"). Further, upon the expiration or termination of the Term, Lessee shall execute, acknowledge,
and deliver to Lessor a quitclaim deed and such other instruments and documents as Lessor shall
reasonably request in order to assure and show in

the Official Records Lessor's fee title to the Premises free of any interest or claim of Lessee. Lessee's
obligations under this Section 7.3 shall survive the expiration or termination of this Lease.

ARTICLE 8.
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AND ALTERATIONS
8.1 Plans and Specifications. Lessee shall submit to Lessor for its approval a complete set of the Plant
Layout Plans and the Interconnection Plans, respectively. The Plant Layout Plans and the Interconnection
Plans shall be consistent in all material respects with the description of the LNG Facility contained on
Exhibit "C". Provided that the Plant Layout Plans and the Interconnection Plans are in all material respects
consistent with said description, the other provisions of this Lease and all Legal Requirements, Lessor shall
not unreasonably withhold its consent to such plans. Lessor shall either approve or disapprove each
submittal pursuant to this Section 8.1 as soon as is reasonably practical after receipt of a complete
submittal, but in any event within [***] after receipt thereof (and if such submittal is a request for an approval
of a modification to a previously-approved submittal, within [***] after receipt thereof). Lessor's failure to
respond within such [***] period (or such [***] period, as applicable) shall be deemed as its approval of the
submittal (or modification, as applicable). If Lessor disapproves of the submittal, it shall so notify Lessee in
writing within said [***] period, (or [***] period as applicable) and, at the same time, provide Lessee with a
reasonably detailed statement of the reasons why such submittal was disapproved. In such latter event,
Lessor and Lessee agree to cooperate reasonably with each other in resolving any objections of the other
to the submittal or requested revisions. Once the Plant Layout Plans and Interconnection Plans have been
approved by Lessor, such approval shall be binding on Lessor (absent a misrepresentation by Lessee) and
no further approval by Lessor of such plans or Permits shall be required unless such plans are
subsequently modified in any material respect, in which case such modifications shall be subject to Lessor's
approval in accordance with this Section 8.1. Lessor shall not be deemed to have incurred or assumed any
obligation or responsibility in connection with any aspect of the Plant Layout Plans or the Interconnection
Plans, and nothing in the Project Agreements, nor any act or failure to act on the part of Lessor, shall be
construed as a warranty or representation as to the adequacy or fitness of the LNG Facility or any aspect
thereof or a waiver of a claim by Lessor relating to the LNG Facility. Once the Plant Layout Plans and the
Interconnection Plans have been approved by Lessor, Lessor and Lessee shall enter into an amendment to
this Lease which supplements Exhibit "C" with references to title and date all such approved Plant Layout
Plans and Interconnection Plans.
8.2 Construction of LNG Facility. Lessee shall construct the LNG Facility upon the Demised Land in
accordance with the following requirements:
(a) The LNG Facility and all demolitions, alterations, and additions made in connection therewith or
thereto shall be designed and constructed in a good and workmanlike manner and in accordance
with this Lease and the Plans and Specifications;
(b) The design and construction of the LNG Facility and all such demolitions, alterations, and
additions shall comply with all Legal Requirements and Permits, and, without limiting the generality
of the foregoing, Lessee, at Lessee's sole cost and expense, shall procure all necessary Permits as
may be necessary or appropriate for the construction of the LNG Facility; and
(c) Except for the work to be performed by Lessor pursuant to Section 8.11 hereof, the entire cost of
construction of the LNG Facility, including, without limitation, any off site work, plans and
specifications, and all Permits and fees therefor, shall be paid by Lessee.

8.3 Insurance Covering Lessee's Work. Lessee shall not commence any construction activity, allow the
construction or installation of the LNG Facility, or perform or allow the performance of any other work to or
on the Premises, unless prior to the commencement of such work, Lessee shall obtain or cause to be
obtained by its contractor (and during the performance of such work keep or cause to be kept in force)
commercial general liability (and/or contractor's liability) insurance, with completed operations coverage,
and worker's compensation insurance to cover every contractor and each employee of every contractor to
be employed, in accordance with Section 6.2(b).
8.4 Relocation of Utilities. Lessee shall be responsible, at Lessee's sole cost and expense, for obtaining all
agreements and Permits that may be required to relocate any utility improvement that may be necessary or
appropriate in connection with the construction, operation or maintenance of the LNG Facility. Additionally,
to the extent such relocation is necessary to complete the LNG Project in accordance with the Plans and
Specifications, Lessee shall be responsible for relocating to a location and in a manner reasonably
acceptable to Lessor, and at Lessee's sole cost and expense, Lessor's Improvements.
8.5 Personal Property. Personal Property may be removed from the Premises by Lessee at any time during
the Term and all Personal Property shall be removed from the Premises by Lessee upon the expiration or
termination of the Term.
8.6 Liens and Notices of Violation Prohibited. Lessee shall not permit the Premises or any part thereof to
become subject to any lien, charge, or encumbrance. Lessee shall maintain the Premises and every part
thereof free from all orders, notices and violations filed or entered by any Governmental Authority. Nothing
in the foregoing provisions of this Section 8.6 shall limit Lessee's right, and Lessor agrees that Lessee shall
have the right, to contest or challenge the validity or amount of any such lien, charge, encumbrance and
any such orders, notices, and violations by appropriate and timely administrative or judicial proceedings;
provided that, by first posting a bond, making payment under protest, or other lawful and effective
procedure, the interests of Lessor, any mortgagee of Lessor, Lessor's title to, and any mortgage holder's
lien upon, the Premises and every part thereof are protected against any risk of loss, diminution, or
impairment. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Lessee shall be permitted to encumber the LNG Facility and
Lessee's interest in this Lease (but not any right, title or interest of Lessor in and to the Premises) in
connection with a bona fide debt financing by Lessee or any Affiliate of Lessee in connection with any future
financing by Lessee or by an Affiliate of Lessee.
8.7 Mechanics' Liens. Lessee agrees:
(a) to pay for all labor and services performed for, and for all materials used by or furnished to,
Lessee or any contractor employed by Lessee with respect to the Premises or any part thereof,
whether or not such labor, services, or materials were related to equipment, fixtures or other works
of improvement;
(b) to indemnify, defend, and protect Lessor and the Premises from and against, and to hold Lessor
and the Premises free and harmless from, any and all liabilities, claims, liens, encumbrances, and
judgments created or suffered in connection with such labor, services, or materials; and
(c) to permit Lessor to post and maintain notices of nonresponsibility on the Premises in
accordance with California Civil Code Section 3094 or other similar statute hereafter enacted;
provided that nothing herein shall prevent Lessee from contesting in good faith the validity or
amount of any lien, claim, encumbrance, or judgment, in accordance with the provisions of Section
8.6.
8.8 Lessor's Right to Discharge. Should a judgment on any lien, charge, encumbrance, order, notice or
violation be rendered against the Premises, and should Lessee fail to discharge such judgment or take
action to protest such judgment within [***] after such rendering (or within such shorter period as may be
necessary to avoid any

enforcement of or realization upon such judgment), Lessor shall have the right, but not the obligation, to
discharge said judgment. If Lessor exercises that option, any amount paid by Lessor shall be due from
Lessee as Additional Rent. Such Additional Rent shall be due and payable on the next date after the
expense is incurred that Base Rent is due together with interest at a rate equal to [***].
8.9 Permits.
(a) CE Construction and/or Lessee shall be solely responsible for obtaining all Permits necessary
for the siting, construction, development, operation and maintenance of the LNG Facility, and CE
Construction shall use Commercially Reasonable Efforts to obtain all such Permits as soon as
possible. Notwithstanding the foregoing, neither Lessee nor CE Construction shall make or present
any submission, presentation or other substantive written communication to any Governmental
Authority in connection with the LNG Facility without first obtaining Lessor's approval of such
submission, presentation or other substantive communication, which approval shall not be
unreasonably withheld. Lessor shall be given reasonable advance notice of any meetings (whether
held in person or telephonically) between Lessee and/or CE Construction and any Governmental
Authority relating to any Permit, and Lessee, CE Construction and Lessor shall reasonably
cooperate in scheduling such meetings at such times and in such locations as are reasonably
convenient for all Parties, so as to enable Lessor, CE Construction and Lessee to each participate
in the same. Subject to the foregoing, Lessor, CE Construction and Lessee shall each make their
representative(s) available for all such meetings, either in person or by telephone. In no event shall
Lessee or CE Construction allow any Permit to be binding upon the Premises without Lessor's
approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld to the extent the Permits apply solely to the
Premises, the Easements and/or the Exclusion Zone; provided, however, that if any Permit affects
any other part of the Borax Site or would survive the termination of this Lease, Lessor may withhold
its approval of such Permit in Lessor's sole and absolute discretion.
(b) Lessor agrees to join with CE Construction, at its request, in seeking the Permits and other
approvals of Governmental Authorities related to construction of the LNG Facility which are
approved by Lessor in accordance with this Lease. Lessee shall reimburse Lessor for all of Lessor's
reasonable out-of-pocket costs incurred in evaluating and processing such Permits and other
approvals of Government Authorities. Lessee agrees to indemnify and hold Lessor harmless from
and against any and all liabilities and obligations arising from such joinder by Lessor with Lessee in
connection with such Permits.
8.10 Sharing of Information. Lessee will (a) afford Lessor's representatives reasonable access during
normal business hours to the personnel designated by Lessee who possess information relating to Lessee's
permitting, design and construction of the LNG Facility; and (b) furnish Lessor's representatives with copies
of all such plans, specifications, contracts, books and records and other documents and data regarding the
permitting, design and construction of the LNG Facility on a confidential basis as Lessor's representatives
may reasonably request from time to time.
8.11 Lessor's Additional Improvements. In connection with construction of the LNG Facility, Lessor shall
make certain improvements to the Borax Site as more fully described on Exhibit "M" ("Lessor's
Improvements"). Lessor shall use Commercially Reasonable Efforts to complete Lessor's Improvements 1
and 2 on or before the date that is [***] following the date that each of the Permits listed in Part A and the air
permits listed in Part B of Exhibit "H" has been obtained by CE Construction. Lessor will undertake
Commercially Reasonable Efforts to complete Lessor's Improvements 3, 4, 5, and 6 on or before the date
that is [***] following the date of this Lease. Additionally, Lessor shall cause to be removed prior to
Construction Commencement all personal property of Lessor located on the Premises (other than Lessor's
Improvements).

In the event Lessor's Improvements 1 and 2 are not completed by Lessor on or before the date that is [***]
following the date that each of the Permits listed in Part A of Exhibit "H" has been obtained by CE
Construction, the In-Service Date shall be extended by one day for each day of delay beyond the date that
is [***] following the date that each of the Permits listed in Part A and the air permits listed in Part B of
Exhibit "H" has been obtained by CE Construction in completing Lessor's Improvements 1 and 2.
In the event Lessor's Improvements 3, 4, 5, and 6 are not completed by Lessor on or before the date that is
180 days following the date of this Lease, the In-Service Date shall be extended by one day for each day of
delay beyond the date that is 180 days following the date of this Lease in completing Lessor's
Improvements 3, 4, 5, and 6.
8.12 Future Alterations. Except for routine maintenance, repair and replacement of the LNG Facility, Lessee
shall not materially alter or modify the LNG Facility without first obtaining the prior written consent of Lessor,
which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided, however, that in no event shall Lessee
increase the production capacity of the LNG Facility above three Trains, as described in Exhibit "C".
Lessee may, however, increase the production capacity of the LNG Facility to three Trains, as described in
Exhibit "C", provided the construction of the Trains is in all material respects consistent with the provisions
of this Lease, the Plant Layout Plans and Interconnection Plans and any modifications thereto approved by
Lessor in accordance with Article 8. Except as provided in the preceding sentence, Lessee not alter or
modify the LNG Facility in any manner which would result in an increase in the amount of water, electricity
or other services required to be provided by Lessor hereunder (including, without limitation, any increase in
the amount of Return Gas delivered to Lessor) beyond the amounts specified in this Lease and the Exhibits
hereto, in either case without first obtaining Lessor's prior written consent, which may be withheld in
Lessor's sole and absolute discretion.

ARTICLE 9.
DESTRUCTION
9.1 Obligation to Rebuild. In the event that Lessee's Improvements or any of them are damaged or
destroyed in whole or in part by any casualty, whether or not covered by insurance, Lessee may, in its sole
and absolute discretion, elect to rebuild or restore Lessee's Improvements in accordance with the Plans and
Specifications and otherwise subject to compliance with Article 8 (as if the provisions of such Article 8 which
apply to the initial construction of Lessee's Improvements were also expressly applicable to such rebuilding
and restoration). In the event Lessee elects not to rebuild or restore such Lessee's Improvements, Lessee
shall have the option to terminate this Lease, which option may be exercised only by the delivery to Lessor,
not later than [***] from the date such damage or destruction occurs, of a written notice of termination. Such
notice shall specify a date of termination of this Lease, which date shall not be less than [***] from the date
such notice is delivered to Lessor. In the event that Lessee so elects to terminate this Lease, Lessee shall
cause to be completed on or before the end of said [***] all of the Removal and Remediation Obligations,
which obligations shall survive the termination of this Lease; provided, however, that if Lessor elects to have
Lessee remove the subsurface Improvements as provided in Exhibit "L", Lessee shall have an additional
[***] in which to complete its Removal and Remediation Obligations. Lessor and Lessee shall have no
further obligations to each other after said effective date of termination respecting the Premises, except
those obligations that, by the terms of this Lease or provisions of Legal Requirements, shall survive the
termination of this Lease.
9.2 No Abatement of Rent. Unless this Lease is terminated by Lessee as provided in Section 9.1, there
shall be no abatement of Rent by reason of damage to or destruction of the Premises in whole or in part. In
the event Lessee elects to terminate this Lease as provided in Section 9.1, Lessee shall continue to be
obligated to pay Rent and to comply with all of the provisions of this Lease until such time as Lessee has
vacated the Premises and paid and

performed all of its obligations hereunder which are required to be paid and performed prior to the
expiration or earlier terminate of this Lease. Lessee hereby waives the provision of Section 1932,
Subdivision 2, and Section 1933, Subdivision 4, of the California Civil Code, and all present and future
amendments thereto, and all other Legal Requirements that would permit or cause termination of a lease or
abatement of rental obligations upon damage to or destruction of the property subject thereto.

ARTICLE 10.
CONDEMNATION
10.1 Rights. Lessor and Lessee agree that, in the event of a Taking, all rights between them and in and to
an Award shall be as set forth herein, and Lessee shall have no right to any Award except as set forth
herein. In no event shall any portion of the Award that is attributable to Lessee's leasehold interest in the
Demised Land be paid to Lessee, and Lessee hereby assigns to Lessor the portion, if any, of the Award that
is attributable to Lessee's leasehold interest in the Demised Land. Lessee shall be entitled to such portion
of the Award allocable to Lessee's Improvements, and Lessor shall have no right or interest therein or
thereto.
10.2 Total Taking. Subject to Section 10.5, in the event of a Total Taking, Lessee's interest in the leasehold
created by this Lease shall continue until the Taking is completed by deed, contract, final order or judgment
of condemnation or otherwise, at which time such leasehold shall terminate. Subject to Section 10.4,
Lessee shall continue to be obligated to pay all Rent and shall otherwise be bound by the provisions of this
Lease.
10.3 Substantial Taking. In the event of a Substantial Taking, Lessee may, by written notice to Lessor given
not later than the earlier of (a) [***] after receipt by Lessee of notice of any intended Taking or (b) the date
upon which such Taking shall be completed, elect to treat the Taking as a Total Taking. If Lessee does not
deliver such notice within such time period, the Taking shall be treated as a Partial Taking. A Substantial
Taking shall be treated in the same manner as a Total Taking.
10.4 Possession Following Notice of Taking. Lessee may continue to occupy the Premises and
Improvements and use the Easement(s) until the condemning authority takes physical possession of the
Premises, Easement(s) and Improvements. However, at any time following any notice of any intended Total
Taking or Substantial Taking, Lessee may elect to deliver possession of the Premises to Lessor before the
actual taking of possession by the condemning authority. Such election shall be made by Lessee by written
notice declaring the election and agreeing to pay all Rent and performing all other obligations required
under this Lease through the date of Taking. Lessee's right to apportionment of or compensation from the
Award shall accrue as of the date that Lessee delivers possession to Lessor.
10.5 Apportionment for Award of Total Taking. Upon a Total Taking or upon a Substantial Taking, Lessee
shall receive from the Award those portions of the Award that are attributable to Lessee's ownership interest
in the Lessee's Improvements and Personal Property located on or about the Premises and any amounts
awarded for: (a) restoration of the Lessee's Improvements and Personal Property of Lessee on the
Premises (and/or Easement(s)); (b) removal, relocation or loss of any Lessee's Improvements or Personal
Property from the Premises (and/or Easement(s)); (c) anticipated or lost profits or damages because of
detriment to or interruption of the business of Lessee or any special damages of Lessee (provided that if no
portion of the damages contained in this clause are included in the Award for the Taking, Lessee shall have
the absolute right to prosecute Lessee's own claim for damages as permitted by law and to receive and
keep all proceeds of any such claim free from any claim of Lessor); and (d) any severance damage to the
Lessee's Improvements and Personal Property of Lessee on the Premises (and/or Easement(s)).

10.6 Partial Taking. This Lease shall remain in full force and effect following a Partial Taking, and shall cover
the remaining portion of the Premises. Lessee shall receive from the Award those portions of the Award that
are attributable to Lessee's ownership interest in the Lessee's Improvements, fixtures, equipment and
personal property located on or about the Premises and any amounts awarded for: (a) restoration of the
Lessee's Improvements and Personal Property of Lessee on the Premises (and/or Easement(s)); (b)
removal, relocation or loss of any Lessee's Improvements or Personal Property from the Premises (and/or
Easement(s)); (c) anticipated or lost profits or damages because of detriment to or interruption of the
business of Lessee or any special damages of Lessee (provided that if no portion of the damages contained
in this clause are included in the Award for the Taking, Lessee shall have the absolute right to prosecute
Lessee's own claim for damages as permitted by law and to receive and keep all proceeds of any such
claim free from any claim of Lessor); and (d) any severance damage to the Lessee's Improvements and
Personal Property of Lessee on the Premises (and/or Easement(s)).
10.7 Taking for Temporary Use. In the event of any Taking of the temporary use of all or any portion of or
interest or estate in the Premises, Easement(s) and/or Lessee's Improvements, for a period ending on or
before the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, neither the Term nor the Rent under this Lease
shall be reduced or affected in any way, and Lessee shall be entitled to the entire Award for the use or
estate taken. If any such Taking of the temporary use of all or any portion of or interest or estate in the
Premises, Easement(s) and/or Improvements is for a period extending beyond the expiration or earlier
termination of this Lease, such Taking shall be treated under the foregoing provisions of this Article 10.
10.8 Remediation Obligations. Nothing in this Article 10 shall relieve Lessee of its obligations under Section
7.3 hereof, provided; however, that in the event of a Taking, Lessee's remediation obligations with regard to
the portion of the Demised Land subject to the Taking shall be limited to that required by the condemning
authority.
10.9 Sole and Exclusive Remedies. This Article 10 sets forth Lessee's sole and exclusive remedies in the
event of a Taking. Each Party hereby waives the provisions of Sections 1265.120 and 1265.130 of the
California Code of Civil Procedure and the provisions of any successor or other law of like import.

ARTICLE 11.
LESSEE'S DEFAULT
11.1 Lessee's Default Defined. For the purposes of this Lease, the terms "Default by Lessee" and
"Lessee's Default" both mean the occurrence of any one or more of the following events:
(a) failure of Lessee to pay any Rent within [***] after written notice to Lessee following the date
such Rent becomes due;
(b) any assignment, encumbrance, transfer, delegation, subleasing or other occupancy of all or any
portion of Lessee's interest in this Lease or all or any portion of the Demised Land in violation of
Article 14;
(c) any failure by Lessee to maintain the insurance policies and coverages required to be
maintained by Lessee pursuant to Article 6;
(d) any material breach by Lessee of any of its representations and warranties hereunder;
(e) any failure by Lessee to pay prior to delinquency any Property Taxes;

(f) Lessee shall cease doing business as a going concern, make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, generally not pay its debts as they become due or admit in writing its inability to pay its
debts as they become due, file a petition commencing a voluntary case under any chapter of the
Bankruptcy Code, be adjudicated an insolvent, file a petition seeking for itself any reorganization,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar arrangement under the Bankruptcy
Code or any other present or future similar statute, law, rule or regulation, or file an answer
admitting the material allegations of a petition filed against it in any such proceeding, consent to the
filing of such a petition or acquiesce in the appointment of a trustee, receiver, custodian or other
similar official for it or of all or any substantial part of its assets or properties, or take any action
looking to its dissolution or liquidation;
(g) any case, proceeding or other action shall be instituted against either Lessee or Parent seeking
the entry of an order for relief against Lessee as debtor, to adjudicate Lessee or any general partner
thereof as a bankrupt or insolvent, or seeking reorganization, arrangement, readjustment,
liquidation, dissolution or similar relief against either Lessee or Parent thereof under the Bankruptcy
Code or any other present or future similar statute, law, rule or regulation, which case, proceeding
or other action either results in such entry, adjudication or issuance or entry of any other order or
judgment having a similar effect, or remains undismissed for a period of [***], or within [***] after the
appointment (without Lessee's or Parent's, as applicable, consent) of any trustee, receiver,
custodian or other similar official for it or such general partner, or of all or any substantial part of its
assets and properties, such appointment shall not be vacated;
(h) Abandonment, which continues for a period of [***] after Lessee's receipt from Lessor of written
notice thereof (any such notice being in lieu of, and not in addition to, any notice required under
Section 1161 et seq., of the California Code of Civil Procedure);
(i) execution by either Lessee or Parent of an assignment for the benefit of creditors of all or
substantially all of its assets that are available by law for the satisfaction of claims of judgment
creditors of Lessee or Parent, as applicable; or
(j) breach by Lessee or CE Construction of any material provision of this Lease, except those
mentioned in subparts (a) through (i) of this Section 11.1, not cured within [***] after Lessor gives
Lessee written notice of the breach (any such notice being in lieu of, and not in addition to, any
notice required under Section 1161 et seq., of the California Code of Civil Procedure), or, in the
case of breaches which cannot be cured solely by the payment of money and which reasonably
require more than [***] to cure, not cured within a reasonable time after the giving of such notice,
provided that Lessee commences curing such breach within said [***] after the giving of such notice
and thereafter diligently prosecutes to completion such cure, provided further that, in all events,
Lessee shall have fully cured such breach within [***] after the giving of such notice.
11.2 Lessor's Right to Terminate. In the event of a Default by Lessee, Lessor shall have, in addition to any
other remedies now or later available to Lessor hereunder or at law or equity, the right to terminate this
Lease and Lessee's right to possession of the Premises by giving written notice of termination to Lessee,
and Lessee shall in such event:
(a) pay to Lessor any accrued and unpaid Rent earned to the date of termination;
(b) pay to Lessor an amount equal to [***]; and

(c) undertake and complete within not more than [***] following such termination the Removal and
Remediation Obligations.
11.3 Lessor's Right Not To Terminate. Unless and until Lessor elects to terminate this Lease and Lessee's
right to possession as provided in Section 11.2, this Lease shall continue in full force and effect after Default
by Lessee, and Lessor may enforce all of its rights and remedies under this Lease, including, without
limitation, the right to recover or enforce payment of Rent as it becomes due under this Lease.
11.4 Cessation of Services. Upon the occurrence of a Default by Lessee hereunder, in addition to any other
remedies now or later available to Lessor hereunder or at law or equity, Lessor may cease delivery of any of
the Core Services without an adjustment in Rent.
11.5 General. Efforts by Lessor to mitigate damages caused by any Default by Lessee shall not constitute a
waiver by Lessor of any of Lessor's rights or remedies under this Lease, and nothing contained in this
Lease shall affect any rights of Lessor under this Lease to indemnification arising prior to termination of this
Lease. Neither reasonable acts of repair, alteration, maintenance, reletting, or preservation of the Premises,
nor the appointment of a receiver or trustee, whether in bankruptcy proceedings or otherwise, upon initiative
of Lessor to protect Lessor's interests under this Lease, shall constitute an election by Lessor to terminate
this Lease or Lessee's right to possession of the Premises. If Lessor permits this Lease to continue in full
force and effect after a Default by Lessee, Lessor may, nevertheless, at any time thereafter elect to
terminate this Lease and Lessee's right to possession of the Premises under the provisions of Section 11.2,
for such previous Default by Lessee, provided the Default by Lessee has not then been cured. The rights
and remedies of Lessor under this Article 11 shall be additional to all other rights and remedies provided to
Lessor in this Lease or by law or in equity, whether now in force or hereafter enacted, including, without
limitation, injunctions and other equitable relief. In no event shall Lessor assert, or bring any action against
any of Lessee's employees, agents, or representatives alleging, personal liability of any of them for any
such breach by Lessee.
11.6 Right of Lessor to Perform. Following not less than [***] written notice (except in cases of emergency,
when no notice shall be required), Lessor may, but shall not be obligated, to make any payment required of
Lessee under this Lease that Lessee fails timely to pay. No such payment by Lessor shall constitute a
waiver of, or release Lessee from, Lessee's said obligation or any other obligation of Lessee under this
Lease, nor shall such payment by Lessor diminish or affect in any way other rights and remedies of Lessor
set forth elsewhere in this Lease that may be applicable by reason of Lessee's failure to make a payment.

ARTICLE 12.
LESSOR'S DEFAULT
12.1 Lessor's Default Defined. For the purposes of this Lease, the terms "Default by Lessor" and
"Lessor's Default" both mean a breach by Lessor of any material provision of this Lease which is not cured
within [***] after Lessee gives Lessor written notice of the breach, or, in the case of breaches which cannot
be cured solely by the payment of money and which reasonably require more than [***] to cure, not cured
within a reasonable time after the giving of such notice, provided that Lessor commences curing such
breach within said [***] after the giving of such notice and thereafter diligently prosecutes to completion
such cure, provided further that, in all events, Lessor shall have fully cured such breach within [***] after the
giving of such notice. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the [***] cure period referred to above shall not be
applicable to a breach by Lessor of its obligation to deliver a Core Service. The failure of Lessor to deliver a
Core Service, caused by circumstances other than a voluntary decision or act by Lessor to cease or reduce
a Core Service, shall not constitute a Default by Lessor provided Lessor uses commercially reasonably
efforts to fully restore the Core Service.

12.2 Lessee's Remedies. Upon the occurrence of a Default by Lessor, Lessee shall have the right to
terminate this Lease upon not less than [***] written notice to Lessor. Such right shall be in addition to any
other rights and remedies that Lessee may have under applicable law, subject to the limitations on Lessor's
liability contained herein.
12.3 Limitations on Lessor's Liability. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease to the contrary, in no
event shall any Lessor Party be liable to Lessee or its Affiliates (the "Lessee Parties") on account of any
Claims, except to the extent expressly set forth in this section 12.3.
(a) In no event shall the Lessor Parties have any liability for any indirect, special, consequential
(including, without limitation, loss of business opportunity or business goodwill), punitive, exemplary
or other damages. Furthermore, the liability of the Lessor Parties on account of all Claims shall be
subject to the following limitations:
(i) [***]
(ii) The aggregate liability of the Lessor Parties' with respect to all Claims arising out of facts
or circumstances occurring during the Term other than Core Service Default Claims shall
not exceed [***].
(iii) [***]
(b) Lessee agrees not to assert, or bring any action against, any of Lessor's shareholders, officers,
directors, employees, agents, or representatives alleging any personal liability of any of them for
any Claims.
(c) Lessee, on behalf of itself and its successors and assigns, does hereby irrevocably release and
forever discharge, and covenant not to sue, the Lessor Parties with respect to any Claims (whether
known or unknown, contingent or fixed, suspected or unsuspected, liquidated or unliquidated,
concealed or hidden) to the extent such Claims exceed the limitations set forth in this Section 12.3.
Lessee further agrees, represents and warrants that the matters released herein are not limited to
matters which are known or disclosed, and Lessee hereby waives any and all rights and benefits
which it now has, or in the future may have, conferred upon it by virtue of the provisions of Section
1542 of the Civil Code of the State of California which provides as follows:
A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE CREDITOR
DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS FAVOR AT THE TIME OF
EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM MUST HAVE MATERIALLY
AFFECTED HIS SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR.
Lessee hereby agrees, represents and warrants that it has read and understood this Section 12.3,
and Lessee realizes and acknowledges that factual matters now unknown to it may have given or
may hereafter give rise to causes of action, claims, demands, debts, controversies, damages,
costs, losses and expenses which are presently unknown, unanticipated and unsuspected, and
Lessee further agrees, represents and warrants that this Section 12.3 has been negotiated and
agreed upon in light of that realization and that Lessee nevertheless hereby intends to release,
discharge and acquit the Lessor Parties as set forth hereinabove from any such unknown causes of
action, claims, demands, debts, controversies, damages, costs, losses and expenses.
(d) Lessee acknowledges and agrees that the limitations on the liability of the Lessor Parties set
forth in this Section 12.3 are a material inducement to Lessor to enter into this Lease and that in the
absence of

such limitations, Lessor would not enter into the transactions contemplated by this Lease. Lessee
represents and warrants that it has had advice of counsel of its own choosing in negotiations for
and the preparation of this Lease and the provisions of this Section 12.3 (including the release set
forth in Section 12.3(c)).
(e) Nothing in this Section 12.3 shall be deemed to limit the provisions of Article 16 of this Lease.
12.4 Termination of Services by Lessor(a) Lessor shall have the right, to be exercised in its sole and
absolute discretion subject to and in accordance with the provisions of this Section 12.4, to terminate its
obligation to deliver any of the services required to be delivered by Lessor pursuant to Section 2.4
(including any of the Core Services).
(b) In the event that Lessor elects to terminate its obligation to deliver any of the services set forth in
Section 2.4(a), Lessor shall provide Lessee with prior written notice of such election (an "Election
Notice"). Each Election Notice shall specify a date (the "Termination Date") upon which the
applicable service(s) shall be terminated, which Termination Date shall not be less than [***] from
the date of the Election Notice. In the case of Process Water, Lessor may terminate this service
upon not less than [***] from the date of the Election Notice, if Lessee is permitted to use the
Alternate Process Water Line interconnected with the AVEK Water Line. If Lessor does not allow
Lessee to interconnect the Alternate Process Water Line with the AVEK Water Line in order to
obtain its full quantity of Process Water as provided in Exhibit "E-2", Lessor will provide [***] prior
written notice to Lessee of its election to cease providing Process Water to Lessee. If Lessor
permits Lessee to interconnect the Alternate Process Water Line with the AVEK Water Line, Lessor
and Lessee will arrange for reasonable mutually acceptable metering of and invoicing for the water
consumed by Lessee from the AVEK Water Line. The cost of all water from the AVEK Water Line
consumed by Lessee shall be paid by Lessee. Termination of a service provided to Lessee in
accordance with this Section 12.4(b) will not constitute a Default by Lessor.
(c) During the period following the delivery of an Election Notice and prior to the Termination Date
set for the service(s) covered thereby, Lessor shall use Commercially Reasonable Efforts to assist
Lessee, at no material out-of-pocket expense to Lessee, in obtaining an alternative source of the
service(s) to be discontinued, including supporting the obtaining of Permits and the procurement of
access and Easements necessary to effect the changeover to the new source.
(d) Upon the Termination Date set forth in the Election Notice, (i) Lessor's obligation to deliver the
service(s) described therein shall terminate and Lessor shall have no further obligation to deliver
such service(s), and (ii) the Rent shall be reduced in accordance with Exhibit "J".
(e) The provisions of this Section 12.4 shall not apply to an election by Lessor to terminate its
obligation to deliver Energy, which election shall be governed by the provisions of Section 8 of
Exhibit "D" or to termination of services pursuant to Section 19.20.
(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease, except as expressly set forth in Exhibit "D"
with respect to Lessee's right to procure Energy from Southern California Edison Company or its
successor utility, in no event shall Lessee have the right to procure any of the services to be
provided by Lessor to Lessee hereunder, including the services described in Section 2.4, unless
Lessor terminates its right to provide such services in accordance with this Section 12.4 or fails to
provide such services in default of its obligations to do so hereunder.

(g) Notwithstanding the foregoing, Lessor shall not be obligated to accept (i) Return Gas or (ii)
Process Waste Water from Lessee if Lessee is failing to meet the respective quality standards with
respect thereto set forth in Exhibits "F-2" and "E-2", respectively.
(h) In the event of a temporary cessation or termination of the provision of a Core Service by Lessor
to Lessee, for any reason other than a failure by Lessee to deliver Return Gas or Process Waste
Water meeting the standards set forth in Exhibits "F-2" and "E-2", respectively, or other Default by
Lessee, there shall be a corresponding adjustment to Long-Term Variable Rent as and to the extent
provided in Exhibit "J".

ARTICLE 13.
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATES AND SALE BY LESSOR
13.1 Estoppel Certificates, etc. Each Party agrees to execute and deliver to the other Party (and its lender, if
applicable), within [***] following request, an estoppel certificate and such other instruments and documents
as the requesting Party may reasonably request evidencing the status of this Lease. Such estoppel
certificate shall include, among other things, (i) a certification that this Lease is unmodified and in full force
and effect, or, if modified, stating the nature of such modification and certifying that this Lease, as so
modified, is in full force and effect, and certifying the date to which the Rent and any other charges are paid
in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there are not, to the responding Party's knowledge, any
uncured defaults on the part of either Party hereunder, or specifying such defaults if they are claimed. Such
estoppel certificate shall permit reliance thereon by any auditor, creditor, commercial banker, and
investment banker of the responding Party and, in the case of an estoppel certificate delivered by Lessee,
by any prospective purchaser or encumbrancer of all or any part of the Borax Site or of all or any part of
Lessor's interests under this Lease.
13.2 Failure to Deliver Estoppel Certificates. If either Party shall fail to execute and deliver, within the time
required by Section 13.1, any such estoppel certificate, then, in addition to constituting a default by such
Party hereunder:
(a) Such failure shall constitute acknowledgment by the Party failing to deliver the estoppel to any
third party, such as, but not limited to, a person or entity purchasing assets or lending money, that
this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (except as may be represented by the Party
requesting the estoppel) and that all Rent has been duly and fully paid to and including the
respective due dates immediately preceding the date of the notice of request (except as may be
represented by the Party requesting the estoppel) and shall constitute a waiver, with respect to all
such third persons, of any defaults that may exist before the date of the notice and shall be a
default under this Lease; and
(b) The Party failing to deliver the estoppel shall be estopped to assert or claim anything respecting
the status of this Lease that is contrary to the representations made by the Party requesting the
estoppel, and such third person may rely upon such estoppel.
13.3 Liability Upon Transfer.
(a) In the event that Lessor shall sell or otherwise transfer its title to the Premises, after the effective
date of such sale or transfer, and upon assumption of all of Lessor's obligations hereunder by the
buyer or transferee of the Premises, whether expressly or by operation of law, Lessor shall have no
further liability under this Lease to Lessee, except as to matters of liability which have accrued
before, and are unsatisfied

as of, the date of sale or transfer, and Lessee shall thereafter seek performance solely from
Lessor's successor.
(b) In the event that Lessee shall assign its interest in this Lease in accordance with the provisions
of Article 14, after the effective date of such assignment, and upon assumption of all of Lessee's
obligations hereunder, whether expressly or by operation of law, Lessee shall have no further
liability under this Lease to Lessor, and in the event of a Transfer described in Sections 14.2(a) or
(b), the Parents' Guaranty shall terminate, except as to matters of liability which have accrued
before, and are unsatisfied as of, the date of Transfer, and Lessor shall thereafter seek
performance solely from Lessee's successor.

ARTICLE 14.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING
14.1 Generally Forbidden. Except as permitted under Section 14.2, Lessee shall not sell, assign, delegate,
encumber, or otherwise transfer this Lease or any of Lessee's rights or obligations hereunder, nor shall
Lessee sublet or permit or suffer any Person (other than Lessor) to occupy or use all or any portion of the
Premises (any such action, a "Transfer"), and any attempt to effect a Transfer shall be null and void, shall
constitute a Default by Lessee, and, at Lessor's option, shall terminate this Lease. The foregoing prohibition
against Transfers shall apply fully to an assignment by operation of law. Sales, assignments, encumbrances
or other transfers, whether in one transaction or a series of transactions, of a controlling equity interest in
Lessee shall constitute an attempted Transfer of this Lease and shall be prohibited by this Section 14.1;
provided, however, that a transfer of equity interests in Lessee from a Person who holds such interests as
of the date of this Lease to another wholly-owned subsidiary of Parent shall not constitute a Transfer for
purposes of this Section 14.1 so long as Lessee provides notice of such transfer to Lessor within thirty (30)
days following the effectiveness of such Transfer.
14.2 Permitted Transactions. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 14.1, with the prior written consent
of Lessor, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, Lessee shall have the right and power to
assign its interests under this Lease (a) to any Person that is concurrently acquiring substantially all of the
business assets of Parent, including Parent's ownership interest in Lessee, whether structured as a "assets"
sale or a sale of equity interests in Parent; (b) to a Person that acquires the LNG Facility from Lessee; and
(c) to any business entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with Lessee.
14.3 Transfer Procedures. If Lessee desires to Transfer this Lease (other than to secure a debt financing to
the extent permitted in Section 8.6) or any interest herein, then at least thirty (30) days (but no more than
one hundred eighty (180) days) prior to the effective date of the proposed Transfer, Lessee shall submit to
Lessor a written request (a "Transfer Notice") for Lessor's consent, which notice shall include:
(a) A statement containing (i) the name and address of the proposed transferee (the "Transferee");
(ii) current financial statements of the proposed Transferee certified by an officer, partner or owner
thereof, and any other reasonable information and materials (including without limitation, credit
reports and bank and character references) required by Lessor to assist Lessor in reviewing the
financial responsibility, character, and reputation of the proposed Transferee (provided, that if
Lessor requests such additional information or materials, the Transfer Notice shall not be deemed
to have been received until Lessor receives such additional materials); (iii) the nature of such
Transferee's business; (iv) the proposed effective date of the Transfer; and (v) all of the principal
terms of the proposed Transfer, including the consideration to be paid to Lessee in connection
therewith. At the request of the proposed Transferee, Lessor will sign a reasonable and customary
form of confidentiality agreement covering the information provided to Lessor. Without limitation as
to other reasonable grounds for withholding consent, it shall be

reasonable under this Lease and under any applicable law for Lessor to withhold consent to any
proposed Transfer where one or more of the following apply: (1) the Transferee intends to use the
Premises other than for operation of the LNG Facility in accordance with this Lease; (2) the
Transferee is a governmental agency or instrumentality thereof; (3) the Transferee is not a party of
reasonable financial worth and/or financial stability in light of the obligations of the Lessee under
this Lease; and (4) the Transferee is a Person who is, or in the thirty-six months prior to the
Transfer Notice has been, adverse to Lessor in any arbitration, litigation, mediation or other similar
proceeding.
(b) After Lessor's consent to the Transfer and promptly after execution, Lessee shall deliver to
Lessor four (4) originals of the proposed assignment or sublease or other evidence of the Transfer
on a form approved by Lessor and four (4) originals of the of Lessor's consent to such Transfer
executed by Lessee and the proposed Transferee.
(c) If Lessee modifies any of the terms and conditions relevant to a proposed Transfer specified in
the Transfer Notice such that Lessor would be entitled to withhold its consent to such Transfer
under Article 14, Lessee shall re-submit such Transfer Notice to Lessor for its consent pursuant to
all of the terms and conditions of this Article 14.
(d) With respect to each Transfer proposed to be consummated by Lessee, whether or not Lessor
shall grant consent, Lessee shall pay all of Lessor's out-of-pocket expenses, fees, and costs, as
well as any professional, attorneys', accountants', engineers' or other consultants' fees reasonably
incurred by Lessor relating to such proposed Transfer within thirty (30) days after written request by
Lessor.
14.4 Prohibited Persons. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease to the contrary, in no event shall
Lessee effect a Transfer of any portion of its interest in this Lease or the Premises to a Prohibited Person.
14.5 Miscellaneous Provisions. Without limiting the foregoing provisions of this Article 14, the acceptance of
Rent by Lessor from any other person shall not be deemed to be a waiver of Lessor of any provision of this
Article 14.

ARTICLE 15.
RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL
15.1 ROFR Notice. Without limiting the provisions of Article 14, in the event that Lessee seeks to Transfer
all or a majority of its interest in the LNG Facility, whether such Transfer is structured as an asset sale or a
sale of a controlling equity interest in Lessee (whether such sale occurs in a single sale or in a series of
Transfers), Lessee shall include with the Transfer Notice delivered in accordance with Article 14 a written
right of first refusal notice (a "ROFR Notice"). Each ROFR Notice shall set forth the proposed Transferee's
name and shall include a summary of the terms of the proposed Transfer, including without limitation, the
purchase price and method of payment, and shall have attached to it a copy of any offer or counteroffer
executed or to be executed by Lessee and the Transferee. If the proposed Transfer is to be made in
exchange for property of the Transferee, the ROFR Notice shall also include the dollar value placed on the
Transferee's property by Lessee. Lessee represents and warrants that the purchase price, terms and
conditions referred to in the ROFR Notice shall have been arrived at through arm's length negotiations.
15.2 Response to ROFR Notice. If Lessor, within [***] after receipt of a ROFR Notice, indicates in writing to
Lessee its agreement to purchase the LNG Facility to be Transferred on the terms stated in such ROFR
Notice, Lessee shall sell and convey such property to Lessor on the same terms and conditions as set forth
in such ROFR Notice, except that in the event of a proposed exchange of property Lessor shall pay the
aforesaid dollar value placed on the

property in full in cash rather than exchange property. If Lessor does not notify Lessee of its intent to
exercise its right of first refusal within such [***] period, or if Lessor gives Lessee written notification that it
does not elect to exercise such right of first refusal, then Lessee may Transfer the LNG Facility free of this
right of first refusal on the same terms and conditions offered to Lessor as set forth in the ROFR Notice,
subject to the provisions of Section 14.3 hereof.
15.3 Timing of Transfer; Change of Terms. If Lessee does not complete the Transfer of the LNG Facility
described within the ROFR Notice within [***] of (i) the expiration of the aforementioned [***] period or (ii)
such earlier date on which Lessor notifies Lessee that it does not wish to exercise its right of first refusal, or
if Lessee intends to Transfer the LNG Facility on terms and conditions which are changed or modified from
those stated in the ROFR Notice, then the transaction or any further transaction shall be deemed a new
determination by Lessee to Transfer the LNG Facility and the provisions of this Article 15 shall again be
applicable to any proposed Transfer.
15.4 Termination of Right. Lessor's right of first refusal as provided herein shall be extinguished if and only if
Lessor fails to exercise its right to purchase the LNG Facility within the [***] period provided above and
Lessee thereafter Transfers the LNG Facility to the Transferee and on the terms set forth in the ROFR
Notice within the [***] period provided above, and provided the offer from the Transferee presented to
Lessor in the ROFR Notice was a valid, bona fide and binding third party offer. Failure by Lessor to respond
to any other offer shall in no way extinguish the right granted to Lessor hereunder which shall in such case
continue to burden the LNG Facility.
15.5 Valuation. In the event Lessee elects to exchange its interest in the LNG Facility rather than to sell it, if
Lessor objects to the dollar value placed by Lessee on the exchange property as stated in the ROFR
Notice, Lessor shall notify Lessee of its objection and the dollar value shall be the first market value of such
property as established by an appraiser appointed by Lessor, who shall be a member of the American
Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. The [***] period provided in Section 15.2 for Lessor to deliver notice of
exercise of its right to purchase the LNG Facility shall be extended for so long as it takes to complete such
appraisal. All costs and expenses incurred by the appraiser shall be shared equally by Lessee and Lessor.
15.6 Transfer Defined. As used in this Article 15, the term "Transfer" shall be defined to mean any transfer,
sale, lease, or other conveyance, whether by agreement for sale or in any other manner.
15.7 Right of First Refusal Exercised. Within [***] of Lessee's receipt of Lessor's notice of exercise, an
escrow shall be opened at an escrow company selected by Lessor, which escrow shall have a time limit of
[***]. Lessee shall transfer its interest in the LNG Facility through said escrow to Lessor or Lessor's nominee
subject only to real property taxes for the then-current fiscal year and customary permitted encumbrances,
including, without limitation, all encumbrances of record, and all other encumbrances and defects in title and
conditions which the proposed Transferee was willing to accept. Lessee and Lessor, or Lessor's nominee,
shall each pay [***]; Lessee shall pay for any documentary tax stamps; and Lessor or its nominee shall pay
the recording fee for any instruments which are recorded through such escrow.
15.8 No Waiver of Assignment Restrictions. Nothing in this Article 15 shall be construed as limiting or
waiving the provisions of Article 14 hereof.

ARTICLE 16.
FORCE MAJEURE
16.1 Effect of Force Majeure Events. Except as otherwise provided herein, either Party shall be excused
from performance and shall not be construed to be in default in respect of any obligation hereunder for so
long as

failure to perform such obligation shall be caused by or arise out of a Force Majeure Event. "Force Majeure
Event" means any event or occurrence beyond the reasonable control of a Party which causes such Party
to be unable to perform its obligations hereunder (other than obligations to pay money), but only if and to
the extent that (i) such circumstance or event or combination of events or circumstances, despite the
exercise of reasonable diligence and care, cannot be or be caused to be prevented, avoided or removed by
such Party; (ii) such circumstance or event is not the result of the failure of such Party to perform any of its
obligations under this Lease; and (iii) such Party has given the other Party prompt notice of such
circumstance or event in accordance with Section 16.3. Such events or occurrences may include, but are
not limited to: explosions, fires, earthquakes, storms, lightning, wind, tornadoes, or other natural calamities
and acts of God; acts of war or the public enemy and acts of terrorism, whether war be declared or not;
public disorders, insurrection, rebellion, sabotage, riots or violent demonstrations; strikes, lockouts or other
industrial action by workers or employees of a Party or such Party's contractors; sudden actions of the
elements; actions or inactions by Governmental Authorities.
16.2 Certain Delays not Excused. Notwithstanding that a Force Majeure Event otherwise exists, the
provisions of this Article 16 shall not excuse the obligation to pay money in a timely manner, except to the
extent that the Force Majeure Event directly affects the ability to remit such payments in a timely manner,
nor shall a Force Majeure Event extend the In-Service Deadline beyond [***].
16.3 Notice of Force Majeure Events. As soon as possible following the date of commencement of any
Force Majeure Event and in no event later than [***] after the date the Party whose performance is affected
by the Force Majeure Event knows of the occurrence of such an event, the affected Party shall advise the
other Party in writing of the commencement, the nature and expected duration of such Force Majeure
Event. If means of providing notice to the other Party are interrupted, such notice shall be provided within
[***] after the resumption of means of providing notice to the other Party. As soon as possible and in no
event later than [***] following the termination of a Force Majeure Event, the Party having invoked such
Force Majeure Event as a cause of suspension and/or delay of performance shall notify the other Party that
it is able to resume performance.
16.4 Period of Suspension or Delay and Mitigation. The suspension or delay of performance due to a Force
Majeure Event shall be of no greater scope and no longer duration than is required by the Force Majeure
Event. The affected Party shall: (a) undertake all Commercially Reasonable Efforts to prevent and reduce to
a minimum and mitigate the effect of any delay occasioned by any Force Majeure Event; and (b) undertake
Commercially Reasonable Efforts to ensure resumption of normal performance of this Lease after the
termination of any Force Majeure Event and shall perform its obligations to the maximum extent practicable.

ARTICLE 17.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
17.1 Representations and Warranties of Lessee. Lessee represents and warrants to Lessor as follows, as
of the execution date of this Lease:
(a) Lessee is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the state of its
organization, with full power and authority to conduct its business as it is now being conducted, to
own or use the properties and assets that it purports to own or use and to perform all of its
obligations under this Lease.
(b) This Lease constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of Lessee, enforceable against
Lessee in accordance with its terms. Lessee has the absolute and unrestricted right, power,
authority and capacity to execute and deliver this Lease and to perform its obligations hereunder.

(c) The execution, delivery or performance of the Project Agreements by Lessee will not directly or
indirectly (with or without notice or lapse of time): (i) contravene, conflict with or result in a violation
of any provision of the Organizational Documents of Lessee, or any resolution adopted by the
stockholders, members, board of directors, or the general partner (as the case may be) of Lessee
currently in effect; (ii) contravene, conflict with or result in a violation of, or give any Governmental
Authority or other Person the right to exercise any remedy or obtain any relief under, any Legal
Requirement or any Order to which Lessee, or any of the assets owned or used by Lessee, may be
subject; (iii) contravene, conflict with or result in a violation of any of the terms or requirements of, or
give any Governmental Authority the right to revoke, withdraw, suspend, cancel, terminate or modify
any Permit that is held by Lessee or Lessor for the mining operation, or that otherwise relates to the
business of, or any of the assets owned or used by, Lessee; or (iv) contravene, conflict with or
result in a violation or breach of any provision of, or give any Person the right to declare a default or
exercise any remedy under, or to accelerate the maturity or performance of, or to cancel, terminate
or modify any Contract which it has entered into and is currently enforceable against it.
(d) To the best of Lessee's knowledge, there is no pending Proceeding that has been commenced
that challenges, or that may have the effect of preventing, delaying, making illegal or otherwise
interfering with, the performance by Lessee of any of its obligations hereunder.
(e) To the best of Lessee's knowledge, the Permits listed on Exhibit "H" are all of the Permits
which are necessary in order to allow Lessee to construct and operate the LNG Facility.
(f) Neither Lessee nor Parent is a Prohibited Person.
17.2 Representations and Warranties of Lessor. Lessor represents and warrants to Lessee as follows, as of
the effective date of this Lease:
(a) Lessor is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the state of its
organization, with full power and authority to conduct its business as it is now being conducted, to
own or use the properties and assets that it purports to own or use and to perform all its obligations
under this Lease.
(b) This Lease constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of Lessor, enforceable against
Lessor in accordance with its terms. Lessor has the absolute and unrestricted right, power, authority
and capacity to execute and deliver this Lease and to perform its obligations hereunder.
(c) The execution, delivery and performance of this Lease by Lessor will not directly or indirectly
(with or without notice or lapse of time): (i) contravene, conflict with or result in a violation of any
provision of the Organizational Documents of Lessor, or any resolution adopted by the
stockholders, members, board of directors, or the general partner (as the case may be) of Lessor
currently in effect; or (ii) contravene, conflict with or result in a violation or breach of any provision
of, or give any Person the right to declare a default or exercise any remedy under, or to accelerate
the maturity or performance of, or to cancel, terminate or modify any Contract which it has entered
into and is currently enforceable against it.
(d) To Lessor's knowledge, there is no pending Proceeding that has been commenced that
challenges, or that may have the effect of preventing, delaying, making illegal or otherwise
interfering with, the performance by Lessor of its obligations hereunder.
(e) Lessor is not a Prohibited Person.

17.3 Acknowledgment. Each of Lessor and Lessee acknowledges that the representations and warranties
set forth in this Article 17 and elsewhere in this Lease constitute the sole and exclusive representations and
warranties of the Parties in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby. There are no
representations, warranties, covenants, understandings or agreements among the Parties regarding the
Premises or the LNG Facility other than those contained in this Lease. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, Lessor acknowledges that in entering into this Lease, Lessor is not relying upon any projections
as to the production or revenue generating capacity of the LNG Facility which may have been provided to
Lessor by Lessee, and Lessee acknowledges that neither Lessor nor any agent of Lessor has made any
representation or warranty with respect to the Premises or their condition, including, without limitation, with
respect to the presence or absence of Hazardous Substances, the geophysical condition of the Demised
Land, or the availability of adequate utilities (except to the extent that Lessor has agreed to provide the
same hereunder). Lessee agrees that the Premises shall be leased and delivered to Lessee in its "ASIS/WITH ALL FAULTS" condition.
ARTICLE 18.
JOINDER
18.1 Joinder of CE Construction CE construction joins in this Lease as a party solely at the request of
Lessee for purposes of allowing Lessee to cause the construction of the LNG Facility and any other
Improvements permitted to be made by Lessee under the Lease to be completed in accordance with
applicable contractor licensing requirements. CE Construction represents and warrants to Lessor that CE
Construction holds all of the licenses necessary to construct the LNG Facility and such other Improvements.
CE Construction shall not have any rights to enforce this Lease against Lessor and all such enforcement
rights shall be vested in Lessee. Nothing in this Lease is intended to provide CE Construction with any
rights of possession or occupancy of the Demised Land, including, without limitation, any rights as a tenant,
subtenant or licensee of Lessor or Lessee, and CE Construction's right to enter upon the Demised Land
shall be solely those of a guest or invitee of Lessee. Any breach of or default under any of the provisions of
this Lease by CE Construction shall be deemed to be a breach of or default by Lessee under this Lease
and shall entitle Lessor to exercise any or all of its rights and remedies under this Lease or at law or in
equity. Any notices required to be provided under this Lease, including notices with respect to any default by
Lessee, shall be deemed to have been provided to both Lessee and CE Construction upon the delivery of
such notice to Lessee in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 19.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
19.1 Headings. The article and section headings used in this Lease are for purposes of convenience only.
They shall not be construed to limit or to extend the meaning of any part of this Lease.
19.2 Exhibits. Each and every exhibit or schedule to this Lease to which reference is made in this Lease or
the Exhibits hereto is incorporated, by that reference, into this Lease and made a part hereof.
19.3 Recitals. Lessor and Lessee each represent and warrant to the other that it has no knowledge or
notice of any facts or circumstances indicating that any of the Recitals is false, incomplete, or misleading as
written. The Recitals are, by this reference, incorporated into, and made a part of, this Lease.
19.4 Waiver. Waiver by Lessor of any breach of any provision of Lease shall not be deemed to be a waiver
of such provision or of any subsequent breach of the same or of any other provision of this Lease.

19.5 Notices Any notice, demand, approval, consent, or other communication required or desired to be
given under this Lease in writing shall be personally served or given by overnight express carrier or by mail,
and if mailed, shall be deemed to have been given when three (3) business days have elapsed from the
date of deposit in the United States Mail, certified and postage prepaid, addressed to the Party to be served
at the last address as has then been given by that Party to the other Party by written notice done in
compliance with the provisions of this Section 19.5. For purposes of this Section 19.5, acknowledged or
proven receipt of any notice, demand, approval, consent, or other communication done by facsimile
transmission or by e-mail to a Party's regular business facsimile telephone number shall be deemed
personal service thereof effective upon such acknowledgement of proven receipt. At the date of execution
of this Lease, the respective mailing addresses of Lessor and Lessee are as follows:
Lessor:
U.S. Borax Inc.
Boron Operations
14486 Borax Road
Boron, California 93516-2000
Attention: General Manager
Facsimile: (760) 762-7542

with a copy
to:
U.S. Borax Inc.
26877 Tourney Road
Valencia, California 91355
Attention: Legal Department
Facsimile: (661) 287-5566
Lessee and CE Construction:
Clean Energy LNG, LLC
3020 Old Ranch Parkway, Suite 200
Seal Beach, California 90740
Facsimile: (562) 546-0097
Attention: Mitchell Pratt
Facsimile: (562) 546-0097
with a copy to:

Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton, LLP
Four Embarcadero Center
17th Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-4106
Attention: James J. Slaby
Facsimile: (415) 434-3947
19.6 Attorneys' Fees. In the event that legal proceedings are commenced to enforce or interpret any of the
terms or conditions of this Lease, for breach of any such terms or conditions, or to terminate the leasehold
interest or right to possession of Lessee granted by this Lease, the prevailing Party in any such proceedings
shall receive from the losing Party such reasonable sum for attorneys' fees and costs incurred, not limited to
taxable costs, as may be fixed by the court, whether incurred at the trial court level or on any appeal, in
addition to all other relief to which prevailing Party may be entitled.
19.7 Successors. Without limiting or otherwise affecting any restrictions on assignments of this Lease or
rights or duties under this Lease, this Lease and all of its terms and conditions shall run with the Demised
Land and the Easements and shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the successors and assigns
of Lessor and Lessee.
19.8 Surrender of Lease Not Merger. Neither the voluntary or other surrender of this Lease by Lessee nor a
mutual cancellation hereof shall cause a merger of the titles of Lessor and Lessee, but such surrender or
cancellation shall operate as an assignment to Lessor of any or all such subleases that have been
approved in writing by Lessor or are otherwise acceptable to Lessor.
19.9 Entire Agreement. The Project Agreements set forth the entire agreement between Lessor and Lessee
for the lease of the Premises and supersede all prior negotiations and agreements, written or oral,
concerning or relating to the subject matter of this Lease, and may not be modified except by a writing
executed by both Parties.
19.10 Severability. If any provision of this Lease or the application thereof to any person or circumstances
shall to any extent be held in any proceeding to be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Lease
shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law, but only, if and to the extent such
enforcement would not materially and adversely frustrate the Parties essential objectives as expressed
herein.
19.11 Construction. No provision of this Lease shall be construed against or interpreted to the disadvantage
of either Lessor or Lessee by any court or other governmental or judicial authority by reason of such Party's
having or being deemed to have structured, written, drafted or dictated such provisions.
19.12 Governing Law. This Lease and all of the rights and obligations of Lessor and Lessee under this
Lease or related to the Demised Land, or any part thereof, shall be governed by the laws of the State of
California, not including choice of law rules and principles.
19.13 Time is of Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease.
19.14 No Joint Venture. Nothing in this Lease shall be construed to render or constitute Lessor in any way
or for any purpose a partner, joint venturer or associate in any relationship with Lessee other than that as
landlord and tenant, nor shall this Lease be construed to authorize either Party to act as agent for the other
Party except as expressly provided to the contrary in this Lease.

19.15 Counterparts. This Lease may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which together shall
be deemed one and the same instrument, and each of which counterparts shall be deemed an original of
this Lease for all purposes notwithstanding that less than all of the signatures may appear on any one
counterpart.
19.16 Recordation. Lessor and Lessee agree that this Lease shall not be recorded in the Official Records.
Upon the Term Commencement Date, the Parties shall, within [***], mutually execute, acknowledge before a
notary, and record in the Official Records, a memorandum of this Lease in customary form. The costs of
such recordation shall be shared equally by Lessee and Lessor.
19.17 No Sharing of Grants. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, any grants or credits obtained
by a Party hereto shall be retained by that Party and such Party shall not be required to share such grants
or credits with the other Party hereto.
19.18 Public Announcements; Community Interaction.
(a) Other than those incidental to filings required to comply with Legal Requirements or in
connection with any public hearing, legal proceedings or dispute resolution procedure, any public
announcement or similar publicity with respect to this Lease will be issued, if at all, at such time and
in such manner as the Parties mutually determine. The Parties shall cooperate in good faith to
agree upon the content of any public announcement incidental to filings required to comply with
Legal Requirements or in connection with any public hearing. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the
event that either Party or its counsel (i) determines that, as a result of the Parties entering into this
Lease, or the commencement of the transactions contemplated herein or therein, a filing on Form 8K (or any similar or successor form) is required under applicable securities laws, including the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or (ii) either Party is intending to file a registration
statement under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, covering certain of its securities, and such
Party or its counsel believes that a copy of this Lease, or a description of the transaction
contemplated herein or therein, is necessary to complete such registration statement or otherwise
comply with applicable Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") requirements, such Party
shall be entitled to make such filing. In the event this Lease is filed pursuant to the applicable SEC
requirements, the Party filing this Lease will use Commercially Reasonable Efforts (which shall not
include the obligation to commence any legal proceeding or to incur any substantial out-of-pocket
costs or expenses) to obtain confidential treatment of this Lease by the SEC.
(b) Lessor and Lessee shall reasonably cooperate so as to develop and maintain (and, in the case
of Lessor, preserve) a positive working relationship with the local community surrounding the Borax
Site. Neither party shall not take any actions which could reasonably be expected to have a material
adverse effect upon the other Party's relationship with the community in which the Borax Site is
located, including relationships with municipal and county governments, the State of California, and
community organizations located in and around the Borax Site.
19.19 Confidentiality. Except for disclosures permitted under Section 19.18, during the Term, and for a
period of two (2) years after the termination or expiration of this Lease, the Parties will maintain in
confidence all non public information and documents, including this Lease, provided or to be provided by
and to one another with pursuant to or in connection with this Lease, except that information and
documents may be disclosed (a) by a Party to its and its Affiliates' directors, officers, employees and
agents, including accountants, legal counsel and other advisors, and to its and its Affiliates' actual or
prospective equity investors, lenders and underwriters, (b) to the extent requested by any Governmental
Authority or reasonably deemed appropriate to disclose by Lessee in connection with its application for the
Permits and other approvals by Government Authorities contemplated hereby (including, without limitation,
disclosures to community groups or other potential stakeholders in the permitting

process), (c) to the extent required by Legal Requirements or by any subpoena or similar legal process, (d)
in connection with the exercise of any remedies under this Lease or any Proceeding relating to this Lease
or the enforcement of rights hereunder, (e) subject to an agreement containing provisions substantially the
same as those of this Section 19.19, to any permitted assignee or successor or prospective assignee or
successor of a Party in and to any of the rights of such Party under this Lease, and (f) to the extent such
information (i) becomes publicly available other than as a result of a breach of this Section 19.19 or (ii)
becomes available to a Party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than the other Party.
19.20 Non Dedication. The Parties acknowledge and agree that neither Party intends to perform its
obligations hereunder as an electrical corporation, a gas corporation, a water corporation or as a public
utility on a regulated or other basis. Each Party agrees that the delivery and acceptance of any services to
be provided by one Party to the other Party under this Lease is solely on the terms set forth herein. Neither
Party dedicates to the public any part of the services provided by such Party under this Lease. Neither Party
shall assert in any proceeding before any Governmental Authority or otherwise that it or the other Party is
an electrical corporation, a gas corporation, a water corporation or a public utility, nor shall either Party
assert that the other Party has dedicated any services provided by such Party under this Lease to the
public. In the event that any [***], Lessor shall have the right to cease providing such service upon [***] prior
written notice to Lessee. Upon the cessation of any service to be provided by Lessor to Lessee under this
Lease as a result of the foregoing action by a Governmental Authority, the Rent shall be adjusted pursuant
to Exhibit "J". In the event service is so discontinued, the Parties shall reasonably cooperate to restructure,
if possible, the manner in which such service is provided to Lessee so as to make such service not subject
to regulation as a public utility under applicable Legal Requirements.
19.21 No Solicitation of Employees.[***]
19.22 Dispute Resolution Procedures. In the event a dispute arises between the Parties related to this
Lease, the following process shall be followed:
(a) Each Party will designate a senior executive ("Designated Representative") to represent it in
connection with any dispute that may arise between the Parties (a "Party Dispute"). The
designations will be communicated by each Party to the other Party not later than [***] following the
date of execution of this Lease in the manner provided in Section 19.5. Subsequent changes in a
Party's Designated Representative shall be communicated in the same manner.
(b) In the event that a Party Dispute should arise, the Designated Representatives will meet, with
their attorneys, if they so agree, within [***] after written request by any Party to any other Party (the
"Dispute Notice") in an effort to resolve the Party Dispute.
(c) If the Designated Representatives are unable to resolve the Party Dispute within [***] following
their first meeting, the Party Dispute will be submitted to non-binding mediation in Los Angeles,
California before a mediator made available to the Parties through JAMS.
(d) In the event that the mediation process fails to result in a resolution of the Party Dispute within
[***] following receipt of the Dispute Notice, the Parties may take any action they may deem
necessary to protect their interests.
(e) The foregoing provisions of this Section 19.22 shall not be construed to prohibit any Party from
commencing, at any time prior to the completion of the process described above, any action or
proceeding which such Party determines is necessary to protect or preserve any rights or remedies
it may have in law or in equity.

19.23 Work of Improvement. To the extent that this Lease contemplates the construction of a work of
improvement or any related activity for which a license from the California Contractor's State License Board
is required, all such work will be performed by CE Construction as general contractor.
[Next Page Is Signature Page]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Lessor and Lessee have executed this Lease on the dates set forth opposite their
signatures below.
LESSOR:
U.S. BORAX INC., a Delaware corporation

By:
/s/ Gary Goldberg

Its:
President and Chief Executive

LESSEE:
CLEAN ENERGY LNG, LLC,
a California limited liability company
By:
/s/ Andrew J. Littlefair

Its:
President and CEO

CE CONSTRUCTION:
CLEAN ENERGY CONSTRUCTION,
a California corporation
By:

/s/ Andrew J. Littlefair

Its:
President and CEO
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Exhibit 10.4
FIRST AMENDMENT TO GROUND LEASE
The First Amendment to Ground Lease (this “First Amendment”) is made and executed to be effective as of
the 28th day of October, 2008 (“Amendment Effective Date”), by and between U.S. BORAX INC., a Delaware
corporation (“Lessor”), CLEAN ENERGY LNG, LLC, a California limited liability company (“Lessee”), and
CLEAN ENERGY CONSTRUCTION, a California corporation (“CE Construction”). Lessor, Lessee, and CE
CONSTRUCTION and referred to herein collectively as the “Parties.”
RECITALS
WHEREAS, the Parties are parties to that certain Ground Lease made and executed as of November 3, 2006
(as further amended, modified or supplemented from time to time, the “Agreement,” terms defined therein having the
sane meaning when used herein); and
WHEREAS, the Parties wish to amend the Agreement on the terms and conditions set forth herein.
AMENDMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and obligations of the Parties herein contained,
and for other good and valuable considerations, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the
Parties agree as follows:

1.
Amendment of Section 1.12. The definition of the term “Core Service” as set forth in Section 1.12
of the Agreement, is hereby deleted in its entirety, and replaced with the following:
“Core Services” means any one or more of the following services to be provided by Lessor
hereunder: (i) the provision of Energy in accordance with Exhibit “D”; (ii) the provision of Fire
Water, Excess Fire Water, Process Water, the acceptance of Process Waste Water, and the acceptance
of Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent in accordance with Exhibit “E”; (iii) the provision of
natural gas transportation service on the Lateral NG Pipeline in accordance with Exhibit “F”; (iv)
security and site monitoring services in accordance with Exhibit “F”; and (v) the acceptance of
Return Gas in accordance with Exhibit “F”.

2.
Amendment of Exhibit “E” to Add Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent Disposal, Metering and
Quality Monitoring. Exhibit “E” of the Agreement is hereby amended to add the following as new sections, after the
section entitled “Additional Rent” of such Exhibit:
Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent Disposal
Lessor shall dispose of Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent which is delivered by Lessee to
Lessor at Lessor’s dust control water sump; provided that in no event shall Lessor be obligated to
dispose of Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent in excess of the quantities set forth in Exhibit
“E-2”. Lessor shall not be required to dispose of Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent unless
the quality of that effluent as delivered meets the quality standards described in Exhibit “E-2” or if
such disposal would be inconsistent with any Legal Requirements or Permits applicable to Lessor or
would cause Lessor to exceed any quantity or quality standards imposed upon Lessor by any such
Legal Requirements or Permits.
Lessee shall install, own, operate and maintain, at its sole cost and expense, such equipment as is
needed to ensure that Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent delivered to Lessor meets the quality
specifications set forth in Exhibit “E-2”. Lessor reserves the right to adjust such specifications from
time to time as Lessor determines are reasonably necessary to enable Lessor to comply with any
Legal Requirements or Permits. In the event that Lessee delivers Water Softener/ Caustic Scrubber
Effluent which fails to meet the quantity and quality specifications set forth in Exhibit “E-2”,
Lessee shall immediately notify Lessor of such failure and take such steps as are necessary to
prevent the further delivery of such non-conforming Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent
including the transport of the effluent off-site for disposal. Lessee shall

promptly reimburse Lessor for all costs, expenses, fees, fines, and penalties, including costs and
expenses incurred in the handling and disposing of such non-conforming Water Softener/Caustic
Scrubber Effluent already received by Lessor. In addition, Lessor may, at its election and without
any obligation or liability, stop accepting Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent until Lessor is
reasonably satisfied that future Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent discharges by Lessee shall
meet the quantity and quality specifications set forth in Exhibit “E-2”.
Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent Metering and Quality Monitoring
Lessee, at its expense, shall provide monthly sampling of the quantity and quality of Water
Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent. Lessor may inspect and test all sampling points upon the
installation thereof. In addition, from time to time, Lessor shall be permitted to inspect and test each
sampling point upon reasonable advance notice to Lessee. The cost and expense of any such
inspection or test shall be paid by Lessor. If a sampling device is found to be defective or inaccurate,
it shall promptly be adjusted, calibrated, repaired or replaced by Lessee at Lessee’s cost and expense.
If at anytime Lessor desires to independently test the samples, Lessor shall have the right to conduct
such testing at its cost.

3.
Amendment to Exhibit “E-1”. Exhibit “E-1” of the Agreement is hereby amended to delete the
second number “2.” and the number “3.” and replace them with the numbers “3.” and “4.”. Exhibit “E-1” of the
Agreement is further amended to add a new section “5.”, which shall read in its entirety as follows:
5.

Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent Disposal.
Included in Rent.

4.
Amendment to Exhibit “E-2”. Exhibit “E-2” of the Agreement is hereby amended to add a new
section “5.”, which shall read in its entirety as follows:
5.

Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent Disposal.
Quantity: To average not more that 6 GPM or total more than 8650 gallons in any 24 hour
period. Once weekly blow down activities will increase the flow rate to a maximum of 20
GPM for no more that 45 minutes but the 24 hour average will not exceed the above limits
of 6 GPM.
Quality: The constituents of the Water Softener/Caustic Scrubber Effluent will not exceed
the following values.
Total Dissolved Solids <1500 mg/1
Chloride as CI < 1000 mg/1
Sodium as Na < 1000 mg/1
Arsenic as As < 0.6 mg/1
pH < 9

5.
Terms and Conditions of the Agreement. Other than as expressly set forth in this First Amendment,
all of the terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect and shall apply to this First
Amendment; provide that to the extent there is a conflict between the terms of this First Amendment and the terms of
the Agreement, the terms of this First Amendment shall control to the extent of such conflict.
6.
Governing Law. This First Amendment shall be governed by and construed, interpreted and
enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of California, not including choice of law rules and principles.
7.
Counterparts. This First Amendment may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which
shall constitute an original, but all of which when taken together shall constitute but one and the same agreement.
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8.
No Other Amendment. Except as expressly amended hereby, the terms and provisions of the
Agreement remain in full force and effect, and are ratified and confirmed by the Parties in all respects as of the
Amendment Effective Date.

[Signatures set forth on following page]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this First Amendment to be signed as of the Amendment
Effective Date.
LESSOR:
U.S. BORAX INC., a
Delaware corporation
By: /s/ Chris J.
Robison
Its: V.P. Operations
LESSEE:
CLEAN ENERGY
LNG, LLC,
a California limited
liability company
By: /s/ Mitchell W.
Pratt
Its: SVP & Corporate
Secretary
CE
CONSTRUCTION:
CLEAN ENERGY
CONSTRUCTION,
A California
corporation
By: /s/ Mitchell W.
Pratt
Its: SVP & Corporate
Secretary
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Exhibit 21.1
CLEAN ENERGY FUELS CORP. SUBSIDIARIES
as of December 31, 2021

Name of Subsidiary

State or Province of
Incorporation or
Organization

Clean Energy Fueling Services Corp.
Clean Energy
Clean Energy Finance, LLC
Clean Energy LNG, LLC
Clean Energy Los Angeles, LLC
Clean Energy Real Estate, LLC
Natural Fuels Company, LLC
Blue Energy General LLC
Blue Energy Limited LLC
CE Natural Gas Fueling Services, LLC
Clean Energy Renewable Fuels, LLC
Clean Energy Renewable Development, LLC
Clean Energy South Fork Holdings, LLC
Clean Energy & Technologies LLC
CLNE PlasmaFlow, LLC
CLNE PlasmaFlow Holdings, LLC
NG Advantage LLC*
O’Bryan Grain Renewable Energy, LLC
South Fork Funding, LLC
South Fork Renewable Energy, LLC
Mansfield Gas Equipment Systems Corporation
Blue Fuels Group LP
Clean Energy Texas LNG, LLC
TranStar Energy Company LP
M&S Rental, LLC
Southstar LLC
Wyoming Northstar Incorporated

British Columbia
California
California
California
California
California
Colorado
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Georgia
Texas
Texas
Texas
Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming

* Own less than 100%

Exhibit 23.1
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
The Board of Directors
Clean Energy Fuels Corp.:
We consent to the incorporation by reference in the registration statements (Nos. 333-255959, 333-226656, 333-145434, 333-150331,
333-156776, 333-159799, 333-164301, 333-168433, 333-171957, 333-174989, 333-177043, 333-178877, 333-179223, 333-186705,
333-187456, 333-189925, 333-190536, 333-192221, 333-193243, 333-201379, 333-208868, and 333-211934) on Form S-3 and Form S8 of our report dated February 24, 2022, with respect to the consolidated financial statements and financial statement schedule II of Clean
Energy Fuels Corp. and the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting.
/s/ KPMG LLP
Irvine, California
February 24, 2022

Exhibit 31.1
Certification
I, Andrew J. Littlefair, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Clean Energy Fuels Corp.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;

4.

The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined
in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control over financial reporting;
and

The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant's internal control over financial reporting.

Date: February 24, 2022
/s/ ANDREW J. LITTLEFAIR
Andrew J. Littlefair
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 31.2
Certification
I, Robert M. Vreeland, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Clean Energy Fuels Corp.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;

4.

The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined
in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control over financial reporting;
and

The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant's internal control over financial reporting.

Date: February 24, 2022
/s/ ROBERT M. VREELAND
Robert M. Vreeland
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION REQUIRED BY
SECTION 1350 OF TITLE 18 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE
Each of the undersigned hereby certifies in his capacity as the specified officer of Clean Energy Fuels Corp. (the "Company"),
pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, that, to the best of his knowledge, the Annual
Report on Form 10-K of the Company for the annual period ended December 31, 2021 (the “Report”) fully complies with the
requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d), as applicable, of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), and that
the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the
Company.
Date: February 24, 2022
/s/ ANDREW J. LITTLEFAIR
Andrew J. Littlefair
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
Date: February 24, 2022
/s/ ROBERT M. VREELAND
Robert M. Vreeland
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained by the
Company and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff on request.

